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 The objective of this thesis is to provide the first thorough analysis of 
the most basic and redundant figura etymologica, defined as same-clause 
repetition of semantically equivalent noun and verb from the same root, in 
Homer, Hesiod and the Homeric Hymns. Examples include: !"#$ !"#$% &to 
sweat sweat', ()*+ (,-. &the stream streams', and /0%123 /%456-.% &to die 
(by) death'. A core group of semantically and often derivationally identical 
idioms –&give gift' and &live life' to name but two – have subsisted throughout 
the history of Indo-European languages from the earliest extant documents to 
present day. Several observations to be developed in the course of the thesis 
suggest that Archaic Greek Epic preserves these persistent idioms in their 
oldest state, and is thus an intrinsically significant place to observe their 
distributions and idiosyncrasies. 
 Given that these figurae etymologicae occur roughly once every 75 
lines in Homeric and Hesiodic hexameters, it ought to be surprising that they 
have never been the subject of systematic analysis until now. Despite, or 
perhaps because of its frequency recent studies of poetic etymologizing have 
offered only curt commentary on the figura etymologica en route to more 
recherché categories of wordplay, while earlier scholars were harshly critical, 
labeling both Homer and his audiences unsophisticated precisely because 
they reveled in the figures. In fact, once some fundamental distinctions among 
the phrases are coordinated with overall distributions in our texts, a very subtle 
and sophisticated principle of selection, based on an acute awareness of the 
constructions' prolixity, emerges.  
 While there have been numerous studies of etymological figures in 
languages other than Ancient Greek, linguistic and stylistic methodologies 
have not as a rule been applied together. In this thesis, however, I have found 
the synthesis of comparative linguistic and stylistic analyses indispensable in 
the development of a three-dimensional conception of the figures. The general 
organization of the thesis is meant to facilitate this synthetic approach, and it is 
hoped that, at the end, the reader will be as convinced as I am that the epic 
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Terminology and select history of scholarship 
I.0 The etymological figure: 
 In contemporary scholarship an etymological figure may involve the 
positioning of true or false cognates, be they proper names, nouns, adjectives, 
adverbs, verbs, or any combination thereof, in general proximity to each other. 
This study focuses on a limited subset of etymological figures in Archaic Greek 
Epic for a very specific reason. It concentrates only on the combination of a 
cognate noun and verb in the same clause because phrases of this sort 
involve a repetition of sound and sense more basic and blatant than other 
forms of etymological repetition. Present Day English houses a good number 
of such etymological figures as commonplace idioms, !give a gift", !see a sight", 
and !sing a song" being but three out of many possible examples. Observance 
of colloquial usage of these phrases reveals that in the overwhelming majority 
of cases the intent of speakers in using them is not to call attention to cognate 
relationships between nouns and verbs, nor are the phrases themselves 
perceived to be excessively figurative. All evidence suggests that, in reference 
to well-established idioms like #$%& '($')* or +,-%* +.+/*0., this observation 
is also valid for Ancient Greek. Hence, to call them etymological figures is a bit 
of a misnomer. Nevertheless,  since scholars have most often grouped them 
with figurae etymologicae, that is the label I have chosen to retain. But they 
have also gone by several other names, and, for purposes of clarity and 
synthesis, I have found it both necessary and illuminating to sort through 
overlapping terminology before proceeding to the main thesis. Hence, the 
following sections present a select history of scholarship and terminology 
pertaining to this subset of etymological figures in a roughly chronological 
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format. The goal of these sections, beyond clarification of terminology, is to 
mark the type of etymological repetition embodied by these basic phrases off 
from other types of etymologizing and wordplay, while at the same time setting 
them in a broader context of repetition figures and labels associated with 
repetition figures.  
I.1 The figura etymologica: 
 The more or less strictly defined Latin collocation figura etymologica 
originated in nineteenth century German scholarship as a translation of the 
phrase 12340 5674%8%9:0&, found in the Homeric commentaries of 
Eustathius.1 The more common Eustathian label for the constructions under 
survey, however, is 6-/$%& 5674%8%9.;/& or 6-/$%& 5674%8%9:0&, almost 
invariably coupled with the assertion that this manner of speaking is <66.;,&, 
and often with further explanation: =$% 9>- 6%? +@1'.* 6A +,-%*, 5; 9>- 
6%? '($')* 6A #$%& 9:9*'60..2 The standard designation for the figurae 
etymologicae in the Homeric Scholia is $0-%*%401:0 5674%8%9.;B, or less 
frequently just $0-%*%401:0.3 More often than not, expressions noticed by 
Scholiasts as instances of etymological paronomasia and schematizing 
involve object-verb combinations otherwise quite rare in the Homeric corpus, 
in contexts featuring other repetition figures.4 The Eustathian !etymological 
tropos" or !mannerism", on the other hand, applied to various accusatival 
                                                
1 At Il.4.323-4 in reference to 0(24>& 0(24C11%71. and 9D-0& 9'-E*6F* Eustathius says 
“'(& 5674%8%9:0& $:$6'. 12340”. 
2 By calling it Attic he may mean that the 6-/$%& 5674%8%9.;/& is particularly frequent in Attic 
as opposed to Koine, which inscriptional evidence verifies; but it does occur in early 
inscriptions in other dialects as well. 
3 Eustathius also uses this designation. See below page 15. 
4 For instance at Il.14.176 and 178 in reference to $8%;C4%7& #$8'G' and H0*A* I10JK. 
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constructions whether they were stock idioms or seldom recurring figures;5 it 
also applied to figures with nouns in cases other than the accusative, and 
various other modes of repetition.6 Hence, the Eustathian distinction between 
the more specialized 12340 5674%8%9:0& and generally applicable 6-/$%& 
5674%8%9.;/& hints at the validity of differentiating various repetition figures in 
terms of their rhetorical impact, and establishes a starting point for the stylistic 
analysis of the deployment of etymological schemata and tropoi in Homeric 
Epic I present in full in chapters three and four. The etymological figure, or 
schema applies to a more rare, and therefore more stylistically and rhetorically 
pronounced set of phrases than the more pedestrian etymological mannerism, 
or trope. 
 In nineteenth century studies of figurae etymologicae in Greek and 
Latin respectively, Lobeck (1837) and Landgraf (1881) each included 
repetition of cognate substantives and verbs within the same clauses without 
regard to case relationship/function. They also included segments in which 
one element of the figure was in a relative clause. In other words, they 
referenced the broader field of the tropoi etymologicoi, rather than the more 
restricted field of the 12340 5674%8%9:0&. Landgraf also appended sections 
on adjectival and adverbial cognate phrases, purely verbal figures such as 
videre videor, and even nominal polyptoton.7 Thus, he defined the figura 
etymologica with a breadth approaching the contemporary definition of the 
                                                
5 All the schemata mentioned so far, 0(24>& 0(24C11%71., $8%;C4%7& #$8'G', and H0*A* 
I10JK occur only once in Homer, the 6-/$%. either many times, (#$%& '($')* and +,-%* 
+:+%*0.), seldom, (2%L* 2')1J0.), or once (M-'N%71K M'-OP%*). 
6 For instance Eustathius so refers to the combination of nominative and cognate verb, =%.+A& 
Q'.+' at Od.1.325 and verb + phonetically related adjective at Od.1.48: R+713. +0ST-%*. 
+0U'60. V6%-. 
7 He gave nominal and pronominal polyptoton further treatment more appropriately in 
“Substantivische Parataxen.”  
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etymological figure. As a countercurrent to this generalizing trend, several 
more recent studies have limited the field of the figura etymologica to only 
those cases in which a verb takes as its direct object a noun from the same 
root. Some have even tried to limit its scope to nominal abstract-cognate verb 
combinations, despite the nebulous and transitory nature of the category 
!abstract".8 But Stech, in his 1967 article “Zur Gestalt der etymologischen Figur 
in verschiedenen Sprachen” deals mainly with repetition of cognate nouns in 
different cases (polyptoton), and in some circles even non-etymological 
phrases qualify as etymological figures: 
La figure étymologie est un procédé syntaxique par lequel on réunit 
dans une construction d!un type exceptionnel des mots apparentés soit 
par l! étymologie (vivre sa vie), soit au moins par le sens (dormez votre 
sommeil).9 
In my opinion this definition is too imprecise to be very useful. The 
combination of non-cognates (dormez votre sommeil) at the very least fails to 
achieve the repetition of sound native to the cognate phrases. Beyond that, 
even if a non-cognate noun and verb appear to be roughly synonymous, they 
do not as a rule approach the uniformity of meaning of words from the same 
root.  In sum, phrases of the dormez votre sommeil type are not the same as 
figurae etymologicae such as vivre sa vie; the non-cognate phrases may be 
analyzed with the cognate ones in terms of their grammatical internality, but in 
                                                
8 For restriction to the accusative see Gonda (273) “I will apply it (figura etymologica) only to 
those syntactic groups in which special uses of the accusative occur together with a verb 
deriving from the same root.” He also noted there the difficulty of confining the category to 
abstracta, with references to scholars who have made such an attempt. Cf. Wills (243) 
“although the name figura etymologica has been used of numerous types of repetition, it 
particularly adheres to the combination of a verb and an abstract noun from the same stem.”  
9 Marouzeau (78). 
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terms of stylistics they do not achieve the same redundancy of sound and 
sense, and are therefore best treated separately.   
 In general, I think it is safe to say at this point, given that an 
etymological figure has been defined as just about any type of repetition of two 
or more words from the same root, and even an internal accusative with 
components derived from different roots, that the term needs clarification to be 
useful. Since traditional scholarship has made it very difficult to be precise, 
there is good reason to be extremely careful, and to some degree even 
innovative, in the adaptation of accepted terminology. This approach follows 
the precedent set by Wills in his 1996 study of repetition figures in Latin.10 In 
the course of this study it will be advantageous to mention traditional terms 
and make reference to past scholars, but there is no pressing need to survey 
them in full at the outset.11 Even Wills" nice breakdown of the various 
repetitions examined in his book will not work for our purposes, since all the 
phrases integral to the present thesis occupy an unnamed subset in one of his 
categories, polyptoton.12 He does further distinguish between nominal and 
verbal polyptoton, but, within verbal polyptoton, includes 1) figurae 
etymologicae, 2) figures that repeat different forms of the same verb, and 3) 
adverb + verb combinations.13 So we need at least to create the subcategory 
                                                
10 Cf. Wills (9) “Anyone trying at present to describe a variety of types of repetition must 
inevitably christen many of them with new names.”  
11 Surveys of the older literature are readily available in Landgraf, 1881, 5-8 and Raebel, 1 ff. 
in addition to the more modern references to Huttner, Frédéric and Lausberg given by Wills. 
For a concise history of the term polyptoton see Belardi. The standard work on nominal 
polyptoton in Archaic Greek is Gygli-Wyss. 
12 On page 11 Wills provides the following table: 
    Identical form    Different form 
 Within unit GEMINATION   POLYPTOTON 
 Across units PARALLELISM   MODIFICATION 
13 Ibid, 243-253. To provide examples, under verbal polyptoton Wills discusses not only 
pugnam pugnare but also capta cepit, as well as Homeric phrases such as W88X*60& 6" 
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noun-verb polyptoton. Further, within that subcategory it will be necessary to 
differentiate the various cases of nouns used in the same phrases as 
etymologically kindred verbs.14 For this purpose I have found it most 
convenient to utilize the following set of terms and abbreviations:15 
           EN = etymological nominative, e.g. !the singer sings". 
           EA = etymological accusative, e.g. !give a gift". 
           ED = etymological dative, e.g. !bind with/in bonds".    
           EG = etymological genitive, e.g. !honor (with a due share) of honor". 
           EF = etymological figures formed by nouns in the same phrases as  
          verbs.  
 Within each case-category I include noun-verb combinations split by 
relative pronouns, but not those split by coordinating conjunctions. The reason 
for this is that separation by a relative does not significantly change the syntax 
of any of the case-units: !He gave a gift" and !the gift which he gave" are nearly 
interchangeable. Intervention by a coordinating conjunction or further 
separation of the cognates, on the other hand, lessens the circularity of the 
figure, in many cases makes the phonetic echo that calls attention to that 
circularity more distant, and thereby constitutes a different type of repetition. 
Just to be perfectly clear, no other types of repetition have been systematically 
integrated into this thesis. We are not dealing here with, for instance, repetition 
of nouns, as in !boys will be boys", verbal repetition as in !it is what it is", or any 
                                                                                                                                       
W8874Y*%7& 6' !slayers and slain" (Il.11.83). Figures such as these concern us only as points 
of reference. 
14 Fehling collected Verb mit Akkusativ  (156-8), Verb mit Dativ oder Genitiv, Verb und Subjekt 
(158), and Verb und präpositionale Verbindungen (159).  
15 This terminology is not entirely without precedent: Gaedicke had separate sections for !Der 
etymologische Accusativ" (237 ff.) and !Der Accusativ des inhalts" (156 ff.). Delbrück also used 
the term etymologische Accusativ (168). Further, the following section headings occur in 
Landgraf: De ablativo etymologico (24), and De nominativo, dativo, locativo etymologico (33).  
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other sort of repetitive colloquialism, poetic etymologizing etc. Rather, for the 
purposes of Archaic Greek Epic our survey primarily deals with figurae 
etymologicae in three cases of the noun: nominative (e.g. ;3-7G ;Z-X11'. 
!the herald heralds"), accusative (e.g. +,-%* +.+/*0. !to give a gift"), and 
dative (e.g. +'14[ +')* ! to fetter in a fetter"). The etymological genitive listed 
above occurs only twice in the Homeric corpus, and is therefore a bit of a false 
category. 
I.2 Etymologizing:  
 The distinction between an etymology, in which a speaker or writer 
makes an explicit attempt to illuminate the true derivational history of a word, 
and an etymological figure, in which two words from the same root repeat for 
syntactic or stylistic reasons, was not made until quite late. The absence of 
this distinction resulted in the fact that, although we encounter a plethora of 
etymological figures in archaic literature, same phrase noun-verb polyptoton 
was not given a specific label in antiquity. In classical sources, the most 
frequent type of etymology was the repetition of two or more words linked 
specifically to call attention to their phonetic and semantic affinities.16 I cite an 
example from the Cratylus since, in this case, the etymologizing agenda is 
explicit:  
       6> +" “!"#$%” #%.;' 63& &"#$%'()   
5$F*74:0* #2'.*. \ +] “&"#$%'*,” ^6. 6> _$0  &+% -   
"#$,-. / , “&+%"#$0'1”`* 'aZ, *?* +] “&"#$%'1” ;08- 
8F$.1J')10 ;Y;8Z60.. 
 
                                                
16 Cf. Allen in Sikes, h.Hom. ed. 2 (Oxford 1936), Comm. 99 “From Homer, Hesiod, Euripides 
and Plato down to Zonaras the Greeks had but one principle of derivation, aural similarity of 
sound.” 
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   The !stars" seem to get their name from lightning. 
But !lightning", since it causes the eyes to turn upwards, should really 
be called !the upturner", yet currently its name is !lightning" for aesthetic  
reasons (Pl.Crat.409.c). 
When Homeric Epic strives for overt etymology to a comparable degree we 
frequently see the same principles of assonance and semantic affinity at work.  
For instance, the Cyclops disparages Odysseus by pointing out that his !name" 
(bc6.&) has affinities with an adjective meaning !worthless" (%d6.+0*A&): 
     ;>+ +Y ;" 54A* ;3- 
8FTB1'.' ;0;,*, 6e 4%. 23#/4%+5) $/-'* 67#/). 
    And my heart would be  
eased of the evils the good for nothing nobody has brought me 
(Od.9.459-60). 
In some passages the presentation of an EF shows the confluence of aural 
similarity and the pointing out of etymological relationship in much the same 
way as the passages just above: 
"#%892: +K =-9N-'%. 5* 208;Df ;"#%"%+ %d+[, 
=-9N-'%* +K 5TK g$'-JN-.%*, 2-71DZ +] ;%-h*Z 
Silver stanchions stood in a bronze threshold  
The lintel above was silver and gold the handle (Od.7.89-90). 
Here the semantic link between 160J4%i !standing places, i.e. stables" and 
!stand" is unobvious enough to merit explication, and the use of j16Z1. as a 
substitute for a simple verb of being suggests willful etymologizing via aural 
linking. 
One cannot overstress, however, that most occurrences of idiomatic, 
etymological phrases are not instances of etymologizing. Would it not be 
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misguided to put the above, clearly overt and consciously etymologizing 
passage from the Cratylus on a par with the myriad times Plato wrote k& #$%& 
'($')*?17 If questioned, Plato most likely would have made the etymological 
connection between #$%& and '($')*, but just as a modern English speaker 
can say !give a gift" without consciously seeking to highlight the cognate 
derivation of noun and verb, he often used the phrase as a simple idiom, 
rather than an etymologizing figure.  
 As we turn specifically now to the hundreds of cases of noun + verb 
polyptoton in Homer, note first that there has been a tendency to limit the 
parameters of etymologizing to passages involving proper names: 
“In its early beginnings, however, the practice of etymologizing was 
mostly confined to proper names or comments on their significance, 
and many such cases are to be found in Homer.”18 
Indeed, studies of Homeric etymologizing generally offer only passing and curt 
commentary on the EF itself en route to discussion of cases such as 
lC-7m+.& =*0--%.m+') in which a proper name repeats the sound of another 
word.19 But is it really plausible to make an absolute distinction between 
!etymologizing figures" and !etymological figures" based on the presence, or 
absence of a proper name in the phrase?  Comments in Eustathius and the 
Homeric Scholia suggest not. In reference to 6D4'*%& 6C4%* at Il.6.194 
Eustathius attributes willful etymologizing to the poet: ;0i k& n $%.Z6L& 
5674%8%9')* m%X8'60.. The Scholia describe the same phrase as an allusion 
                                                
17 I count at least 21 instances of this idiom in the Laws alone. The TLG lists the phrase 74 
times in the Platonic corpus, including dubia. 
18 Woodhead (7). 
19 See Rank whose 147 page study deals primarily with names in Homer, and from which this 
example is drawn. Hecht, who focused on those etymologies he regarded as obvious, also 
speaks mostly of proper names. Recently, Tsitsibakou-Vasolos (2007) has focused on Pelopid 
etymologies in the Iliad. 
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to the etymology of 6D4'*%&, !$0-'674%8%9')," the active verb implying at 
least some intentionality on the part of the poet.20 Also, several clearly 
conscious Homeric kennings coincide with the EA 5$U;8Z1.* ;08D%71., a 
suggestive confluence of name and word etymologies: 
<167C*0G, o* p-,'& <'=>?@"/+ >%?A2B"/+q 
%r%& 9C- 1T.* #-71% $N80& ;0i 6'U2'0 40;-C  
Astyanax, whom the Trojans named that name 
For he alone protected their gates and long walls (Il.22.506-7). 
 In general, schematizing and fashioning of figurae imply an active 
choice on the part of the artisan. But one must first separate oft-recurring 
commonplaces of poetic diction from non-recurring coinages or hapax figurae 
etymologicae.21 The former did not involve a conscious choice to !etymologize" 
in the conventional language of epic. The substantive in these phrases 
generally supports an adjectival attribute, and thus performs a genuine 
syntactic service. The unidiomatic figures, on the other hand, especially those 
with denominative verbs attaching no attribute, are suggestive of a greater 
level of conscious fashioning than the stock idioms. Whether or not the 
                                                
20 For the definition of $0-'674%8%9') as !allusion to the etymology of a word" see LSJ sv. 
The Scholia here reads: ^6. $0-'674%8%9')6A 6Y4'*%& =$A 6%? 6'4')*. See also Fehling 
(156). 
21 It is also important to consider audience reaction. The most common combinations were 
most likely drawn from everyday speech, and probably attracted little, if any overt attention 
from listeners.  I might add here a bit of a disclaimer: we have little choice but to take the 
surviving fragments of Archaic Greek Epic as a representative sampling. When I say !hapax" I 
mean once-recurring in the extant corpus; status as an !oft-recurring commonplace" pertains 
especially to figures such as +,-%* +:+%*0., #$%& '($')*, and 'j4060 I**71J0. which occur 
over 30 times each just in Homer. While we ultimately cannot know that a given figure is 
!hapax" or !commonplace" in terms of the tens of thousands of lost hexameters, it is probable 
that the general opposition of coinage and commonplace would simply be further validated by 
exhumation of more texts. In other words, we might find another instance of a figure that 
appears to be a hapax now, but in so doing it is most likely that we would also find 10 more 
cases of +,-%* +:+%*0.. The fragments of the Cypria, for instance, yield only 'j4060 
I**71J0. (x2: 4.1 and 7) and #J'*6% J'0i (5.3). 
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generation of these repetitions represented a decision to etymologize in any 
contemporary sense is open to question. It does seem best, however, to set 
such phrases as $/8'4%* $%8'4:s'.* (x2 in Homer) and 6')2%& 6'.2Us'.* 
(once in Homer, once in the Hesiodic fragments) at least on a par with the 
likes of lC-7m+.& =*0--%.m+') and t-$7.0. =*Z-Yu0*6% in terms of 
conscious duplication of sound and sense. The fact that the former have not 
been traditionally included in studies of Homeric etymologizing, while the latter 
appear in all such studies has created a distinction that is arbitrary in some 
regards. One should note, since names per se lack semantics, or at least have 
optional semantic affiliations, that the name etymologies function to attribute 
definite semantics to them, and are in that sense explanatory and aetiological. 
The EF, on the other hand, in many cases serves to explain nothing. However, 
once the semantics of a name have been established by linkage to a verb, the 
etymologizing figure bears an extremely close resemblance to an etymological 
figure. Certain cases of the etymological nominative highlight this 
resemblance. For instance, the abstract noun !blindness" in v6Z =w60. 
becomes a name by virtue of personification and is therefore routinely included 
in studies on etymologizing. More pedestrian nominative phrases, on the other 
hand, such as $6F2A& $6F2'X'. or W+4L xs', make scant appearance in 
such studies. For the most part I will not treat that aspect of Homeric study that 
goes under the name of !etymologizing." The reason for this is not to draw fast 
distinctions where lines of difference are blurry at best, but to focus on the 
neglected field: although the name !etymologies" comprise a far smaller group 
they have received considerably more attention.22  
                                                
22 Not to say that the examination of them is exhausted. Interesting studies such as those of 
Lowenstam, Louden and Tsitsibakou-Vasolos are still surfacing and still may surface. 
Wordplays involving proper names in Latin have also received a great deal of attention 
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I.3 Paronomasia/adnominatio and wordplay:   
 Paronomasia and its Latin translation adnominatio often function in 
scholarship as designations of polyptoton and the figura etymologica.23 
Schwyzer included under partielle Iteration (Paronomasie) the title of the 
Byzantine kings, m01.8'y& m01.8YF* m01.8'XF* m01.8'?1. !ruler of rulers 
ruling among rulers", nominal and verbal polyptoton, the EA and ED.24 As 
noted at the outset, the most common label for the EA in the Homeric Scholia 
is $0-%*%401:0 5674%8%9.;B. Hence, the scholiastic tradition implies that the 
EA is a subset of paronomasia, but that there are also instances of non-
etymological paronomasia. Quintilian"s definition of adnominatio focused on 
the repetition of similar and in some cases contrastive sounds without 
necessitating an etymological, or even a semantic correlation:25 
Tertium est genus figurarum quod aut similitudine aliqua vocum aut 
 paribus aut contrariis convertit in se aures et animos excitat. Hinc est 
 "#$%&%'#()#, quae dicitur adnominatio.  (Inst.9.3.66).26 
His examples include basic word repetition, homo hostis, homo (67), and 
nominal polyptoton, omnium rerum...in omnibus rebus (66), but also punning 
cases of figurae non-etymologicae, such as amari iucundum est, si curetur ne 
quid insit amari !It is good to be loved, if one takes care that there is no 
                                                                                                                                       
starting with McCartney and not neccesarily ending with O"Hara. Interestingly, even those who 
categorize various forms of the EF as !etymologizing" still pass over it briefly en route to 
analysis of name etymologies, e.g. Tsitsibakou-Vasolos (35-36). 
23 Gonda (1959) treats the EA under figura etymologica, but the EN, ED and etymological 
instrumental under paronomasia.  Reckendorf"s lists of paronomasia in Semitic languages 
include substantial sections on the EF in several cases of the noun, especially the EN (85-91), 
and EA (100 ff.). Raebel"s De usu adnominationis apud Romanorum poetas comicos is 
peppered with etymological figures (27 ff.). 
24 (700). 
25 This is why the O.L.D. defines adnominatio as pun. 
26 “There is a third class of figures which appeals to the ear and arouses attention by some 
resemblance, equality, or contrast of sound. To this class belongs Paronomasia, which we call 
adnominatio” Text and translation by D.A. Russell, Loeb edition, Cambridge, MA, 2001. 
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bitterness in it" (70). The author of the Rhetorica ad Herennium defines 
adnominatio as homonymous puns: quos homines alea vincit, eos ferro statim 
vincit !men whom the die conquers, it binds at once with iron" (2.29); while 
Cicero points to cases in which the alteration of a letter results in wordplay, 
dilegere oportet, quem velis diligere !one should choose whom you want to 
love" (ibid) and, citing Cato, nobiliorem mobiliorem (de Orat.2.63).  
In his encyclopedic handbook on literary rhetoric Lausberg followed 
principles similar to the Rhetorica ad Herennium and Cicero"s: 
The annominatio “paronomasia” is a (pseudo-) etymological play on the 
slightness of the phonetic echo on the one hand and the interesting 
range of meaning of the change on the other. The range of meaning 
can in such cases be raised to the level of paradox. The author expects 
the audience to see the etymology thus created between the two words 
to be their own (285).  
Examination of this definition illuminates some important differences between 
paronomastic and etymological schemata. First, the EF is inherently 
tautological, and cannot involve any contrast, much less paradox, without 
overt negation of one of its elements. Such negation does not occur in Homer 
with any of the figures involving nominal abstracts, but =*0U6.%* 0(6.C01J0., 
!to blame the blameless man" (Il.13.775), serves to illustrate the point. Second, 
paronomastic figures assume audience perception of authorial intention, while 
we have seen that such an assumption regarding the EF can be dangerous. 
The EF at times involves a certain playfulness with words, but, even though 
nonce coinages like dentes dentiant !teething teeth" (Plaut.Mil.34) consistently 
rank among ludi verborum, it does not necessarily involve !wordplay", and in 
Homer it never results in any sort of pun. In the end, the various applications 
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of !paronomasia" make it a hazardous term to use, but we might restrict its 
sense to refer to the few times in Homer where the EF is extended by 
attachment of an additional cognate: m%78ZT/-%&...m%78>& m%78'X'. !the 
councilor...counsels councils" (Il.10.414-15, cf. 24.651-2). In this vein, it is 
interesting to take a closer look at Eustathius" use of $0-%*401:0 already 
mentioned on page one. Notice that he uses the term in direct reference to 
=9%->& =9E-'7%* at Il.2.788, but that the subjects of =9E-'7%* here are 
further qualified as n4Z9'-D'&:27 
 6A +], =9%->& =9E-'7%*, <66.;/* 516.*, k& ;0i 6A m%78L* 
m%78'X'. ;0i 8/9%* 8Y9'. ;0i ^8F& 6A $0-06.JY*0. 6%)& zB401. 6> 
5G 0d6,* W*/4060q ;08')60. +] 6A 12340 $0-%*401:0.  
In sum, n4Z9'-D'& =9%->& =9E-'7%* constitutes what I will call 
paronomastic amplification.  
I.4 The internal and cognate accusative: 
The internal accusative is a grammatical category in which a noun 
functions as the object of a verb with identical or at least very similar meaning. 
In such cases the action of the verb in essence creates the noun, which only 
exists as long as the verbal action continues.28  This grammatical category has 
traditionally been treated as derived from and essentially identical to the figura 
etymologica/EA.29 However, if there ever was a derivational direction from the 
EA to the internal accusative or vice versa this direction is impossible to 
determine: all the earliest Indo-European sources of significant volume attest 
both abundantly. Importantly, the EA is not necessarily a grammatical 
                                                
27 The whole phrase reads %{ +K =9%->& =9E-'7%* 5$i |-.C4%.% JN-}1./ $C*6'& 
n4Z9'-D'& ~4]* *D%. ~+] 9D-%*6'&. 
28 This is the standard definition given in the grammars. See Schwyzer-Delbrück (168), 
Leumann-Hoffmann-Szantyr (44), Krahe (62-3) and Mastronarde (122-3) et al. 
29 Ibid + Brugmann (1900:263, 1911:620 ff.). 
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category; rather the etymological relation between substantive and verb is 
paramount, and the repetition of sound and sense stylistically primal: 
Man behandelt die Inhaltsaccusative gewöhnlich zusammen mit den 
etymologischen Accusativen und gewinnt so ein bequemes Princip für 
ihre logische Anordnung. Aber historisch sind beide von einander zu 
trennen.30  
In fact there are a good number of EAs in which the object is an effected, 
ongoing result of the verbal action, or simply external, and in the Rig Veda the 
!etymologischen Objectsaccusative" is more frequent than the !etymologischen 
Inhaltsaccusative".31  Objects in etymological phrases in Homer fall into various 
grammatical categories and will be treated on a case by case scenario. 
 Cognate accusative is a virtual synonym for internal accusative, 
perhaps, but not necessarily, with special reference to the etymological 
relationship between the substantive and verb. For example, under 'r$%* in 
the LSJ we find the following comment: “c. acc. cogn. #$%&, 4?J%*, 
J'%$-/$.%*, %d*%4060, etc.” Similarly, Cunliffe under 'a-%40. writes: “with 
cognate acc.: #$%& Q88% 5-Y1J0..”32 As a conflation of the EA and internal 
accusative the term lacks the specificity required for our purposes.     
I.5. Diachronic analysis of the cognate object debate: 
 The term !cognate object" has come to represent a narrow group of 
internal and etymological accusatives in English and various other languages, 
notably Latin, which are at the center of an ongoing debate in post-
                                                
30 Gaedicke (157) 
31 Ibid. 
32 Cf. Smyth (1563-1568) who lists two types of cognate accusatives: 1) The substantive in the 
accusative is of the same origin as the verb 2) The substantive in the accusative is of kindred 
meaning as the verb. 
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Chomskyan linguistics popular enough to merit its own website.33 The debate 
involves various attempts to fit sentences in which an otherwise intransitive 
verb may take a cognate, and only a cognate object (CO), into the principles of 
government and binding Chomsky set forth in 1981.34 Basically, the CO 
presents an exception to his suggestion that intransitive verbs cannot have an 
argument with a *-role.35 In the first article-length treatment of the CO and the 
Chomskyan case-filter Jones distinguished a core group of !true cognate 
objects" from other phrases “which resemble cognate object constructions, but 
which allow a wider range of direct complements” (89). He focused on three 
idioms as exemplifying the true cognate object construction: 
1) die a gruesome death. 
2) live an uneventful life. 
3) sigh a weary sigh.36  
He contrasted these with similar phrases that take other complements: !dance 
a dance", but also !dance a jig", !dream a dream", but also !dream a most 
peculiar thing". Another distinguishing characteristic of the true cognate object 
is resistance to  passivization: 
 * A painful death was died by John. 
                                                
33 See Csuri (1998). 
34 See 170-71 where Chomsky implies, mainly by omission, that only transitive verbs are 
capable of assigning objective case. He does make passing reference to CO constructions 
elsewhere: “Intransitive verbs generally assign no case, except under restricted conditions as 
in “he dreamt a dream” (1986, 74).  This does not solve any questions within the CO debate, 
since, as we are about to see !dream a dream" is not one of the !true COs".  
35 For an overview of *-criterion and the case filter see Chomsky (1981, esp. 34 ff.). Cf. 
Larjavaara, who sees the internal object category in French as a mostly empty distinction that 
“seems to have no other use than to justify the presence of an object with some verbs which 
most often do not have one”. This quote is actually from his English paraphrase of  “À Quoi 
Sert L!Objet Interne” on Csuri (6).  
36 Ibid. These are also Zubizarreta"s examples. Others have used different idioms, Massam, 
for instance used !smile a smile" (161), Moltmann used !scream a scream", but both used !die 
a death", the example par excellence within the discussion. 
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 * A terrifying scream was screamed by John.37 
Further, Moltmann argues that “the predicative status of cognate objects might 
also be related to the impossibility of topicalization,” a characteristic they share 
with certain adverbials:38 
 *A painful death, John died it. 
 *A shrill scream, John screamed it. 
 Cf. **slowly, John ate the cake.  
 The scholars involved in the cognate object debate also commonly take 
up the question of whether or not the CO can move away from the verb by the 
transformational process called WH-Movement. This involves forming a 
question or exclamation with interrogative or relative pronouns. Jones noticed 
that, while certain idioms of similar semantic content cannot undergo WH-
Movement the CO can: 
  John kicked the bucket. 
 *What sort of bucket did John kick? 
But: 
 What sort of a death did John die?      
What a (gruesome) death John died! (92). 
Massam, on the other hand, who argued that the constructions of the CO do in 
fact form thematic objects, remarks that they cannot be questioned as follows: 
 *What did he die? (164). 
                                                
37 These are Moltmann"s examples (301). The impossibility of Jones" example, *An uneventful 
life was lived by Harry is questionable. It is at least not valid cross-linguistically: Latin attests 
vita vivitur (Cypr.2. p. 578.21) and aetas vivitur (Ov.M.12.188); in Ennius we find the verb used 
impersonally, praeter propter vitam vivitur (Scen.259), which may have had something to do 
with authorizing the passive. 
38 Ibid. 
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At present there are two solutions to the CO debate. The first is to 
regard the noun phrase as an adjunct predicate/adverbial complement, and 
thereby alleviate the necessity of the cognate !object" receiving a *-role from 
its governing verb.39 The second is to admit that the CO may take a patient *-
role and therefore function as a thematic object.40 These two options involve 
fundamentally different notions of governance within the syntax of the phrase. 
The adverbial solution envisions modification of the verb by a noun phrase 
that, in essence, houses no argument, and thus creates a pseudo-object; 
reception of a patient *-role, on the other hand, asserts for cognate objects the 
same rule of governance of object by verb as other argument housing noun 
phrases. 
If we try to apply elements of the modern CO debate to the Homeric 
figures we find that very few of the accusative structures present !true" cognate 
objects in the restricted sense. In fact, the expressions in Homer that most 
resemble the true CO constructions tend to feature the noun in the !internal" 
dative: J0*e6f J*1;'.* and W8DJ-f W88Y1J0. !die by a death".41  The 
appearance of the dative in these phrases runs counter to Jones" argument 
that languages requiring a morphological expression of case select the 
accusative by default because of its semantic emptiness:  
Although the choice of Accusative in (29) can be reconciled with the 
Inherent Case approach, the Caseless NP approach offers a more 
straightforward explanation. If the cognate objects in (29) remain caseless 
within the syntax but acquire a default-morphological Case-feature in PF, the 
                                                
39 Jones, Moltmann, Zubizarreta, Humphries et al. This is in fact a bit of a communis opinio. 
40 Massam. 
41 For the designation of this category as !internal" see Fehling, 158. 
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choice of a neutral Case form such as Accusative is precisely what we would 
expect (104).!" 
 This conception of default selection of the accusative fits into his 
argument that the CO noun phrase in English has no case according to a 
!Revised Case-Filter": 
Instead of trying to devise means of assigning Case to cognate objects 
and other adjunct NPs which never show overt Case morphology, we 
modify case theory so that such NPs are not required to be Case-
marked (97-8).!#   
As we have seen, Jones opposed this solution to the claim that “the Case-
feature of cognate objects and adverbial NPs is inherent rather than 
structurally assigned” (95). Later, he presents the selection of accusative in 
overt case languages as a bit of a problem for adoption of an inherent case 
approach toward cognate objects: 
The problem is that the Accusative Case in these languages does not 
appear to have any identifiable semantic function. To put it another way, if 
overt Case languages typically used one of the more !marked" Cases (e.g. 
Genitive, Ablative, Dative etc.) to mark the cognate object, this would be 
strong evidence in favor of the Inherent Case approach (103-4).  
                                                
42 NP = noun phrase, PF = phonetic form. The set of figures referred to in (29) are: 
 Arabic   (a) Yajatahidu zijtihaada            zaltamittiina 
                    he-studies  studying [ACC} the ambitious [GEN] 
                    !He studies in an ambitious way"  
 German (b)  Johann starb   einen    milden    Tod. 
        Johann died        a       peaceful  death [ACC] 
 Latin     (c)  Faciam         ut     mei  memineris         dum           vitam  vivas 
        I-will-make  that  me   you-remember   as long as  life      you-live 
        !I will make you remember me as long as you live your life" 
43 He illustrates the Revised Case-filter (RCF) as follows: *NP [0 *-role, - 0 case] with 0 being 
“a variable over plus and minus values (the presence/absence of a Case-feature or *-role) 
where NP has phonetic content. 
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This reasoning leads to the conclusion that the Homeric internal datives 
J0*e6f (+ attribute) J*1;'.*, W8DJ-f (+attribute) W88Y1J0. and for that 
matter $8Z9 (+attribute) $8B11'.* !strike a blow" provide evidence for the 
Inherent Case Approach to the CO. In these phrases the noun is still internal 
and, given the prevalence of the internal accusative as a means of attaching 
an attribute, may still form in some sense “nach Art des inneren Objekts.”!! 
However, if we are going to view these internal datives as alternatives 
to the internal accusative, we must then ask what motivates the selection of 
the dative. Why not simply render them in the accusative? It is difficult to 
account for the selection of the dative over the far more common accusative 
without postulating that in this isolated group the noun was perceived as 
somehow less of an object and more as an expression of manner. The English 
data examined by Massam and Jones supports this interpretation. Remember 
the differences in the admissibility of WH-movement: 
What sort of death did John die? 
but not 
 *What did he die? 
The first, permissible question inquires as to the manner of death and is 
tantamount to asking 
 How did he die? 
Viewed in this light it is better to construe the datives in the Homeric 
expressions as datives of manner or attendant circumstance, as classical 
grammarians have long recognized:  
                                                
44 Fehling (158). 
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Manner may be expressed by the adjective, as m.0:f J0*e6f 
=$%J*B1;'.* to die (by) a violent death X.Hi.4.3 (= m:).!$ 
Clearly the noun phrases in such expressions are quite closely related to 
manner adverbs, so that interpreting the grammar in this way may favor the 
argument that the CO functions primarily as an adjunct predicate participating, 
like other adverbial noun phrases, in modification of the verb.!% Selection of 
case depends on the properties of the Greek dative and the semantic 
characteristics of the verb J*1;'.*.  
 Ancient Greek is not the only language that selects an oblique case 
within the field of the true cognate object. Biblical Latin shows an alternation 
between mortem and morte mori, but classical and post-classical Roman 
authors consistently select the internal ablative in the !die by a death" 
expression, e.g ne simplici quidem morte moriebantur (Sall.H.1.43.1).!& This 
suggest replacement by quo rather than quod. The etymological idiom does 
not offer an opportuniy to witness this motion, but in a semantic equivalent we 
find:  
 Quo leto censes me ut peream potissimum? (Plaut.Merc.483). 
Uralic languages show a similar pattern of case selection. In his article on the 
figura etymologica in the Uralic family Fokos discussed the idioms !live (+ 
adjective) life" and !die by (+ adjective) death": Hungarian életet élni +vitam 
vivere! and halállal halni + morte mori!.!' He asserts that the expressions in the 
accusative, életet élni  among them, formed independently within the Uralic 
                                                
45 Smyth (1527a). 
46 One of Jones" examples of an Adjunct-predicate noun phrase is !this morning" in !John 
arrived this morning". He lists more examples on page 95. 
47 Cf. moreretur prius acerbissima morte (Cic.Rab.Perd15.4), mori sua morte (Sen.Ep.69.6), 
repentina morte periit (Cic.Clu.174.1), foeda morte perit (Liv.42.28.11), Magni morte perit 
(Luc.10.519). For citations from biblical Latin see Müller, 31. 
48 70-71. He quotes morte morieris from the Vulgate (Gen.2.17). 
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family.!( He sees halállal halni, where the noun is in the instrumental, on the 
other hand, as a borrowing from Latin biblical language and quotes other 
!borrowings" in different contexts. For instance he traces the Russian phrases, 
smertiyu umrete, smertiyu da umret !you will die by death, may you die by 
death" back to J0*e6f =$%J*')1J'.$) Whether or not the rendering of !die a 
death" in oblique cases in these languages occured under Greek and Latin 
influence, the logic of the construction, specifically the circumstances that lead 
!die death" to be questioned as !how did he die" but not !what did he die" should 
not be dismissed out of hand as another influential factor. These idioms imply 
a natural mechanism in several overt case languages to render !die death" with 
a noun in the ablative, dative or instrumental to express the manner or means 
of death.  
Next, consistent selection of the accusative in the Greek and Latin 
expressions m:%* s@'.* and vitam vivere also finds corroboration in other 
languages. This necessitates making distinctions within the group of true 
cognate objects even in the restricted sense. The different aspectual, or 
actional characteristics of the verbs !live" and !die" cannot be ruled out as a 
determining factor in the selection of the case of the cognate noun.$* The verb 
!live" has an inherently atelic nucleus, the verb !die" an inherently telic one, 
requiring additional inflection to express duration. Differences in possible lines 
of questioning illustrate this: 
                                                
49 Trotzdem kann natürlich von fremden Ursprung dieser Form der etym. Figur in den fiugr. 
Sprachen keine Rede sein; sie ist bei den verschiedensten Völkern naturgemässe Folge einer 
selbstverständlich Denk- und Anschauungsweise, und auch in anderen ural-altaischen 
Sprachen gebräuchlich (71). 
50 72; Cf. Matth.15.4. 
51 Actionality, as distinct from aspect, references inherent, rather than morphologically 
determined semantic characteristics of a verb"s relationship to categories such as ingressive, 
progressive/durative, egressive, telic and atelic. For a complete discussion of the conceptual 
history of the term with plenty of bibliography, see Napoli (32 ff.). 
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 How long did he live? 
 *How long did he die? 
 How long was he dying for? 
But one may also ask:  
 How did he live? 
Divisions along actional and aspectual lines may, however, provide further 
evidence for setting the CO together with other adjunct-predicate noun 
phrases. Note that actional characteristics of verbs dictate admissibillity and 
inadmissibility as follows: 
 Jill stayed several hours on the beach.$" 
 *Jill arrived several hours on the beach. 
Further, application of a theory of aspectual governance of case selection may 
help to explain the following alternation in Sophocles Elektra between 
accusative with the present and dative with the aorist: 
 s, m:%* 4%2JZ-/* 
 !I am living a wretched life" (599) 
4" 0('i s,10* =m80m') m:f  
!that I, always having lived by an unharmed life." (650).53 
The selective process illustrated here between present/progressive with the 
case that expressed duration and punctual aorist with the case that expressed 
point in time suggests a similarity with J0*e6f J*1;'.* that surfaces under 
certain conditions. Cognate noun phrases driven by transitive verbs, such as 
                                                
52 Another of Jones" examples (95). 
53 At Tr.168 we find the dative with the present infinitive: 6A 8%.$A* +Z s3* =87$B6f m:f !for 
the future only then to live by a painless life." While the presence of +Z might confuse the 
issue somewhat this does seem to involve a use of the dative in a durative sense. Dobree 
deleted lines 166-8. The adjective =m80mB& is more common with an active sense. However, 
both the LSJ (sv) and Kells (135) argue for its passive use here.   
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+,-%* +:+%*0. do not show this type of tense-sensitive alternation. Outside of 
the Cyclops episode the Homeric figures !live life" and !die death", though not 
numerous, violate neither the actional properties of the two verbs, nor the 
aspectual properties of the present and aorist: 
 CD./) +K =90JA* E=2+  !you are living a good life"(Od.15.491). 
& 8F+2+ %(;6U16f 8%+F#G !so I died by a most pitiful death" 
(Od.11.412).  
 VD 6.& H?.#I J?A8$G =+'7;D. & 5$i *ZA&  
 Or did anyone die by a bitter death on their ship (Od.4.489).54 
In so far as we can draw conclusions from a small number of passages the 
selection of case here appears to be quite logical. This makes particularly 
aberrant the coincidence of accusative and aorist in the apodosis of a past 
contrafactual condition in Odyssey 9: 
 0d6%? 9C- ;' ;0i Q44'& &'0?K9.8K 0($y* L?.8$2+  
 For right there we would have died a precipitous death (Od.9.303).55  
The two instances of T.8/6Z60/. T.8')* in archaic epic, one in the accusative 
with the present, the other in the dative with the aorist, might be motivated by 
the same selection process as the !live life" expressions in Sophocles. 
o* $'-i ;3-. -=?./ 'N& 6K 0(9U%2%& ;0i <$E88F* 
$0*6%UZ* -/?K#@#Iq (Od.15.245-6). 
Whom Aegis-bearing Zeus and Apollo love in their hearts 
(with) every sort of love (Od.15.245-6). 
b6F 0.e+%& 7MA* Q*0G <-M?@".+ <$/88F*  
                                                
54 For more attestations of this expression in the dative with the aorist see below (24). 
55 All bets are off when =$/88Y1J0. moves from cognate to merely !internal" expression where 
we find it construed with numerous accusatives. These other expressions might also have 
helped license the accusative in 9.303. 
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$0*6%:} -/?N#@#/,  
So lord Apollo loved the son of Maia with every sort of love 
(h.Hom.4.573-5). 
The fact that !love every sort of love" admits this alteration between accusative 
and internal dative along the lines of verbal aspect, while a host of other 
internal accusatives never feature the noun in the dative with the aorist, 
suggests that as an !object" love was viewed more as an adjunct and less as 
an argument. Admittedly, the evidence is slight for this particular expression, 
but if we had the opposite alignment of case and tense, that is accusative with 
the aorist and dative with the present, we would have absolutely no recourse 
to explanation along the general lines of the argument.56 
 In general, the predominance of the accusative in !live life" and 
dative/ablative/instrumental in !die death" expressions, not only in Greek, but in 
Latin, Uralic and Russian, underlines the need for an even more fine-grained 
semantic analysis of CO constructions beyond the distinction made in the 
debate between !true" cognate objects and simply cognate objects. Even 
intransitive verbs that appear complementary, like !live" and !die" show different 
behavior in the ways they generate the CO. By now I hope to have shown that 
a historical examination of etymological constructions in overt case languages 
like Greek and Latin can help to deepen analysis of the cognate object in 
contemproary linguistics. In Greek both the accusative and dative expressions 
may omit the noun and leave the adjective on its own to function !adverbially". 
Hence, attestations of the internal ablative/dative of manner suggest possible 
problems for Jones" revised case filter, and favor the inherent case approach. 
                                                
56 It is possible that other factors motivate the alternation as well. For instance, the internal 
accusative may characterize the subjective experience of the lover, while the dative moves the 
experience out from the lover to the beloved.  
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This proves more problematic for arguments that the CO is an adjunct 
predicate and less problematic for Massam"s argument that the CO 
acquiesces to verbal government via a patient theta role. 
 Another mode of examination may provide additional evidence. In 
Modern Greek the ED J0*e6f (+ attribute) J*1;'.* is unidiomatic. Natural 
idiom favors either simple adverbial expression, $YJ0*' '.-Z*.;e !died 
peacefully", or generic-verb periphrasis, ':2' H*0* '.-Z*.;/ J>*06% !had a 
peaceful death".57 Alternation with adverbials suggests that the CO functions 
as an adjunct predicate, but periphrasis is more difficult to fit into this 
adjunctive scenario. The phrases !die a peaceful death", !die peacefully" and 
!have a peaceful death" are virtually interchangable semantically, but if we try 
to make them interchangable grammatically and syntactically we run into 
problems and must divide them as follows: 
 die a peaceful death = die peacefully 
 die a peaceful death = have a peaceful death 
 have a peaceful death  *have peacefully. 
The etymological phrase separates in two different ways, one highlighting 
modification of the verb by the attribute/adverbial adjunct, the other the 
governance of the noun by the verb. This is no mean point; CO constructions 
consistently show both types of alternation in every Indo-European language 
attesting them with any frequency. If the CO construction generates alternates 
showing motion in both directions we are left with the following hypothesis: 
 CO NP > verb 
extractable as both: 
                                                
57 I owe this and all subsequent observations regarding Modern Greek to my friend and 
colleague, Yiannis Ziogas. 
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 Adverb/adjunct pred.  cognate verb 
 CO NP > periphrastic verb. 
Given their tautology the dynamic within the phrases might be better 
represented, metaphorically speaking, in circular terms. This may seem a bit 
like an anti-conclusion, since it encompasses both sides of the debate, but it 
accounts for more of the facts. Further, it applies to many CO phrases in the 
restricted sense as far as the properties of each construction allow substitution 
by verbs of similar semantic content or generic-verb periphrasis:  
sigh a deep > sigh > sigh > deeply / heave > a deep sigh, give > a deep 
sigh 
 live > a good life  >  live > well / have > a good life. 
This theory of  parallel/circular motion within the noun phrase also applies to 
the EA in the less restricted sense, the expressions that take a wider range of 
complements:  
dream > a long dream > dream > for a long time / have > a long dream 
The syntax of particular constructions, however, may make them resistant to 
such a breakdown. Within the group of internal datives, for instance, 
periphrasis cannot take place without moving the dative of manner into the 
accusative. Hence, we would need to add another step in the process: 
died > by a peaceful death > died > peacefully (Mdrn. Grk. $YJ0*'  
'.-Z*.;e). 
 >> had > a peaceful death (Mdrn. Grk. ':2' H*0* '.-Z*.;/ J>*06%) 
 Specifically applying a bit of Homeric data, it seems that the restriction 
on usage of the EA and internal ED with the perfect and pluperfect tenses 
further isolates the constructions both from full-fledged thematic objects and 
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neuter adjectives/adverbials.58 This supports the hypothesis that they 
represent a distinct category with properties of both adverbials and thematic 
arguments, and makes Massam"s conclusion that the CO receives a patient 
theta role from the verb a bit more attractive, not in so far as it portrays one 
type of motion, verb to  noun, within the phrase, but because it at least 
acknowledges that we need to create a separate (sub)category to fit the CO 
into existing syntactic/grammatical frameworks. 
 The propensity to replace the EF with generic-verb periphrasis, often 
motivated by stylistic concerns, sometimes results in transformation of 
intransitive verbs to transitive. Biese traced the evolution of the Latin verb 
turbare from transitive to intransitive by way of its use with the internal object. 
He outlined the following sequence in Plautus: 
1) Intransitive: visam ne nocte hac quipiam turbaverint (Capt.127). 
2) Transitive within the EF: quantas turbas turbet (Bacch.1076). 
3) Use with (internal) pronouns: quae filius turbavit (Bacch.1091).  
4) Attachment of external object with the pronoun: quantas res turbo 
(Mil.813). 
5) One attestation with a personal pronoun: me una turbat res 
(Ep.312).59 
As far as processes of transitivization apply to a given CO construction, 
movement of the verb to an external, non-cognate object would involve at 
some level the perception of the substantive as a thematic argument. In the 
final analysis, the selection of the accusative in the majority of constructions is 
                                                
58 I discuss this point in more detail in Chapter 5. 
59 For more examples and further argumentation as to the progression within these and other 
phrases exhibiting intransitive > transitive movement of other verbs via the EA see Biese (13-
17). 
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most likely due to the properties of that case as the direct object, not a result 
of its semantic emptiness. Selection of the dative or ablative in phrases where 
WH-movement requires a quo rather than a quod entails that the constructions 
followed a genuine rationale, and that there was, in the beginning, no default 
case. Later, in part merely because of the superior numbers of phrases that 
selected the accusative, it became the dominant case and began to impose 
itself on constructions that would have been more naturally rendered by an 
oblique case. In fact, we see glimpses of this process in the Homeric textual 
tradition: at Od.3.87 and 15.268 the scholiast would change the datives in 
=$@8'6% 879-[ W8YJ-f and =$YTJ.6% 879-[ W8YJ-f to 879-A* W8DJ-%* 
on the grounds that the accusative expressions are !more graceful", 0M 
20-.Y16'-0..60 
                                                
60 Some editors follow the scholiast"s advice despite the fact that there is more manuscript 
evidence for the dative. For instance, Allen prints 879-A* W8DJ-%* at Od.3.87 but 879-[ 
W8'J-f at 15.268. 
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Chapter 1 
General, cross-linguistic characteristics 
1.1 Alliteration and assonance:  
 In the older literature the coincidence of similar sounds was the defining 
characteristic of etymological figures. Thus, it comes as no surprise that the 
first term we run across in the scholarly tradition referring with any precision to 
the EF is $0-/4%.%* !employing assonance" in Aelius Donatus (4th cent. 
CE).61 Later scholars did not lose sight of the importance of the phonetic echo. 
Landgraf, for instance, regarded the EF as a sub-category of alliteration: 
 Figuram etymologicam  speciem quandam multiplicis et varii generis  
 Alliterationis esse supra docuimus (5). 
In many cases we see persistent repetition of one or two letters both within 
and surrounding the figure (alliteration): 
#[ #D;*0 #D;} T.8E#Z#. 4.9')10 (Od.19.266).62 
>?.14[ >'>?.4D*Z, ?D$6K ~?C>060 16-FT,10 (Od.17.97). 
4':8.20 4O-0 4:401.*, 5T" M4'-6P 4] $-%1Q$G (h.Hom.10.2) 
ávoc,ma kaváye médhy,ya váco vand!ru v"#abh!ya v$#%e 
(RV.5.1.12). 63 
 illa militia militatur multo magi! quam (Plaut.Per.232) 
 Ballionem exballistabo (Plaut.Pseud.585). 
I include this last example, obviously an ad hoc pseudo-etymological figure, to 
highlight the power of alliteration to generate such phrases. Neither 
exballistare, nor a simplex ballistare, are elsewhere attested. This underlines 
                                                
61 Art. Gramm. 3.5.2. The designation of assonance as $0-%4%:F1.& dates back to Aristotle 
Rh.1410a. 
62 Cf. Watkins (33) who calls this a “striking phonetic echo”.  
63 “We have spoken laudatory speech to the sacrifice-honoring seer, the strong bull”.. 
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the fact that the drive to create figures sometimes leads to the creation of 
innovative lexemes, or pseudo-words. This is an observable phenomenon 
across languages: in English Dr. Seuss coins a new noun for his phrase !the 
thinks you can think" as if !think", rather than !thought" was the noun of the verb 
!think". In Homer, Nestor, in playful banter with Agamemnon, who has just 
goaded him by lamenting that as an old man (R,-%*, Il.4.313) he is ineffective 
in battle because old age (R(-0&, 315) has made his knees unable to follow 
his J74/&, coins a new pseudo-denominative from 0(24B for use in 0(24>& 
0(24C11%71. (324). Hence, alliteration and the even more striking phonetic 
echoes discussed immediately below are often not simply by-products, but 
motivating factors in the creation of true and false etymological figures and, on 
occasion, lexemes/pseudo-words. Homeric $340 $C12F offers a good 
example of a figure formed for its alliterative value: 
-U8F* Q'% 'O4060 'C12'. (Od.1.49). 
'%87+D14%7 'O4060 'C12F* (Od.5.33).   
4Z+D 6. 4'11Z9N& 9' >0>A* >0i '340 'CJ}1., (Od.7.195). 
Although $340 $C12F has had an illustrious career in the lists of etymological 
figures its validity as such is dubious at best. |C12F is the –ske/o present of 
*k&endh-, hence *k&%dh-ske/o- > *pathsk- >* pathskh- > $C12F, Aor. *e-k&%dh- 
> 5$0J-. Derivation of $340 from *k&endh- meets with serious difficulties: 
presumably we would have a neuter –m%/-m(e)n- stem with t-extension, but 
how would any form of the root end up as $Z-?  The deletion of the voiced 
aspirate, dh, is impossible to motivate by sound law. We do not find the well-
attested true cognate of $C12F,  $Y*J%& < *k&endhos, in an etymological 
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construction in archaic epic, while the phrase $340/$O4060 $C12'.* only 
surfaces once after Homer, also in a highly alliterative setting:64  
|-:    %d; #2F 1/T.14" ^6F.  
63& *?* '0-%X1Z& 'Z4%*3& ='08809,. 
l%: 'Y'%*J0& 0(;]& '34"· ='%1-08'i& --'*,* 
'80*w.  
PR:   I don"t have a clever scheme by which 
I might escape this suffering here now. 
Cho: You have suffered shameful suffering; you are lead astray 
by wandering of wits (A.Pr.470-3). 
Sophocles uses a similar syntagm but with the denominative, $'*J')*: 
 ''*J')* 'B406" '(& '8')16%* '/8'F& (OC.739). 
 Herodotus constructs a real etymological figure from *k&endh-, also with 
additional alliteration to emphasize pathos:65 
R6e*Z& +] n 16-06Z9A& (+* 'eJ%& 4Y90 SY-10& '''%*J/60& 
(Hdt.3.147.1). 
 In addition to alliteration a majority of figures show a repetition of sound 
at the syllabic and/or disyllabic level (assonance). 
Syllabic: 
 $%88> +K 5* =T*'.%? $06-A& >./4O8.0 >.T60. (Il.6.47). 
 E2B?>& E2B?'N'.* ;0J0-> 2-%S 'j406K #2%*60. (Od.6.61). 
 U.=+%7& U./+Us'.*, ^& 6U& ;K 54> +h40JK j;Z60.." (Od.3.355).66  
                                                
64 It is interesting, from a historical perspective, that this is the only Homeric EA of any 
frequency not well attested later, and the only phrase of any frequency in which the etymology 
is problematic.  
65 In Modern Greek one may say 6% $eJZ40 $%7 ]$0J' a phrase not without parallel in 
antiquity: 20)-' $0J* 6A $eJZ40 (Orph.Fr.32f). 
66 Cf. Eustathius on this figure: “;0: o8F& \ 17*';T@*Z1.& 6%? zB406%& ;0i 6%? 5G 0d6%? 
W*/406%&”. 
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  +K ##.>' 6-U0 #A>*0 +0ST-%*. '88'-%TE*6} (Il.6.196). 
ak#aír ná d.vya' kr# ím ít kr#asva (RV.10.34.13).67  
 turbas turbet (Pl.Bacch.1076). 
disyllabic: 
 ;0i 6E6K Q-K !RR.8%* ;0*, o& &RR.U8'.' 97*0.;U. (Od.15.458). 
 Q$-Z;6%* 'K?.9%* '2?.9Us'.* ~+] 4C2'1J0. (Il.2.121). 
 134C 6D %M 2'NF ;0i 5$i >#A$.0 >#.$.SGF (Od.2.222).  
 VD 6.& H?.#K J?A8-f =+'7;D. & 5$i *ZA& (Od.4.489). 
 g!yanti tv, g!yatri%o !The singers sing you" (RV1.10.1). 
mirum atque inscitum somniavi somnium (Pl.Rud.597). 
 In some cases one or both of the words repeat entirely: 
%VW9X) +K %VW9F"1%71. *'h6'-%., %j $'- 54')% (Il.4.324). 
Y$R% +.+CG04'* <$RFs'1J0., (Od.22.422). 
5$i +K 0a9'.%* >+( 67-A*/>+Z16. 208;'U} (Il.11.639-40). 
vayam uddh!ram uddhar!mahai (/B.13.3.4.2).68 
hau multo post luce lucebit (Pl.Curc.182). 
 It is true as a generalization that the greater the degree of assonance 
the more artificial a figure is apt to be. The verbs in many of the phrases that 
repeat large sections of the noun in Homer are denominative, whereas most 
evidence suggests that the primary means of forming an EF involved 
formation from verbal root to abstract noun.69 We should be careful, however, 
                                                
67 !play no more with dice, plow your plowland." 
68 !Let us apportion for ourselves a special portion" 
69 Cf. Rosén, 108 “the derived form is in theory semantically empty: donis donare “to make 
presents”; dona dare “to give away.” As the derived element duplicates the lexeme of the 
motivating word and is therefore devoid of valeur, ascribing semantic value to it as an entity 
morphologically motivated may create interpretational, although not necessarily translational, 
tautologies.” A quick glance at the table of EAs in the appendices will confirm that the most 
common figures involve verb (not denominative) + verbal noun 
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not to assume that a figure with an artificial appearance is neccessarily an ad 
hoc poetic creation. For instance, it is quite tempting to regard the Hesiodic EN 
;E;;7G ;%;;Ns'. as a nonce coinage. It follows the general patterns for the 
less idiomatic phrases and coinages. The verb is denominative and the figure 
makes up the largest part of a heavily spondaic line-beginning.70 But in this 
case both noun and verb originate on the basis of an onomatpoeia inherent in 
the call of the bird itself.71 If Greek ;E;;7G, New High German Kuckuck, Sp. 
cuco and Fr. coucou are iconic rather than arbitrary formations it may be that 
the whole expression suggests itself on a different level than other coinages. 
That is not to say that it represents an embedded idiom, but merely to notice 
that it may lend itself to multiple spontaneous generations.  
1.1.1 Mutilation by sound law, preservation and renewal:   
 It is inevitable that in some cases the operation of sound laws will mute 
the phonetic echo of an etymological idiom by changing the acoustic 
appearance of one, or both of it components. The muting of phonetic repetition 
can have two rather opposite effects. First, figures that no longer call attention 
to their semantic repetitiveness via assonance may survive in venues where 
they would otherwise be undesirable. Second, figures with two components 
that no longer bear much resemblance to each other may be reinvented to 
look more alike in milieus conducive to repetition of both sound and sense. 
 A mutilated figure in Pindaric narrative offers an example of the first 
process:  
               '( +Y *.* #2F* 6.& %r+'* 6A 4Y88%*, 
                                                
70 V4%& ;E;;7G ;%;;Ns'. +-7A& 5* $'6C8%.1. (Op.486). 
71 For an interesting analysis of the principles of onomatopoeia in the noun !cuckoo" in several 
languages see Tsur, 2001. Cf. n ;/;;7G 'a$%. !;%;;7" (Ar.Av.505), “The Cuckoe which 
bewrayeth herself by cuckooing” (W.D.tr.Comenius! Gate Lat. Unl. §142.43). 
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^6. J0*/*6F* 4]* 5*-  
  Je+" 0d6:;" =$e804*%. T-Y*'&   
'2/+X) Y#./"%+—6> +" 5* 6+' .A& =-2 
=8.6-> ;06> 9w& +.;es'. 6.& 52J- 
8/9%* T-e10.& =*e9;·  
But if, possessing this, a man knows the future, 
that upon death here helpless minds immediately 
pay penalties—that, in the reign of Zeus,  
someone under the earth judges transgressions 
revealing his verdict with loathsome necessity. (O.2.55-60). 
Embedded in a gnomic statement, at such a serious moment in his narration, it 
is safer to assume that Pindar would have found a different way to express 
!pay a penalty" if the elements of the phrase had retained their earlier form, 
*k&oinas ek&eisan, than to assume that he would have gone against his usual 
practice and repeated both sound and sense.72 The extreme rarity of 
etymological figures in Pindar, and Greek Lyric in general, was noted by 
Fehling, who cited only one, #$%& '($')*.73 Both elements of $%.*>& #6'.10* 
are from PIE *k&e/o( –but variation in the ablaut grade resulting in different 
outcomes of the labio-velar (*k&o > $%- but *k&e- > 6'-)  allowed the figure to 
escape the aesthetic of Pindar, and the survey of Fehling.74 In fact the 
                                                
72 Cf. Gonda, 233, in reference to paronomasia, “Although the outward similarity might be 
obscured by the operation of sound laws- cf. e.g. in Greek Pind.O.2,58 $%.*>& 6')10. !to pay 
penalties"- this double repetition of sound and sense may generally be considered 
characteristic of the !figure" at issue”.  
73 156. Pindar actually uses #$%& '($')* three times, twice in narrative at O.6.16, I.1.46, and 
once in dialogue, in zeugma with #-9%* at P.4.105. It is, of course one of the most idiomatic 
figures. 
74 The lack of the EF in Choral Lyric becomes more striking when we consider that phonetic 
echoing of the non-tautological variety was a fundamental compositional tool of the Greek 
lyricists. Watkins (31) notes the “ECHOIC repetition” in Alcman"s Parthenion: 040-[Y]6K 
5-06e 6' F.0*J'4:& … damARETA T" ERATA TE wianthemis. In the same section he says 
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scholarly tradition generally misassigns, or simply does not notice the 
mutilated figures. It should be noted that in ancient literature variation in vowel 
quality did not amount to as severe a mutilation as change in consonants. This 
Pindaric example illustrates how advances in reconstructive linguistics can 
lead to a greater ability to recognize them.  
 In Homeric contexts where there is no particular reason to avoid the 
redundant figure we find a syntagm, also from *k&e/o()–, with semantics 
identical to $%.*>& #6'.10* rendered 6.4L* 6:*'.*: 
#/91+ +K <-9'U%.& &'2#/+A9.+ * 6.*K #%.;'*, 
 6' ;0i 511%4Y*%. 4'6K=*J-@$%.1. $Y8Z60., 
'( +K `* 54%i #/91+ |-U04%& |-.C4%.E 6' $0)+'& 
#=+./+ %d; 5JD8F1.* <8'GC*+-%.% $'1E*6%&  
And to pay to the Argives the payment that is fitting, 
such as will remain in the minds of future generations. 
But if Priam and the sons of Priam are not willing 
to pay me the payment when Alexander falls (Il.3.286-9,  cf. 459).  
This condition is spoken by Agamemnon, who is laying down the conditions for 
the duel between Menelaus and Paris. It is one of the not extremely numerous 
occasions in Homer for legalese, a venue that, as we will see later, was 
particularly conducive to the use of figurae etymologicae. The combination of 
6.4L* with 6U*'.* is made more striking by the fact that 6.4B, even in this 
restricted sense of !recompense" (LSJ III),  in Homer usually refers to 
recompense gained for meritorious or victorious action (6.4L* =-*X4'*%., 
                                                                                                                                       
“The use of the echo as a compositional device to enhance the perception of both performer 
and audience is characteristic of choral lyric, notably of its master, Pindar” (33). For but one 
example of Pindaric repetition cf. the reciprocal polyptoton in T.8YF* T.8Y%*6", Q9F* Q9%*60 
$-%T-/*F& (P.10.66). 
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'j*';0 6.43&). p.4B as payment for damage or loss, outside of the three 
cognate expressions, only occurs one other time.75 Remember that 
compensatory !payment", or !penalty" is the standard meaning of $%.*B. Note 
also the further polyptoton and alliteration in the phrase that separates 6.4L* 
and 6U*'.*, |-U04%& |-.C4%.E 6' $0)+'&. Homer attests =$'6U*76% $%.*O*, 
on the other hand, in battle narrative, a context generally not conducive to use 
of the tautological EF.76 
 But manipulating the meaning of a noun is not the most common way to 
reconstitute a figure. Usually, aurally mutilated phrasal elements instigate 
morphological re-formulation of one element, often resulting in a noun + 
denominative verb where there was simply noun + verb. For instance, the 
Homeric phrase mU%* sh'.*, most likely a natural enough idiom, may be set 
beside later m:%* m.,*0.:77 
 %d 9e- 4%. sh'.* 9' +%;') m-%6A& %d+] E/O+%/  
 =*J-@$%.% EM2+ 60801:T-%*%&, x16.& =$" %a*%7  
 J74A* 5-Z6X10& $:*'. $%6/*  
For a man does not seem to me to be alive, nor to live  
the life of a stout-hearted man, who, restraining  
his spirit from wine, drinks a drink. (Panyasis, Fr.12.9-11).78  
 
                                                
75 Od.22.57 6.4L* Q9'.*. 
76 This point will be taken up at length in Chapter 3. 
77 For more attestations of the !live life" expressions in Ancient Greek see La Roche (30), not in 
the section on the figura etymologica, but under “Der inhalts-Accusativ des sinnverwandten 
Objects”. 
78 Matthews (86) noted that Panyassis reveled in alliteration more than Homer. It is not entirely 
clear what sort of drink $%6/* refers to in opposition to wine. In Homer $%6/* usually refers to 
wine. When Odysseus gives the unmixed wine to the Cyclops to drink Polyphemus" quaffing is 
emphasized by the same figure: \+y $%6A* $U*F* (Od.9.354). In Attic, on the other hand, 
$%6A* may refer to drinking water. 
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^*6.*0 6-/$%* *?* 6' s ;0i ^*6.*0 6A* $0-'8Z87J/60 EM2+ 
E.EM0>.+· 
how he lives now and what life gone by he has lived. (Pl.La.188a). 
Note that in both Panyasis and Plato the other verbal element of the figure 
typical in the expression !live a life" from Homer through to New Comedy, 
sh'.*, immediately precedes the denominative formation. The progression of 
this triple repetition serves to emphasize the processes of derivation and 
reinvention. Other manifestations of !live life" in Greek select nouns assonant 
with sh'.*: 
=88> CN@+ YC02+ 6L* 0d6L*  
!but they were living the same sort of life" (Hdt.4.112). 
 14.;-A* %a'. 5$.2'.-')* $-w940 +.%-:s'1J0. ^8%7 
m:%7 +.09F9B*,  `* +.09/4'*%& I;016%& \4,* 871.6'8'-  
16e6Z* C01+ C[@;  
Or do you think it a trivial matter to delineate the leading of a whole life, 
leading which each one of us might live a fulfilling life. (Pl.R.344e). 
Once again Plato has put an element of the more common phrase, this time 
the noun, m:%&, immediately before the more elaborate figura. Note also the 
duplication of tautologies achieved by inclusion of the relative ED +.09F9B*  
+.09/4'*%&. The survival of these last Herdotean and Platonic figures in the 
Modern Greek idiom, sF 6Z* sFB, suggests the enduring appeal of the more 
phonetically repetitive formation in everyday speech. 
 The phrase !do work" alternates in Homer as #-9%* 5-9es'1J0. 
/#-+'.*/zYs'.*. While it is plausible to derive #-+'.* and zYs'.* from PIE 
*&er0-, they clearly have lost a great deal of their phonetic affinity with 
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#-9%*.79 In the Iliad an #-9%* is usually a war-deed. The noun occurs with 
this meaning as an EA only with the phonetically mutated verb forms:  
  \AU%+#%) 4D90 Y$R2+, ^ ;' p-h'11. 4'8O1}.  
having accomplished a great deed that will be a sorrow for the Trojans 
(Il.10.282). 
Y$R% +K Y$.UI ^10 TZ4i 4'8Z1D4'* <-9'U%.1.  
He has performed deed that I say will be a sorrow for the Argives 
(Il.10.51). 
Several times in the Odyssey figures with the less assonant verb forms refer to 
the reckless actions of the suitors: 
 %{ 4D90 Y$R2+ Y$.U%+ =601J08U}1. ;0;1. 
 They committed a monstrous act out of evil folly (Od.24.458). 
DG0./#-+'.* #-9%* also references the evil actions of women three times: 
the transgression of one of Odysseus" female servants (Od.19.92), Helen"s 
disastrous liaison with Paris (Od.23.222) and Epicaste"s incestuous marriage 
to Oedipus (Od.11.272).  
 Expressions that utilize denominative 5-9es'1J0., on the other hand, 
focus on the household chores of women and slaves: 
 $'*6O;%*6C 6%U '(1.* 5*i 4'9C-%.1. 97*0);'& 
 +4f0U, 6>& 4D* 6K Y$R% +.+CG04'* <$RFC."8%/, 
 'a-.C 6' G0U*'.* ;0i +%78%1N*Z* =*D2'1J0.  
 There are fifty women in your great hall, 
 servants whom we taught to labor at labors, 
 to card wool and endure a slavish lot. (Od.22.421-3).  
                                                
79 This derivation would involve two deverbative formations*&er0-*e/o- > *&erzde/o- > 
*&erde/o-  (#-+'.*) and *&re0-*e/o- > *hreze/o (zYs'.*).   
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 Y$R% +K <JZ*0UZ +D+0' ;876> <$RFC."8%/.  
Athena taught (the daughters of Pandareus) to labor at labors (Od.20.72). 
With reference to this last example it is important also to detect a note of 
sarcasm heightened by the figure. We are lead to reflect that the household 
skills of Procne and Philomela, both in terms of weaving a tale of rape and 
mutilation into a cloth and cooking Itys, take on macabre dimensions in the 
context of their particular myth. Finally, in Iliad 24 Andromache bemoans the 
future of Astyanax now that Hector is dead. The poignance of her statement 
has much to do with the emphasis laid on the fact that her son will be 
performing tasks demeaning to his inherited nobility, essentially the tasks of a 
female domestic: 
                     1y +K 0c 6D;%&  54%i 0d6 
Iu'0., #*JC ;'* Y$R% ='.;D0 <$RFC2/2 
=J8'NF* $-A Q*0;6%& =4'.8U2%7 
But you, child will either follow along with me, 
and there labor at shameful labors, toiling for a harsh lord (732-4). 
By now we can see the basic differences in the way Homer uses the mutilated 
figures from *&er0- versus the more noticeable denominatives. A simple deed, 
whether it takes place on or off the battlefield, finds expression with #-+'.* or 
zYs'.*, household tasks that have to do with fabrication, or simply menial 
labor find expression with 5-9es'1J0.. The one attestation of the figure in the 
Homeric Hymns buttresses the association of the more overtly assonant form 
with women"s work, and explicitly delineates the nature of some of the 
household chores: 
  j*0 1T:1.* <$R]C09%/  
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$-/T-F* 2^% 97*0.;A& =TB8.;%& Y$R% 6Y67;60.· 
 ;0: ;'* $0)+0 *'%9*A* 5* =9;%:*}1.* #2%710  (140) 
 ;08> 6.JZ*%:4Z* ;0i +@4060 6Z-B10.4. 
 ;0: ;' 8Y2%& 16%-Y10.4. 472[ J08e4F* 'd$B;6F* 
+'1$/17*%* ;0: ;" #-90 +.0J-B10.4. 97*0.;/& 
So that I (Demeter) might labor for them 
propitiously, whatever labors of an elderly woman are done:  
holding the new born child in my arms 
I could nurse him well, keep house, and make the master"s bed  
in the penetralia of the well-built chamber 
or teach the women skilled labor (h.Hom.2.138-143). 
 Moving to Post-Homeric authors, we find clear favoritism for #-9%* 
5-9es'1J0.. Hesiod actually composes an entire emphatic line varying just 
this one figure: 
+' #-+'.*, ;0i #-9%* 5$' #-9f 5-9Cs'1J0..  
So labor, and work work on top of work (Op.382).80 
The !work" referenced here is clearly agricultural; it is interesting to compare 
Avestan vareshnå verezeñti !they labor at their labors", which occurs several 
times in the N.rangest,n, always describing work in the fields. Along the lines 
of fabrication and production we should note the possibility that the #-90 in 
these agricultural figures do not denote an internal abstract !deed", but the fruit 
of labor, the fields and crops themselves.  Next, in Herodotus the figure always 
features the denominative verb. -9%* 5-9es'1J0. has taken over for 
#-9%* #-+'.*/zYs'.* to refer to odious actions: 
                                                
80 The vindictive injunction repeats with emphatic enjambment of the substantive at Op.397-
398: 5-9Cs'7, *O$.' |D-1Z/#-90. 
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_ ;e;.16' =*+-,*, G'.*:F* 672* Y$R2+ =*%1.@606%* <$R]"%2.  
Most base of men, enjoying hospitality you did a most unholy deed 
(Hdt.2.115.4). 
A passage from Herodotus four, on the other hand, illustrates usage of the 
figure strikingly reminiscent of the Homeric distributions of #-9%* 5-9es'1J0.. 
Here the Amazons juxtapose their lifestyle with that of Greek women: 
4')& %d; `* +7*0:4'J0 %(;Y'.* 4'6> 6,* g4'6'-YF* 97*0.;,*· 
%d 9>- 6> 0d6> */40.0 \4)* 6' ;=;':*}1: 516.. 4')& 4]* 
6%G'X%4Y* 6' ;0i =;%*6:s%4'* ;0i M$$0s/4'J0, #-90 +] 97*0.;B.0 
%d; 54eJ%4'*· 0M +] g4Y6'-0. 97*0);'& 6%X6F* 4]* %d+]* 6,* 
\4')& ;06'8YG04'* $%.'?1., Y$R% +] 97*0.;B.0 <$R]C2+#%/ 
4Y*%710. 5* 61. 4eG}1., %6" 5$i JB-Z* (%?10. %6' Q88} 
%d+04. 
We could not live in the same houses with your woman, for there are no 
similar customs between us. We practice archery and spearsmanship 
and ride horses and have never learned feminine choirs. We know that 
they do none of these things, but stay in the wagons and toil at their 
feminine toils, not one of them ever going out on the hunt. (114).  
Overall, #-90 5-9Cs'1J0. is quite common in The Histories, always in the 
recognizable form with the denominative verb.81 Finally, Plato connects #-9%* 
explicitly with the denominative and fabrication, describing the craft of the lyre-
maker in the Cratylus:  
                                                
81 Further passages include 3.25.6, 3.65.5, 7.153.4, 8.90.3, 8.116.1, 9.37.2, 9.45.3, 9.73.1, 
9.75.1, 9.78.2, 6.138.4. There is one passage, 7.33.1 with a possible variant =JY4.160 [#-90] 
#-+'1;'. T = =JY4.60 #-90, Haiim Rosén prints =JY4.160 #-+'1;' based on ABC. 
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p:& %c* n 6[ 6%? 87-%$%.%? Y$RG 2-Z1/4'*%&; -" %d2 %6%& o& 
5$:160.6% `* <$R%C29,+G ;e88.160 5$.1606')* ;0i .V$R%"9,+2+ 
9*%:Z 'a6" 'c ._$R%"#%/ 'a6' 4B;  
So who uses the product of a lyre-maker? Would this man be the one to 
know how to best oversee the producer and would know what was 
produced, whether it was produced well or not (390b)? 
Another denominative expression, #-9%* 5-9F*')* !contract work" appears in 
a fourth century inscription from the public buildings at Tegea:  
'( +" Q* 6.& 5-9F*B10& #-9%* !If someone, having contracted work" 
(Rhodes and Osborne (henceforth R.O.) 60.37-8).  
The sense one gets from the entire progression of phrases from *&er0- is that 
the original internal accusative, !do a deed", usually expressed as #-9%* 
#-+'.*/zYs'.* in Homeric language, was phonetically revitalized as #-90 
5-9Cs'1J0., but only in the specific contexts of technical, household or farm 
work. Semantically this meant that the noun referred with increasing frequency 
to labors that produced goods, so that, in the end, the figure came to mean 
something more like !produce products", a result accusative referencing the 
general, rather than the specific product. 
In some cases when we find a semi-mutilated figure the tenor of its 
usage is questionable. The Scutum attests only one etymol%gical figure, a 
rather difficult to recognize dative:   
V4%& +] 28%'-[ ;70*E$6'-%& ~2D60 6D66.G 
LCG <-.CK9.+2) JD-%& =*J-h$%.1.* ='U+'.* 
Q-2'60., 
At summertime when the louddark-winged cicada 
begins his song for men, 
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sitting on a green branch (393-5).82 
The noun xs%& and verb Is%40. derive from pre-forms *h2o-sd-o-s (cf. Lesb. 
1+%&, Hitt. 1asduer, Goth. asts) and *sed-( -e/o- both from*sed- / zero-grade 
–sd- !sit". The muted phonetic echo of this figure most likely coincides with 
semantic detachment, since it is questionable that xs%& at this point in its 
history had retained its association with *sed- !sit". Given a choice between 
counting this as a brief instance in the Scutum where an EF was deemed 
suitable, or considering it a non-figura, I would lean toward the latter. 
 Another Homeric figure with slightly muted assonance, 6D4'*%& 6C4%* 
moves toward denominative expression with stronger phonetic repetition in 
later attestations: 
 [6> +] #.9],+@ 6> 5G}-Z4Y*0 5w* ;0Je[$'- #16] 
 . ;0i Q8]80 4L #.9.+MC./+.  
 The sanctuaries already reserved are to be allowed, 
 But no one is to sanctify others. (I.G.12.45.11).83 
#.9,+@ 6' 6%X6F* H;e16%.& <#.9,+/"%+ 
They sanctified a sanctuary for each of them (Pl.Lg.738c). 
The denominative verb 6'4'*:s'.*, standardly translated as !make a sacred 
precinct", or !consecrate", represents a duplication of the semantics of the 
nominal constituent interpretable, within the figurae, by $%.')*. It appears to 
have lost the sense of cutting out a tract of land (6Y4*F) implicit in the 
Homeric passages: 
;0i 4D* %M N;.%. #A9.+2) #F92+ #G%2%* Q88F* 
The men of Lykia cut out a piece of land, surpassing others  
                                                
82 As translated by A. Athanassakis, Hesiod, Baltimore and London, 1983. 




On the only occasion in Homer of 5+F+O* #+%71.* the more overt 
phonetic repetition actually occurs in a relative clause echoing the less aurally 
accessible #1J'.*: 
*N4TZ +K 56UJ'. $C-0 $w10* 5+F+O*, 
#1J'.* ;0i $U*'.*, %0 m-%6%i Q*+-'& #+%71.*q  
And the nymph placed before them every sort of sustenance,  
to eat and drink, that mortal men sustain themselves on (Od.5.196-97). 
  The same principles that operate in Homeric and post-Homeric Greek -- 
mutilation by sound law, manipulation of figures to make up for that mutilation, 
and willingness to use non-assonantal figures in otherwise unfriendly settings -
- are observable in Latin. Take, for instance, the idiom poc(u)l- bibit < *peh3-
tl-d pi-ph3-e-ti. Note that the sound laws operating in this evolution are all quite 
predictable. The noun *peh3-tlom belongs to a group of nomina instrumenti 
routinely formed with the suffix *-tlom.85 The third laryngeal would have 
colored e > o (* poh3-tlom) and eventually dropped with lengthening (*p-tlom 
cf. Ved. p,tram). In Latin the consonant cluster –tl- went to -cl- (p-clom) and 
later developed an anaptyctic vowel (p-colom > p-culum). In the reduplicated 
present of *peh3- use of the zero grade of the root brought the !p" into contact 
with the third laryngeal which caused voicing of the preceding consonant (pi-
ph3-e/o-ti > pi-bh3-e-ti) already in PIE. So if we wanted to construct a PIE 
syntagm for this phrase it would have had the appearance *poh3-tl-d pi-bh3-e-
ti with some clear alliteration. It is not neccessary to commit to this phrasal 
reconstruction, but it is also not that outlandish to assume that if PIE 
                                                
84 As translated by R. Lattimore, The Iliad of Homer, Chicago/London (1951). 
85 Olsen (1988) offers a good preliminary study of the group. For direct reference to poculum 
see 19 and 29. For a thorough analysis of the noun see Serbat (148). 
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possessed a noun meaning !drinking vessel" and verb meaning !drink" from the 
same root, that at some point some IE speaker found occasion to say !drink 
(from) a cup".86  
At any rate, Latin attests the figure several times.87 At Lucilius, 303 we 
find: 
Cum p"clo bib" e"dem, amplector, labra labellis fictricis conpono, hoc 
est cum u082;2$2`40..    
When I drink from the same cup, I hug, I place lips on the lips of the 
molder, this is when u08%;%$%?40. (turn priapic).88 
This playful and amorous context is not hostile to the EF; despite the muted 
alliteration of the consonants in p-clo bib- there is a conscious striving for, or 
reinvention of assonance. Note the repetition of - and o throughout, and the 
added polyptoton: !lips on little lips". The position of the mouth in pronunciation 
of the letter !o" mimics its shape during the erotic activity described.89 P-cul- 
bibere also occurs in Plautus in a context not unconducive to an EF, in the 
Casina the slave Olympio speaks to the ancilla Pardalisca:90 
 inde foras tacitus profugiens exeo hoc ornatu quo vides,  
 ut senex h-c e-dem p-cul- qu- eg- bibi biberet. 
 Then I went fleeing quietly outside in this get up you see, 
 So that the old man might drink from this same cup I drank from  
 (932-33). 
                                                
86 Cf. Vedic, p,tram...pibatu (RV.2.37.4), p,tram indrap,nam !a drinking vessel for Indra to 
drink" (6.44.16),  p,tram...pib, (10.112.6), and p,tre%a yad rudre%, pibat !with the cup which 
he drank with Rudra" (10.136.7).  
87 In Latin *pibe/o- > bibe/o- is an unremarkable assimilation. 
88 Under psolocopumai the O.L.D. says !to be affected with priapism". 
89 Krenkel translated as though u08%;%$%?40. = french-kissing (Zungenkusse), but the act 
described more likely involves the genitals.  
90 Plautine Latin is conducive to use of the EF in general, but slave talk in particular contains 
many of the most outlandish figures. 
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Once again there is artificially created/reinvention of assonance with - by use 
of phrasing similar to that of Lucilius (p"clo bib" e"dem and h-c e-dem 
p-cul-), and additional repetition in close proximity, this time verbal polyptoton 
(bibi biberet).91  
 Tautological etymological phrases are relatively rare in Latin poetry 
after Ennius and Lucilius, as Wills noticed in his sweeping survey.92 Horace 
attests only a few figures, although he often engages in nominal polyptoton.93 
It would most likely be a mistake to count the combination of pocula and 
bibere at Ep.1.2.23-4 as conscious polyptoton or use of an EF:  
                                       Circae pocula nosti; 
quae si cum sociis stultus cupidusque bibisset 
   you know Circe"s cups 
which, if stupid and wanton with his comrades he had drunk94 
Likewise for the following: 
 Tristia cum multo pocula felle bibat  
drinks wretched cups brimmed with bile (Tib.1.550).95 
                                                
91 Also note the inscription on Nestor"s cup (535-520 BCE): Y16/-%& '[(4]. '$%6'-[%*] 
$%6Y-.%*. hA& +K`* 6%+' $:'1. $%6'-:[%]  (CEG, 454). Here, the cup speaks in the first 
person, and there is a clear striving for assonance of o, in this case simply mimicking the 
position of the mouth when drinking from this huge vessel. 
92 “Besides the phrase voce vocare, later poets provide only a handful of internal accusatives 
or ablatives” (245). Here he has conflated the internal and etymological accusatives/ablatives. 
His statement actually does not apply to non-etymological internal accusatives or ablatives. 
93 For the Odes one may scan the lists of Huber to confirm (8-24), e.g. carminibus carmina, 
4.8.11. The most noticeable noun-verb idiom, ludum insolentemludere, 3.29.50 helps depict 
the fickleness of fortune; Cf. Porph. ad loc. “veteribus usitatum elocutionis genus”. For more 
uses of ludum ludere see Ter.Eu.586-7, Pl.Most.1158, Gellius 18.13.4 et al. In the Odes we 
also find more subtle EA"s with components separated by several lines: carmina ...canto 
3.1.2...4, regna...regit 3.4.46...48 (the first of several objects), abl. recines...carmine 3.11…13. 
In the Sermones Wills, 245 noted iure/ iurando 2.3.179-80, by then a long-established legal 
formula. 




utque soporiferae biberem si pocula Lethes 
and if I were drinking the cups of soporific Lethe (Ov.Tr.4.1.47).96 
 In contexts where the idiom is sought after specifically for its repetition 
of both sound and sense more transparent verbal manifestations of  *peh3- 
surface. For instance in the Asinaria in the mock legal condiciones meretricis 
which the parasite is to read through (leges pellege) we find, among other 
etymological figures: 
 tecum una postea aeque pocla potitet: 
 aps ted accipiat, tibi propinet, tu bibas 
 with you hereafter she must always drink equal cups receive  
 them from you, to you drink toasts, then drink (771-2).97 
 Multiplication of Latin examples of mutilated and semantically detached 
figures (e.g. officium facere, ingenio natus) is beyond our scope here. These 
passages make it clear that the phonetic echo was a large part of the stylistic 
persona of the EF, and that mitigation of this echo altered the figures in the 
eyes of both Greek and Latin composers. We continually see the mutilated 
figures in genres and authors reluctant to use more obvious figurae, and 
                                                                                                                                       
95 Speaking of polyptoton in general Howe (1917:319) notes “Tibullus has only fourteen 
instances all told in the 1376 lines of his elegy”. None of the 14 passages he cites involve 
noun + verb polyptoton. Most are noun + noun or verb + verb.  His study of repetitions does 
not include pocula bibit. 
96 Repetition in Latin poetry has been the subject of various studies, especially Poteat. Howe 
(1916) treated polyptoton in Ovid"s elegy; Brezeale expanded his study to hexameters. Huttner 
provided a full-length study of emphatic gemination in Roman elegy. The general impression 
one gets from these studies is that, while various forms of polyptoton were common in elegy 
the figura etymologica was quite rare. 
97 Cf. propino magnum poclum (Curc.359, et al.). Poc(u)lum potare is included in Rosén"s 
1981 list of figurae etymolgicae in Latin. As we would expect p-clo bib- does not appear 
among the ablatival figures.  
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manipulation of at least one of the phrasal components, usually entailing the 
addition of a denominative verb, where schemata were desirable.  
1.2 Tautology and the negative tradition: 
 Whereas alliteration and assonance are undeniably properties of all 
forms of polyptoton, tautology is specifically applicable to the EF proper. In 
one sense this makes it an interesting topic for stylistic analysis, but in another 
has opened it to general criticism. For instance, Josephus" term for the 
structure was $'-.66%8%9:0 !over-talking", or !wordiness": 
6,* =66.;;,* 516.* \ $'-.66%8%9:0 k& 6A 8Y9F 8/9%*, 9-eTF 
9-0TL* ;0. 6-Y2F +-/4%* (Synops.V.532 T III). 
Further, there is a tendency to view expressions as completely insipid that do 
not at least use the repetitive substantive as a means of attaching an 
attribute/adjective to color the verbal action: 
The repeated idea in the object should usually be intensified by a 
modifier; otherwise there is no purpose in repeating it.” (Harper"s 
English Grammar, Opdycke, 1941). 
Terms that continually surface among nineteenth century scholars in their 
descriptions of etymological figures are “childish” “primitive” “awkward” and 
“clumsy.”  
Der erste Ursprung der etymologischen Figur fällt wohl in eine Zeit 
frühen, wenigentwickelten sprachlichen Lebens, sie ist aus einer 
gewissen kindlichen Unbeholfenheit und Verlegenheit erwachsen, denn 
aus überlegtem Sprachbewusstsein (Landgraf, 1888, 638 A).98 
                                                
98 Cf. Weiske (22) who, citing +%78':0* +%78'X'.* and $/8'4%* $%8'4')* says “Manifesta 
in his etiam est simplicitas antiquam redolens aetatem, qua homines nec auribus nec mente 
satis acute sentiebant”. NB +%78':0* +%78'X'.*, mutatis litteris mutandis, is still idiomatic in 
Modern Greek, although with a semantic shift from !serve one"s servitude" to !work one"s job". 
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In the only article to date that has dealt systematically with the origins of the 
figura etymologica Havers used the assessment of the structure as primitive 
and unsophisticated to argue for its antiquity and existence in PIE. His 
argument is based on a Darwinian conception of linguistic evolution: the 
unsophisticated figurae recessed as languages evolved from primitive to 
enlightened. This scenario is subject to various problematic questions, but for 
now it suffices to remark that his depiction of straight-line recession in Greek 
starting from Homer fails to take into account the frequency of the EF in, 
among other places, fourth century Attic. In terms of aesthetics, Havers 
rescued Plautus from awkwardness by referencing his genre: the farcical 
nature of comedy made bawdy repetition acceptable. Homer, on the other 
hand, was left in a state of naive primitivism.  
 Moving away from negative assessment Gonda saw a different attitude 
toward stylistic repetition in the older Greek epics as opposed to classical 
writers. He still viewed the structures as !primitive", but saw within that 
primitiveness a certain symmetry and attraction: 
But the distinction which may be drawn between the classical style of 
writing and its immediate models on the one hand and Homer and 
Hesiod on the other suffices to show that there are, even in Greek, 
many reminiscences of a style, less typically !Greek" and more akin to 
what may be considered to have been a narrative form of archaic and 
!primitive" !balanced" style (50). 
Here we have some recognition that, in terms of the older traditions, the 
figures formed part of a stylistic not necessarily critiqueable by the standards 
of a modern literary aesthetic, but nonetheless possessing its own merits. Well 
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before Gonda, however, the stylistic and emotive value, as well as the variety 
and complexity of the constructions had been analyzed by Lobeck. Perhaps 
the most insightful observer of motivations behind etymological figures in 
Greek to date, he felt compelled to respond to a tradition that targeted the (–
attribute) figures as a particularly stupid mode of pleonasm, while not counting 
the (+attribute) figures as pleonasm at all. After pointing out the similarity of 
m%78>& m%78'N'.* and =-U16Z* / m%78L* m%78'N'.* he states his aim: 
Sed universa causa melius cognoscetur, si huius constructionis gradus 
et dissimilitudines et vim et varitatem exposuero (503). 
 It almost goes without saying that the scholars who have engaged in 
negative assessments were applying their own aesthetic anachronistically.99 
We should also note that the various milieus that house the greatest number of 
etymological figures correspond broadly to the survival of oral traditions, and 
that tautology and repetition are a lively part of everyday spoken language with 
often very clear rhetorical purposes.100 For poets and rhetoricians immersed in 
a culture of orality the fullness of sound quite often more than made up for the 
emptiness of sense. That said, it should be countered that Homer"s use of the 
figures also shows a sensitivity to their stylistic features marked by an often 
very careful selection process. The poet, or poets did not simply use the 
phrases according to whim. Rather, they adhered to an underlying aesthetic 
that determined the appropriateness of each figure for a given context or sub-
genre. Whether in battle narrative or battle dialogue, the fanciful tales of the 
Apologia or a description of festivities in an ancient Greek %r;%&, the arming of 
a warrior for battle or the dressing of a woman for seduction, the figures do not 
                                                
99 Havers himself quoted Wilamowitz at Euripides Her.329 “und überhaupt ist die Furcht vor 
der Wiederholung eine ganz moderne stilistische Empfindung” 
100 This is the premise of Frédéric"s 1981 article “La tautologie dans le langage naturel”.   
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at all show the kind of uniform distribution that would suggest the application of 
a random or unsophisticated aesthetic.  
1.2.1 Gradations of tautology and semantic detachment: 
 In a short section on the EF in Greek prose Denniston made a useful 
distinction between phrases with a specialized meaning beyond that of the 
verb alone, such as $%88>& =-2>& Q-2'.* !to hold many offices", and those 
which are purely figurative, i.e. tautological, as in =$/+'.G.* =$%+')G0. 
!display a display", an elaborate substitution for =$/+'.G.* $%.')1J0. !make a 
display".101 Once again examples of both types are numerous and extractable 
from various languages.102 For Latin Rosén discussed the oft-recurring 
expression, ingenio natus !born with talent" as “an antiquated figura 
etymologica with a noun semantically detached from the verb nasci.”103 In 
refererence to Sanskrit Delbrück depicted semantic detachment from phrases 
originally involving an internal construction with a nominal abstract, to external 
constructions resulting from the concretization of that noun: 
So hiess z.B. víttim vindate ursprünglich: “er findet sich Findung”, und 
vittim wäre deshalb als A. des Inhalts zu bezeichnen. Sobald aber vitti 
die concrete Bedeutung Besitz erhalten hat, so dass man sich darunter 
Land, Vieh u.s.w. vorstellt, so heisst es: er findet sich Land u.s.w., und 
es liegt der Objectsaccusativ vor (169).  
                                                
101 134. Cf. below: !formation of figures from periphrastic constructions". 
102 Biese noticed this phenomenon quite early, speaking of Latin figures without attributes 
such as servitutem servire: “primo obtutu talis loquendi ratio nimis cumulata illeque 
accusativus plane ex abundanti additus videtur esse, sed his exemplis adcuratius inspectis 
videmus tamen, non esse verum pleonasmum statuendum in his locutionibus, quoniam vim ac 
notionem substantivi certis finibus restringi apparet, ita ut +servitus! proprio sit significatu 
“Sclavendienst” i.e. officia munusve servi in erum et +vitam vivere! praegnanter “Existenz 
haben”...vel “das Leben geniessen,” quod Epidici loco elucet V. 377: cogitarent postea vitam 




This is part of his unsuccssessful attempt to connect the internal and 
etymological accusatives.104 Ultimately the observance of one case of this kind 
does not mean that the same process of detachment should be applied to the 
entire group. A comparative study such as this may invite diachronic analysis 
by setting phrases such as Vedic bh,rám bharati !bears a burden" next to the 
more specialized Greek match T%-A* TY-'.* !pay a tribute/tax".105 But 
postulating an evolution from T%-A* TY-'.* with an unattested meaning 
*!bear a burden" to the more specialized !pay tribute" based on the occurence 
of the syntagm in Vedic (or Germanic for that matter) makes the unprovable 
assumption that the construction was not independently generated in Greek 
after the noun came to mean !tribute". The legal/political nature of T%-A* 
TY-'.* makes such an assumption particularly problematic given the 
frequency of etymological figures in Ancient Greek legalese. 
 In regards to most of the Homeric etymological external objects this 
would involve assuming too much about the prehistory of a given expression. 
Even if we extend the field of observation from Homer to later Greek it is still 
difficult, in the majority of cases, to trace an evolution of an etymological object 
from internal abstract to external concrete within the history of usage in the 
figurae. There are certain phrases that admit analysis along the lines of 
concretization of the noun. For instance, the Homeric figure =9%->& 
                                                
104 Diese etymologischen A. bezeichnen wir als A. des Inhalts (169). But see Gaedicke"s 
comments cited above (16-17). 
105 Garbho bh,ra+ bharaty, cidasya +Der Neugeborne trägt die bürde dieser (Welt)! 
(RV.1.152.3), bibharti bh,ra+ p"thiv. na bh2ma +es trägt die Last wie die Erde das Land! 
(RV.7.34.7), ##,bh,r,% eko acaran bibharti +Sechs Lasten trägt der Eine ohne zu gehen! 
(RV.3.56.2). The Vedic translations are, of course, from Geldner. The !," in bh,ram might be 
from the o-grade before a resonant via Brugmann"s law, but for an alternative view see 
Hajnal"s article. For a few Greek examples see (Ar.Av.191, X.An.5.5.7, Ath.2.1, Sym.4.32, IG 
12.212.88). 
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=9%-'X'.* !address the assembly" appears in Attic as 5* 6w. =9%-w. 
=9%-'X'. !make an address in the assembly" with the noun attaching to a 
locality. In general, however, we are faced with a much more rigid system that 
makes it neccessary to evaluate the grammatical relationships of the 
components of each construction as synchronically as possible. Our main 
concern is to apply a synchronically determined degree of semantic 
detachment to stylistic analysis of the Homeric figures under the assumption 
that less tautological figures, such as M16A* M16e*0. !set up the mast" are 
generally used in a more matter of fact fashion than completely circular ones, 
as $/8'4%* $%8'4:s'.*.  
1.2.2 Circularity and the figura etymologica in Plato: 
The inherent tautology of noun-verb polyptoton made it attractive to 
philosophers and rhetoricians, and must be at least part of the reason that 
“Plato reveled in the figura etymologicae, particularly in the Laws, and his use 
of it is often rather affected.”106 This is not the place to discuss Plato"s 
fondness for the figures at length, but a brief examination of just a few 
passages will show that their circularity made them indispensable as a 
dialectical tool. The Minos, in many ways a prelude to Leges, is a somewhat 
playful meditation on the adequacy, or inadequacy of tautological definitions 
for philosophical argumentation.107 The departure point for the Minos is that 
etymological figures tend to provide superficial definitions of speech and 
sensory events, and that the degree to which law !*/4%&" should be defined 
as accepted things !6> *%4.s/4'*0" is debatable. Socrates" interrogation of his 
                                                
106 Denniston (134). 
107 For attribution of the Minos to Plato see Mulroy “despite being labeled as works of doubtful 
authenticity, the Minos and Hipparchus are remarkably artful and thought provoking. They are 
designed to be studied together with Plato"s Laws and illustrate the misleading disjunction with 
which the latter begins: who is responsible for laws, a god or a man” (115). 
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interlocutor is playful and pesky, and we can witness the EF facilitating tones 
reminiscent of Homeric rhetorical banter as it surfaces at various junctures: 
ET. p: %c* Q88% +N92) 'aZ Q*, _ @;-06'&, =88"  6>  
+29/CN9.+%; 
.   ;0i ?NR2) 1%. +%;') 'r*0. 6> ?.RN9.+%,  La/) 
6> b$Q9.+%,  &>21 6> &>2BN9.+%;  Q88% 4]* ?NR2), Q88%  
+] 6> ?.RN9.+%· ;0i Q88% 4]* La/), Q88% +] 6> b$Q9.+%· 
;0i Q88% 4]* &>2*, Q88% +] 6> &>2BN9.+%, ;0i Q88% +L 
+N92), Q88% +] 6> +29/CN9.+%; %6F&  $,& 1%. +%;'); 
¡p. v88% 4%. *?* 5Te*Z. 
. bd; Q-0 +N92) 516i* 6> +29/CN9.+%. (5) 
¡p. b 4%. +%;'). 
. p: +36" `* 'aZ */4%&; 
Friend: What else would law be, Socrates, but what is accepted? 
Socrates: And so speech, in your view, is what is spoken, or sight what 
is seen, or hearing what is heard? Or is speech one thing, what is 
spoken another, sight one thing, what is seen another, hearing one 
thing, what is heard another—and so law one thing, what is accepted 
another? Is that so, or what is your view?  
Friend: They are two different things, as it now seems to me. 
Socrates: Law, then, is not what is accepted. 
Friend: I don"t think so. 
Socrates: So what can law be? (Pl.Minos.313b-c).108 
 
                                                
108 This translation and the translation below are from Schofield in Cooper. 
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The friend then postulates that laws are the resolutions of cities. This proves 
inadequate since individual cities may enact unjust resolutions and laws 
cannot be unjust. Later in the dialogue Socrates defines the laws as those 
things accepted by Minos and established for citizens: 
;0:6%. +38%* ^6. ¢ <+N9/C.+ ;08> 'r*0., 60?60 +N9/9% #JZ;'* ;0i 
6%)& 0g6%? $%8:60.&. 
And indeed it is clear that what he accepted as admirable he laid down 
as accepted practice also for his own citizens. (320a). 
Minos is explicitly connected with Zeus in his acceptance of laws and, by 
connecting passages in the Minos and Laws, it is possible to form a chain of 
acceptance of the laws highlighted by etymological and tautological figures. 
The law-establisher !*%4%JY6Z&" establishes the laws !*/4%7& 6.JY*0." in 
accordance with the manner in which the gods established them !JY*6F* 
J',*". Therefore, if the */4%& has been accepted !*%4.s/4'*%&" from the 
right parties, the tautological definition is useful. This etymological nexus and 
its underlying circularity stress conclusions as self-evident. Who better than 
the lawmaker to make laws (*%4%JY6Z&  */4%7& 6.JY*0.), and who better 
than the gods in their role as establishers to establish them?  
 We cannot expect Homeric language to engage in such overt 
meditations on tautology-based definitions. However, it is possible to observe 
rhetoric in Homer that uses repetition figures to stress that the truth of a 
speaker"s words is self-evident. In the following passage Nestor, in trying to 
convince Agamemnon that he made a mistake when he insulted Achilles and 
should consider making reparations, uses the EF in conjunction with verbal 
polyptoton to drive home his point: 
 0d6>- 59* 5-YF £& 4%. +%;') 'r*0. Q-.160. 
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 %d 9e- 6.& +N2+ Q88%& =4':*%*0 6%?+' +2*"./ 
 %%* 59 +2,0 ~4]* $e80. ~+" #6. ;0i *?* 
 5G #6. 6%? ^6' +.%9'*]& -.1Z¤+0 ;%X-Z* 
 2F%4Y*%7 <2.83%& #mZ& ;8.1:ZJ'* =$%X-0& 
 % 6. ;0J" \4Y6'-/* 9' +N2+· 4e80 9e- 6%. #9F9' 
 $/88" =$'47J'/4Z*· 1y +] 1[ 4'908B6%-. J74[ 
 'aG0& Q*+-0 TY-.16%*, o* =Je*06%: $'- Y#/"%+,  
 c#M9@"%), 
 So, I will say the things that seem best to me, 
 for nobody else will think of a better thought than the one 
 I have been thinking both long ago and still even now, 
 since, Zeus born one, you went to Achilles" dwelling and took 
 the maiden Briseis, and made him angry, not in accord with  
 my thought then. For I tried everything to dissuade you 
 but you, giving way to your proud heart, the mightiest man 
 whom the gods honor, dishonored. (Il.9.103-111). 
On the most basic level the quadruple repetition of */%& and *%YF here 
strongly emphasizes that Agamemnon must stop being guided by his heart 
(J74/&), and begin using his mind. The EA */%* *%310. occurs nowhere else 
in archaic epic; the degree of separation of the noun and verb would have 
called attention to the construction and made it all the more affected.109 In 
short, Agamemnon is meant to take note of it. The most prevalent definition of 
*/%& is, of course, !mind" or !sense" in the abstract, while the regular verb 
found in the less common sense found here –a specific plan of action—is #2F. 
                                                
109 For a complete discussion of separation of the two components of an EF as a means of 
increasing emphasis see especially 249 ff.  
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Suppletion of the cognate verb for the regular, more periphrastic verb serves 
to further concretize and hence validate the act of thought, but it also 
underlines the redundancy of the whole phrase. Just to make sure that there is 
no question as to what he is aiming at, Nestor points out, this time via a much 
more distant repetition of *%YF and */%*, that Agamemon"s failure to !think 
thought" has already had the very concrete consequence of angering Achilles. 
In a final display of verbal polyptoton (#6.10*, ~6:4Z10&) he buttresses 
everything he has said on the will of the gods, and comes very close to 
accusing Agamemnon of sacrilege. By comparing this passage with the 
beginning of the Minos we can see that, for both Homer and Plato, the 
concretization of verbal processes accomplished by figurae within their 
tautological framework constituted a handy argumentative tool. In general, 
Plato"s agenda in stressing the tautology of the EF is more overt than 
Homer"s. What they have in common is a basic awareness of the rhetorical 
value of the structure, a value inseparable from its tautology. 
1.3 Methods of substitution and avoidance: 
 In certain authors and specific genres the semantic and phonetic 
redundancy of the EF impels motion toward alternate expression. In other 
authors/genres etymological and non-etymological phrases appear as ongoing 
stylistic variants of each other. In Present Day English idiom we have both !die 
gruesomely" and !die a gruesome death". In Homer we find #$%& *Z4'-6]& 
#'.$'& and *Z4'-6D0 'r$'*. Within the evolution of a given language the 
etymological idiom may become unidiomatic, as in the case of !work work", an 
Old and Middle English idiom that competed for a long time but eventually lost 
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out to !do work".110 In some languages there is general avoidance of the EA in 
favor of its alternates; for instance, Gagnepain traced the !singulièrement 
fréquent" use of figurae etymologicae in Old Irish to !complète régression" in 
more modern Irish texts.111  Further, Proinsias Mac Cana entertained the 
possibility that the periphrastic construction is the successor to the EA in Celtic 
languages.112 These observations should be tempered by those of Rosén who 
argued, with reference to Irish, that the diminishing number of textualized 
figures may not reflect idiom: 
We can not subscribe to an idea of an even, straight-line diminishing in 
the quantity of the figura etymolgica construction, which is supposed to 
have happened concomitantly with the gradual increase of the totality of 
periphrasis in the same texts (67). 
Rosén attributes the frequency of the EF in Old Irish to the glossarial nature of 
the texts themselves, but she includes within her inventory of figurae 
etymologicae “constructions with object-nouns which are of semantic affinity to 
the verbs, but do not constitute the verbal nouns of the verbs in question” 
(1991: 68). Thus, in Rosén"s count the discrepancy in frequency between Old 
and Modern Irish texts is in part mitigated by the inclusion of non-etymological 
phrases such as ith biadh !eat food".  
I will make a sharper distinction between etymological constructions 
that repeat both sound and sense, and combinations of nouns with 
synonymous but phonetically and etymologically distinct verbs. The latter may 
be semantically equivalent, but are stylistically quite different. The following 
                                                
110 Old High German attests wircan werc (O.I.5.11, T.132.3). See Grimm (1898, 760). The 
latest attestation of !work work" I have found is in the Blickling Homilies. 
111 See 91 and 185 respectively.  
112 1027. By periphrastic these scholars point to cases in which a firmly established cognate 
idiom like !drink a drink" gives way to expression with a generic verb: !have a drink". 
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paragraphs offer an introductory sketch of three basic modes of 
substitution/avoidance: 1) adverbial, 2) phrases with nominal or verbal 
synonyms and 3) periphrasis with generic verbs. These modes are by no 
means mutually exclusive, and often occur in close conjunction.    
1.3.1 Adverbial substitution: 
The empty noun of the internal EA often admits deletion with 
conversion of the attribute to adverb/adverbial neuter adjective. Identical line 
positioning within hexameters suggest that this is a formular variation, the 
substantive representing the variant deleted for the inclusion of more 
information: tr!#$%& *Z4'-6]& #'.$'& (Il.3.204) and tr!1y +" %d *Z4'-6]& 
#'.$'& (h.Hom.5.186). This type of alternation only functions as a substitution 
when attachment of the attribute is the predominant modus operandi of a 
given phrase. Adverbial versus nominal alternations in non-attributival EAs 
are, of course, problematic: how would one render 2%L* 2')1J0. adverbially? 
A prepositional phrase may also function as a substitute in much the same 
way as an adverbial: tr!#$%& ;06> 4%)-0* #'.$'&q (Il.15.206, Od.8.141), 
tr!5$'i ;06> 4%)-0* #'.$'& (Il.9.59).  There are many authors in which 
adverbial variation presents a stylistic alternate that has no problem co-
existing with the EA. In other authors, however, it may constitute the preferred 
mode of expression to the complete exclusion of figurae. Caesar, for instance, 
never uses acris pugna pugnata est, but frequently attests acriter pugnatum 
est. Thucydides, although he uses '($')* with adverbial/demonstrative 
modifiers quite often, (T0*'-,&, 6%.0?60, 6%10?60 ')$'*, etc.) never uses 
#$%& ')$'*.113 Thus, we might consider the adverbial mode suppletive within 
                                                
113 In fact #$%& itself is quite rare in Thucydides. The singular is not attested and forms of the 
plural occur only 6 times. But, as will be noted below, his use of the standard Attic idiom 
8/9%* 8Y9F is limited enough to suggest a predilection to eschew the EF. 
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the corpora of authors who consistently favor it against an established idiom, 
or in Homeric sub-genres that generally avoid the figures. While adverbial 
substitution is not the most common mechanism for elimination of an EF within 
the history of any language -- that distinction must be reserved for the various 
modes of periphrasis -- there are certain cases where the adverbial expression 
remains the only manner of conditioning the verb. As we have seen Modern 
Greek idiom permits adverbial attachment but not a cognate object with the 
verb to die.   
1.3.2 Periphrasis with nominal or verbal synonyms: 
Often a semantically equivalent, but aurally disparate word supplants, 
or alternates with either the noun or verb. Homer displays alternation of 
nominal and verbal synonyms in full with semantically equivalent phrases for 
!speak a word":  
Nominal substitution: #$%& (+ attribute) #'.$', 4?J%* (- attribute) #'.$'.114  
Verbal substitution:    #$%& 6" ¥T06", #$%& 5-Y'1J0., #$'0 $6'-E'*60        
     $-%1ZN+0, #$%& TN9'* I-;%& W+E*6F*. 
Hence, we also find the non-idiomatic coinage with a denominative verb, 
4?J%* 47J')1J0..  
In the remainder of this section I contrast this free use and variation of 
the EF and its semantic equivalents, a license employed also by Herodotus 
and Plato in Greek and Plautus in Latin, with the unrepetitive style of Greek 
and Latin authors, primarily historiographers, who clearly strove for a more 
somber and concise style, and therefore generally avoided the rhetorically 
charged circularities.115  
                                                
114 4?J%* #'.$' occurs more frequently. 
115 Note that simply working in the genre of historiography alone is not limiting enough. We 
must primarily consider the style of a given author. The starkness and concision of 
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Thucydides, who, in the suppletive paradigm of 8Y9F ('r$%*, 5-,), 
aside from the rather mutilated, passivized ;08,& 8'2JY*6'& 8/9%. (6.68.1), 
and semantically detached nominative, ;0i $%88> 4]* 8/9.0 58Y9'6% !and 
many prophecies were spoken" (2.8.2) attests only non-etymological 
constructions of the internal sort: 
5& 6A ;%.*A* 6%.%X6%7& +L ?NR2B) .d'.+  
!He spoke the following words to the common interest" (4.58.1). 
6%? ;08,& .V'N+#2) 4Y4u01J0. ?NR2+  
!to criticize the argument of someone speaking well" (3.37.4). 
*?* 6%y& ?NR2B) <$2`9.+ !we speak these words now" (5.91.2). 
 6A* 6%? <8;.m.e+%7 ?NR2+ $-/6'-%* .V$@9,+2+  
!the words spoken before by Alcibiades" (8.52.1). 
;0i 9>- n 4L \@8.:) ?NR2) 6%)& +" #2%71.* 0(6:0* Q* $0-e12%. 
¦&, '( 58Y2J'*, 1F6B-.%& Q* V*  
!For the word not spoken would have caused us reproach on the 
grounds that, if spoken, it would have been our savior" (3.53.3). 
Note in this last example the distant repetition of 8/9%& in 58Y2J'* 
juxtaposed with the non-cognate in the copulative phrase. 
We find the same type of nominal and verbal variants in Plautus as in 
Homer: 
dico unum ridiculum dictum !I am telling of one silly tale" (Capt.482)116 
unum verbum dixisti verissumum !you said one word most true" 
(Merc.206)  
                                                                                                                                       
Thucydides, Caesar and Tacitus offset the style of Herodotus as much as they do that of 
Homer. 
116 As if there were any doubt that Plautus is reveling in figurative language here the line end 
de dictis melioribus. 
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possum docta dicta et quamuis facunde loqui  
I can speak learned words, and as charming as you like (Tri.380). 
verba proloqui (Pl.Amph.247, Ter.Andr.256). 117 
Contrast this with Caesar, who, in the three lexical items, dicere/dictum, 
verbum and loqui only attests one internal-accusative: 
 petierunt ut sibi liceret verba sine periculo proloqui 
They asked to be allowed to speak words without peril (BF.35.3).  
Like Thucydides, Tacitus is not completely adverse to the non-etymological 
internal accusative, although his concise style rarely admits even this level of 
redundancy.  
verba edicti fuere pauca et sensu permodesto  
They had spoken few words, and with a modest sense (Tac.A.1.7.4). 
 A similar state of affairs may be outlined for !do a deed" a well-attested 
lexical item in many languages often featuring an archaic EA beside other 
internal phrasal variants. In Homer we find #-9%* 5-9es'1J0./#-+'.*/zYs'.* 
!work work", but also #-9%* 5$%:2'1J0. !ply work", $%*Z1C4'*%& #-90 !labor 
work", #-9%* 6'8Y1'.' !accomplish work" and g$E12Z60....#-9%* !undertake 
work". Once again Thucydides does not attest any form of #-9%* 
5-9es'1J0./#-+'.*/zYs'.*; but he often uses the denominative verb with 
adverbial demonstratives and adjectives: 
6%.0?60 '(-9e10*6% !they did such things" (3.39.2) 
$,& %d +'.*> 'a-901J'; !did you not act heinously?"(3.66.2) 
;0i '( 4]* 6%X6F* 6. 'a-9016% !and if he had done any of this" (6.29.1) 
;%.* 5-90104Y*Z \ §88e& !Hellas acting in common" (1.3.1) 
                                                
117 For further attestations of these and other related phrases see Müller (6-9). 
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5* 6[ $%8Y4f 6[ ;0J'16,6. =90J/* 6. '(-9014Y*%. '(1:* !Have 
they done anything good in the present war" (3.52.4). 
He also uses #-9%* with non-cognate verbs of similar semantic content: 
5$-e2JZ +] %d+]* =$" 0d6,* #-9%* =G./8%9%*  
!but no deed was accomplished by them worthy of mention" (1.17.1). 
$-02J]* 6A #-9%* %d; =$'.;/6F& ;0:$'- 4Y90 ¨* $-%72@-Z1'*·  
!The feat was accomplished, not unlikely, even though it was an 
arduous one" (8.68.4) 
'($')* $'-i 6,* +-01e*6F* 6A #-9%*  
!to speak of those who accomplished the deed (6.60.2).  
 To judge from our sources the Latin phrase facinus facere !do a 
deed" was a well- established idom.118 Sallust attests it numerous times, and 
the fact that it is the only EF possibly attested in a work at all associated with 
Caesar is evidence for its acceptability:  
clamasse facinus se nefandum et scelus fecisse. 
He had shouted that they had done a nefarious deed, even a crime 
 (BH.16.4).119 
Otherwise Caesar and pseudo-Caesar attest only non-etymological phrases: 
tantum facinus committere audebant !they dared to submit such an 
action" (BC.3.60.4) 
 facinus admittere !perpetrate an action"  
(BG.3.9.3, 7.42.4, 38.8, BG.6.13.5 ) 
 nefandum crudelissimumque facinus sunt aggressi  
                                                
118 See Landgraf (1881 17) and Müller (4-6). 
119 Draeger (387) asserted that Caesar does not attest the EF. I do not know if he included the 
spurious Spanish Wars in his statement. In fact we might supply fuisse in the first clause “he 
shouted that it was a nefarious act and that they had committed a crime.” 
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!They entered into a nefarious and extremely cruel deed" (BH.15.6). 
Facinus facere is likewise the only EF in Tacitus: 
Atque illi conscientia rebellionis et obsaeptis effugiis multa et clara 
facinora fecere 
And they (the Britons), mindful of their rebellion and with all means of 
escape closed off, did many glorious deeds (A.12.31.4). 120 
These correspondences establish two important patterns: 1) given the stylistic 
predilections of a particular writer one may predict with a reasonable degree of 
accuracy whether they will use etymological or simply internal phrases 2) The 
more idiomatic a phrase is the more likely it is to appear in corpora generally 
not conducive to the figurae.    
1.3.3 Periphrasis with generic verbs: 
The third way an etymological phrase may be subject to substitution 
involves the use of the noun with a more or less generic verb providing little or 
no additional semantic force. Such verbs are often of similar semantics cross-
linguistically. Rosén includes the following types of verbs in outlining the 
processes of “auxiliary-verb periphrases” of the EA in the Togail Troi: !have", 
!deliver", !give", !take", !undertake", !put/make", verbs denoting beginning and 
completing, and verbs of attaining or obtaining (1991: 61). In Present Day 
English verbs of this sort often form more natural phrases than etymological 
ones. For instance it is more idiomatic to !have" than to !drink a drink", one may 
!give" or !deliver", but only marginally !speak a speech". !Take a walk" is 
unremarkable while !walk a walk" is typically used only in the rhetorical phrase 
                                                
120 Adams noted that polyptoton in general is “found mainly in speeches in the Annals” (124). 
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!don"t talk the talk if you can"t walk the walk". The selection of generic verb can 
be dialectically idiosyncratic.121 
 Verbs in similar semantic categories as those Rosén noticed in Irish 
functioned as periphrases of the EA in Ancient Greek, and are observable 
within the Homeric corpus. We might compare our specific findings from 
Homer to Lobeck"s general list of verbs functioning as auxiliaries to the EF in 
Greek as a whole: 6'X2'.*, $%.')*, 6'8')*, Q9'.*, #2'.* and 2-31J0. (509). 
All of these verbs except 2-31J0. function as alternates to the etymological 
accusative in Homer, although e9'.* is quite marginal.  I will treat the 
periphrastic alternates to each Homeric phrase exhaustively in more specific 
stylistic discussions. For now I offer only a preliminary sketch in order to 
highlight the cross-linguistic uniformity of the generic verbs in question. 
 p'X2'.* !accomplish" appears as the passivized nominative equivalent 
to #-9%* 5-9es'1J0./#-+'.*/zYs'.* in the perfect and pluperfect: #-90 
6D67;60./6Y67;6% (x5 all Adonics). In Classical Greek $%.YF is, of course, the 
periphrastic verb par excellence. In Homer it is not as prevalent as such but 
we do find: =9%-L* =9D-%*6%/ =9%-L* $%.Z106% !assemble/make an 
assembly (x2). p'8')* alternates in the following phrases: +,-0 +U+F4. / 
+,-0 6D8'110*, #-9%* #-'G'* / #-9%* 6'8Y1'.'. Beside M-'N%71K M'-OP%*, 
there is Q9'.* M'-OP%*, but the regular phrase is, of course, M'-> z's%*, and 
since M-'N%71K M'-OP%* is a nonce coinage most likely formed from the more 
generic expressions, it is difficult to view use of the same noun with Q9'.* as 
                                                
121 Wierzbicka, who offers an informative discussion of the principles that govern which 
generic verb will form a phrase with a given noun, noted “expressions like have a read or a 
kick of the football are usually rejected by native speakers of American English, but are very 
frequent in Australia” (756-7). In American English !take" is a more prevalent verb in 
periphrasis, hence !take" not !have a walk". 
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perphrasis.122 As noted above, the phrases 6.4L* 6U*'.* and 6.4L* Q9'.* 
constitute the only uses of 6.4B as a negative penalty, and both are, in 
different ways, substitutes for $%.*L* 6U*'.*. 
 The participial correspondent of 'j4060 '40. within the Adonic is 
'j406K #2%*60; 4C2Z* 54C2%*6% may also be rendered 4C2Z*...#2%71.; 
M'-OP%* $0-')2%* or #12%*, are also common; +,-0 +U+F4. finds an 
alternate in +,-0 $0-012')*, and TU8'. T.8E6Z60 in $0-e12} T.8E6Z60. In 
short, !have" and its compound, !provide", make as strong a showing as 
alternates to the EA in Homer as they do in Irish and English.  
 Beyond Lobeck"s list Homer attests several other generic verbs 
alongside etymological accusatives. !Put/Make", 6:JZ1. is quite frequent: 
4C2Z* 54C2%*6%/ JO1%*60.... 4C2Z*, x*%40  W*%40:*F/6:J'1J" x*%4© etc. 
The Hesiodic Shield attests only 4C2Z* #J'*6%. Latin manifestations of 
*dheh1- !do/make" are also quite frequent in periphrasis, e.g. verba fecit.123 In 
connection with his arguments discussed above, Biese asserts that 
periphrasis is an important part of making intransitive transitive and uses 
turbas turbet (Plaut.Bacch.1076) and turbam faciat (Ter.Eu.615) in his 
argument.124  
 The root *deh3- !give" performs similar service in both Greek and Latin. 
In Homer we find the alternations =$'6U*76% $%.*O*/ $%.*O* +,2" and TU8'. 
T.8E6Z6K, T.8E6Z60 +A&. In Latin the standard phrase is, of course, poenas 
dare without an etymological equivalent, but the verb is used in clear 
                                                
122 See just below . 
123 (Caes.BH.17.1 Tac.A11.35.2), verbum facere (Caes.BH.3.7), facit verba (BF.32.1, 
BG2.14.1) etc. 
124 Terence is in general much more reluctant to use the EF than Plautus. 
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periphrasis parallel to pugnare et al.125 There is also frequent perphrasis 
combined with passivization/intransitivation involving the verbs !to be" and !to 
be(come)", '(4: and 9:9*%40.: $O4060 $C12F/(4%.) $O4060 9'*Y1J0.. 
Compare this to alternations with intransitive verbs and neuter nouns such as 
;'.4O8.0 ;')60. in the Adonic next to ;'.4O8.%* #160.. These are but a few 
out of a plethora of possible examples and, in the end, this sort of periphrasis 
constitutes a study of its own.  
1.3.4 Formation of figures from !periphrastic" constructions: 
 Rather than looking at every coincidence of an EF and a phrase with a 
generic verb as a periphrasis of the figura, we should recognize the possibility 
of formation from periphrastic constructions. Figures formed in this direction 
will be particularly tautological since the verb that the cognate replaces is 
largely empty in the first place. Biese noticed several Plautine constructions, 
among them pro benefactis quom mali messim metas !in return for favors you 
harvest a harvest of trouble", showing movement from a !periphrastic" 
construction with facio to the etymological phrase.126 Perhaps the clearest 
example in Homer is 6')2%& 56'.2U110*6% (Il.7.449) a figure, and verb that 
occurs only once in the Iliad and Odyssey, in Poseidon"s indignant complaint 
to Zeus concerning the wall the Greeks had just built (6')2%& #+'.40* at 436). 
The frequency of the collocation 6')2%& +Y4F !build a wall" (Iliad x5) and 
standard use of the verbal compound 5X+4Z6%* !well-built" to qualify 6')2%& 
suggests that this was the more idiomatic expression and that 6')2%& 
56'.2U110*6% was its rather artificial offshoot. This coincides with the 
observation that indignation and anger are cross-linguistic impellers of 
                                                
125 priu! quam istam pugnam pugnabo, ego etiam prius dabo aliam pugnam claram 
(Plaut.Ps.524-5), dabit hic pugnam (Ter.Eu.899) and cf. O.L.D. s.v.  
126 Epid.718. For further examples see Biese, 8. 
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tautological repetition. Lobeck, citing, among other examples m-.* gm-:s'.* 
at Eur.Herc.708, Bacch.247 and Seneca !insanire hilarem insaniam", notes 
“omnia autem proferuntur ab indignantibus iratisve” (506).127 
 As already noted M-'N%71K M'-OP%* provides another example of a 
denominatival coinage opposite several more generic and unremarkable 
expressions. The figure occurs only once, in Odyssey 14 when Eumaeus uses 
it to express his disgust with the suitors. He frames the figure with gemination 
of the word denoting the behavior he is reviling, wantonness. 
;6O4060 +0-+C$6%71.* e'A$E/2+, %d+K #$. T'.+h. 
^110. 9>- *N;6'& 6' ;0i \4D-0. 5; .E& '(1.*, 
% $%JK ª* f$.g2B"I f.$Zh2+, %d+] +NK %aFq 
%r*%* +] TJ.*NJ%71.* e'A$E/2+ 5G0TN%*6'& 
They devour our possessions wantonly, nor is there any sparing. 
For, as many as are the nights and days of Zeus 
I think that they never sacrifice even one sacrifice, or two, 
but they waste wine, drawing it off wantonly (Od.14.92-5). 
 In the majority of cases in ancient Greek Epic it is not plausible to 
attempt to draw conclusions as to the relative primacy and derivational 
direction of an etymological phrase and its non-etymological equivalents. We 
may only observe their co-existence and perhaps entertain theories as to 
motivations for their selection in context. The goal of this section has been 
only to introduce modes of expression that produce alternatives to the figurae, 
and to assert that within certain authors and/or genres avoidance of the 
etymological repetition in favor of its substitutes is more or less predictable. 
                                                
127 Note also the intractable interpretational tautology posed by the denominative verbs. 
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This principle applies to Homer to the degree that we can differentiate tonally 
defined sub-genres within the corpus, both including and beyond making the 
basic distinction between the Iliad and Odyssey. It is remarkable that, 
excepting adverbial alternates, which truly are more succinct, the other types 
of alternation do little or nothing to alleviate the semantic emptiness of one 
phrasal element. Rather, it is the repetition of sound that the substitution of a 
synonym or periphrasis of equal semantic vacuity but aural variation 
alleviates.128 At a fundamental level, phrases such as !have a drink" and !drink 
a drink" serve the same function in language. The persistence of the 
periphrastic constructions in milieus hostile to the figura etymologica 
underlines the fact that the combination of semantically equivalent noun and 
verb often performs a real syntactic service. Authors and languages that avoid 
the cognate constructions in favor of similar non-cognate ones are still utilizing 
the same basic structure. This is the reason that linguistic-based studies such 
as those of Rosén treat the internal phrases together, whether or not the 
substantive and verb are genuinely cognate. It is also part of the reason they 
include analysis of periphrases. At the level of stylistics, however, it is difficult 
to underestimate the differences between the figurae etymologicae and their 
semantically similar cousins.  
 In practice, linguistic and stylistic studies ought to connect on a basic 
level. Rosén compiled a very useful list of etymological accusatives and 
ablatives in Latin.129 But there are real pitfalls to conducting a linguistic study 
from such a disembodied list without delineating more subtle levels of idiom 
and wordplayfulness. What are we to make of the fact that a large number of 
                                                
128 Even the scornful scholars have noticed this: Nam aures eruditae varietatem sonorum in 
sermone poscunt, et priorum syllabarum iterationes respuunt (Weiske: 22).  
129 1981:101-3. 
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the listed figures appear only in Plautus? While there are some hapaxes in 
Plautus that may be considered valuable preservations, zany etymological 
figures that pop up once in jocund contexts are most likely not among them. 
Ultimately, we ought to question at what level is it truly valid to analyze 
embedded idioms like facinus facere and playful coinages like dolum dolare 
together. By including lists of adjectives attached to certain phrases Rosén 
has at least given us a minimal sense of the frequency of each entry. But any 
investigation into typologies of the cognate object and any assertions as to its 
cross-linguistic raison d"être should start by making distinctions along stylistic 
lines. Imagine that a modern linguist examined the cognate object in Present 
Day English by first heaping together a bunch of phrases from Dr. Seuss, and 
other children"s books.130 Such a study would only be valid in so far as it took 
into account the genre it was working in against a backdrop of overall idiom. 
This is one of the advantages of combining stylistic and linguistic analysis, 
making fine distinctions between embedded idiom, nonce coinage, and genre-
oriented categories, like legalese, in which the figurae are more at home. It is 
also a good reason to compose lists that leave no doubt as to the relative 
frequency of each construction in each corpus. One should then compare 
those lists to frequencies within the language of the particular author one has 
chosen to focus on, and, particularly in terms of developing typologies, but 
also in general terms, make comparisons with other languages. 
 
 
                                                
130 Cf. the Dr. Seuss title Oh, the Thinks you can Think, or in the text itself “there are so many 
thinks that a Thinker can think”. Note also how perceptions of frequency in English would be 
skewed by the opening of Franklin and Harriet: “Franklin could count by twos and button his 
shoes. He helped his little sister, Harriet, zip zippers and button buttons. He showed her 
how to play peekaboo and pat-a-cake. He read stories and  sang songs to her”.  
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1.4 Selection of oblique cases to avoid externalization of the internal object: 
 Scholars have shown a long-standing tendency to assume that almost 
any Indo-European verb could have taken an internal object.131 Aside from the 
fact that this does not mean that a given verb actually ever did take such an 
object, I contend that there is an underlying theoretical problem with this 
assumption. This problem stems from the fact that an etymologically related 
substantive in the accusative coupled with many transitive verbs results in a 
completely external object that behaves quite differently from a cognate object. 
For instance, if one were to try to form an internal object with a phrase such as 
!drill a drill" the resulting construct would require two drills, one to do the drilling 
and the other to be drilled. The combination naturally construes as one drill 
boring into another, just as one would !drill a piece of wood". It is possible for 
an inept speaker to mean simply !drill" in emphatic fashion by saying !drill a 
drill" as one would say !fight a fight" to mean simply !fight", but the phrase is 
imprecise and invites misconstrual. The persistent way to achieve more 
precision is to put the noun into the instrumental: !drill with a drill". If one were 
to ask carpenters !what did you drill?" the informative and expected answer 
would never be !my drill", or even !my ®Makita"; rather they would supply some 
information about the material, such as wood or concrete they had used their 
                                                
131Cf. Biese, 6 “omni verbo et ei, quod appellatur intransitivum, et ei, quod transitivum 
nominatur, obiectum internum adtribui licet”. More recently Melchert (251) “virtually any verb 
may take an !internal" accusative, where the nominal object repeats the semantic content of 
the verb: cf. Grk. spéndein spondén !make a libation". The nominal object may be an actual 
derivative of the verb (the figura etymologica) or merely a noun whose meaning is closely 
related to that of the verb (Eng. !run a race")”. This is, by the way, a comment largely incidental 
to the main point of Melchert"s article. See below !mixing bowls" where I agree with and 
perhaps provide additional evidence for his thesis. 
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drill to bore a hole into. If, on the other hand, one asked !what did you drill 
with?" then !my ®Makita" would be a perfectly reasonable answer.132 
 This is most likely why many of the etymological phrases in Homer 
describing actions of carpentry, husbandry and technical fabrication feature 
the noun in the instrumental dative: 6'-D6-f 6'6-3*0., 6-7$C*f 6-7$w* 
!drill with a drill". This predilection is demonstrable in Greek outside of Epic as 
well: =-97-Y 'd8e; 'd80G')* !to plow with a silver plough-share".133 
Sanskrit language describing mechanical procedures demonstrates similar 
tendencies: khanan khanitre%a !digging with a spade (digging instrument)" 
(Manu.2.218). Latin usage of the ablative, terebra !drill" coincides with the 
instrumental dative in Homer, !terebratur terebra foramen !the hole is drilled 
with a drill".134 Further, Virgil"s rendering of Homeric 6-7$C*f 6-7$w* in 
reference to boring out Polyphemus" eye stays true to the tendency to put the 
material drilled in the accusative and object used for drilling in the case that 
expresses instrument:   
 ...et telo lumen terebramus acuto/ ingens  
and we bored into his massive eye with the honed shaft (Aen.3.635-6). 
Another Homeric figure featuring a cognate instrumental is !lock (the 
door) with the lock": ;8Z)10. ;8Z)+. (Od.21.241). In cases such as this, and for 
that matter also cases such as 6'-D6-f 6'6-3*0. etc., the verb appears to 
be a zero derived denominal. In an article on similar denominal verbs in 
English Clark and Clark included a small subsection for !locks" under 
                                                
132 Another example drawn from profane idiom is to !fertilize fertilizer". One can fertilize a 
garden, or !fertilize with fertilizer", but to !fertilize fertilizer" is to provide independently existent 
fertilizer with additional, fertilizer-like substance. 
133 Th.5.16.2-3. (reported oracle of Delphi).  
134 Vitr.10.16.5; Col.4.29.15; Plin.Nat.7.198. 
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!fasteners", all in turn a subcategory of  instrument verbs.135  If many of the 
verbs in these figures are, in fact derived from instruments in the first place, 
the selection of dative, rather than accusative case may very well have been 
predetermined well before construction of the cognate phrase. Clark and Clark 
also listed denominals of “location verbs” (772), suggesting that the case 
selection of the figures discussed in the following section may be similarly 
motivated. 
Homeric figures illustrate that the locative offers another means of 
alleviating the danger of externalization of the object, 5* 'd* 'd*ZJ3*0. !bed 
in a bed", 5* +'14[ +')* !bind in bondage". Once again Sanskrit is illustrative: 
sádasi s.dati !sits in a seat" compared with Greek xsf 5TYs'1J0., Is'6% 
+"'(*i J-/*f.136 Latin attests the locatival ablative: sedibus optatis.....sidunt 
!(doves) perch in welcome perches" (Verg.A.6.203). Some technical language 
fits here: 5* +K #J'6K =;4%JD6f 4D90* Q;4%*0 !he (Hephaestus) put the 
great anvil on the anvil-stand" (Od.8.274).137 Since such constructions are not 
so much avoidances of an externalized object, as simply the most natural way 
that a verb expresses its semantics in relation to noun cases, it would be 
mistaken to assert that it was within the natural proclivities of Indo-European to 
attach an internal accusative to a vast number of verbs when logical patterns 
of oblique case figurae etymologicae correspond within the daughter 
languages. If the Indo-European root *sed- !sit" attests etymological locatives 
in Greek, Latin and Sanskrit, this correspondence, which ultimately is based 
                                                
135 Clark and Clark (776). Their list of such verbs in English included: “latch, padlock, bar, lock, 
hasp (the door).”  
136 Gaedicke (132) compared sádasi s.dati and Is'6% +"'(*i J-/*f under locative of the goal. 
137 Surely =;4/J'6%* 6.JY*0. would involve putting up the anvil-stand itself. 
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on the semantics of the verb, must have rendered illogical to some degree the 
formation of a cognate accusative from the same root. 
The tendency of past scholars to focus primarily on the cognate 
accusatives without considering the datives and ablatives next to them has 
facilitated deprecatory assessments of ancient Greek case selection 
reminiscent of the negative assessments of the etymological figures 
themselves: 
Die griechische Ausdruckweise beruht auf einer durchaus einfachen 
und kindlichen Anschauung, während andere Sprachen, namentlich die 
Deutsche, sich auf eine verstandesmässige Auffassung des in 
Wirklichkeit bestehenden Verhältnisses der Dinge gründen.138  
When we observe that the dative figures in Homer !are based on a rational 
conception of the actual relationship of things in reality" we find that the vast 
majority of the accusative figures do the same. The composer(s) of the 
Homeric corpus, when not borrowing a phrase directly from the spoken idiom 
of their time, nonetheless almost always used a framework presumably based 
in natural linguistic expression in their selection not only of the instrumental 
and locatival datives, but also, as we have seen, in the more subtle distinction 
of internal dative versus internal accusative. This rationale is more 
perspicuous in Homer than in later Greek when the dominant accusatival 
figures began to force themselves on would-be datives. For instance, in the 
Iliad, Odysseus threatens to send Thersites back to the ships $'$8O9F* 
=9%-3J'* ='.;D11. $8Z91.* !having beaten (him) from the place of 
assembly with shameful beatings" (2.264). Wh-movement verifies the 
                                                
138 Kühner-Gerth (303). This comment occurs in the section on “Akkusativ bei intransitiven und 
passiven Verben und Adjectiven” with specific reference to structures like =89, 6L* ;'T08B*, 
but immediately before the section on the internal accusative/figura etymologica. 
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sensibleness of this usage since asking “what was beaten” would lead us to 
Thersites (in this case a quem), while asking “how (he) was beaten” might 
reasonably be answered “with shameful beatings/shamefully”. In Aeschylus, 
on the other hand, Agamemnon exclaims $Y$8Z940. ;0.-:0* $8Z9B* !I am 
struck with a mortal blow" (1343).139 In subsequent Attic we find that the 
!illogical" accusative dominates other internal constructions, 6X$6'. $8Z9e& 
(Ar.Ra.636, cf. Lex ap. Aeschin.1.139), $8Z9>& 4016.9%X1JF (Pl.Lg.914b) all 
with an attribute that was often left to stand on its own, e.g. 67$6/4'*%& 
$%88e& (Ar.Nu.972).  
 Defiance of case-logic does occur at times even in Homer. For 
example, active, middle, and passive manifestations of the idiom !clothe (in) 
clothing", e.g. 'j4060 I11'*, 'j4060 '40., and 'j4060 I1JZ* all take the 
accusative, while comparative evidence suggests that the active forms should 
take the instrumental.140 Stylistic considerations may, very rarely, drive a figure 
into an awkward case, for instance Odyssey 9, a book with a substantially 
different relationship to the figura etymologica than the rest of the Homeric 
corpus, attests two EAs found elsewhere only as EDs, x8'J-%* =$/88Y1J0., 
mD8%& m088')*. 
The danger of forming an external object when an internal one is 
intended is not always independent from the pre-existence of a phrase as an 
idiom embedded in a given language. The expression !give a gift" in a 
language where the combination is unheard of might very well construe as 
!recycle a gift", that is, to give something that already functioned as a gift at 
some time in the past. We can not separate the fact that the contemporary 
                                                
139 As translated with movement into the instrumental by Hugh Lloyd-Jones. 
140 In Vedic Causative verb forms feature the cognate instrumental, e.g.: vástre%eva v,say, 
!clothe as if with clothing (RV.1.140.1). 
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idiom !give gift" means !give something" from its long-standing status as a 
viable expression with internal syntax in every Germanic language. In Attic 
one may say !judge a judgement" (+U;Z* +.;es'.*) to mean !render a juridical 
decision". This assumes an idiomatic sub-structure that does not exist in 
Present Day English where such a repetition might be more apt to entail re-
evaluation of an already rendered verdict. 
 We should close this section with a caveat and partial vindication of the 
scholars quoted at the outset who asserted that PIE (Melchert), or Latin 
(Biese) could generate an internal accusative from any root. In the end, this 
assertion may possess a certain theoretical truth, although no evidence has 
surfaced to suggest that Homeric Greek permitted generation of cognate 
objects from ergative intransitives or unaccusatives.141 For example, while !sit 
a chair" may never be chosen in favor of !sit in a chair", we do find a collocation 
from a root !to sit" that attaches an abstract substantive: Skt. d.rghasattram 
,sate lit" !sit a long session" with specialized meaning !to sit for a long time at a 
soma sacrifice".142 The most important point here is not to debate whether any 
root could theoretically have generated an internal object in IE or its daughter 
languages, but to work from the earliest extant evidence to determine what 
sort of grammatical structure a given root actually did most naturally produce. 
Importantly, there is no evidence to suggest that PIE idiom worked in a fashion 
analogous to Hebrew, which “has a very productive process of cognate object 
                                                
141 The statement that English permits unergative but not ergative intransitives to produce 
cognate objects and excludes unaccusatives has become standard (Humphries, 398). 
However, Butt"s list of unaccusatives, defined as intransitive verbs with inactive subjects, is as 
follows: Affected Argument -burn, fall, dry…; Inchoatives –melt, die, grow…; Existing and 
Happening –exist, happen, arise…; Involuntary Emission of Stimuli –shine, clink, stink…. 
Clearly the standard assertion depends on eliminating !die death" as housing an 
object/argument structure (In Greek, of course, we find J*1;F J0*e6[). 
142 From the Br,hmanas. The temporal translation is quoted from Gonda. 
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formation”.143 In general I would extend the assertion made by Rosén that the 
EF represents an unproductive class in Latin and Irish to Greek, but add the 
caveat that particular authors, such as Plautus, or Aristophanes, since they 
are clearly quite capable of coining just about any sort of whimsical 
construction, represent momentarily productive milieus generating the illusion 
that the EA in particular was more adaptable and widespread than overall 
attestation suggests in terms of actual literary and spoken idiom. 
 In this chapter it has been my intention to establish a cross-linguistic 
and cross-literary basis of comparison deriving from the fundamental 
properties of assonance and tautology inherent to all of the constructions. It 
also became necessary to note occasional deviations from these inherent 
properties resulting from sound change and/or semantic shift. It may be true 
that ancient Greek literature, juxtaposed with later literary traditions, displays a 
distinctly different attitude toward the repetition of sound and sense that 
defines the etymological figures. Nevertheless, I am not prepared to explain 
away this difference by dismissing Homer, Plato, or Attic in general as 
primitive or unsophisticated. The scholarly tradition to date has judged the 
(accusative) figures on the basis of a division into two groups, figurae sine 
attributo and figurae cum attributo, labeling the former as particularly pointless 
and stupid. Little or no attempt has been made to develop stylistic distinctions 
based on the degree to which a given phrase represents a natural idiom, or 
playful coinage. In the end, it may be necessary to admit that the ancient 
literature attesting the tautological figures extensively had a greater tolerance 
                                                
143 Mittwoch (81). There, she further states that Hebrew is “a language in which the equivalent 
of adverbial modification is often expressed by cognate objects.” She gives examples of two 
constructions unacceptable in English: 1) with a transitive event verb (hezinu hazana !fed a 
feeding"), and 2) with a passive verb nivdeku bedika (!were examined an examination").   
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for such stark repetition. However, this admission should be tempered by a 
more trenchant look into the stylistic properties of each expression in terms of 
how specific authors, in this case Homer, adapted the schemata to context 
along a continuum with polarities represented, on the one hand, by embedded 
idioms and, on the other, by nonce coinages. After situating the phrases along 
this continuum, and making careful observations as to their overall distribution, 
a rather sophisticated selection process emerges, a process based on emotive 
context, constructive idiosyncrasies of dialogue and narrative, sub-genre, and 
even gender.144 Examination of this selection process will be the focus of 
chapters three and four. 
                                                
144 The figures adhere more readily to women as narratees. 
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Chapter 2 
Properties and grammatical categories of the specific case structures 
2.1 The etymological nominative:  
We might expect figures with cognate nouns as subjects to be 
grammatically straightforward. The nominative shows neither the case 
syncretism of the dative, nor the same variety of specialized uses as the 
accusative. But sub-categorizations based on the distinct properties of 
substantives within the group create some important differences. Most 
fundamental is the division between animates and inanimates, creatures and 
things. Commonest in Homer are biologically animate substantives, usually 
humans, but possibly animals or birds as subjects of active verbs:  ;3-7G 
;Z-X11'. !a herald heralds", =%.+A&/ =Z+h* =':+'. !a singer, or songbird 
sings", $6F2A& $6F2'X'. !a begger begs". Less frequently we find active verbs 
with concrete or abstract, non-personal, but not grammatically neuter subjects: 
W2'y& #2'. !a holder holds", W+4L xs'. !an odor is odorous". The verb may 
also be in the middle with a biologically or grammatically animate or inanimate 
subject: 9%*L/ 9'*DJ8Z 9:9*'60. !a brood is born", or ;'.4O8.0 ;')60. !stores 
lied stored". What we do not find are grammatically neuter substantives as 
subjects of cognate verb forms from active paradigms.  
Before moving on to more specific discussion of the EN we should note 
that fully documented conversion of the EA into a construction with the 
substantive moved into the nominative as the subject of a passive verb, 
although extremely common in later Greek and other IE languages, never 
occurs in Homer: $E8'4%* $%8'4')* > $/8'4%& 5$%8'4')6% !war was 
waged" (X.H.4.8.1), váca' vac- > vácas ucyate !speech has been spoken" 
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(RV.1.114.6).145 Some Homeric figures do co-occur with the passive, but the 
noun simply stays in the accusative:  
Q4TF 2-71'UF, 2-N1'.0 +] .i9%#% ;"8@+ 
!They both, golden, were clothed (in) golden clothes" (Il.18.517).146  
The syntax of such phrases is facilitated by the great adaptability of the Greek 
accusative, and in fact may have had something to do with its development. 
As far as the agentive construction of the etymological nominative goes 
previous studies have made a distinction between persons and abstractions 
as subjects of cognate verbs on the level of tautology. This has a direct effect 
on the degree to which the EN matches up with the EA. For instance, in a 
1961 article entitled “Was tut der Wind, wenn er nicht weht?” Ammann 
asserted the pure tautology of the abstract subject in the phrase !the wind 
blows", but denied that the personal subject in !the singer sings" was 
tautologous:147 
*w«ntos bedeutet also +wehend, der Wehende, der Weher! und Der 
Wind weht heisst eigentlich gar nichts anderes als +Der Wehende weht! 
oder +Der Weher weht!. Das scheint eine reine Tautologie zu sein, da 
Satzgegenstand und satzaussage ja dasselbe besagen (besonders 
deutlich in der Form +Der Wehende ist wehend!). Aber der Satz Der 
Sänger singt ist ganz ähnlich gebaut und doch nicht tautologisch (19). 
When a person appears as the etymological subject they are engaging in an 
action that has special reference to them as assigned at that time, but is 
obviously not the only action they may engage in. When the !herald heralds" 
                                                
145 The very existence of the passive in Homer has been a subject of debate. Cf. De Boel 
(3813), Kühner-Gerth (123), Wistrand (38). I hold with those who favor the passive. 
146 This figure appears on the shield of Achilles. The implied agent is Hephaestus. 
147 His article was actually based on a seminar he taught on the Phrase !der Wind weht". 
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(;3-7G ;Z-X11'.), emphasis is laid upon the performance of his specific duty 
as herald, but a herald is capable of being the subject of other verbs involving 
very different activities, and his existence apart from the verbal action of 
heraldry is never in question. Abstract subjects, on the other hand, such as 
those in the phrases W+4L xs'. or $*%.L $*Y'. are basically coexistent with 
the verbal action, and therefore may be called !internal subjects" parallel in 
some sense to internal objects. This is why Rosén includes only this group in 
consideration of the figura etymolgica: 
The three kinds of semantically empty agents with such verbs, 
Ø    PRON.   COGNATE 
priusquam lucet  lucet hoc  lumina lucent 
ut plerumque evenit  hoc evenit  eventus evenit 
demonstrate the analogy of this construction with the accusatival figura 
etymologica and substantiate the status of such cognate 
nominalizations as internal subjects, as the comparable French 
expressions had been characterized.148  
The paralellism between the cognate/inner object and subject surely has 
validity at a fundamental level. However, it is important to point out that in 
poetry, as well as in the imaginations of children, the internal subject takes on 
properties the internal object does not. Importantly, the grammatical gender of 
internal subjects and objects distinguishes them. The three most frequently 
attested EAs in Homer, 'j4060 I**71J0., #$%& '($')* and +,-%*/+F6:*Z* 
+:+%*0., to which we might add #-9%* 5-9es'1J0./#-+'.*/zYs'.* and $340 
                                                
148 1996:133. Here Rosén references Gougenheim"s 1945 chapter (130 ff.) “La Construction 
avec Sujet des Verbes Exprimant des Phénomènes météorlogiques” that treats such French 
phrases as il pleut next to la pluie pleut, and Rabelais: Il n!y pluyra pluye, n!y luyra lumiere, n!y 
ventera vent !It will not rain there (rain), will not be alight (light), will not blow (wind). 
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$e12'.*, put together comprise a numerically overwhelming group of neuter 
internal accusatives. The fact that the vast majority of internal objects are 
grammatically neuter, while in Homer the internal subject does not appear in 
the neuter with active verb forms, provides a vital clue to the nature of the 
essential properties of the etymological nominative.149 
In general, placing the nominative as the agent of a verb expressing its 
own etymologically and therefore logically integral action imbues the subject 
with a heightened potency and has a tendency to personify, and sometimes 
even deify abstracts. As Gonda noted, specifically regarding the figure uttudas 
tvot tudatu !let the up-thruster thrust you up",150 the Vedas illustrate the 
tendency to deify abstracts on numerous occasions: 
Like many other subjects of these paronomastic expressions the 
upthruster was a divine power of vague character and incidental 
occurrence, supposed to manifest every time when a special action 
takes place, one of the so-called !Sondergotter" or !Augenblicksgötter", 
spirits which preside over any specific activity in the moment it takes 
place and which were considered to be concerned only with that activity 
(237). 
2.1.1 The etymological nominative and abstract nouns as deities in Homer: 
 As mentioned above I have for the most part kept discussion of name-
etymologies out of this study. Nevertheless, a few figures are worth noticing 
here because they demonstrate the intersection of the abstract etymological 
                                                
149 The figures in Latin studied most closely by Rosén, namely lumina lucent (Enn.Ann.156) 
and ventorum flamina flando (Lucil.870-71 Marx), being grammatically neuter, obviously do 
not suggest the same state of affairs in Latin and Sanskrit as in Homer. Vedic has a few 
neuter subjects, rocante rocan, divi !the lights shine in heaven" (RV.1.6.1) and as we will soon 
see many animates. 
150 (AV.3.25.1). 
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subject and occasional deity in Homer. In Iliad 19 as Agamemnon defends 
himself against accusations that he is the one who brought woes to the 
Achaeans by insulting Achilles, we witness the movement of Q6Z* as abstract 
object to v6Z as deified subject: 
                                            59 +K %d; 0a6.E& '(4., 
=88> 'y& ;0i %)-0 ;0i ~'-%T%)6.& ¬-.*N&, 
%j 6D 4%. '(* =9%- T-'1i* #4m08%* Q9-.%* Q6Z*  
I am not to blame 
But Zeus and Fate and Fury who darts through air 
They threw savage blindness into my brain in the assembly (Il.86-8). 
Here Q6Z in the accusative, pawn of other divine agencies, is a simple 
abstract. A few lines later she appears as a goddess in conjunction with being 
the daughter of Zeus and appearing in the first of a series of relative ENs: 
                                      J'A& +.> $C*60 6'8'76 
$-D1m0 .A& J79F#@- j#@, k $C*60& &l#%/, 
%d8%4D*Z, 6 4D* JK $08%i $E+'&q %d 9>- 5$K %+'. 
$U8*060., =88K Q-0  9' ;06K =*+-,* ;-C060 m0U*'.  
                                              The goddess did everything 
august daughter of Zeus, Blindness, who blinds all, 
destructive, and her feet are tender, for not to the ground 
does she draw near, but rather she walks on men"s" heads  (Il.19.92-
3).151 
Note that personification of the abstract is made even more explicit by 
attachment of a genealogy and corporeal characteristics. Agamemnon goes 
on to explain how even Zeus, grievously blinded ($%88A* =C1JZ), was tricked 
                                                
151 This passage is quoted to show Homer"s skill at personification at Pl.Smp.195d. 
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by Hera and threw Blindness, who remains a goddess for the rest of the 
passage, out of Olympus: 
0d6U;0 +K '8K v6Z* ;'T083& 8.$0-%$8%;C4%.% 
2FE4'*%& T-'1i* 1., ;0i ­4%1' ;0-6'-A* ^-;%* 
4O $%6K 5& b874$E* 6' ;0i %d-0*A* =16'-E'*60 
0c6.& 58'N1'1J0. j#@+, k $C*60& &l#%/.  
Right then he grabbed Blindness by the brilliant braids of her head 
angry at heart, and he swore a mighty oath 
that never again to Olympus and the starry sky 
would come Blindness, who blinds all (Il.19.126-29). 
Near the end of his defense Agamemnon uses the figure one last time to 
justify his own willingness to make amends to Achilles:  
%d +7*C4Z* 8'80JD1JI j#@) m $-,6%* &F"8@+  
I could not be forgetful of Blindess by whom I was blinded (Il.19.136). 
This time the verb is passive and the relative in the dative, but Blindness is still 
most likely the agent.152 Contrast this with the one occurrence of Q6Z as an 
un-deified abstract in an etymological phrase: 
'? $C6'-, V zC 6.*K +Z g$'-4'*DF* m01.8OF* 
6+K !#n !%"%) ;0U 4.* 4D90 ;?+%& =$ZN-0& 
Zeus, father, already once you blinded with such blindness 
one of the overzealous kings and robbed him of great glory (Il.8.237). 
Here Zeus is clearly the actor as subject of the verb and Q6Z is an 
instrumental dative. The movement away from agentive/nominative 
                                                
152 Our texts consistently capitalize v6Z in this passage, but it is worth considering that the 
dative is instrumental, and that even in this manipulation of case and verbal voice we move 
slightly away from personification. 
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corresponds with an abstract, impersonal usage where the EN does not.153 
The abstract feminine Q6Z occurs x12 in the Iliad and x5 in the Odyssey. It 
operates as the subject of other verbs without personification or 
capitalization.154 
 The second abstract in a relative EN appearing as the name of an 
occasional deity is Panic who appears as the subject of a causative verb: 
%%& +] m-%6%8%.9A& v-Z& $E8'4%* +] 4D6'.1., 
6[ +] oKE2) TU8%& 7MA& ®40 ;-06'-A& ;0i =60-mL& 
I1$'6%, p) 6K <-KE@". 608CT-%*C $'- $%8'4.16O*q 
And as Ares, doom of mortals goes out to war 
and his own son Panic, both mighty and fearless 
follows, who puts into a panic even a pugnacious warrior (Il.13.298-
300). 
This figure enhances a simile comparing Ares and Panic with Meriones and 
Idomeneus as they march out onto the battlefield.155 The occurrence of the 
noun ¯Em%& as an internal but personified subject of an EN with the transitive 
active of T%mYF belies the fact that it is probably more natural as an internal 
object of an EA with the intransitive middle T%mY%40.. There is every 
possibility that the Homeric expression is a conversion of an internal 
accusative motivated by a stylistic desire for vivid personification: 
=*+-')%. %d; 0(12-%y& -NE2B) -2E2`+#%/, ^60* T%m,*60., 
%d+] 0(12-> Je--Z J0--%?1.*  
Real men do not fear shameful fears, when they fear, 
                                                
153  3 other uses of v6Z as a goddess occur in quick succession at Il.9.504-12 where she is 
contrasted with more benevolent daughters of Zeus. Hesiod features v6Z in a list, Th.230. 
154  6A* +K Q6Z T-D*0& '8' (Il.16.805), Q*+-K Q6Z $7;.*L 8Cm} (Il.24.480). 
155  The naming and deification of ¯Em%& outside the etymological construction happens 4 
other times in the Iliad, always closely associated with other Gods.  
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nor do they dare shameful acts of daring (Pl.Prt.360b, cf.E.Tr.1165-6). 
 T/m%7& $%*Z-%y& ;0i ;'*%y& +'+%.;Y*0.. 
 to have feared base and empty terrors (E.Supp.548, cf.Pl.Smp.198a). 
;0i <-2E*8@"%+ -NE2+ 4Y90* 
jah ohtedun sis agis mikil 
jah ohtedun agisa mikilamma 
And they feared a great fear (Mark 4.41 with Gothic translation, and 
Luke 2.9 this time translated with an internal dative).156  
These and other passages provide evidence that both internal and 
etymological accusative constructions combining T/m%* with T%m')1J0. or 
+'+%.;Y*0. had quite a bit of currency after Homer. The personification and 
deification of ¯Em%& in the Iliadic passage does not depend on proving that 
the nominative expression was actively converted from an existing accusative 
idiom by Homer, but the possibility is interesting to contemplate. In any event, 
the abstract !panic" would have been more logical as an object even if the 
figure itself were an innovation. The later attestations of the noun as the 
substantive element of an EA lend credence to the assertion that the Homeric 
nominative schema is quite artificial. Moving far afield, it is intriguing to note 
that even in modern contexts semantic equivalents to T/m%* T%m')1J0. are 
more likely to pop up as accusatives: 
So, first of all, let me assert my firm belief that the only thing we have to 
fear is fear itself -- nameless, unreasoning, unjustified terror which 
                                                
156 This figure and its Gothic translation are discussed by Wolfe (211) who notes that “ohtedun 
is the weak preterite of the verb ogan, cognate with agis”. He cites this passage as an 
exception to his general hypothesis that Gothic avoids the EF in its translations of the Bible. It 
is therefore interesting to note the use of this mutilated figure in light of my previous assertion 
that mutiliation authorizes use in venues otherwise hostile to such repetition of sound and 
sense. Gonda notes the varying ablaut grades (1959:24132). 
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paralyzes needed efforts to convert retreat into advance. (FDR, 1st 
inaugural address). 
Roosevelt"s phrase externalizes the cognate object, a process made possible, 
in large part, because !fear fear" is not a modern English idiom. As an 
innovation it provides further evidence for verbs of fearing to naturally produce 
accusatival figurae. 
 A final phrase worth mentioning in this section, not necessarily as an 
etymological figure, but rather as an alliterative figure of repetition with 
elemental forces/goddesses as subject, is ®-$7.0. =*Z-'Uu0*6%/ t-$7.0. 
=*Z-Yu0*6% !the storm spirits snatched away".157 Szemerényi attempted to 
derive both -$esF and 5-Y$6%40. from IE *rep- via the supposition of a 
prothetic alpha.158 Even if we admit this problematic connection, the further 
derivation of ®-$7.0 as the feminine perfect participle of 5-Y$6%40. is difficult 
to say the least. Chantraine is doubtful even of the derivation of ®-$7.0 from 
-$esF.159 At any rate, the phrase t-$7.0. =*Z-Yu0*6% has a history as an 
etymological figure and instance of etymologizing alongside v6Z =w60. and 
¯/m%& T%m').160 The t-$7.0. as either storm goddesses or abstract 
elementals viewed as potential subjects offer an appropriate segue to our next 
topic. 
 
                                                
157 Od.1.241, 14.371, 20.77. The uncapitalized reading is that of Allen (Oxford edition), the 
capitalized that of von der Muehll (Teubner). 
158 205: “=*Z-'Uu0*6% and -$-esF are derived from IE *rep-. The Greek development is to 
be understood as follows. IE *rep- developed a prothetic vowel which, as is normally the case, 
was 0-; then the early =-'$- was, under certain conditions, assimilated to 5-'$- attested by 
5-Y$6%40.”. He does not discuss the presence of spiritus asper in one but not the other. 
159 See under -$esF “un rapport avec ®-$7.0, ®-$7& est plus douteux et pourrait être dû à 
l!étymologie populaire.” 
160 See for instance Fehling (158) where the phrase is listed as a figura etymologica and Rank 
(39-40) where it is discussed as an instance of etymologizing.  
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2.1.2 Meteorological phenomena and the numinous nominative: 
 In Present Day English, as in many modern languages, verbs 
describing meteorological phenomena take impersonal subjects: it"s raining, 
it"s snowing, or it"s windy.161 Gendered pronouns would be singularly odd in 
such positions: *he"s raining, or *she"s snowing. If the noun !rain" is used to 
describe the event we generally choose a non-cognate verb: rain is falling, 
snow is falling, or wind blows. Etymological figures in such expressions involve 
too overt a tautology and are generally awkward: †rain is raining, †snow is 
snowing. The phrase !spring has sprung", at some level utilizing a pun to 
alleviate its bare repetitiveness, may be the most idiomatic figure of this type in 
current idiom. !Thunder thunders" and !dawn dawns" are a bit forced, but do not 
seem to be completely unidiomatic. Generally, however, as scientific-minded 
people we tend to keep our elements in the category of un-personified neuter 
abstracts. 
 As far as we can judge from extant sources, verbalizations of 
meteorological phenomena took fundamentally different forms in ancient 
times, and actually favored anthropomorphic expression with semi-personified 
animates in the subject-slot. While we must be careful to note that the poetic 
nature of these sources may or may not represent everyday idiom accurately, 
it is also true that virtuoso composers are not in the business of coining 
ridiculous phrases in serious contexts.162 There is also no reason to create an 
                                                
161 Not all languages need a subject. Modern Greek, for instance may express the fact that !it"s 
raining" with a third person verb alone. 
162 Much more will be said about this in Chapter 3; for now suffice to say that the ending of 
Joyce"s somber short story “The Dead” would be severely impaired by the substitution of 
!snow snowing" for !snow falling" notwithstanding the passages emphasis on the alliteration of 
!s": 
“His soul swooned slowly as he heard the snow falling faintly through the universe and 
faintly falling, like the descent of their last end, upon all the living and the dead.” 
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unnecessary rift between poetic diction and audience reaction. It is possible 
that stylistic repetitions were more acceptable in special genres, but divorcing 
them completely from everyday speech would create the risk of absurdity at 
exactly the wrong moment. 
 Several ancient bodies of literature show the tendency to personify and 
deify abstract meteorological phenomena. The etymological nominative starts 
this apotheosis at the basic level of syntax. In the Vedas it is quite common to 
find the noun for a natural phenomenon coupled with a cognate verb. Most 
prominently the root *h2&eh1- !blow" generated the oft-recurring phrase v,ta- 
v,-.163 Several passages quite clearly feature v,ta')as an elemental deity: 
 °á+ no agnír jyótiran.ko astu 3á+ no mitr!varu%,v a3vín,  
 3á+ na' suk$it,+)suk"it!ni santu 3á+ na i#iró abhí v,tu v!ta' 
Let Agni, whose countenance is light, be lucky for us, let Mitra and 
Varuna, let the A°vin be lucky for us, let the benefits of the benefactors 
be lucky for us, let lord Wind blow lucky for us. (RV.7.35.4). 
At Rig Veda 10.137.2-3 variants of the figure repeat like an onomatopoeic 
mantra: 
 dv!v imaú v!tau v,ta ! sindhor ! par,váta') 
dák#a+)te anyá ! v,tu pár,nyó v,tu yád rápa') 
! v,ta  v,hi bhe#ajá+)ví v,ta v,hi yád rápa' 
tvám hí vi3vábhe#ajo dev!n,+ d2tá -yase 
These two winds blow here from the Sindhus in the distance; 
let one blow power to you, the other blow sickness hence.  
 Wind, blow welfare here, Wind, blow sickness hence,  
                                                
163 See Grassmann"s entry for the verb, (1257), which finds expression with v,ta' in about half 
of its attestations.   
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 then you, the panacea, go forth as messenger of the gods. 
Variants of v,ta' v,tu bhe#aja+ !let Wind blow good health" recur at 
RV.1.89.4 and 10.186.1. In all of these incantatory passages we see the Wind 
conjured as a personification of a potentially beneficial power in the Vedic 
universe having significant control over the well-being of men.  
The Iranian tradition also shows a tendency to personify the Wind as an 
anthropomorphic entity. The description of the journey of the pious soul after 
death in the Avestan fragments of the Hadhokht Nask attests the same 
nominative syntagm twice in quick succession. The first thing the soul 
perceives after lying dormant for three days is a wind blowing sweeter than 
any wind in its previous experience: 
7..., dim v!t" upa.v!v" sa4ayeiti rapi*witara ha5a na6ma 
rapi*witara6iby- ha5a na6ma6iby- hubaoi4i7 hu4aoi4itar- anya6iby- 
v!ta#iby" 
It seems as if a wind were blowing from the region of the south, from 
the regions of the south, a sweet-scented wind, sweeter-scented than 
any other wind in the world.  
8. ,at8m v!t$m na9haya uzgr8bay- sa4ayeiti y- nar7 a7aon- urva: 
+kuda4a6m v!t" v!iti, yim yava v,t8m na9h,bya hubaoi4it8m8m 
:igaurva?! 
And it seems to the soul of the faithful one as if he were inhaling that 
wind with the nostrils, and he thinks: 'Whence does that wind blow, the 
sweetest-scented wind I ever inhaled with my nostrils?'  
9. a9hadim v!taya frar8nta sa4ayeiti y, hava da6na kain.n- k8hrpa 
sr.raya x7-i*nyauru7a.b,zv- amaya hurao4ayauzar7taya b8r8zaitya 
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8r8dvaf7nyia sraotanv- ,z,taya ra6vas5i*raya pan5a.dasaya 
rao4a67va k8hrpa avavat-sraya ya*a d,man sra67t,i7 
And it seems to him as if his own conscience were advancing to him in 
that wind, in the shape of a maiden fair, bright, white-armed, strong, tall-
formed, high-standing, thick-breasted, beautiful of body, noble, of a 
glorious seed, of the size of a maid in her fifteenth year, as fair as the 
fairest things in the world (H.2.7-9 translation after Darmesteter).  
It is idfficult to imagine a more clear case of personification than this. After 
being conjured as the nominative of two etymological figures the self"s 
reflection appears as a maiden in the wind. Compare also the long excursus 
on the corporeal characteristics of this wind-maiden to the corporealization of 
v6Z above. In the third Nask the figure recurs several times to describe the 
wind that blows upon the wicked soul (3.25-32), although this time it is simply 
foul and not personified as a maiden.  
   Germanic languages also attest an EN from *h2&eh1- from Gothic 
waiwoun windos onward.164 As I have already mentioned, Amman noted that 
the occurrence of the noun in the masculine as an agentive subject often leads 
to a personification that generates the !childish" question “was tut der Wind, 
wenn er nicht Weht?”165 The logical answer to this question -- that there is no 
wind when it"s not windy -- is unsatisfactory to the imagination. According to 
                                                
164 Hittite attests a verb, .uwai-, .uya- !run, hurry, grow, spread (of vegetation), which various 
scholars have tried to connect etymologically with the participial substantive, .uwant- !wind" 
e.g KUB VI 46 III 49, .u-u-wa-an-te-es. Regarding the connection of this verb and substantive 
Puhvel makes the following remark: “If there had been even a residual sense of  !blow" in 
.uwai- (instead !blow" is parai-, q.v.), a figura etymologica *.uwanza .uw,i would have been 
as idiomatically irresistable as RV. 4.7.10, 10.142.4 v,to anuv,ti or OCS v;z<a7= v<tri 
(Zogr.Matth.7:25-27) or Goth. waiwoun windos.” (1991, 422). 
165 His specific examples (17) of statements that generate children"s" questions as to what the 
wind does when it"s not windy are “Hörst du, wie draussen der Wind weht?” or “Der Wind weht 
heute von Osten.”  
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Ammann, when answering the question for their children mothers are more 
likely to provide responses that acknowledge the personification in the child"s 
mind by saying, for instance, that the wind sleeps when it is not blowing. The 
division of a natural event without visible agency, into the grammatical 
construct of active subject and verb creates an agent that is, in turn, given 
existence apart from the verbal action.166   This whole process lends itself not 
only to the childrens" questions, but also to mythic and poetic expression. 
Personification via attributing agency in this way provides a link between the 
grammatical construct and the deification of *h2&eh1%tos, historically just a 
thematized present participal appearing as subject in a completely tautological 
phrase. 
  Vergil"s description of the winds trapped in a cavern in Aeneid 1 and 
Aeolus" bag of winds in the Odyssey show that the separate existence of 
winds was a commonplace in Ancient Epic. Homer does not attest a phrase to 
correspond exactly to Indo-Iranian v,ta- v,- or Germanic Wind weht. Retention 
of the verbal aspects of the participle =Y*6%& made it unsuitable as the 
substantival element of an EN. We do have what might be termed a !near 
miss" with the participle in the genitive dependent on a syntagm that functions 
as the subject of +.eZ4. in the onomatapoeic lines, 
6%y&/6L* 4]* Q-K %6K =*D4F* +.CZ 4D*%& g9-A* =D*6F* 
The wet force of the blowing winds could not blow through these/this 
(copse) (Od.5.478, 19.440). 
But generally in Homer the subjects of meteorological phenomena are non-
cognate gods or goddesses. For instance directional wind gods appear as 
subjects of  QZ1.: 
                                                
166 See Ammann, 18. 
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%-DZ& ;0i DT7-%&, 6h 6' ±-;ZJ'* QZ6%*  
North and West, who blow from Thrace (Il.9.5). 
Abstract words for wind also occur as subjects of the verb: %c-%& occurs as 
an agent at Od.3.176 (_-6% +K 5$i 8.9y& %c-%& =O4'*0. !a shrill wind sprang 
up to blow"), but we soon learn that it was incited by Poseidon (183). A $*%.B 
literally !breath" becomes a favorable wind when it is the breath of Zephyr. This 
is the one wind Aeolus does not trap in the bag when he sends Odysseus 
homeward: 
 0d6>- 54%i $*%.L* 'TN-%7 $-%DZ;'* =3*0. 
But for me he sent forth the breath of Zephyr to blow (Od.10.25). 
The Odyssey (9.139) attests a noun from **h2&eh1- as subject of $*YF, 
5$.$*'N1F1.* =360. !winds breath" and at Od.4.567-8 Ocean sends winds of 
shrill breathing Zephyr to cool men: 
 =88K 0('i 'TN-%.% 8.9y $*'U%*6%& =O60& 
²;'0*A& =*UZ1.* =*0uN2'.* =*J-h$%7&q 
Only once does Homeric language combine a word for wind and 
cognate verb in a true etymological nominative. But this one attestation shows 
an acute awareness of the construction"s animating power in a strikingly literal 
manner:  
pA* +K #8.$' a72O, ;06> +K WTJ084,* ;D276K =28N& 
0c6.& +K 54'+N*JZ, ''-i +] '+%.L %-D0% 
sh9-'. 5'.'+'U%710 ;0;,& ;';0-ZE60 J74E*  
Then spirit left him, and mist had poured over his eyes. 
But he gasped in again, and the breath of Boreas breathing 
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took him prisoner alive although he has hideously coughed up his life 
(Il.5.697-8).167 
This resurrection of Sarpedon occurs just after Tlepolemus" spear has been 
pulled from his thigh. The narrative has mentioned the intervention of Zeus at 
662, 168 and highlights the fact by including that Sarpedon sits !under Zeus" fair 
oak" (.A& $'-.;088DP TZ9[). The passage shows an artfulness leaving little 
doubt that the composer consciously strove for assonance and polyptoton. 
Alliteration of !ps", !pn" and !p/ph" sounds mimic the gasping out and regaining 
of breath and life. The breath of the North wind breathing, lying at the center of 
the description, plays an active role highlighted by a possible double entendre 
in the use of sh9-'. (sFA* =9-')*), which elsewhere in Greek always means 
to take a prisoner alive, and only here appears to mean also, !revivify".169 
Although in one sense Sarpedon is divinely incarnate after this episode, in 
another he is walking dead until he meets his ultimate demise at the hands of 
Patroclus.170 The resuscitating anima of North Wind has taken him as a live 
prisoner for now, but he is breathing breaths not truly his own. 
 The only other elemental EN in Homer also features a non-cognate 
deity in the genitive alleviating the agentive role of the element itself:    
$'-i +] \K2) ²;'0*%)%/ =T-[ 4%-4N-F* \A.+  
The stream of Ocean streamed round, roaring with foam (Il.18.402-
3).171 
                                                
167 This reading, in fact, goes against a long scholarly tradition. I have argued for it at length in 
a paper entitled “Fate, Jovian Omnipotence and the Walking Death of Sarpedon” presented in 
April, 2008 at the annual meeting of CAMWS. 
168 $06L- +K #6. 8%.9A* Q47*'*. 
169 The usual translation is !bring back to life" and the LSJ has a separate entry just for this 
passage. 
170 Cf. the gloss of Hesch. ;Y;ZT'q 6YJ*';'*. 
171 The context of this phrase, and correspondences in other languages are discussed in 
greater detail below . 
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Given this tendency to supplant the etymological agent with an adjoining non-
cognate deity in the genitive it is not surprising that Homeric language often 
features familiar, anthropomorphic members of the Greek pantheon as the 
agentive subjects of meteorological phenomena. For instance, Hypnos 
describes Hera as causing the blasts of the winds to blow: 
                                  1y +D %M ;0;> 4O10% J74[ 
x-101K =-908DF* =*D4F* 5$i $E*6%* =O60& 
                             But you (Hera) devised evils in your heart,  
and roused blasts of baneful winds upon the sea (Il.14.253-4). 
Sanskrit usage also shows the tendency to alternate the cognate nominative 
of the active element with a different deity. In the Rig Veda the EN and EA 
may alternate, with another deity filling the subject/agent slot. An example of 
this occurs in successive hymns, RV.5.83 and 84. The first is a hymn to 
Parjanya, or Indra in his capacity as the sender of rain:172  
ávar#.r var#ám údu #/ g"bh,y, 
!you (Parjanya) rained rain, now check it well"  (83.10). 
The following hymn, to p"thivi closes with the rain as subject: 
yát te abhrásya vidyúto divó vár#anti v"#0áya' 
when the rains of your cloud rain from the brilliant sky (84.3). 
As observed by Gonda the first arrangement finds correspondence in later 
literature:  
yath, vai parjanya')suv"#0a+ var#ati evam yajño yajam,nasya var#ati 
                                                
172 The Etymology of Parjanya is debated; -janya could be either a reference to victor, jet,, 
generator, or impeller, prajayit, of water. The Un³di derivation actually makes a desperate 
and implausible attempt to construct an etymological figure out of the phrases by referring 
Parjanya back to v"# with p < v, gu%a of " (ar) and j < #. 
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!then as Parjanya rains rain, so rain the sacrifices of the sacrificer" 
 (T.S.1.6.10.5). 
But rain also occurs as subject in the Atharvaveda: 
na var#a+ maitr,varu%a+ brahmajyam abhi var#ati 
The rain of Mitra and Varuna (Sun and Ocean) does not rain on the 
scholarly gathering (5.19.15). 
In Homer, of course, as in later Greek, it is Zeus who rains.173 In the PIE sense 
this would simply amount to the sky raining, but anthropmorphism probably 
obscured this elemental sense quite early. 
 Further meteorological phenomena involved in etymological 
nominatives in Vedic are u#as- !dawn" and vidyut !lightning". In the Rig Veda 
u#as- occurs frequently as the subject of vas-, u#-, e.g. 
 e#ó u#!)áp2rvy, vyúchati priy!)divá' 
 There the dawn, beloved of heaven, shines like never before (1.46.1). 
Rig Veda 1.48, a hymn to U#as in which the dawn is clearly a goddess, 
personified as the daughter of heaven (duhitar diva'), features the EN three 
times.174 The same phrase occurs in the Atharva Veda: 3am u#, no vyucchatu 
!let dawn shine for us" (7.69.1), and was clearly a part of Sanskrit poetic idiom 
from an early time. We find vidyut as subject of the prefixed, intensive stem of 
dyut !lightning flashes" at RV.6.3.8: vidyún ná davidyot !(Agni flashes) like a 
flash of lightning flashes".175  
                                                
173 For Zeus raining in Homer cf. Il.12.25-6: ' +" Q-0 'y& / 17*'2Y&. In Modern Greek 
idiom the verb m-Y2'. alone suffices, and this option may be traced back to papyri (see 
Schwyzer, 621). 
174 In the 1st, 3rd and 8th verses. For further attestations cf. RV.7.75.5, multiple times again in 
1.113. The phrase occurs with the noun in the plural at 7.72.4 (here invoked in the preceding 
verse as goddesses (dev.'), etc. etc. 
175 Cf. 10.95.10, 10.99.2. At Aeneid 2.649 Jupiter is the impetus of lightning: ex quo me diuum 
pater atque hominum rex/ fulminis adflauit ventis !hence the father of gods and men blasted 
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 Balto-Slavic attests nominatival figures for snow, Lith. sniegas snigo, 
frost, Lith. 7altis 7alo and thunder, Russ. grom progremit. E. Hofmann noted 
that figures of this type trend toward the accusative in German: es schneit den 
Schnee (97). As always there is no substitute for examination of each phrase 
language by language, but it is tempting to propose that the pattern with 
abstract meteorological phenomena in agentive roles as subjects of cognate 
verbs represents an older set of phrases upon which new constructions 
imposed themselves in various ways. In Homer, this imposition would have 
taken the form either of a personified non-cognate deity in the genitive or 
outright usurpation of the subject slot by a full-fledged member of the Greek 
pantheon. Elsewhere it involved movement of the abstract element to the 
accusative with retention of the etymological repetition and a separate god 
taking over as subject, as in Vedic, and finally, as in Germanic, a neuter 
pronoun took over as agent. Whether or not these processes are connected in 
any diachronic or cross-linguistic manner is anybody"s guess, but only a select 
few of the meteorological ENs find any sort of correspondences at the level of 
syntagm or lexeme in IE languages, and it is telling that they appear to be 
older than the ENs featuring personal subjects, when, from a modern 
standpoint, personal subjects make more sense in this position. 
 As a final note on this topic it is important to add that featuring 
meteorological phenomena as subjects of paronomastic figures was not a 
practice restricted to Indo-European. From various Semitic sources 
Reckendorf includes the following combinations in his lists: !streams stream", 
!storms storm" !the wind is windy" !dawn dawns", !rain rains", !twilight twilights", 
                                                                                                                                       
me with winds of lightning". Cf. Servuis (ad loc.) who has a discussion of the different types of 
lightning blasts.  
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!fire (the burner) burns", !cold cools", lightning lightnings" and !the passer (year) 
passes".176 Given the greater frequency of paronomasia in Semitic languages 
and the fact that the cognate object construction is actually productive there, it 
is not surprising that in this venue almost every element appears as subject to 
its own verb.      
2.1.3 ±'A& 6:JZ1.: 
Vedic attests an agent noun, *dheh1-te/or   as the name of a god, Dh,tar  
several times as subject of phrases with the verb dh,- expressing the 
culmination of his sole activity:  
dh,t! gárbha+ dadh,tu te !let Dh³tar position your fetus" 
(RV.10.184.1=AV.5.25.5). 
 dh,t, dadh,tu no rayim !let Dh³tar position our material wealth" 
(AV.7.17.2). 
Knowing the properties of the EN, such a combination, in which a common 
verb of creation and distribution involves divine agency in a stylistic figure, 
should not surprise us. It might be advantageous to import that data to Homer 
where the most common figure with a subject of phonetic similarity to a verb is 
J'A& 6:JZ1., J'%i JD10*.177 Two facts problematize the evaluation of this 
schema as etymological. First, J'A& < *dhh1sos, cognate with Latin festus and 
f,num < *fasnom is difficult to derive with any degree of certainty from the 
same root as 6:JZ1., *dheh1. Second, it is not possible to be certain that the 
two are !etymologized" in Homer and Hesiod. The well-known passage of 
Herodotus which has the Pelasgians deriving the word J'A& from 6:JZ1. 
                                                
176 For more figures and specific citations see Reckendorf, 77 ff. 
177 Note that, according to Pelliccia (78) “6:JZ4. … has a pronounced partiality for divine 
subjects.” By his statistical analysis (79) 6:JZ4. has divine subjects 30.2% of the time. This 
suggests that J'A& and 6:JZ4. had a predisposition to occur as an EN. 
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shows that by his time there was not only a tendency to connect the functions 
of Gods with the semantic field of *dheh1-, but to express that relationship in an 
overtly declared etymological nominative: 
 J7%* +] $e*60 $-/6'-%* %M |'8019%i J'%)1. 5$'72/-  
4'*%., k& 59 5* F+@*} %r+0 =;%X10&, 5$F*74:Z* +] %d+"  
%*%40 5$%.'?*6% %d+'*i 0d6,*· %d 9>- =;Z;/'1e* ;F. 
q.2r) +] $-%1F*/401e* 1T'0& =$A 6%? 6%.%X6%7 ^6.  
;/14f 8,+#.) 6> $e*60 $-B94060 ;0i $e10& *%4>& 'r2%*. 
In ancient times, as I know from what I was told at Dodona, the 
Pelasgians offered sacrifices of all kinds, and prayed to the gods, but 
without any distinction of name or title- for they had not yet heard of any 
such thing. They called the gods by the Greek word theoi- !disposers"- 
because they had !disposed" and arranged everything in due order, and 
assigned each thing to its proper division.178 
In the Cratylus Plato offers an alternate etymology, deriving J'A& from J')* !to 
run" since, at a time when deities were viewed exclusively as celestial bodies, 
they were always running across the sky.179 It is quite likely that here, Plato, as 
often in the Cratylus, toys with a racier alternative to the !standard" etymology 
offered by Herodotus or other sources. Elsewhere, in perhaps more 
conservative settings, Plato uses the figure J'A& 6:JZ1., to buttress the 
necessity that people agree in the divine genesis and basis of laws:  
                                                
178 2.52. As translated by Sélincourt. Inquiry into the origin of the Pelasgians as they are 
presented by Herodotus, is fraught with several notorious problems, and sheds no light on the 
origin of the figure. For a good outline of the problem of Pelasgian origin see McNeal"s 1985 
article. 
179 8.%* ;0i 1'8B*Z* ;0i 93* ;0i Q16-0 ;0i %d-0*/*· ®6' %c* 0d6> n-,*6'& $e*60 ='i 
(/*60 +-/4f ;0i JY%*60 (397d). 
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4. +] TF* ;0i 5G H*A& 16/406%& $e*60& 174TF*')* k& $e*60 
;08,& ;')60. 8,+#0+ 8.O+, ;0i 5e* 6.& Q88F& 8Y9}, 4L =*Y2'1J0. 
6A $0-e$0* =;%X%*60&·  
Everyone has to agree, with one heart and voice, that they are all 
excellent and exist by divine fiat; if anyone says differently, the citizens 
must absolutely refuse to listen to him (634e).180  
It is clear, then, that in post-Homeric Greek there was a popular etymology 
connecting the actions of theoi with semantic aspects of *dheh1. The recurring 
Homeric formula, by featuring theoi repeatedly as the subjects of various 
forms of 6:JZ1., illustrates the same tendency to connect the noun 
semantically with the verb in an alliterative phrase. It thus fulfills sufficient 
criteria for inclusion among figurae etymologicae. Whether or not it constitutes 
an instance of popular !etymologizing" at the time of the Epics remains in 
question.  
2.1.4 Other biologically !inanimate" and neuter subjects: 
The remaining inanimates featured in Homeric ENs roughly split into 
two grammatical groups: neuters and non-neuters. Even undeified animates 
may be semi-personified and display supernatural powers of agency 
emphasized by the EN. At Iliad 18.470 after Hephaestus has !ordered them to 
work" (;Y8'71' 5-9es'1J0.), there is a depiction of the automatic action of 
his bellows emphasized with an EN:  
-`"%/ +K 5* 2%C*%.1.* 5'U;%1. $w10. <-g"0+  
!All twenty bellows blew/bellowed on the melting-pots".  
                                                
180  634e, translated by T. Saunders in Cooper. 
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The Scholia assert that these bellows are !automata", and the nominative in 
this passage may be juxtaposed with the more mundane use of the EA in 
Thucydides:   
-s"%) 4'9e80& 51JY*6'& 5& 6A $-A& H076,* Q;-%* 63& ;'-0:0& 
<-s"0+  
After inserting a huge pair of bellows into the end of the beam beside 
them, they made them blow/bellow (4.100.3-4). 
Homer, as in the case of ¯/m%& T%m'), has once again altered the expected 
construction to achieve vivid personification and supernatural agency.  
 Comparative evidence suggests that nouns from *steh2- !stand" 
meaning !standing place" were often neuter, hence Latin stabulum and 
Sanskrit sth,nam. Post-Homeric Greek attests the !heteroclitic" neuter plural 
160J4e. Mycenaean ta-to-mo may attest a paradigm 160J4/&/160J4%:, but 
is too ambiguous to use as evidence. In Homer the gender of the singular, 
160J4/* is similarly opaque. The plural, however, is clearly masculine: we 
have several attestations of 160J4%X&. The sole Homeric occurence of the 
nominative, singular or plural, 160J4%i occurs in an EN: 
"#%892: +K =-9N-'%. 5* 208;Df ;"#%"%+ %d+[, 
=-9N-'%* +K 5TK g$'-JN-.%*, 2-71DZ +] ;%-h*Z 
Silver stanchions stood in a bronze threshold  
The lintel above was silver and gold the handle (Od.7.89-90). 
The strangeness of this figure mirrors the exotic and fantastical nature of the 
palace of Alcinous.181 In other supernatural settings, specifically the caves of 
Calypso and Polyphemus, !aromas are aromatic" W+4L W+h+'..  
                                                
181 But the phrase is too much for translators, who typically convert the EN to a more mundane 
expression, usually making passive and thus de-personalizing the stanchions. Cf. Lattimore 
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 There are a few ENs with abstract subjects that may amount to 
conversions of EAs into the perfect tenses. These involve use with either 
passive, $E8.& $'$E8.16% !the city had been built", or intransitive verb forms, 
16O8Z H16O;} !the stele has stood", or -9*B6%. 9'9e01.* !the brood has been 
born".182 Beyond that there are some more mundane figures in which the 
power of the construction to emphasize the potency of the agent is 
undermined for paradoxical effect. These include W2'y& #2'. !the holders hold" 
– but in fact they do not hold -- and neuter #-740 zX'60. !the protector 
protects" – but Menelaus gets hit in the groin -- both in military contexts.  In this 
last figure the neuter noun is only partly an antecedent to the middle verb, 
since it sits in apposition to a 4U6-Z and the relative subject is in fact . Other 
neuter abstracts with the middle are quite rare. The only one that occurs with 
any frequency is ;'.4O8.0 ;')60.. In the end, neuters were not terribly 
common or natural in the subject slot of an EN even when the verb was in the 
middle voice. As I noted above, no grammatically neuter nouns function as 
subjects of grammatically active verbs. It is hard to avoid the conclusion that 
such a combination was not permissable. Further, it is quite tempting to think 
of this possible restriction in conjunction with the Hittite ergative and Latin 
expression of personal agency with a/ab versus impersonal 
!agency/instrumentality with the prepositonless ablative.183 
2.1.5 Biologically animate subjects: 
 The figures with !inanimate" subjects form an interesting, and perhaps 
more antiquated subset, but do not constitute the majority of the ENs in Greek 
                                                                                                                                       
“silver were the pillars set in the brazen threshold”, Murray “doorposts of silver were set in a 
threshold of bronze”, Fitgerald “the posts and lintel were silver upon silver.” 
182 For full discussion of these possible conversions see Chapter 5. 
183 In Hittite grammatically neuter nouns cannot appear as the subjects of transitive verbs. 
Instead they must be put into the !ergative" case, developed specifically for this function, 
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epic. Many feature a person in the nominative engaging in an action to which 
they are especially appointed or skilled. To judge from inscriptional evidence 
phrases of this sort were especially common in Greek legal and political 
language. In Homer this trend is linked to a propensity to associate the 
construction with verbs of speech: 
;3-7G ;Z-X11'. !the herald heralds" 
Q99'8%& =99'U8'. !the messenger reports"  
n4Z9'-Y'& =9/-'7%* !gathered together they addressed the 
assembly"  
m%78ZT/-%& m%78'X'. !the bringer of counsel councils" 
Outside of speech-verbs the EN with a person as subject is quite rare in the 
Iliad. We find only the parsed compound \*:%2%& (\*:") #2'. !the rein-holder 
holds the reins" and the semi-parsed compound =4088%+'6L- +') !the sheaf-
binder binds".  
The Odyssey displays much more variation and innovation, attesting 
several figures not in the Iliad and either rare or non-existent in Greek after 
Homer:  
=%.+A& =':+'. !the bard sings" 
$6F2A& $6F2'X'. !the beggar begs" 
%(*%2/%& 2Y'.   the wine-pourer pours" 
6%;'y& 6:;6'. !the parent gives birth" 
m@6Z- m/1;'. !the cowherd herds" 
m%?& m/1;'60.184 !cattle graze" 
4*Z16L- 4*w60. !the suitors court" 
                                                
184 Despite the connection of m%?& with m/1;'60. asserted by Pokorny, this etymology is 
problematic. 
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The root *0enh1- generated several figures sporadically dispersed throughout 
Homer Hesiod and the Hymns: 9%*L/ 9'*DJ8Z/-9*B6%. 9:9*'60.. We find !the 
woodcutter cuts (wood), g8%6/4%& 6Y4*'., only in Hesiod, 6-%TA& 6-YT'. 
!the nurse rears" and the oxymoronic Q+%6%& +:+F1. !the non-giver gives", 
only in the Hymns. Overall even the most frequently recurring ENs, whether 
their subjects are biologically animate, animated or deified are a much looser 
conglomerate than the core group of oft-attested accusatival phrases. Hence, 
it is difficult, at best, to assert that any of them were idiomatic outside of very 
restricted venues. 
2.2. The etymological accusative: 
 This section categorizes the etymological accusatives in Homer, Hesiod 
and the Hymns according to the grammatical relationship between the 
substantive and verb. Importantly, it is not possible to place all the accusatival 
figures under one grammatical heading, despite their traditional association 
with the internal accusative, nor may one category be derived from the 
other.185 Further, it is not plausible to restrict attachment of the EA or internal 
object to intransitive verbs, despite the tendencies of Grammarians to do just 
that.186 Since I have already discussed the general characteristics of the 
EA/cognate object in some detail this section aims only at establishing a 
grammatical sketch. 
2.2.1 Internal etymological accusatives: 
                                                
185 See Gaedicke"s comments quoted above (11). 
186 “....in dem sogenannten Akk. des Inhalts. Dieser steht bekanntlich bei intransitiven Verben” 
Hirt, 83. Cf. Rosèn (1981, 112) in reference to the Latin figures: “among the verbs that govern 
a cognate accusative...there are “transitive” as well as “intransitive” ones”. Commenting on 
Hirt"s statement Rosèn says “What should have been said is that whenever there is an 
accusative construed with an intransitive verb, it is an “accusative of the inner object”.   
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 In fact, while not all the EAs in Homer involve an internal object, the 
majority most likely do. Determination of an object as internal rests mainly on 
the synonymy and synchronicity of the substantive with the action of its 
cognate verb. Some cases are relatively simple, as !fight a fight" where it is 
clear that the noun has no existence either before the commencement of, or 
after the end of, the verbal action. Phrases in which the noun may temporarily 
attach to a non-abstract object are more complex. For instance one may !give 
a cup as a gift" with the cup being an external object of !give" further qualified 
by !gift". But the cup is only a gift as long as it is associated with the verbal 
action of giving. The noun in !give a gift" is therefore best categorized with the 
internal objects. Keeping these complexities in mind let us survey uses of the 
internal EA in Homer, the Homeric Hymns and Hesiod.  
Speech acts: 
 #$%& (+ attribute) '($')* !spoke a word"187  
 4?J%* (– atrribute) 47J')1J0. !explain the reason"  
 TO4Z*  (– attribute) Te1J0. !utter an omen"   
 We-%7& (+ attribute) W0-:s'. !have a chat" (H.Hymn). 
 =$'.8L* (– attribute) =$'.8')* !make a threat"188  
 8@mZ* (+ attribute) 8Fmw1J0. !deliver an insult" 
 *');%& (– attribute) *'.;Y)* !have a quarrel" 
 m%78L* (± attribute) m%78'N'.* !hold council". 
                                                
187 There is one instance of this phrase without an attribute attached to the noun, but it is 
clearly a later formulaic variant of another phrase. See below (232). 
188 La Roche, 25 viewed this as result accusative but I wish to insist on more concreteness in 
terms of existence of the substantive beyond the terminus of the verbal action. Whether or not 
the momentary presence of the substantive may create a lasting impression is irrelevant: 
speech and speech act are contemporaneous. Cf. Escher: bei #$%& '($')* und ^-;%* 
W4*X40. lässt sich fragen, ob der acc. den inhalt oder das resultat bezeichne, jedenfalls aber 
dürfen sie nicht von einander getrennt werden, während nach La R. das erste zur ersten 
categorie, das zweite zur zweiten gehört; das ist inconsequent (21). 
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 =9%->& (– attribute) =9%-'X'.* !address the assembly"  
 (5;)%*%40;8B+Z* (adverbial) W*%4es'.* !call by name" 
 (-);8B+Z* (adverbial) ;08')* !call by name" 
 5$:;8Z1.* (adverbial) ;08')* !give a nickname"  
In as much as Odysseus" !victory" over Ajax was a triumph of superior oratory 
skills we may want to put the one occurrence of *:;Z* (– attribute) *.;w* 
(Od.11.544-545) here.   
 Verbs denoting various types of speech acts, singing, praying, praising 
etc. show a tendency in several languages to generate internal objects. In 
Present day English !speak a word" is admissible and !sing a song" 
commonplace.189 Gougenheim"s chapter on the internal object in French 
dedicates a section to “Verbes de Parole” (175-8). I have already cited 
examples of Latin !dicta/verba dicere/loqui" etc. Also note bonas preces precari 
and Umbrian teio subocau suboco !pray prayers". For Old Irish Huiginn lists 
several phrases of this sort, among them in guide ron-gádsa !the prayer that I 
have prayed"(Fél. Epil.421) and ni arindí bed n-aipert asind-robradsom !not 
that it was as a saying that he said it" (Ml. 50 b 8).190 Balto-Slavic attests zbor 
zborila !speak a word" and p<snju p<la !sung a song".191 In Vedic we find 
árc,m,rká+ náre ví3rut,ya !we sing a song to the celebrated lord" 
(RV.1.62.1), stuhí su#0utí+ !praise good praise" (RV.8.96.12),  and also 
several instances of  vacas vac-, a nice lexical and morphological match for 
Homeric and Hesiodic, #$%& '($')*. Later Greek commonly constructs verbs 
                                                
189 The fact that #$%& '($')* is regularly rendered as !spoke a word" in translations of Homer 
illustrates that it is a permissable phrase. In general the translators do not render figures that 
do not have English correspondences. !Sing a song" is an old Idiom, cf. Old High German, 
Sang was gisungan (see Grimm, 1898, 760). 
190 124-5. Also molad rundam-moldadsa !the praise wherewith I have been praised" (Ml. 88 a 
17). 
191 See E. Hofmann, 97. 
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of speech with an internal and/or etymological accusative. In Attic £& #$%& 
'($')* was commonplace, as was 8/9%* 8Y9'.*. Modern Greek idiom 
preserves 8YF (Y*0) 8/9%, the aorist of which is 'r$0 (Y*0) 8/9%*. In 
examining our figures from Epic listed above we should notice a paucity of 
figures denoting what one might call !positive" speech acts, (praying, praising 
and the like), against a predilection to form figures denoting !negative" speech 
acts,  (threatening, insulting, quarrelling etc.). Couple this with the observation 
that #$%& '($')* is, in a few of its most stylistically charged upwellings, used in 
a confrontational manner, as in Agamemnon"s barely veiled threats to 
Chalchas at Iliad 1. 108 et al. and we can attribute this proclivity to the 
fruitfulness of emotive contexts of anger and indignation in generating the EF. 
Other internal constructions arranged by frequency: 
 +,-%*/+F6:*Z* (+ attribute) +:+%*0. !give a gift". 
 #-9%* (± attribute) 5-9es'1J0./#-+'.*/zYs'.* !do a deed, work work.  
 $340 (– attribute) $e12'.* !endure suffering". 
 4e2Z* (– attribute) 4e2'1J0. !engage in combat". 
 ;6Y-'0 (– attribute) ;6'-('):s'.* !give funerary honors". 
 2X1.*/2%L* (– attribute) 2')1J0. !pour a libation". 
 6.4L*/ $%.*L* (– attribute) 6:*'.* !pay a penalty". 
 $/8'4%*  (+ attribute) $%8'4:s'.* !fight a war" 
 x8'J-%* (+ attribute) =$/88Y1J0. !die a death, meet one"s doom" 
 0(24L*(+ attribute) 0(24es'.* !wield a spear" 
 M'-BP%* (+ attribute) M'-'X1'.* !perform a sacrifice" 
 T.8/6Z60 (+ attribute) T.8')* !have love for". 
 m:%* (+ attribute)  s@'.* !live life" 
 M+-, (– attribute) M+-,* !pour sweat". 
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 */%* (+ attribute) *%310. !come up with a plan".  
 ;06> T-Y*0 T-es'1J0. !consider in one"s mind".  
 +U;Z* (± attribute) +.;es'.* !render a verdict" (Hes.). 
 4:9+Z* (adverbial) 4')G0. !have sex". (H.Hymn). 
 
 The substantives in most of these constructions are intangible and 
therefore very difficult to envision as anything but internal. Nevertheless, there 
are some noteworthy exceptions.192 In 0(24L* 0(24es'.* and M+-, M+-,* the 
substantives, !spearpoint" and !sweat" are tangible. Both, as Homeric phrasal 
Hapax legomena and fanciful inventions of poetic language, should not be 
taken too seriously in terms of their grammar. At any rate, since they are 
denominative, the internality may be transferred to the verbs in so far as their 
syntactic existence mainly facilitates the addition of person and number to the 
nouns.193 It is possible that the substantive of #-9%* 5-9es'1J0., in Hesiod, 
where the expression may mean !work the fields", has been semantically 
detached and therefore constitutes an external, or possibly a result accusative.  
2.2.2. The result accusative or accusative of the effected object:  
In this category a substantive is brought into existence by the action of 
the verb, as in the internal construction, but continues to exist after the verbal 
action stops: !strike a coin" or !build a building". Despite the fact that the figura 
etymologica is not typically associated with this grammatical category, several 
of the constructions fit best here.  
                                                
192 Some apparent tangibles, like 2%L* are further cases where the noun has attached to 
another sunstance, in this case blood.  
193 La Roche classified both as internal (27). Landgraf puts the Apuleian phrase sudorem 
desudare, a grammatical match for M+-, M+-,*, with the internal objects along with Plautine 
vomitum pulmoneum vomere !puke pulmonary puke" (Rud.511) 1881, 22 in section 5 !De 
obiecto interno cum attributo")). 
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6Y;*%* (± attribute) 6:;6'.*  !give birth to a child". 
6Y4'*%& (+ attribute) 6Y4*'.* !carve out an official domain". 
-9*O6F/ 9E*%* 9':*01J0. !give birth to a child, bear young". 
6')2%& (– attribute) 6'.2Us'.* !build a wall". 
$8/;04%* (+ attribute) $8Y;'.* !braid a braid". 
T76A* (± attribute) T76'X'.*/ TX'.*  !cultivate crops". 
*340 (– attribute) *')* !spin a spiderweb" (Hes.). 
*ZA* (+ attribute) *0:'.* !build a temple" (Hymn). 
 Importantly, the dividing lines between these categories are not meant 
to be inflexible, and there may be considerable overlap. Take, for instance, the 
figure 6Y;*%* 6:;6'.* !give birth to a child": I have categorized it with the result 
accusatives because a child has an existence after the birthing process. But to 
what degree is the existence of the child or person distinct from the notion that 
they are offspring? If they are distinct, then, in a sense, when they cease to be 
thought of in terms of the process of being born, they lose status as offspring. 
If this is the case then their existence as a 6Y;*%* depends to some extent on 
considering them together with the verbal action of 6:;6'.*. Analyzing the 
figure in this way, we might just as well class it with the internals. In the end, 
interpreting these grammatical classes too rigidly is untenable. At the same 
time, it is necessary to delineate the general categories because there are 
functional and stylistic distinctions between the poles of internality and 
externality: to !set up a mast" (M16A*  M16e*0.), or !see someone"s body" ('r+%& 
(+')*) are simply not the same as !set up that which is set up" or !see that 
which is seen" in the way that !speak a word" is identical to !speak that which is 
spoken" or !think a thought" matches !think that which is thought". Similarly, 
after its construction, a wall may be recognizable as such long after its builders 
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are dead and gone, so that analyzing 6')2%& 6'.2Us'.* as a result accusative 
has some basis in reality. 
 
 
2.2.3. The external object accusative: 
 This is of course the !regular" function of the accusative: to indicate the 
direct object of a transitive verb. Once again, this grammatical category is not 
typically associated with the figura etymologica, but is nonetheless well-
represented. 
Several figures have to do with eating and drinking: 
 +0)60/+0:6Z* (± attribute) +0:*71J0. !partake of a feast". 
 ;-Z63-0(– attribute);.-*w1J0. !mix a bowl".194 
 'r+0-/5+F+L* (± attribute) #+4'*0./#1J'.* !eat food". 
 %r*%* (± attribute) %(*:s'1J0./%(*%2%'X'.* !provide wine, pour wine". 
 $%6A* (+ attribute) $:*'.* !have a drink". 
Other figures:195 
 M16A* (± attribute)  M16e*0. !set up a mast, or loom". 
'r+%& (± attribute) (+')* !look upon one"s physical appearance". 
mD8%& (– attribute) m088')* !hurl a projectile (generally a spear or 
 arrow)" 
Biologically animate objects: 
G')*%*  (± attribute) G'*:s'.* !entertain a guest" 
*%4A* (– attribute) *%4'X'.* !tend a herd". 
m%?& (+ attribute)  m%7;%8')*/ m/1;'.* !tend cattle". 
                                                
194 As outlined below this phrase is actually a grammatical non-sequitur/ellipse.  
195 These are the most striking cases of semantic detachment. 
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=*0:6.%* 0(6.e01J0. !blame one who is blameless".196 
Prepositional: 
 163 $0-> 160J4A* !she stood by the stanchion". 
 
2.2.4 The accusative with verbs of motion: 
           According to localistic theory the accusative of the goal, or terminus ad 
quem and the allative-accusative (direction towards without implication of 
reaching the goal), represent the case"s most archaic usage and genetically 
preceded the semantically empty use of the accusative as the grammatical 
object.197 De Boel, however, in his book on Homeric goal and object 
accusatives, has raised some valid questions to undermine projection of 
localistic theories onto PIE. He points out that there is no good evidence 
pointing to a stage of Indo-European when the accusative was not the case of 
the object, and that none of the localists have put forth a model outlining how 
PIE, or any other language for that matter, might have functioned without the 
grammatical category of direct object.198 De Boel"s, in my eyes, valid 
objections to localistic theory are important in considering the age and 
possibility of inheritance of the EA, since, in Homer, verbs of motion were not 
generally used to create etymological objects. There are only two figures from 
*h2ger-: 5& +K =9%-L* =9D-%*6% !they assembled into the place of assembly" 
(x1, Il.18.245) and n4Z97-U101J0. <20.%y&/ '(& =9%-O* !to assemble the 
                                                
196 This is really an adjectival substantive. 
197 This viewpoint is most often housed within a localistic theory of case origin: “From a genetic 
point of view all oblique cases and even the acc. go back to expressions of spatial relation. 
The grammatical cases like / the acc. and the gen. have secondary semantic functions that 
betray their etymological value. The acc. used with verbs of motion may well represent the 
original function of the respective form” (Kurylowicz, 201-2). For more bibliography and 
discussion of localistic theory see De Boel (13 ff.). 
198 Ibid. 
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Achaians into the place of assembly" (Od.16.376-7). To this we may add a 
paradoxical figure from the Homeric Hymn to Apollo: 5& +" Q+76%* ;06Y+71' 
+.> 6-.$/+F* 5-.6:4F* !but he descended into the sanctuary (lit. he entered 
down into the place not to be entered) through the precious tripods" (3.443). 
The fact is that localities do not, as a rule, work as etymological objects 
without semantic detachment. If we were to subscribe to the most radical 
expression of localistic theory for PIE, we would be obliged to admit that the 
EA could not be inherited. It would have to post-date the extraction of the 
grammatical use of the accusative as object from the goal and allative uses. 
The validity of De Boel"s objections makes this admission unnecessary. 
2.2.5 The accusative of extent of space or time:  
          It is traditional to consider this a derived usage.199 Derived or not we find 
no cognate objects in this category except for a few from verbs with a durative 
nucleus that may have this grammatical characteristic in addition to 
representing internal objects. The lone Homeric example here, sh'.& +K 
=90JA* mU%* !you are living a good life" has already been discussed at length 
in the section on the cognate object debate. Another figure that does not occur 
in Homer as an EA, but is common as such elsewhere is !sleep sleep".200 
Homer attests several internal, but not etymological constructions with this 
semantic. In both !live life" and !sleep sleep" combinations internality may be 
primary, durativity only implied: m:%* =90JA* s@'.* !you live a good life" 
                                                
199 See De Boel, 13. 
200 Cf. Ved. svápna suptv, (AV.10.3.6), Lat. sominum somniare (Plaut.Rud.597), Lith. sãpn> 
sapn1ti !dream a dream"(also Lith. m2g> mëgóti !sleep sleep") and OHG. slief sl,f. Dahl, for 
one, recognized the different !aspectual potential" of the verbs !sleep" and !die": “the verbs 
sleep and die are quite different as regards the contexts in which they occur naturally. To take 
a standard illustration of this fact, sleep but not die can be used together with a durational 
adverbial like for two hours. The obvious semantic correlate of this distributional fact is that die 
is normally used of punctual events, whereas sleep is used of prolonged states” (26). 
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(Od.15.491) and '+}1J0 987;y* $*%* !you sleep a sweet sleep" 
(Od.8.445). At other times the durative actionality of the verb is consciously 
realized: s@'.* 4060 $0*60 !to live (through) all one"s days" (h.Hom.5.221) 
and $C**72%* $*%* =F6')&´ !Why do you slumber (through) an all night 
sleep?" (Il.10.159). Setting these durative statements next to the punctual 
internal datives J0*e6f J*1;'.* and W8DJ-f W88Y1J0. vouches once 
again for a rational selection of case in the corpus.201 
2.2.6 Accusative rei: 
 The lexica classify one of the three most common EAs in Homer, 
'j4060 '40. !I clothe myself (in) clothing" as this type, along with the host of 
other accoutrement occurring with forms of I**µ4., e.g. 6'N2'0 I11'.202 
According to one theory this accusative, especially when coupled with the 
medio-passive, constitutes its own class, the so-called Akkusativ des 
Bekleidungsgegenstandes !accusative of the article of clothing".203 This 
amounts to an admission that the grammar of the phrase defies 
categorization. Since it is the only EA that occurs with stative verb forms in 
Homer we will reserve full discussion of its complexities for chapter five, but 
note that 'j4060 '40. also occurs numerous times with a double accusative: 
;')*E& 1' 280)*C* 6' 2.6,*C 6' 'j4060 I11'..  
2.3. The etymological genitive: 
 This is a bit of a default category. There are only two Homeric passages 
in which a genitive occurs in a copulative phrase with a cognate verb, and it is 
clear that in both instances the genitive arises through secondary processes. 
                                                
201 Herodotean usage backs up Homer: =$%J0*')*... J0*e6f (7.170.1) $0*F8'J-:} 
=$%8/4'*%. (2.120.5). 
202 Il.18.451. 
203 See Neu (211) in reference to Luvian and Hittite. There is also some speculation that this 
generated the !body" and !body part" accusative of respect, or Greek accusative.  
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The relative genitive in the line 6.43& & 6D 4K #%.;' 6'6.431J0. !the honor 
with which it is right that I be honored"204 (Il.23.649) may either arise from 
attraction of the relative into the case of its antecedent, or may be considered 
a Homeric attestation of the genitive of price.205 Monro uses this very passage 
as an example of the genitve of price, which he relates closely to the genitive 
of exchange used in expressions like 9/*7 9%7*A& =4':mF*.206 Elsewhere he 
argues, against Kühner, that the attraction of the relative into the case of the 
antecedent does not occur in Homer, reclassifying Kühner"s example, 63& 9C- 
6%. 9'*'3& & p-FS $'- 'd-N%$0 'y&/+,2K (Il.5.265-6) as partitive genitive 
!the brood from which far-seeing Zeus gave".207 In fact the accusative of the 
price is standard in this idiom with the active: 6.4L* =$%6.*D4'* * 6.*K 
#%.;'*, (Il.3.459).208 In the final analysis it may be impossible to determine 
whether 6.43& & 6D 4K #%.;' 6'6.431J0. when compared to 6.4L* 
=$%6.*D4'* * 6.*K #%.;'* offers an example of the attraction of the relative 
into the case of the antecedent, or represents a movement from the 
accusative to the genitive of price. It may even have arisen by means of a 
combination of these two processes.  
 A more important question for our purposes pertains to the case that 
underlies the &. The fact that the EG is basically a non-category makes it 
tempting to postulate either 6.4L* 6.4w* !pay honor", or its passive counterpart 
6.4L 6.4w1J0. !honor be paid". Hence, we might construe the sentence on the 
                                                
204 This is Murray"s Loeb translation. Cunliffe"s translation also appears to take 4" as the 
subject of passive 6'6.431J0., !the degree of honour in the measure of which I should be 
esteemed". 
205 6.43& is in the genitive because it is dependent on a verb of forgetting. 
206 148. 
207 246. 
208According to De Boel (1127)“the active 6:*F !pay" is constructed  8 times with the acc. of the 
price, and twice with the INSTR. The middle “to make someone pay for” does not occur with 
the price expressed”. 
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model of Il.9.38 6%. +,;' 6'6.431J0. !he (Zeus) granted it to you to be 
honored". This assumes an impersonal reading of #%.;' well paralleled with 
the dative + infinitive. The relative in this scenario would best be construed as 
one of price on the pattern of the accusative pushed into the genitive by 
attraction and/or by the fact that the EA and perfect were mutually exclusive 
categories. This choice is made more attractive by the close model 6.4L* 
=$%6.*D4'* * 6.*K #%.;'*. We need only add a pronominal subject and 
change the cognate infinitive to perfect passive: *6.4L* =$%6.*D4'* * 6.*0 4" 
#%.;'* 6'6.431J0. then change the antecedent and relative to genitive. The 
other option construes #%.;' personally, making an underlying 6.4L the 
subject of 6'6.431J0. and translating !the honor that should be paid to me". 
This reading is not as easy to parallel directly; other uses of 6.4w1J0. feature 
animate subjects, e.g. & ;'U*Z $'-i ;3-. 6'6U4Z60U !so she (Arete) has been 
honored" (Od.7.69). But grammar does not militate against it. It also fits the 
pattern of conversion into the perfect observable in later Greek, and perhaps 
glimpsed in Homer. The only other EG in Homer is at Il.22.345 4O 4' ;N%* 
9%N*F* 9%7*Cs'% 4L +] 6%;OF* !do not, cur, supplicate me by knees or 
parents". According to Cunliffe 9%7*es%40. here “retains the genitival 
construction of a vb. of taking hold, and with the construction extended to 
something appealed to”. Leumann (1950), in his section on new word usages 
and denotations from syntactic ellipses, traces the two uses, 80m')*  9%N*F* 
and 8:11'1J0. 9%N*F*, from combinations overtly featuring both, 80m* 
58U11'6% 9%N*F* (Il.6.45) to the variation 9%N*F* 9%7*Cs'%. But note that at 
Il.22.345, Achilles models his rejection of Hector"s obsecration closely on the 
supplication itself: 8U11%4K g$]- u723& ;0i 9%N*F* 1,* 6' 6%;OF* !I beg 
you by my life and your knees and parents" (338). This suggests that 9%N*F* 
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9%7*Cs'% is a bold coinage motivated by the repetition of sound and sense 
native to paronomasia. As noted previously, the tautological repetition 
embodied by the EF is often quite suitable to vituperative and sarcastic 
contexts. Lobeck noted that Demosthenes was more likely to use the EF when 
aut cavillaretur aut ira effervesceret (521). Hence, although the grammatical 
framework of this figure may be traced as above, the motivation for its 
generation, the final step from 80m* 58U11'6% 9%N*F*, was purely stylistic.  
2.4 The etymological dative: 
The dative proper is largely personal, and denotes the person who is 
interested in or affected by the action;...the dative proper is not often 
used with things; when so used there is usually personification or semi-
personification (Smyth, 1459). 
           One of the traditional observations applicable to the EA, that its 
substantive is generally not a person or a place, also pertains to the ED. 
Therefore, etymological phrases with a proper, personal dative are a virtual 
non-category in Homer and only a fledgling category in Hesiod, Vedic and 
elsewhere.209 Homer attests only one figure with a proper dative, and even 
here the personae are personified abstracts, Sleep and Death:  
$D4$' +D 4.* $%4$%)1.* ®40 ;-0.$*%)1. TD-'1J0. 
$*f ;0i J0*C6f +.+74C%1.*  
Escort him (Sarpedon) to the swift escorts to be transported, 
to the twins, Sleep and Death (Il.16.671-2= Il.16.681-2).210  
                                                
209 Cf. Gonda (1959:242) “the etymologically cognate dative is a phenomenon of 
comparatively infrequent occurrence.” He cites RV 6.9.7 amartyo !vat2taye nah ? !May immortal 
(Agni) protect us as protection". Here the dative is still an abstract. 
210 Cf. Smyth (1463), who explains that the dative proper may be used with words meaning to 
meet, approach, (1485) “with verbs of motion the dative of the person to whom is properly a 
dative of advantage or disadvantage” and perhaps most relevant here, (1475) with the 
example: u72>& vP+. $-%S0u'* (Il.1.3). 
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Hesiod attests either one, or two pure datives, depending on how one counts, 
in a consciously etymological gnome: +h6} 4D* 6.& #+F;'*, =+h6} +' %6.& 
#+F;'* !one gives to the giver, but nobody gives to the ungiver" (Op.355). 
Aside from these two isolated examples all the EDs in the older Greek epics 
are grammatically internal, instrumental or locative. Unlike the accusative 
constructions, the cognate dative substantives are generally not abstracts. 
Instead they are concrete objects and implements whose function mirrors the 
verbal action. Particularly with the instrumentals, the reiteration of noun and 
verb stresses the length and nature of the process, and may be used to great 
stylistic effect. In Odyssey nine, right at the moment when Odysseus and his 
men are putting out Polyphemus" eye, the following figure occurs: 
%M 4]* 4%28A* H8E*6'& 58C.*%*, WGy* 5$K Q;-f, 
WTJ084[ 5*D-'.10*q 59 +K 5TN$'-J'* 5-'.1J'i& 
+U*'%*, k& ^#' #.& #$B'P +E-7 *O.%* =*L- 
#$B'F+G, %M +D #K #*'-J'* g$%11'U%71.* M4C*#. 
uC4'*%. H;C#'-J', #A +] #-D2'. 544'*]& 0('U. 
My men, taking the olive-wood shaft, honed at the tip, 
thrust it into his eye, while I, leaning on it from above, 
twirled it, as when some man augers into a ship-timber 
with an auger, and those below keep spinning the bit 
with a strap, and it runs on incessantly (384-5). 
Note the emphatic enjambment of 6-7$C*f and linking alliteration throughout. 
In as much as the whole passage celebrates the triumph of technology over 
brute force, the figure vividly underscores the fact that similar repetitions of the 
dative are quite common in descriptions of technical fabrication. Often, 
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however, they have not so much to do with !industrial" fabrication as with 




2.4.1. The etymological dative/instrumental: 
 The coupling of a verb with an etymologically related instrumental is a 
common occurrence in many IE languages. In Vedic the instrumental figura 
sometimes overlaps with the accusative. Compare the figures in the following: 
sam,néna vo haví#, juhomi 
!I libate to you with the same libate" (RV.10.191.3=AV.6.64.2). 
yuvá+ hótram "tuth! júhvate naré#a+ ján,ya vahatha' 
!you, to the man who is libating libation at the right time, give 
sustenance. (RV.10.40.4). 
tapas, tapym,n, !paining herself with penance" (AV.3.10.12). 
ágne tápas tapy,mahe úpa tapy,mahe tápa' 3rut! ni 3"nvánto vayám 
Agni, we do penance and further do penance, hearing the teachings 
(AV.7.61.2). 
There are even paronomastic passages with case variation within the same 
copula: 
yaj@éna yaj@ám ayajant!  devA'  
The gods sacrifice/perform the sacrifice by sacrifice 
(RV.1.164.50=10.90.16).211 
                                                
211 For more examples of such case variation within the same EF in Vedic and Sanskrit in 
general, of which there are many, one may collate Gonda"s section on the instrumental (239 
ff.) and his chapter on the figura etymologica (273 ff.). 
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Homer, on the other hand, if we exclude Odyssey 9, shows no variation of this 
sort. The instrumental figures never coincide with accusatives from the same 
root. In most instances this is most likely motivated by adherence to the logic 
of a given case, but, as noted above with reference to 'j4060 I**71J0., the 
drive toward uniformity at times supercedes grammatical rationale. Fehling, 
although he made no attempt to classify the accusatival figures, did provide 
some framework for categorization of the datives, dividing them into “Dative 
nach Art des inneren Objekts” and “Instrumentale Dative”; he covered the 
locatives under “Verb und präpositionale Verbindungen”.212 
 $-%2/f (+ attribute) 2')1J0. !to pour with a pitcher".*213 
 2Y-*.m. (– attribute) *Uu01J0. !to wash with hand-washing water".* 
           mY8'1.* (– attribute) m088')* !hit with missiles".214  
 $6'-X9'11. (– attribute) $%6/$Y6'1J0. !fly with wings".  
sF163-.(s@*}) (± attribute) s@**71J0. !to put on a belt". 
 Q6} (– attribute) =e10. !to blind with blindness". 
 ;*O16. (+ attribute) ;*3* !grate (cheese) with a cheese grater".215 
 ;8Z)+. (– attribute) ;8Z)10. !to latch (a door) with a latch".* 
 6'-D6-f (– attribute) 6'6-3*0. !to drill with a drill/gimlet". 
 6-7$C*f (– attribute) 6-7$w* !to drill with a drill/auger"*. 
 TF* (+ attribute) TF*')* !to call with one"s voice"*. 
 zCm+%.1. (+ attribute) zeu'.* !to stitch with stitches"*. 
                                                
212 158-9. He seems not to have considered the possibility of prepositionless locatives. 
213 An asterisk indicates that the figure was not included in Fehling"s list. This figure and the 
next each occur 6 times, but in one three-line formula. 
214 For confirmation of this meaning see De Boel (128 ff.). 
215 Lattimore translates this figure as an instrumental !with a bronze grater" (251) as do Fagles 
(317), Lombardo (682) , and Wyatt (541), but, judging from archaeological evidence we cannot 
rule out a locative: !grate on a cheese grater". For pictures of the graters that have been 
uncovered at Lefkandi and elsewhere see Ridgeway"s article. 
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We might include here the abberrant figure in a Hesiodic Fragment: 
g$]- 6,* J+29%"]+#0+ H076%y& 6%)& 6,* J',* J+N9%"/+  
 On behalf of those naming themselves by the names of the gods (Fr.15). 
The most frequent ED in Homer and Hesiod, +'14[ (+ attribute) +')* !to bind 
in/with chains" is a bit problematic. Fehling lists it both under the instrumental 
and prepositional/locatival headings. In Homer it occurs  five times with 5*/ 5*i 
and twice with no preposition, in Hesiod twice with 5*/5*i, twice without, and 
once in the Hymns without. This leaves us with a group of 7 definite locatives 
and 5 questionable cases classifiable either as prepositionless locatives or 
instrumentals. One may choose either option, but I prefer to bring the 
prepositionless figures in line with the expressions with 5*/5*i and consider 
them all locative. 
2.4.2 The etymological dative/locative: 
 WTJ084%)1. (± attribute) xu'1J0. !to see with the eyes".216 
 (5*) ;-Z63-. (– attribute) ;.-*w1J0. !mix in a mixing bowl". 
 5*i T-'1i (± attribute) T-%*')*/T-es'1J0. !consider in one"s mind".  
 5* 'd* (– attribute) 'd*ZJ3*0. lit.!to lie in the bed" (of another) i.e. 
 !adulterate." 
 5* =;4%JD6f (– attribute) 6.JY*0. !to place on the anvil stand". 
 ;8.14[ (– attribute) ;8.*Y1J0. !to recline on a recliner". 
 xsf (+ attribute) 5TYs'1J0. !to sit on a branch" (Hes.). 
The underlying case of T/-4.99. (+ attribute) T%-4:s'.* !play on/with the lyre" 
(h.Hom.3.182-3) is impossible to determine. 
                                                
216 Although English, and Modern Greek idiom uses the instrumental, all evidence points to a 
locative in Homeric Greek. The etymological phrase does not appear with a preposition in 
Homer, but the present and aorist semantic equivalents do: 5* WTJ084%)1.* (+D1J0. 
(Od.10.385), 5* WTJ084%)1.* n-,10 (Od.8.459). 
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2.4.3. The internal dative: 
 J0*e6f (+ attribute) J*1;'.* !die a death". 
 W8DJ-f (+ attribute) W88Y1J0. !die a death". 
 T.8/6Z6. (+ attribute) T.8')* !have love for" (Hymn). 
Fehling lists $8Z9 (+ attribute) $8B11'.* with the internal datives, but 
we should entertain the possibility that it is actually an instrumental. The 
phrase occurs but once in the Iliad where Thersites is the accusative object: 
0d6A* +] ;80U%*60 J%>& 5$i *30& =TO1F              
'.'?ZR0+ =9%-3J'* ='.;D11. '?@Rt"/+.  
(If I do not) send you yourself weeping to the swift ships 
having beaten (you) from the assembly with shameful blows 
(Il.2.264).217 
The verb occurs again immediately after this line: 
¶& Q-K #TZ, 1;O$6-f +] 4'6CT-'*%* ~+] ;0i ­4F 
$83G'* 
So he spoke and beat his back and shoulders with the scepter (265-6). 
If we construe 1;O$6-f as an instrumental dative, it would make sense to 
construe $8Z91.* just before it in the same way. In the case of an 
unspecified instrument one may use the internal instrument to color the verbal 
action with an adjective. But movement of this syntagm toward accusative 
expression in later Greek authors, coupled with observable cross-linguistic 
tendencies to form an internal EA with precisely the same semantics, make its 
internal object affinities undeniable.218  
                                                
217 The instrumental translation is standard here. See L.S.J. sv.  
218 For movement of the phrase to accusative in post-Homeric Greek see above (106). For the 
idiom !strike a blow" and its like in other languages cf. Goth. háifst háifstjan !fight a fight" (I 
Tim.6.12), Mid. High German gestochen wart ein stich  !stick a stick, prick a prick", in a Dutch 
proverb zijn slag slaan !hit a good hit, score a blow". Also in Celtic: O.Ir. benaim b6immend 
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2.5 Etymological vocative: 
 This is a very small category. The only vocative figure not involving a 
compound is Thetis" plaintiff address to Achilles at Iliad 1.414 6D;*%* 54E*, 6U 
*N 1© #6-'T%* 0(*> 6';%?10 !my child, why did I raise you, bearing you 
accursed". The two other Homeric figures involve, once again, speech acts: 
=$6%'$Y&, #'.$'& !reckless in speech you spoke" (Il.8.209) 40-6%'$Y&, 
#'.$'& !erring in speech you spoke" (Il.13.824). Both fit the mold of innovations 
generated from the quite productive emotive context of rage and contempt. It 
is also irresistible, given the frequency of #$%& '($')*, particularly #$%& 
*Z4'-6]& #'.$'&, to postulate that the more regular idiom facilitated the 
coinages. The Homeric Hymns also show the propensity to feature 
compounds in the etymological vocative: 
 12Y68.' '2/>/?29(#% 6: *?* 9@#M".%/ Q88% 
Wretch, intricate schemer, what else are you scheming now? 
 (h.Hom.3.322). 
 l0)-' |%1':+0%* 90.B2W. ;70*%20)60,  
 ;0i 4e;0- 'd4'*]& V6%- YW0+ $8@%71.* Q-Z9' 
Greetings Poseidon, dark-haired supporter of earth,  
Blessed one, with a kind heart come the aid of sailors (h.Hom.22.6-7). 
The figure in the first passage obviously stems from the same emotive context, 
contempt, as the Iliadic compounds. The second, in which the repetition is 
                                                                                                                                       
,gmara !ich schlage fürchterliche Schläge" and b,gim-se b,ig !ich kämpfe den Kampf" 
(Brugmann, 1911, 40) Balto-Slavic: plotki plet> !clap (a clap)". In Vedic we find only an EA 
from *gwhen- with an externalized object jaghán,@ úpa jighnate !hit their backs, whip their 
behinds" (RV.6.75.13).  Latin yields pugnam pugnare < pugnus !fist", militia militatur, and later 
bellum bellare. 
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both phonetically and semantically much more distant, appears to be simply a 
very elevated form of address.  
2.6 Mixing bowls and drinking cups: syntactic transformations: 
 I have noted on several occasions that the syntax of most of the 
etymological phrases in Homer remains fixed. In a few idioms having to do 
with eating and drinking, however, the case of the noun varies. This fact may 
be aligned with the !shift" from an intra-Plautine variation between poclod 
bibere !drink from a cup" and poclom bibere !drink a cup", to later Latin"s 
exclusion of the former in favor of the latter. Vedic attests the phrase only with 
the cup in the accusative; whether this means that Sanskrit simply does not 
attest an earlier, non-elliptical idiom, or skipped to the final phrase without 
further ado, is not ascertainable. The Homeric epics allow us to trace a 
somewhat similar syntactic transformation via the phrase(s) (5*) ;-Z63-. 
;.-*w1J0. > ;-Z63-0 ;.-*w1J0.. In the Iliad and a few times in the Odyssey 
forms of ;.-*w1J0. occur with the cognate locative/dative (wine in the 
accusative):  
2d+2+/ <-9'UF* %{ Q-.16%. <+: >$@#($/ >A$0+#%/ (Il.4.260). 
\ +] 6-U6Z >$@#($/ 4'8UT-%*0 2d+2+ <>=$+% (Od.10.356). 
<+ +D 6' 2d+2+/ >$@#($"/+ >.$K0+#2q (Od.20.252-253). 
 
Semantically equivalent, non-etymological phrases also feature the bowl in the 
locatival dative: 
%M 4]* %r*%* Y9/"R2+ <+: >$@#($"/ ;0i +F- (Od.1.110).219 
                                                
219 Cf. Od.4.222, Il.3.669-270. 
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In an important intermediate syntactic step towards exclusion of the liquid 
altogether the wine becomes genitive while the bowl moves into the 
accusative:  
6%)& +K n 9D-F* 58J%?1.* =*> >$@#($% >A$%"".+/ 2_+2B 
(Od.3.390).220 
#2` n 9D-F* >$@#($% >.$F""%#2, $%88> +K <JO*} (Od.3.393). 
<+ +] >,$+%#. 6 9.?/]4.2) x66. 6e2.160 >$]#@$% (Alc.367). 
>/$+u >$@#($% %a*%7 (Hdt.4.66.1). 
Finally, we see deletion of the liquid with only the bowl remaining as the 
elliptical direct object of !mix": 
|%*6E*%', >$@#($% >.$%""F9.+2) 4DJ7 *')4%* (Od.7.179, 13.50). 
6%)1.* +] >$@#($% >.$F""%#2 %N8.%& -F&, (Od.18.423). 
>$%#($]) #. >.$]"%+#.) $0-" ®$0* 6A 16-e6'740 (Th.6.32.1). 
>$%#($%) <R>/$+l"/+, 0M 47-%$@8.+'& 
H16w1" 5T'G3&· (Ar.Ec.841-42).   
Another EA in the sphere of eating and drinking that seems to have generated 
a syntactic shift is +0)60/+0:6Z* +0:*71J0.: 
4%U-0& +011C4'*%. 4%=+B+#I 5-.;7+D0 4%T#%. (Od.3.66=20.280). 
The figure would then have presented the intermediate stage: 
 +0.*X40. +0)60 9e4%7, 6eT%7.221 
This facilitated more elliptical expressions: 
4%="./+ +] RF92+ 4'6> 7-4.+E*'11.  
 (you said) you would give (me) a wedding among the Myrmidons. 
 (Il.19.299). 
                                                
220 There are numerous expressions with bowl in the accusative + a potable in the genitive: 
Il.1.470, 8.232, 9.170, Od.1.148, 2.431, 3.339, 21.271. 
221 See Schwyzer, 76. 
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V 6%. n 6A* ;6'U*0& 4%=+B #F-2+ <-9'U%.1.*   
Indeed, after killing him provide a funeral for the Argives (Od.3.309). 
 In an article on the God-drinking formula in Hittite Melchert suggested 
that ellipses of this kind were particularly prevalent in sacrificial and 
ceremonial language:  
New evidence confirms that the Hittite ritual expression !drink the god X" 
means simply !drink to (the honor of) the god X". The underlying indirect 
(divine name) is made the surface direct object by an optional syntactic 
transformation of Hittite which also applies to other structures in ritual 
contexts. Comparative evidence suggests, though it cannot prove, that 
a form of this rule existed in PIE (Melchert, 1). 
The syntactic transformations we have outlined in Homer may also be 
somewhat ceremonial, or at the very least sympotic; but like the Hittite 
movements they also involve specific reference to potable liquids. This 
suggests that we also might view them at a more basic, grammatical level: 
ellipse of the liquid, either the content of a vessel (Greek, Latin, Vedic?), or 
liquid poured for a god (Hittite) could lead to a syntactic shift. This left a 
construction that, if taken in an overly literal fashion, constitutes a non 
sequitur. The intra-epic transformation of !mix in a bowl" > !mix a bowl" 
underlines the fact that such transformations may spontaneously occur, and 
makes projection into PIE problematic.   
 The primary concern of this chapter has been to outline the general 
characteristics of the individual case-forms of the figura etymologica, and to 
delineate the several grammatical constructions as they occur in Homer, 
Hesiod and the Hymns. It is important not to let these semantic and 
grammatical distinctions obscure the fact that, at the level of tautology and 
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assonance, most of the figures share essential properties. Taking a look at the 
use of the phrases across questions offers insight into this assertion. Within 
the framework of response, it does not much matter if the objects of #$%& 
'($')*, +,-%* +:+%*0., or 'r+0- #+4'*0. display different properties under 
the grammarian"s microscope. If someone asks you !what did you eat for 
dinner" and you answer !food", the object functions as deliberately unspecific 
whether or not it is internal or external. This similarity extends to all the case 
constructions. If someone asks !who sang at the concert last night?" and the 
answer is !the singers", or !what did you stitch with?" is answered by !stitches" 
the deliberate avoidance of requested specification is the same.  The 
respondent is not being cooperative. Aside from those cases in which the 
substantive and verb are semantically detached, all the figures are 
fundamentally circular. This circularity constitutes the unity of cognate, same 
phrase, noun-verb polyptoton, what I have put under the heading of 
etymological figure, against other forms of polyptoton, and justifies their 
inclusion, to the exclusion of other types of repetition, in a single study.   
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Chapter 3 
The Homeric Provenance of Etymological Figures 
3.1 The polyvalent stylistic profile of the figures:  
 The fundamental assumption of this chapter is that, in terms of epic 
verbal art, the etymological figures under survey do not adhere to a uniform 
aesthetic. Just as there are idioms in Present Day English that may be used 
without giving their etymology or tautology much thought, as in !give a gift", 
!sing a song" etc., archaic Greek had its own deeply embedded idioms that 
made their way into epic diction: +,-%* +.+/*0. (x49), #$%& '($')* (x34), 
'j4060 I**71J0. (x37). The stylistic profile of these oft-repeated phrases 
would often have been very low. Other figures, usually occurring only once or 
twice in the corpus of Archaic Epic, assume a much higher profile. This 
discrepancy has a corollary in the scholarly tradition. Grammarians, both 
ancient and modern, regarded the 12340 5674%8%9.;/* as a stylistic device, 
and studies such as Gonda"s, the title of which announces it as a stylistic 
endeavor, devote sizable chapters to paronomasia and etymological formulas. 
It is primarily the hammering cadence of the figures that gives even the most 
frequent stock phrases an aesthetic value: 
Reciting these rythmical schemata and listening to them pleases ear 
and mind and calls up an intuitive aesthetic appreciation. In the course 
of time the !authors" and reciters became conscious of the special 
properties and peculiarities of these schemata and discovering their 
mnemonic value, -a point of no mean interest- their appropriateness, 
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their inherent  persuasiveness, may have more or less intentionally 
cultivated some of their characteristic features (Gonda, 1959:25).222  
Several relatively recent linguistic studies, on the other hand, examine the 
figures in a way that calls into question any stylistic analysis. For instance, H. 
Rosén notes that, in Latin, figures in the nominative (e.g. lux lucet) are never 
interchangable in terms of the case of their noun with figures in the accusative 
(e.g. nomen nominare). Ablatival figures, on the other hand, (e.g. luce lucet 
and nomine nominare), often interchange with either accusatives or 
nominatives, but never both, while certain expressions are completely fixed in 
case (e.g. fossam fodere). Based on this observation she argues that the 
nouns have a logical basis for inclusion with the verb that goes beyond simply 
an optional adornment. 
None of the manifestations of the figura etymologica should be 
evaluated as a stylistic phenomenon – unless the use of a specific 
collocation reflects a literary convention – since each of the three 
constructions has its own grammatical function or functions (1996:135).  
To elaborate on Rosén"s point, note that since in Hindi the verb !to eat" 
requires a complement, its most common object is its cognate noun: 
 mai~ khaanaa khaauu~gaa `I will eat (dinner/food)'.223 
Given this circumstance, it would clearly be misguided to analyze the Hindi CO 
construction !eat food" as a stylistic device unless context called attention to it 
in some other way.224   
                                                
222 Problems with assuming that the EF was a necessary mnemonic device will be raised in 
Chapter 4.  
223 See Elena Bashir"s comment on Csuri “The verb khaanaa `to eat' needs an object. You 
can't say, as you can in English "I am eating.' meaning `I am eating (a meal).' The most 
common object encountered is *khaanaa* `food, meal'” 
224 In Present Day English the idiom !give gift" provides perhaps another example. There is 
more than a stylistic distinction between !give generously" and !give a generous gift". Both are 
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 Reconciliation of the two apparently opposing assessments of Gonda 
and Rosén does not neccessarily entail an adoption of an almost all inclusive 
definition of literary convention, despite the conventional nature of some of the 
milieus, such as Greek epic and Vedic hymns, in which the figures are 
numerous. Rather, we may recognize the grain of truth in Rosén"s statement 
and use it as a common denominator for stylistic analysis: an author may use 
the etymological idioms that subsist in everyday speech, and consistently 
perform a syntactic function, with minimal stylistic impact. In the cases where 
the expression facilitates an adjective we might term this !pure adjectival 
support;" in cases without an attribute !pure emphasis." Notice that emphasis 
itself may be considered stylistic and that even at this basic level our figures 
must be differentiated. Also note that I would be quite reluctant to assert that in 
Homeric verse even the most frequent idioms can be veiwed as stylistic non-
entities. On the other end of the spectrum, outdated, purely conventional 
expressions, or ad hoc coinages, are far more affected, draw much more 
attention to themselves, and therefore require very different aesthetic 
assessment.  
 Degree of tautology must also be factored into the equation.  Phrases 
such as M16A* M16e*0. !set up the mast", and =-2L* Q-2'.* !hold office," in 
which divergent and specialized semantics have rendered the phrase 
untautological, represent a class distinct from purely redundant adornments 
where removal of the noun leaves one with the same meaning, such as 
(6')2%&) 6'.2Us'.* !build a wall", or expressions in which the cognate verb 
                                                                                                                                       
viable expressions but with different meaning. !Give generously" is far more vague, and 
suggests general contributions in most cases, unless further specified to charity, while !give a 
generous gift" generally denotes a singular act and a concrete present.  
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stands in for a more generic one =$/+'.G.* =$%+')G0. instead of =$/+'.G.* 
$%.')1J0. !make a demonstration".225 To adopt the terminolgy of Hofmann and 
Haffter etymological figures are !entitled" to different degrees and for different 
reasons.226 The unstylistic figures Rosén speaks of are fully entitled, 
embedded idioms, and therefore come as near as possible to not being figures 
at all. Expressions that are clear coinages, such as Plautine dentes dentiant 
(Mil.34), and Aristophanic me+%* m0+:s'.* (Av.42) are either entitled by 
context alone, or owe their humorous appeal to a lack of entitlement. In this 
case, genre is quite important, for unentitled figures will not generally occur in 
serious or somber contexts and genres that consisently strive to create such 
contexts. 
  In order to differentiate between figures in terms of their stylistic impact 
we might think in terms of an  entitlement continuum  ranging from !pure 
attributival support in bona fide idioms" to !highly affected tautology involving 
(outdated) literary convention or coinage". In the interests of providing a 
procedural model for sorting out the various figures in Homer, since scholarly 
precedents for study of the EF in Greek consist only of Fehling"s minimally 
explicated lists and Lobeck"s thirty seven page chapter covering all of ancient 
Greek,227 it will be helpful to adumbrate Hafter"s assertions with reference to 
                                                
225 This last is Denniston"s example (134). He calls =-2L* Q-2'.* “normal” while =$/+'.G.* 
=$%+')G0. is a “genuine figure.”  
226 Hofmann (1926:95) speaks of the vollberechtigtem Objekt !fully entitled object", i.e the 
cognate object used grammatically to support an attribute. Haffter adopts the term with due 
acknowledgement, 12. 
227 Fehling includes a one and one half page section on the figura etymologica (51-2) under 
blosse Wiederholungen, which does not offer much more than a standard grammar, then has 
a five and one half page section on the EF itself mainly consisting of extremely useful lists. 
Lobeck"s Dissertatio has been most useful in its correct assertion that expressions of anger 
are particularly apt to generate highly affected figures (506).   
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Latin literature, not exhaustively and not in the order he presented them, but 
arranged according to this entitlement continuum.  
 At one pole of this continuum I place embedded idioms and stock 
phrases that, much like !sing a song" or !give a gift" in Present Day English, 
frequently have very little rhetorical impact. In other words, their aesthetic 
profile is extremely subtle, they strike a barely audible bass note on the 
stylistic register, and therefore, occupy the lower pole of our scale: 
mediocriter vestitam veste lugubri 
dressed modestly in a mourning dress (Ter.Haut.286). 
Here, the etymological ablative effects pure verbal strengthening and 
adjectival support.228 It is doubtless no coincidence that Terence, who, 
compared to Plautus, avoids the EF, feels free to utilize an expression from 
*&es-, a root that attests corresponding syntagma in several other IE 
languages which were either inherited, or formed indepentantly at a very early 
stage.229 It is relevant to note here, however, that even a phrase such as this, 
in which the idiom has a clear grammatical function, also admits of stylistic 
analysis based on its alliteration.230 The same might be said of any number of 
times Homer uses an EA from *&es- to qualify a character"s clothing: $'-i +K 
Q4m-%60 'j4060 I110* (Od.24.59). Also, note that once a figure becomes 
this idiomatic even manifestations without an attribute can be quite low profile, 
as in the following, relatively unaffected description of Telemachus putting on 
                                                
228 Haffter (19): “ganz im Dienste der Steigerungen der Rede stehen” cf. Leo, Gesch. d. röm. 
Lit.251. 
229 As we know by now 'j4060 I**71J0. is commonplace in Homeric Greek. In addition, 
Vedic attests vástra- vas- several times and Avestan vastra- vah-. Interestingly, the other 
dressing figure that occurs only once in Homer, H0*A* I10JK, is quite closely matched by 
Avestan vaste va9han8m.  
230 Ibid, footnote 2. 
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his clothes in the morning: ­-*76" Q-" 5G 'd*3T.* R+7113%& T:8%& 7M/&, / 
'j4060 H11e4'*%& (Od.2.2-3).  
 The next rung up in the continuum consists of figures that achieve a 
very low stylistic profile when they are in their proper niche:  
hostes autem omnes iudicati qui M. Antoni sectam secuti sunt (Cic.ad 
Brut.1.3.4). 
In this case the figure, !they followed the following of Anthony" achieves a 
modest stylistic effect.231 It is simply the use of an established political idiom in 
a politicizing context.232 A good Homeric parallel is m%78>& m%78'N%71. 
$0-O4'*%., · JD4.& 516U (Il.24.652). The main difference between figures on 
this second rung of the entitlement continuum and the first one is that they 
need a specific context to be comfortable. Pulled out of their politicizing 
context sectam sequi and m%78>& m%78'N%71. require more adaptation to 
context or genre than vestita veste or 'j4060 I**71J0. to be acceptable. 
 Next, we have figures of the second rung amplified by a further 
rhetorical or stylistic device:  
ius iurandum quod populus idem magna voce me vere iurasse iuravit 
(Cic.Ad Fam.5.2.7).233 
This usage exemplifies the amplification of a pre-existing juridical formula (ius 
iurandum), and illustrates that even an idiom which in certain contexts may 
have minimal rhetorical effect may, via paronomasia or other heightened forms 
of repetition, become an affected figure. There are similar heightenings of 
standard idioms in Plautus, e.g. hau decorum facinus tuis factis facis 
                                                
231 It is “stilistisch anspruchslosen”, Haffter (13). 
232 For attestations of this purely Latin collocation see ibid (13-14), Landgraf (21), Traina (40-
41).  
233 Haffter (14). 
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(Aul.220). For a Homeric example note the paronomastic expansion in the 
following lines: 
 ¸;6F- 4]* 4'6> 6%)1.*, ^1%. E2B?@-N$2/ '(1:, 
 E2B?X) E2B?.s./ J':%7 $0-> 1B406. ¹8%7 (Il.10-414-15).  
 The next category involves expressions taken out of their most natural 
context for stylistic reasons. Nomen nominare, in addition to having impressive 
correspondences in several I.E. languages, was an Old Latin idiom 
appropriate to contexts where some pathos was in order. We see it on the 
epitaph of a certain Claudia and twice in early tragedy: 
 nomen parentes nominarunt Claudiam (C.I.L. 12 1211)234 
 quae nunc nominatur nomine Argo (Enn.Trag.208) 
 quis meum nominans nomen exciet (anonymous tragic frag. 97 R.). 
But Plautus satirizes the figure in the Asinaria by moving it into the mock legal 
condiciones meretricis which the Parasite is to !read through" (leges pellege, 
747). Here, Diabolus" mistress, when she throws dice, is not to say !you" but 
must !name him by name:" Cum iaciat, +te! ne dicat: nomen nominet (780).235 
In the case of Homer, of course, we do not have anything useful in Greek that 
predates the poems, but if we assume that #$%& '($')* was a rather run of the 
mill expression at the time of the composition of the Iliad, Agammemnon"s 
caustic use of it to scold Calchas in book one can be seen as a low profile 
figure given higher profile by its arrangement in context:  
4e*6. ;0;,* %d $@ $%6Y 4%. 6A ;-B97%* .d'%)· 
0(': 6%. 6> ;e;" 516i T:80 T-'1i 40*6'X'1J0., 
51J8A* +" %6Y 6: $F .d'%) Y'2) %6" 56Y8'110& 
                                                
234 Gonda calls this a !pompous" figure. 
235 For more discussion of the movement to bombast here see Haffter  (21). 
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 prophet of bane, never once have you said anything useful to me; 
 It is always in your mind to prophecy evil. 
Not one time have you spoken an excellent word or made it come about 
(106-8).236  
That #$%& '($')* was an established idiom well before the time of the 
composition of the Iliad is almost certain. In fact, Rüdiger Schmitt 
reconstructed a Proto-Indo-European syntagm !speak a word" based on the 
exact match between #$%& #'.$' and Vedic vácas avocam: 
Schon gemein-indogermanisches Alter möchte ich für folgende 
+etymologische Figur! annehmen: idg. *&ek&os &ek&  +ein Wort / eine 
Rede sprechen! (264).237 
¸$%& '($')* is attested 31 times in Homer and thrice in Hesiod. The Homeric 
instances occur primarily in dialogue. In narrative we find only one formula 
three times #$%& +K W8%T7+*A* #'.$'* (at Il.5.683, 23.102, Od.19.362), and 
two occurrences of 4'6D'.$'* #$%& $C*6'11. $.T0N1;F* (Od.22.131=247), 
a phrase that is rather more disjointed than the others, since the noun likely 
depends on $.T0N1;F*.238 Hence, #$%& '($')* primarily characterizes 
speakers. As such its predominant function is to affirm the sagacity or 
suitabilty of the speech spoken either by another or by the speaker themselves 
(x16): 
                                                
236 The anomolous first aorist here ('r$0&) is actually a variant reading (Ar. 263a 354 729 Am) 
for 'r$'& (Did. 663 733 738 A B Fc). There is also manuscript evidence for metrically 
problematic #'.$'& and #'.$0&. Monro and Allen (OCT) print 'r$0&, while West prints 'r$'& 
and Latacz concurs.  
237 Cf. Weiss (1994: 141), who notes that the labio-velar in 'r$%* < *e-&e&k&om, ought to have 
succumbed to the pre-Mycenaean !m%7;/8%&" rule and rendered 'r;%*, but was analogically 
retained, or restored because of the close association of the verb with the noun: «the 
etymological connection between 'r$%* and #$%& was never obscured. The Greeks, no doubt, 
felt the figura etymologica of the idiom k& #$%& '($')*.» 
238 Allen inserts a comma after 4'6D'.$'*, and Murray translates accordingly: “(Agelaus) 
spoke among the suitors, and declared his word to all.”  
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6%?6% Y'2) ;06> 4%)-0* Y./'.)q !you said this word properly" 
(Il.15.206, Od.8.141 + its negation at 8.397, 21.278) 
6E+K .V'A9.+%/ $7;.*A* Y'2) !to say this shrewd word" (Il.7.375, cf. 
24.75, 744)  
% 6%. =$Em8Z6%* Y'2) #11'60. ^66U ;'* ._'0q !nor will the word be 
dispensable, which I say" (Il.2.361) 
6%?6% Y'2) *Z4'-6]& Y./'.)q !you said this word unerringly" (Il.3.204) 
%d+K ®8.%* Y'2) #11'60. ^66U ;'* ._'n !nor will the word be vain, 
which he says" (Il.24.92) 
5$'i 6E10 .d'.), ^1K `* $'$*74D*%& =*L- / ._'2/ !since you say such 
things as a shrewd man says" (Od.4.204-5) 
%d+D 6U $F $0-> 4%)-0* Y'2) *Z;'-+]& Y./'.)q !nor did you say yet 
an unprofitable word unduly" (Od.14.509) 
._'2/9/ Y'2), 6E ;' ;D-+.%* 'aZ, !I would say the word that would be 
more profitable" (Od.18.166) 
;-3*%* *?* ;0i 54%i +'.8 Y'2), ^66. ;'* ._'0 !fulfill now, for me, 
although a wretch, the word that I speak" (Od.20.115) 
Y'2) ._'09/ 6E 4%. ;060JN4.E* 516.* !that I may speak the word 
which is on my mind (Od.22.392). 
;0i 6%?6" Y'2) .d'2+ 0$0*6'& !and everyone said this word / agreed" 
(Hes.Fr.211.6) 
In all of these passages the figure is near the bottom of the entitlement 
continuum and the redundant noun functions in support of some sort of 
attribute, whether it be an adjective, demonstrative pronoun, relative, 
prepositional phrase, or combination of these. Most of the formulas that 
introduce these dialogues are what we might call neutral: they simply state 
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that the character is speaking, without explicitly specifying their emotional 
state (x11).239 Others characterize the speaker positively, that is they are 
rejoicing as they speak, or deliver their words with good intent (x3).240 In the 
case of Andromache"s lament over Hector"s corpse the figure heightens 
pathos (Il.24.744), and when Odysseus tells the suitors that Antinous" 
suggestion to put off the contest of the bow for another day is duly spoken 
(21.278), we are reminded that his words are insidious by their introduction: 
6%)& +] +%8%T-%*YF* 4'6YTZ $%8X4Z6.& R+711'X& (274). Hence, of 
these sixteen expressions in which #$%& '($')* constitutes an affirmation of 
the word spoken, the majority involve speakers whose emotive state is not 
particularly at issue, three involve words spoken with good intent and only two 
involve some deeper purpose (pathos and embittered subterfuge).   
 In addition, in several cases the tenor of the speech described by #$%& 
'($')* is itself more or less neutral (7): 
6E+K ~*h9'%* .V'.T+ Y'2) !they bid (me) speak this word" (Il.7.394) 
;3-7G, o& +L $-,6%& Y'2) 1 4Z6-i Y./'.+. (Od.16.469) 
xT-0 ;0J'sE4'*%& ._'n Y'2) ~+K 5$0;%N1} !so that he might sit, tell 
(his) tale and listen" (Od.19.98)  
=88K Q9' *?* G7*U'. Y'2), ^66. ;'* ._'0q !but come now, listen to the 
word that I speak" (Od.19.378) 
                                                
239 For example, starting at the top of our list, at Il.5.205 Poseidon"s dialogue with Iris is 
introduced simply by 6L* +" 0c6' $-%1Y'.$' |%1'.+eF* 5*%1:2JF*, and at Od.8140 we find 
6A* +" 0c6" ¡d-X08%& =$04':m'6% T@*Z1Y* 6'. Other neutral introductions to the above 
figures occur at Il.24.66, 2.336 (in this case Nestor starts out with some insults, but by the time 
we get to the figure he has shifted his tone and is merely giving Agamemnon advice), 3.203, 
24.89, Od.4.203, 14.507, 20.111, (introducing a prayer) and 22.390. The passage from the 
Hesiodic fragment also fits here. 
240 See Od.8.385-6, 7.367 and 18.163 (although here Penelope"s laughter is forced). 
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6%?6K Q-0 +'N606%* .d'.+ Y'2) !this was last word he spoke" 
(Od.23.342)241 
.V'.T+ ~+K 5$0;%?10. 54A* Y'2) !to speak and hear my word" 
(Od.24.262)242 
  zZU+.%* 9>- #$%& '($')*q mE' +A& ;0i Q40G0*q !for it is easy to say the 
  word: give me oxen and a wagon" (Hes.Op.453). 
The speech formulas that introduce all of these segments are !neutral", except 
for Od.19.378. Here Eurycleia"s words are actually introduced as doleful in one 
of the three in narrative instances of #$%& +K W8%T7+*A* #'.$'*, but by the 
time we get to the figure in her dialogue she has become more optimistic, 
since she is asserting to Penelope that the !stranger" looks very much like 
Odysseus.  In sum, #$%& '($')* was used most often in dialogue in contexts 
not necessarily emotionally charged. Usually, there was some affirmation of 
the validity of the word spoken.   
 In contrast to this general distribution there are several occasions in 
which the idiom surfaces in expression of anger and bitterness. In Odyssey 23 
Odysseus, after Penelope suggests that their bed be moved, says in perhaps 
feinged anger (W2JB10& … $-%1'T@*'') !you spoke this soul-wracking word" 
(6%?6% Y'2) J74089]& Y./'.), Od.23.183, cf. 16.69).  Here, the figure is in 
its usual line position. A negative adjective has simply replaced the more 
common affirmative ones. In the Iliad #$%& '($')* occurs in contexts of anger 
three times: once at 20.250 in Aeneas" contemptuous goading of Achilles to 
fight, once at 1.543 when Hera is upset that Zeus has spoken to Thetis and 
                                                
241 This figure is actually in narrative, but the narrative describes Odysseus telling the tale of 
his adventures. 
242 Here the tone is one of light mockery, since Odysseus is posing as someone else to 
Laertes and asking for news about himself. The syntax of the phrase is also more disjointed 
than most. 
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addresses him with mocking words (;'-6%4:%.1.), and once in Agamemnon"s 
vilification of Chalchas cited above (116). In one Hesiodic occurrence we find 
the phrase in a proverbial setting dictating how one should exact revenge 
when wronged: 
  4B 4.* $-/6'-%& ;0;A* #-G0. 
 4Z+] u'X+'1J0. 98@11Z& 2e-.*· '( +Y 1Y 9" Q-2} 
  6. Y'2) .V'v+ =$%JX4.%* ~] ;0i #-G0&, 
 +i& 6/10 6':*71J0. 4'4*Z4Y*%&· 
  Do not do him wrong first, 
 and do not lie to please the tongue. But if he wrong you first, 
 either saying hateful word, or by deed, 
 remember to pay him back double. (Op.708-11). 
The figure in Agamemnon"s threat to Chalchas announces itself as more 
marked than the other upwellings of #$%& '($')* in several ways, and hence, 
contributes to the threatening nature of the address. First, note the elaborate 
introduction: 
    6%)1. +" =*Y16Z 
 -F& <6-'¤+Z& 'd-y ;-':F* <904Y4*F* 
 =2*X4'*%&· 4Y*'%& +] 4Y90 T-Y*'& =4T.4Y80.*0. 
 $:4$80*6", x11' +Y %M $7-i 804$'6/F*6. 5¤;6Z*· 
 ºe820*60 $-@6.160 ;e;" W11/4'*%& $-%1Y'.$'·  
    Then rose up among them 
 the hero, son of Atreus, wide-ruling Agamemnon 
 deeply vexed,  his heart filled black with great rage, 
 eyes flashing like fire, and with an evil glare at Chalchas first he spoke 
 (Il.1.101-5). 
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After this we must assume that Agamemnon is spitting out his words at 
Chalchas. His tone is replicated in the alliteration alternating between !k" and 
!p" and !ph" in the first three lines he utters culminating in the figure $F 'r$0& 
#$%&. The fact that the figure, which in almost all other cases attaches an 
attribute of some sort, but here stands bare, calls more attention to it. It as if 
the speaker (and poet) is revelling in and savoring the redundancy. Further, 
aside from being the only possible attestation of the first aorist in the 
expressions, the phrase has been moved from its usual position as an aorist 
indicative with noun first, followed by intervening material and augmented verb 
at line end. In short, here we have a very good example of a figure, the 
predominate occurrence of which is far more matter of fact, embellished to 
interact with its context. All the upwellings of #$%& '($')* may now be placed 
on our continuuum: at the low end are the majority of figures that simply and 
unemotionally portray a character commenting that a word has been said, 
usually with some sort of affirmation. Thence, we move up in stylistic register 
through several more emotionally charged contexts, whether this involves 
pathos, ironic insinuation, or anger, to the utterly embittered words of 
Agamemnon to Calchas. In this case, Homer has erected various metrical, 
alliterative and perhaps even morphological signposts to indicate that this is no 
ordinary use of the stock phrase.   
 Another example of an adapted figure in Homer involves expressions 
for pouring a libation. Twice 2%L* 2')1J0. refers to an offering poured for the 
dead.243 Another funerary formula involves the adjectival perfect participle from 
2')1J0., 276L*: 
=4Ti $7-O*q 'rJ0- +] WB#1+ 5$i 90)0* YW.B%+  
                                                
243 2%L* 2')1J0. $w1.* *';N'11.*, (Od.10.518, 11.26). 
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Around the pyre, then they piled up piled earth (Il.23.256). 
 6, ;D %M %d+] J0*E*6. WB#1+ 5$i 90)0* YW.B%+  
 Nor did they pile up piled earth for the dead man (Od.3.258). 
In Aeschylus 2N1.* 2')1J0. refers to libations poured to the dead. Electra 
considers in what manner she should pour offerings at Agamemnon"s grave:  
 1)9" =6:4F&, £1$'- %c* =$@8'6% 
$06B-, 6e+" <>W,%"%, 9e$%6%* Ws"/+,  
16':2F,  
Or, in silence and shame, as he perished, 
My father, after pouring these, a libation drunk by sod, 
Do I return? (Ch.94-6). 
This suggests that both 2%L* and 2N1.* 2')1J0. denoted poured offerings to 
the dead. Hence, the following passage from the Odyssey, in which the 2X1.& 
is a pile of leaves, can be seen as mock funereal: 
 5* +K Q-0 4D11} 8D;6%, Wg"/+ +K <'.W.g%#2 TN88F*.  
Then he bedded down in the middle (of the thicket), and piled up a pile 
of leaves (Od.5.487). 
Immediately after this Athena pours sleep over Odysseus" eyes ([ +" Q-" 
<JB*Z / $*%* 5$" x4401. 2'?", 491-2) reminding us of the brotherhood of 
»¼$*%& and ±e*06%&. A paradox arises since, by piling up his barrow, 
Odysseus creates a cocoon that protects his naked body from the elements 
and helps to save his life. Despite LSJ BI the use of the middle of 5$.2YF here 
as !pour for oneself" is odd, especially with the cognate idiom, which in all 
other instances in Homer and Aeschylus indicates, either in middle or active 
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voice, offerings poured for others.244 This further underlines Odysseus" life-
saving action as, paradoxically, an auto-interment. It is as if he is pouring a 
libation at his own gravesite. In another, this time deeply pessimistic, self-
burial passage Theognis plays upon the Homeric paradox: 
 |e*6F* 4]* 4L T?*0. 5$.2J%*:%.1.* Q-.16%*"  
   4Z+" 51.+')* 0d9>& WGY%& ~'8:%7,  
 !TX*60 +" ^$F& ­;.160 $X80& <:+0% $'-310." 
   ;0i ;')1J0. $%88L* 93* 5$04Z1e4'*%* 
 The best of all things for humankind is not to be born 
 and not to look upon the rays of the piercing sun. 
 But, if born, to reach the gates of Hades as quickly as possible, 
 and to lie dead having heaped much earth upon oneself. (1.424-7). 
A key link between this and the passage from the Odyssey is the use of the 
middle 5$04e%40. here and at Od.5.482 (QT0- +" 'd*L* 5$04B106% 2'-1i 
T:8}1.*). In both passages the character is literally digging their own grave. 
 Another mode of expression the EF conveys, according to Haffter, is 
colloquializing bombast for comic effect:   
si Parthi vos nihil calificiunt nos frigore frigescimus (Cic.Ad 
Fam.8.6.4). 
This figure is clearly a coinage, and Haffter (12) saw it as evidence that the EF 
subsisted in everyday speech both at the level of specific, embedded 
expressions (facinus facere etc.), and as a matrix upon which new 
expressions might be coined. In Hesiod, as discussed in chapter one, we find 
the rather affected figure ;E;;7G ;%;;Ns'., which, because of its 
                                                
244 A libation of leaves is also quite odd, a 2%B being generally liquid. The 2X1.& of leaves 
calls to mind the poured earth (276L* 90)0*) of the pyre passages. 
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onomatopoetic replication of the sound of the bird it characterizes, may have 
suggested itself at a more basic level than pure coinage. Homer characterizes 
Hephaestus by having him construct an onomatopoetic figure, heavily 
accentuated by further alliteration, describing the stream of Ocean around the 
cave of the Nereids: 
 5* 1$3P 980T7$[· $'$i +] \N2) ²;'0*%)% 
=T$[ 4%$4X$F* \,.+ Q1$'6%&· 
… in the smoothed out cave, and surrounding us the stream of Ocean 
streamed incessantly, murmuring with foam (Il.18.402-3). 
The power of streams and rivers to conjure such collocations is demonstrable 
in several languages. The phrase zE%& zD'* < *sroB-os *sreB- forms a 
matching syntagm with Vedic sravas srav-:245  
satyámugrasya b"hatá' sá+ sravanti sa+ srav!') 
sá+)yanti rasíno rás,' pun,nó bráhma%, hara índr,yendo pári srava  
The common streams of true power stream together; 
The fluids of the fluid coalesce. Among the ritual words intoned, o 
saffron one, flow (RV 9.113.5).  
In Latin we find a similar onomatopoetic expression from a different root: 
UBEI CONFLOUONT FLOUI EDUS ET PORCERBA, IBI TERMINUS 
STAT Where the two streams stream together, the Edus and Porcerba, 
there the boundary stands (ILLRP 517).246 
The highest profile figures do not even suggest themselves at the level 
of onomatopoetics, or any other iconic level. They are coinages entitled solely 
by specific context and/or genre. At this level in Plautus we find, in addition to 
                                                
245 If we follow Pokorny, srava- m. !das Fleissen" (= gr. zE%&) the match would be exact; but 
he does not explain why Brugmann"s law did not operate on the !o" of PIIR *srovos. 
246 Compare Cic.de Div.1.35 ut flumina in contrarias partes fluxerint. 
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Ballionem exballistabo mentioned in Chapter 1, such zany concoctions as 
opsonabo opsonium !provide provisions" (Stich.440), as Haffter points out (26), 
an elaboration of the more dignified idiom opsonium curare. Further, in an 
abusive exchange in the Rudens, when Charmides complains that he may be 
sick, the pimp, Labrax rails !pulmoneum edepol nimi! uelim uomitum uomas" !I 
really hope, by Pollux, that you puke a pulmonary puke" (511). Many of the 
highest profile figures in Homer feature denominative verbs, such as 0(24>& +K 
0(24C11%71. (Il.4.324) coined by Nestor in playful banter with Agamemnon as 
described above, and 6')2%& 56'.2U110*6% (Il.7.449) coined in bombastic 
indignation by Poseidon as a periphrasis of 6')2%& #+'.40* in narrative at 
7.436.  
To reiterate, Haffter identified five points on what I am calling the 
entitlement continuum (1,2,3,4, and 6 below). I have added an addition 
category (5). Arranged from lowest to highest stylistic profile the points on the 
continuum are as follows: 
1. Oft recurring idioms as pure verbal strengtheners / adjectival 
supporters 
2. Phrases entitled in genres or sub-genres, such as political formulas 
3. Category 2 + paronomastic or other means of amplification 
4. Phrases pulled out of their entitled context for comic or parodic 
effect 
5. !Coinages" suggesting themselves on an iconic level beyond pure 
spontaneity 
6. Nonce coinages entitled specifically in their immediate context. 
As we will see, this is just a rough, introductory delineation of an extremely 
complex spectrum. More subtle distinctions will emerge as we analyze the 
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stylistics of each figure throughout Homeric and Hesiodic poetry. Keep in mind 
also that the principles of semantic detachment and phonetic mutilation 
discussed in chapter one also have a direct influence on the stylistic profile of 
a figure, so that the analysis of the poetic register of each phrase is, in the 
end, a complex process of synthesizing data from various angles.  
3.2 Contexts of entitlement: 
In the older scholarly tradition we repeatedly find the statement that the 
EF is more at home in poetry than in prose. To provide but one example, in his 
study of the etymological figures of Latin, Landgraf begins with the following 
statement: 
(quamquam (figura etymologica) latissime in prisca et Romanorum et 
Germanorum poesi patet, tamen prosae quoque orationi nec minus 
profano quam sacro sermoni ita insedit, ut nec ulla florentis linguae 
Latinae aetate prorsus evanuerit. 
Hence, we see that, although Landgraf asserts that the EF is most prevalent in 
archaic poetry, he also acknowledges its presence in prose, oratory, profane 
and sacral speech, and basically throughout Latin. More recent scholars have 
reversed this assessment: both Wills, working primarily with Latin, and Fehling 
working with Greek, asserted that the EF is actually more common in prose 
that poetry (246 and 154 respectively).247 In the end, this contradiction arose 
from the fact that a broad distinction between prose and poetry in terms of the 
EF is too coarse. In Latin, while Caesar eschews the figures altogether, they 
are nonetheless more common in Livy and Cicero than in Virgil and Ovid.248 
                                                
247 The significance of the EF in antique prose had been formerly noticed by E. Norden 
(1913:144-5). 
248 This observation stems from a survey of the lists of Müller and Landgraf. Cf. Wills (244): “it 
is clear that many pairs (pugnam pugnare, facinus facere, vitam vivere, occidione occidere 
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Plautus uses them freely and flamboyantly, Terence sparingly and 
conservatively. In Greek, they are quite frequent in Homer and Hesiod, but 
almost non-existent in Lyric. In Greek prose, Thucydides is quite constrained 
in his usage, Plato and Herodotus quite liberal. In short, the prose-poetry 
distinction is non-existent; we need a more fine-grained set of criteria for 
determining entitled contexts. This study will show that even an author-by-
author assessment is too blunt: there are entitled and unentitled contexts 
within the Homeric and Hesiodic corpora. Ultimately, there is no reason to 
believe that any ancient author"s use of the figures is indiscriminate.249  
It is safe to assume that if an author was striving for brevity such 
redundant phrases would have been off limits. This assertion is especially 
applicable to the figures used without attributes attached. A comment by 
Gaedicke, reinforces this observation: 
It is assumed as a priori that the attributeless and unadorned 
etymological, internal accusative, which adds no new impetus to the 
character of the action, and only portrays that same emptiness with a 
certain recognizable irony, in times where one speaks only what is 
necessary, is not applicable.250  
When we realize that there are times in Homeric poetry when the sober tone of 
the narrative does not allow excess verbiage, and other times when excess 
verbiage, for various reasons, is precisely what is desirable, we create the 
possibility that the presence of the EF, or lack thereof, can open a window into 
analyses of differing registers, or rhetorical postures, in epic diction. 
                                                                                                                                       
etc.) are unexceptional in Livy and Cicero. In poetry, however, this stream dries up more 
quickly.” 
249 See Wills (207-221) for remarks regarding the practices of individual Latin authors in the 
general use of polyptoton. Specific use of the EF is even more idiosyncratic.  
250 This translated from German (157-8). 
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Unfortunately, in post-Parryan scholarship this is a perilous assertion in and of 
itself. The first step in delineating the epic contextual blocks or sub-genres 
conducive to the EF is to step outside of the poems themselves and observe 
where such figures are most comfortable in general terms. Most of the 
research that has been done along these lines is on Latin, and the most 
frequently cited observation is that, in Latin, the oldest attestations of such 
phrases were in legal, military and constitutional formulae.251 Hence, I begin 
my analysis of the dispersion of the Homeric and Hesiodic figures by 
assessing the validity of this claim. 
3.2.1. Military formulae: 
 A small group of figures that appear to represent military formulae have 
occupied a prominent position in sections on the internal accusative in Latin 
and Greek grammars for almost a century.252 The Latin figures typically cited 
in these sections are Plautine pugnam pugnare and militia militatur.253 In the 
two early studies that treat etymological figures in Latin more extensively 
pugnam pugnare gets considerable attention along with bellum bellare, 
proeliabantur proelium, and militare militiam.254 Hence, to the casual observer, 
Latin, or more specifically Latin scholarship, would suggest a convincing and 
archaic military venue for at least the etymological accusative.255     
                                                
251 Leumann (38), “die älteste Belege sind juristiche, militärische und staatsrechtliche 
Formeln.”  
252 This assertion was first made by J.B. Hofmann, Stolz-Schmalz (1928: 380) and repeated in 
Leumann as per above. 
253 Further examples of Latin grammarians who cite these examples are Draeger (387), 
Woodcock (8-9), etc. 
254 Landgraf (21), Müller (13-14). 
255 This situation has repercussions for people working in other fields. For example, in his 
article on the cognate object Jones (103), citing Woodcock, felt it necessary to discuss the 
passivization of the CO pugnam pugnare > pugnata pugna est. In my view this is akin to 
feeling it necessary to account for the syntax of Dr. Seuss" phrase “the thinks you can think.”  
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  In his study of stylistic repetition in Sanskrit Gonda finds a curious 
correspondence between “fixed phrases of a highly technical character” in 
Vedic literature and the fact that “Latin examples concern juridical, political and 
military formulas.” He then lists the typical examples of the Latin grammars, 
suggesting that he is relying on them for the validity of the Latin venues. One 
should add here that Vedic, and post-Vedic Sanskrit literature does have a 
considerable number of etymological figures of martial quality. However, none 
of the roots that generate these figures correspond to generative roots in other 
I.E. languages, suggesting independent and isolated development. Some 
examples are jayatu jétv,ni !let him win booty" (RV.6.47.26), yé sáh,+si 
sáhas, sáhante !who by might won victories" lit. conquered conquering by 
conquering (RV.6.66.9). The root *se0h-, Grk. #2F does in fact generate a few 
nominative expressions in Homer, but these are of an entirely different 
semantic nature and should not be connected with the Vedic paronomasia. 
Overall, the distribution of phrases involving cognate repetition in Sanskrit is 
much broader than in Latin and Homer, and the existence of martial phrases in 
Vedic ought not to be used as a basis for comparison.    
 It may be no coincidence that the Latin grammarians created a category 
of military formulae after the publication of Brugmann"s Comparative Grammar 
of Indo-European Languages. His Paradebespiel for the internal accusative 
both with and without an attribute is einen (schweren) Kampf kämpfen.256 
Further, the three Homeric examples he lists are all of a military flavor: Q88%. 
+K =4TK Q88}1. 4C2Z* 54C2%*6% *D'11.*, Q$-Z;6%* $E8'4%* $%8'4Us'.* 
                                                
256 1909:620-21. Other I.G. grammarians follow Brugmann, e.g. Hirt (1934:83). 
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and =$'.80i, 6>& p-F1i* =$'U8'%*.257  Greek grammarians also show a 
penchant for listing the military phrases.258 This preference may arise from the 
fact that the idiom !fight a fight" is such a clear example of an internal 
accusative. The !fight" is abstract, and cannot be argued to have any existence 
either before or after the verbal action.   
 I find it informative that Fehling, who collected the entire group of 
etymological Wiederholungsfiguren in pre-Gorgian Greek more exhaustively 
than any before him dropped the !military" from the standard phrase of the 
Latin grammars when noting the correspondence between Roman and Greek 
mileus: 
Einige Belege weisen darauf hin, dass die figura etymologica einen 
besonderen Platz in der Sphäre der offiziellen Rechts- und 
Verwaltungssprache hatte. Das steht im Einklang mit den 
Verhältnissen im benachbarten Italischen (153). 
Most recently, Wills, who includes a section on !battle polyptoton" in his book 
on allusive repetition, makes the following comment: 
Despite the passages cited, it should be kept in mind how many 
opportunities for battle polyptoton are foregone by historians (and one 
might even say avoided by someone like Caesar who has fewer 
examples than most poets). The general absence of such forms from 
Caesar is significant and it may not be surprising that a more dramatic 
author like Livy is really the only Republican or Augustan historian to be 
accounted for (196). 
                                                
257 Ibid (621). Brugmann"s examples from Latin and Old Irish also include !military" idioms: Lat. 
hoc bellum bellare, Ir. b,gim-se b,ig. Cf. Hirt (84) who does list non-military examples from 
Homer as well, e.g. m%78L* m%7'X'.*. 
258 See Schwyzer (74), whose two Homeric examples are 4e2Z* 54e2%*6% and $/8'4%* 
$%8'4:s'.*. Cf. Meillet-Vendryes (550-51). 
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Note here that within Will"s battle section, while there are an abundance of 
noun + noun and verb + verb figures, there are no figures involving what he 
calls verb polyptoton, or figura etymologica proper.259 Thus, more recent 
scholarship hints at the questionability of a bona fide military provenance for 
the Latin and Greek figures, but we are still without a systematic analysis of 
Hofmann"s assertion of such formulae in Latin and the prevalence of figures 
with an overtly martial appearance in the Greek and Indo-European 
grammars. 
 It has been remarked above that the earliest figures adduced from Latin 
to prove the existence of ancient !military formulae" are Plautine. We have also 
noticed that the playful repetitiveness and at times absurd tautology invoked 
by such figures is so well-suited to his style as to cause the creation of entirely 
ad hoc phrases such as Ballionem exballistabo and dentes dentiant.260 Now, 
taking our Plautine examples with a grain of salt, let us examine more closely 
the individual passages used by Hofmann et al. to assert a martial venue for 
etymological phrases. At the start we should note that Haffter, in a remark 
directly in reference to Hofmann"s postulation of !sacral formulas" based on 
vota vovi, comments that in general Hofmann seems to have gone too far in 
his assignation of categories.261  
 The first figure to be dealt with in a thorough manner is pugnam 
pugnare. We might remark first off that in both the nominal form, pugnam, and 
                                                
259 Wills has a chapter (8) entitled Verb Polyptoton in which he does cite Plautus, istam 
pugnam pugnabo, saying that “the alliteration and etymological word play fit his aesthetic” 
(243). 
260 Although McCartney (347) calls Ballionem exbalistabo “an effective military figure”, we 
should be careful not to think of it as anything but a dramatic invention facilitated by Greek 
m088')*. As noted above, the verb is a hapax from ballista.   
261 “Im übrigen scheint mir Hofmann in seinen Zuweisungen noch zu weit zu gehen” (326). 
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verb, pugnare, we are dealing with internal Latin derivation, or back formation 
from pugnus !fist", and that construction of even a proto-Italic, much less Indo-
European syntagm is out of the question.262 In early inscriptions the verb 
pugnare refers, at times, to a military engagement: MACEL[AMQUE OPIDOM 
P]UCNANDOD CEPET (C.I.L.12.25 260 B.C.E.). Later Inscriptions attest 
usage in reference to gladiatorial contests: CUMVE GLADIATORES IBEI 
PUGNABUNT (C.I.L.12.593.138 45 B.C.E.). The noun, pugna, however, is 
unattested before Plautus. 
 A close look at the context of pugnam pugnabo at Pseudolus 524 
serves to undermine its validity as a serious military formula: 
Ps. priu! quam istam pugnam pugnabo, ego etiam prius 
dabo aliam pugnam claram et commemorabilem. 
Simo. quam pugnam? Ps. em ab hoc lenone uicino tuo 
per sycophantiam atque per doctos dolos 
tibicinam illam tuo! quam gnatus deperit 
ea circumducam lepide lenonem.    
 Ps: Before I fight this fight of yours, I will fight another fight, famous and 
 to be Remembered.263 
 Simo: What kind of contest? 
 Ps. You"ll see. I will employ some skillful diplomacy 
 and cunning tactics, to remove neatly from his 
 grasp the singing girl who inspired a fatal passion in your Son"s heart.   
                                                
262 Pugnus > pugnare on the analogy of cura > curare types and subsequently pugnare > 
pugna. This derivational scenario is communis opinio, cf. Buck (1933:313). 
263 This first part is thus (over)-translated by Rosén to emphasize the semantic equivalence of 
pugnam pugnare and pugnam dare. 
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Since, the pugnam mentioned before was tricking Simo out of money, and the 
pugnam referred to in the quote is tricking a pimp out of a flute-girl, what we 
have here in pugnam pugnabo is at best a parody of an etymological figure in 
a military formula. Add to this the fact that  pugna can also refer to a boxing 
match, a meaning closer to its derivation from pugnus, or a gladitorial contest, 
and it seems that we are quite far from having a securely attested military 
venue. Also note here the cross-linguistic tendency to express the striking of a 
blow, be it with a fist or other object, as a singular act, as evidence for an 
idiom of a very basic and colloquial nature. In other words, there is nothing in 
this passage to suggest the plurality involved in a military confrontation, or to 
cite as evidence for miltary formulae.  
   The active construction, pugnam pugnare, is attested elsewhere only 
once in a fragment of Lucilius (1339) magnam pugnauimu! pugnam, and once 
in Livy 6.42.5. Donatus, who refers to the phrase as =-20.14/&, says that in 
Lucilius the battle in question is a pugna amatoria.264 Otherwise the idiom is 
rendered in the passive.265 In the Amphitruo we find the passive construction 
used to refer to a military battle, albeit in Sosia"s bombastic description of a 
battle he did not participate in, but missed breakfast for:  
 ipsusque Amphitruo regem Pterelam sua optruncauit manu. 
 haec illist pugnata pugna usque a mani ad uesperum 
 (hoc adeo hoc commemini magi! quia illo die inpransus fui)  
 Amphitryon himself, by his own hand, slaughtered king Pterela 
 this fight was fought there all the way from dawn to dusk 
                                                
264 Krenkel compares noctipugam (Frg. 1246), although this puga is from Greek $79B !butt", 
and Plaut.Ps.524. 
265 Diomedes Grammaticus (1.1.p 6) lists the construction in the passive. 
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 (I clearly rememember all the more because I went without breakfast 
 that day) (252-4).   
 Apart from Plautus and Lucilius the phrase pugnam pugnare and its 
more common passive equivalent occur only sporadically in later prose. In his 
Commentarii, Caesar  exhibits a studied avoidance of the figures in favor of 
adverbial expression:266 
 Ita ancipiti proelio diu atque acriter pugnatum est. (BG.1.26.1).267 
Note the use of a synonym of pugna in the ablative (proelio), or alternatively, 
vario certamine pugnatum est (BC1.46.4).268 This practice follows the general 
tendency of replacement of the etymologically related noun with an equally 
empty semantic equivalent noted by Rosén, and the specifically Latin 
tendency to move internal accusative expressions into the ablative noted by 
Landgraf. As for pugnam Caesar and pseudo-Caesar use it almost excusively 
with verbs of motion and prepositions, e.g.  ad pugnam contendunt (BH.40.4). 
So, even if we assert that pugnam pugnare was an idiom, we can not witness 
it undergoing replacement via a more general verb like dare, the regular 
replacement of  pugnare in Terence.269 
 The fact that the Commentarii attest forms of pugna 71 times and forms 
of pugnare 126 times may suggest a conscious avoidance of combining them 
in the same phrase. An unconscious avoidance would be a more compelling 
                                                
266 For the absence of such phrases in Caesar see Draeger (387) and Traina (422). Whether 
or not Caesar"s avoidance is due to an overall lack of the EF in military idiom, or is a sign of 
his own striving for an austere style is an open question.  
267 This is but one of several such examples, the passive also occurs with acerrime (BH.11.2), 
continenter (BC.1.46.1), comminus (BG.1.52.4); acriter occurs multiple times with the active, 
e.g. acriter pugnaverunt (BG.5.15.3). 
268 Livy also uses proelio and certamine pugnare. See Müller (13) for citations. 
269 One might note here the frequent occurrence in Caesar of bellum gerere/inferre in 
conjunction with bellum bellatum est first attested in Livy (8.40.1, cf. 7.29.1) and speculate that 
in Livy"s case the existence of an idiom with a noun + general verb of doing generated a 
literary figure.  
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suggestion that the expression pugnam pugnare simply did not exist in military 
idiom. At any rate, it is clear that the tautology of etymological phrases, 
combined with the fact that they call attention to their own redundancy by 
means of assonance, made them objectionable to Caesar. They must have 
lacked the austerity and gravitas the general, whom Aulus Gellius described 
as a gravis auctor linguae latinae (4.16.8), desired for his Commentarii.  
 Further prose attestations feature the passive construction pugna 
pugnata (est). Note Cicero"s use of the passive construction attaching the 
attribute acerrima to the etymological figure in contrast to Caesar"s adverbial 
acriter: 
 Cuius ex omnibus pugnis, quae sunt innumerabiles, uel acerrima mihi 
 videtur illa, quae cum rege commissa est et summa contentione 
 pugnata. (Mur.16).270 
It is important to consider the difference between Cicero"s use of the phrase 
here, which separates and essentially masks its redundant elements, and 
Plautine usage which revels in the redundancy. In this connection Nepos is 
more Plautine than Ciceronian: 
 Hac pugna pugnata Romam profectus nullo resistente (Hann.5.1). 
Other Latin authors clearly sought alternative phrases, often avoiding the 
ostentation of redundancy by avoiding assonance and replacing pugnam with 
another noun just as semantically empty, e.g. pugnavit...proelia 
(Hor.Carm.4.9.19-21) proelium male pugnatum (Sall.J.54.7). 
  In the end, there is no evidence that dictates against a supposition that 
Plautus, in fact, coined the etymological figure pugnam pugnare. There is no 
                                                
270 Further attestations of the idiom in the passive construction always attach an attribute in 
the form of an adjective or pronoun: Livy tam claram pugnam pugnatam (9.37.11, cf.40.52.6). 
For further examples see Landgraf (21).  
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epigraphical evidence for its existence in the numerous inscriptions concerning 
res militares. Although the formation from pugnus > pugnare evidently 
occurred quite early, the back formation from pugnare > pugna can not be 
proven to be pre-Plautine.  
 Hofmann"s other example of a military formula from Plautus, illa militia 
militatur  (Pl.Per. 232) occurs in a conversation between an ancilla and a puer, 
and the !military service" referred to is clearly figurative.271 The phrase finds no 
parallels outside of Plautus in the classical period and thus can not be used as 
an example of such phrases in real or literary military language.272 Unlike the 
Latin juridical formulae (discussed below) !miltary figures" do not find 
correspondence in extra-literary contexts, inscriptional or otherwise. The 
Plautine collocation pugnam pugnare is singularly bizarre; The bulk of the 
Latin literary examples we have suggest that the phrase made more sense in 
the passive.  
 It is generally safe to assume that the passive construction refers to a 
plurality of combatants and is thus equivalent to an active 3rd person, or 
possibly 1st person plural. This accords with the passages in which Homer 
uses etymological idioms meaning aproximately pugna pugnata est or 
*pugnam pugnant, pugnabant. However, we should not put all of the Homeric 
passages reflecting this tendency on equal footing. For example, note the 
following passage.     
“_ RA$2+ 'aJK k& J74A& 5*i 16OJ'11. TU8%.1.* 
£& 6%. 9%N*0JK I$%.6%, mUZ +D 6%. #4$'+%& 'aZq 
=88C 1' R($%) 6'U-'. n4%UP%*q k& xT'8D* 6.& 
                                                
271 See OLD sv. 
272 Müller notes parallels from the Vulgate, Apuleius etc. (14). 
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=*+-,* Q88%& #2'.*, 1y +] ;%7-%6D-%.1. 4'6')*0..” 
pA* +K ~4'Um'6K #$'.60 w.$Z+/2) M$$E60 D16F-q 
“<6-'S+Z 4C80 4D* 6%. 59* 5JD8%.4. ;0i 0d6A& 
& #4'* k& ^6' +)%* ¬-'7J08UF*0 ;06D;60*. 
<88K % $F& ®40 $C*60 J'%i +E10* =*J-h$%.1.*q 
'( 6E6' ;%?-%& #0 *?* 0c6D 4' R($%) W$Cs'.. 
<88> ;0i & M$$'?1. 4'6D11%40. ~+] ;'8'N1F 
m%78 ;0i 4NJ%.1.q 6A 9>- RA$%) 516i R.$K+#0+.273 
xVW9X) +K %VW9F""2B"/ *'h6'-%., %j $'- 54')% 
n$8E6'-%. 9'9C01. $'$%UJ01U* 6' mUZT.*.  
“Old man, I wish that, like the valor in your heart, 
so your knees would follow and your strength were stalwart 
but evil old age presses upon you; if only some other man had it 
and you were among the youths” 
Then Nestor the horseman from Gerania answered him. 
“Son of Atreus, I wish I were as I was when I slew brilliant Ereuthalion. 
But the gods do not give all things to men at the same time. 
If I was a young man then, now old age attends me 
but even so I will be among the horsemen and will urge them on 
by counsel and words. For this is a privilege of old men. 
Younger men will spear (with) spears, who were born later than I 
and have confidence in their might. (Il.4.313-325). 
The first thing to notice about this passage is that, by the time we get to 
0(24>& +K 0(24C11%71. it is abundantly clear that Nestor is engaging in 
                                                
273 For a remarkably similar creation in Skt. cf. gurutvena jagadguro' !respectability is of the 
world-fathers" (K³l.R.10.64). 
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etymologizing wordplay.274 He adduces the etymological figure 93-0&, 9D-0& 
9'-E*6F*, which is, rather famously, a valid etymology up to this day, then 
concocts his own etymological accusative, 0(24>& 0(24C11%71..275 It is not 
enough here, however, to note that etymology begets etymology without also 
noticing the juxtaposition of styles of etymologizing Nestor engages in. After a 
complex and learned nominal polyptoton etymologically connecting cognates 
that had, to some degree, semantically detached -- old age, old men and 
privilege – he constructs an infantile EA to mock the upstart, neoteric warriors, 
and emphasize brain over brawn. In fact, it is quite possible that 0(24>& 
0(24C11%71. was as much an interpretational non sequitur to its ancient 
Greek audience as it is to us. Such concrete cognates as !spear or spearhead" 
generally make more sense in the dative. This particular EA does not occur 
elsewhere in Greek.276 The noun 0(24B !spear-tip" is attested in Mycenaean 
(ai-ka-sa-ma), while the denominative verb is hapax in Homer. The first post-
Homeric attestation of 0(24es'.* distracts Nestor"s figure into manageable 
parts, while retaining the pejorative denotation of the verb. In Aeschylus" 
Persians Atossa describes to the ghost of Darius the taunts that drove Xerxes 
to his folly:    
60?6e 6%. ;0;%)& n4.8,* =*+-e1.* +.+e1;'60. 
J%X-.%& ½Y-GZ&. 8Y9%71. +" k& 1y 4]* 4Y90* 6Y;*%.& 
                                                
274 The speech of Nestor is itself more rife in etymological figures than the rest of the epic and 
the dialogue of any other character. Also, the phrase 6A 9>- 9D-0& 516i 9'-E*6F* seems to 
set up additional wordplay more than once, as evidenced by another line that follows the 
segment, this time spoken by Achilles, also featuring a rather oddly derived denominative: 
xT-K Q88Z* T-CsF*60. 5*i T-'1i 436.* =4'U*F (Il.9.421-3).  
275 93-0& and 9D-0& were originally strong and weak forms of the same acrostatic paradigm 
which split in Greek and became two lexical items. PIE Nom-Acc. *g6rh2-s, Gen. *gerh2-s-s. 
276 There is a famous example of an EA from the same root, ~2408@6'71'* 0(2408F1:0* 
with its Gothic counterpart ushanth hunth !he took prisoners at spear point" (Ephes.4.8, 
cf.Landgraf, 1881, 24), but neither its meaning nor formation bear much resemblance to the 
Homeric phrase.  
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$8%?6%* 5;6B1F 1y* %VW9(/, 6A* +" =*0*+-:0& $%  
#*+%* %VW9]C./+, $06-,.%* +" x8m%* %d+]* 0dGe*'.*  
Impetuous Xerxes, by associating with vile men, learned this. 
For they were saying that, while you won great wealth for your children 
with your spear, he, because of cowardice, plays the spearman at 
home, and does not increase his father"s estate (753-6). 
The spondaic line beginning formula of accusative plural noun + 
denominative fits a recognizable pattern within the etymological accusative 
group. This pattern, in turn, fits into a wider group, suggesting that innovative 
figures had a tendency to take this position.277 !Epic" futures in -0sF are not 
common, but the only way to form a future of a denominative in –0sF in the 3rd 
pl. with an initial long syllable without ending up with a cretic was by applying –
11-.278 The form 0(24C11%71. has the advantage of exactly reduplicating the 
noun in its first two syllables (0(24C1 0(24C1-1%71.) and, given the general 
principle that the greater the phonetic echo of a figure the more affected it is 
likely to be, it is safe to say that this is a nonce coinage motivated entirely by 
the specific dialogue in which it occurs. It would make about as much sense to 
assert its existence in the general military language of Greek as it would to put 
Ballionem exballistabo among real attestations of military formulae in Latin.  
     The next figure to consider occurs twice in the Iliad in almost identical 
formulae that vary only the attribute attached: 
¾(12-A* 9>- 6E+' 9K 516i ;0i 511%4D*%.1. $7JD1J0. 
4>u %6F 6%.E*+' 6%1E*+' 6' 80A* <20.,* 
Q$-Z;6%* 'K?.92+ '2?.9=C./+ ~+] 4C2'1J0. 
                                                
277 For full discussion of this point see Chapter 4. 
278 Although not all forms of this type are 3rd pl., cf. J074e11'60.. 
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=*+-C1. $07-%6D-%.1., 6D8%& +K % $h 6. $DT0*60.q  
For this is a shameful thing even for future generations to hear,  
that so noble and so great an Achaean army so vainly warred  
a fruitless war and fought against fewer men, but no end has yet 
appeared. (Il.2.119-122). 
As a phonetic figure $E8'4%* $%8'4Us'.*, surrounded in this case by further 
alliterative echoing, conforms to the general observation that the two elements 
of more affected phrases consistently replicate large parts of each other, and 
that a majority of these types feature denominative verbs. The other instance 
of $E8'4%* $%8'4Us'.* references the duel between Paris and Menelaus. The 
passage is not as alliterative, but the fact that the semantics of $%8'4Us'.* are 
perhaps less apt to refer to one on one combat may make its profile just as 
high. 
                                                 =88C 1K #9F9' 
$0N'1J0. ;D8%40., 4Z+] G0*J[ '*'8Cf 
=*6Um.%* 'K?.92+ '2?.9=C./+ ~+] 4C2'1J0. 
=T-0+DF&, 4O $F& 6C2K g$K 0d6%? +%7-i +04O}&.  
                                                 But I urge you to stop, 
do not fight a man to man fight against blonde Menelaus 
           and do battle witlessly, or soon you may be vanquished by his spear.  
           (Il.3.433-6). 
The phrase $E8'4%* $%8'4Us'.* ~+] 4C2'1J0. fits into a broader category of 
expressions, many of them adverbial, ending with $%8'4Us'.* ~+] 4C2'1J0.: 
                                                   5* +] 1JD*%& _-1'* H;C16f 
 ;0-+U} Q88Z;6%* $%8'4Us'.* ~+] 4C2'1J0.  
 But she (Athena) roused the strength in the heart of each 
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 to fight and do battle without stopping.(Il.2.451-452=11.12, 14.152). 
The adverbial expression always occurs in the general narrative, in reference 
to incitements for the men to fight. The other uses of the formula outside of the 
two with the etymological expression follow suit. The segment occurs once in 
dialogue without $E8'4%* when Oilean Ajax says to Telamonion Ajax: 
;0i +K 54%i 0d6[ J74A& 5*i 16OJ'11. TU8%.1. 
4w88%* 5T%-4w60. $%8'4Us'.* ~+] 4C2'1J0.  
                                And the heart in my own breast 
incites me all the more to fight and do battle (Il.13.73-4). 279 
Both of the uses of the expression with the etymological accusative, on the 
other hand, occur in dialogue, in bitterly ironic injunctions not to fight. First, at 
Il.2.121, Agamemnon, in his test of the men, falsifies Zeus" deceptive dream, 
suggests retreating from Troy, and contemplates the shame of returning home 
without victory. Fenik noticed the humor, irony and reversals depicted in this 
scene: 
At B 110 (ff.) Agamemnon had made the proposal for the first time, but 
there he did not receive the answer he expected. The humorous irony 
of the peira assumes an added dimension if we see in the army"s 
behavior not only a contradiction of Agamemnon"s own expectations, 
but also a reversal of the normal response to a typical question. (30, 
italics mine). 
Second, at Il.3.435 Helen sarcastically enjoins Paris not to fight Menelaus 
even though he has boasted many times before of being his better in strength 
of hand and spear.280 Hence, if $%8'4Us'.* ~+] 4C2'1J0. is a military 
                                                
279 For other instances of this line segment see Il.3.67, 7.3. 
280 1 6' mU} ;0i 2'-1i ;0i #92'P TD-6'-%& 'r*0. (Il.3.431). 
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formula, $E8'4%* $%8'4Us'.* ~+] 4C2'1J0. is its antithesis, reserved for 
sardonic contexts. A final reinforcement of the antithetical nature of the phrase 
occurs when Achilles uses another etymological figure with $%8'4Us'.*, this 
time employing a compound adjective, in his injunction to Patroclus not to fight 
the Trojans once he has driven them from the ships: 
4L 1N 9K Q*'7J'* 54')% 8.80U'1J0. '2?.9=C./+ 
p-F1i -/?2'#2?A92/"/+  
Do not be eager, without me to war against 
The war-loving Trojans (Il.16.89-90). 
In this case, however, Patroclus" eventual response to this injunction not to 
fight is typical: he ignores it and fights anyway. Further, Achilles" words are 
meant to be taken at face value, and there is no implicit disdain in them. 
Hence, this last example serves to illustrate the difference between the 
tautological EF, as I have defined it, and other forms of polyptoton, in terms of 
the nuances each engender. While $%8'4Us'.* p-F1i T.8%$6%8D4%.1.* 
creates an opposition that heightens the gravity of Achilles" prohibition, both 
occurrences of $E8'4%* $%8'4Us'.* show an acute awareness of the 
phrases" vacuity, and seek to entitle that vacuity within specific contexts. 
 The best example of a military formula in Homer is the etymological 
accusative 4e2Z* 4e2'1J0., always used in the 3rd plural imperfect without an 
attribute:                                                  
Q88%. +K =4TK Q88}1. 9FW@+ <9FW2+#2 $N8}1.*q (Il.12.175). 
Q88%. +K =4TK Q88}1. 9FW@+ <9FW2+#2 *D'11.*, (Il.15.414). 
~+K ^11%. $0-> *Z71i 9FW@+ <9FW2+#2 J%1.*. (Il.15.673). 
16Z1C4'*%. +K <9FW2+#2 9FW@+ $%604%)% $0-K x2J0&, (Il.18.533). 
16Z1C4'*%. +K <9FW2+#2 9FW@+ $0-> *Z71i J%1., (Od.9.54). 
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The root that gave rise to this expression, *magh-, meant !to have power" or !be 
capable" as in Vedic mah- !enable", Goth. mag, OHG mag6n !be strong"; in 
Greek it is connected to 432%& !remedy" or solution (Doric 4w2%&) and 
possibly 4Z20*B.281 The meaning !do battle" and the etymological figure are 
Greek innovations; the phrase finds no match outside of Greek. There are, 
however, a few interesting parallels in Sanskrit phrases with similar semantics, 
in the 3rd pl. (note also the further paronomasia): 
3/r, iva prayúdha'  próta yuyudhu'  máry, iva suv$dho v!v"dhu'  
Forefighters, they (the Maruts) fought as heroes at spearpoint; as well-
flourishing young heroes they have flourished. (RV.5.59.5).  
Gaedicke noted the similar syntax of 54C2%*6% 4C2Z* and an etymological 
accusative from the Br,hmanas, ,jím ,janta !they were struggling the struggle, 
fighting the fight" (Çat.Br.2.4.3.4), and  Greek =9,*0 =9F*:s'60. (247 and 
244). The persistence of the 3rd pl. in 54C2%*6% 4C2Z* is particularly 
interesting in the passage from the Odyssey, which is embedded in a 1st 
person narrative, and is a bit jarring: 
               6E6' +O z0 ;0;L .A& 0r10 $0-D16Z 
\4)* 0(*%4E-%.1.*, j*K Q89'0 $%88> $CJ%.4'*. 
16Z1C4'*%. +K <9FW2+#2 9FW@+ $0-> *Z71i J%1., 
mC88%* +K =88O8%7& 208;O-'1.* 592'U}1.*.  
                      Then an evil lot from Zeus stood upon us 
in our terrible fate, so that we would suffer many pains. 
In battle array they battled the battle by the swift ships, 
hurled at each other with bronze spears (Od.9.52-5). 
                                                
281 See LSJ under 432%&, and LIV 379. 
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The rather sudden switch to 3rd person plural here is interesting given the 
predilection of the idiom itself to appear as such in the Iliad. It is as if the focus 
shifts for two lines to a general description of the battle between to Greeks and 
Ciconians, or perhaps focuses primarily on the Ciconians. Two lines later we 
switch back to 1st person plural (4Y*%4'*, 57).   
 Overall, 54C2%*6% 4C2Z* is a rather distant way of relating the general 
battle. Directly following one of the attestations of the phrase, the poet himself 
steps back, and reflects in the first person: 
Q88%. +K =4TK Q88}1. 9FW@+ <9FW2+#2 $N8}1.*q 
=-908D%* +D 4' 60?60 J'A* & $C*6K =9%-'?10.q 
Different men were fighting the fight by different ships; 
But hard would it be for me, as if a god, to relate all this (Il.12.175-6).  
In another instance the figure serves to focus the narrative from general to 
specific, plural to singular: 
Q88%. +K =4TK Q88}1. 4C2Z* 54C2%*6% *D'11.*, 
¸;6F- +K Q*6K ¾a0*6%& 5'U106% ;7+08U4%.%. 
Various men were fighting their fight at various ships, 
but Hector rushed straight for glorious Ajax (Il.15.414-5). 
 ¾(24>& 0(24C11%71. (x1), $E8'4%* $%8'4Us'.* (x2) and 4C2Z* 
54C2%*6% (x5) together constitute all of the overtly military etymological 
accusatives. Needless to say 8 is not an impressive sampling of hundreds of 
figures. Further, given the contexts in which they occur, we can effectively 
remove $E8'4%* $%8'4Us'.* and 0(24>& 0(24C11%71. from the military set. 
This leaves only one recurring formula persistently in the 3rd plural as the only 
military formula.  
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 The remaining accusative expressions in martial contexts do not have 
semantics that make them appear native to battle descriptions, but have been 
adapted to such usage. I have already discussed the fact that the mutilated 
forms of figures from *&er0- (#-9%* zYs'.*) may refer to vicious acts of war in 
the Doloneia.282 
      The noun in the alliterative accusative figure $340(60) $e12'.* may refer 
to various sorts of suffering, but in a few passages the pains are those 
associated with war. The one time the expression appears in the Iliad Ares 
complains to Zeus of what might have been his fate if he had not fled from 
Diomedes on the battlefield: 
0d6%? 'Z9%#I Y'%"W2+ 5* 0(*1.* *';C+'11.*  
There I would have suffered sufferings among the grisly corpses 
(Il.5.886). 
This passage clearly references the battlefield, but from a distance, as Ares 
has fled to Olympus. Zeus immediately castigates the war god for his pathetic 
tone and commands him to stop whining.283 In the Odyssey Telemachus uses 
the expression when he asks Menelaus if he has any news of Odysseus" 
whereabouts: 
8U11%40., 'a $%6D 6%U 6. $06L- 54E&, 51J8A& R+711'y& 
 #$%& ~D 6. #-9%* g$%16>& 5G'6D8'11' 
+O4f #*. p-hF*, ^J. 'F"W.#. 'Z9%#I <20.%U, 
I beg you, if ever my father, excellent Odysseus, 
fulfilled a promise for you, in word or deed, 
                                                
282 Tyrtaeus uses a similar phrase in a military context: ;$40+ +" xm-.40 Y$R% +.+01;Y1JF 
$%8'4:s'.* (11.27) 
283 4B....4.*X-.s' (Il.5.889). 
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in the Trojans" land where you Achaeans suffered sufferings, 
(Od.4.328-30). 
It should be noted here that an etymologizing tone has been set earlier in 
Telemachus" speech when he uses an emphatic etymological dative.284 
Further, Telemachus" words are bitter; he describes the destructive acts of the 
suitors and expresses a desire to hear news of the wretched death (879-A* 
x8'J-%*) of his father, so that the extremely fruitful emotive context of 
indignation and bitterness also motivates the figure. At best we have an idiom 
of general meaning, which, at any rate, may or may not have been felt to be 
etymological, adapted for reference to the pains of war.  
     It is worth remarking that the two times $O4060 $C12'.* refers to the 
sufferings of war are the only times it does not form an Adonic. The line-
ending formula consistently refers to the woes of the wanderer and sailor: 
thrice in the alliterative phrase +L +ZJ> TU8F* Q$% $O4060 $C12'. !Indeed, 
distant from dear ones he suffers sufferings" (Od.1.49)285 and twice in 
Odysseus" fictitious Cretan tale and Eumaius" reference to it: *?* +'?-% 6E+K 
j;F $O4060 $C12F* !now I have come here thence suffering suffering" 
(Od.17.444cf.524). 
Note the alliteration leading into the phrase as Zeus describes the 
manner of Odysseus" passage from Ogygia to Scheria: 
                                                       £& ;' *DZ60. 
%6' J',* '%4' %6' J*Z6,* =*J-h'F*q 
=88K ^ 9K 5'i 12'+UZ& '%87+D14%7 'O4060 $C12F* 
406U ;K '(;%16[ 2'-UZ* 5-UmF8%* j;%.6%, (Od.5.31-4). 
                                                
284 'a $%7 L'0'%) / J-8%?92T"/ 6'%)1.* !If ever you have seen with your own eyes" 
(Od.4.323-4). Note the enjambment of the schema over two lines. 
285 The identical formula occurs with conjugation of the verb at Od.8.411and Od.7.152. 
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Like many of the figures $340(60) $e12'.* always occurs in dialogue. It is an 
expressive phrase, often in highly alliterative contexts, used by Homeric 
characters to arouse pathos in an overly dramatic, or bitterly ironic manner. It 
is thus not surprising that it moved a few times into speech about war, but it is 
not a military formula.  
     The final etymological accusative that occurs in dialogue embedded in 
military narrative always uses an intervening relative and spans two lines. 
First, Poseidon, likening his voice to that of Thoas, goads Idomeneus to return 
to battle with a rhetorical question: 
¿+%4'*'? º-Z6,* m%78ZTE-' $%? 6%. &'./?%:  
%a2%*60., #X) p-F1i* &'.=?.2+ 7'& <20.,*´  
“Idomeneus, counselor of the Cretans, where have the threats  
Gone, which the sons of Achaeans threatened the Trojans?” (Il.13.219-
20). 
Next, Achilles, in another negative injunction this time designed to incite the 
men to battle, tells the Myrmidons not to forget the threats they threatened 
against the Trojans when they were waiting out his rage:  
7-4.+E*'& 4O 6U& 4%. &'./?F0+ 8'80JD1JF, 
y) 5$i *Z71i J%1.* &'./?.T#. p-h'11. (Il.16.200-201). 
From both these passages we may conclude that =$'.8L* =$'.8')* was a 
rhetorical figure used by Homeric characters in exhortations to do battle: The 
single occurrence of the idiom in narrative, in the Odyssey, might constitute an 
adaptation of the battle injunction:  
                                                       %d+K 5*%1U2JF*  
8OJ'6K &'./?F0+, 6>& =*6.JDf R+713P 
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$-,6%* <'@'.=?@"., .A& +K 5G'U-'6% m%78O*q 
                                          Nor did the earth-shaker 
forget the threats which he had first threatened 
against divine Odysseus, and he questioned the plan of Zeus 
(Od.13.125-127).  
 Those are all of the etymological accusatives of an even marginally 
military nature. There is one etymological dative that directly describes battle 
action, mY8'1.* m088')*: 
^11%. +L EA?."/+ E.E?Z%#%/´ %d+D 6. %r+' (Il.11.657). 
 EA?."/ EF??0"/q 1y +K '(1%-EF* =*D2'1J0.. (Od.16.277). 
The figure from the Iliad involves a general description of the wounded, and 
the darts of the figure in the Odyssey are those of the suitors launched against 
Odysseus in disguise. The verb m088')* occurs with an etymological 
accusative in a non-military context when the Cyclops casts a stone at 
Odysseus" ship: 
o& ;0i *?* $E*6%*+' E%?v+ EA?2) 909' *30 (Od.9.495). 
In general the semantics of m088')* are split along the lines of military and 
non-military contexts.286 Based on sheer numbers this lone representative of 
the ED occurring in battle narrative is not particularly impressive evidence for 
the construction"s adaptability to military contexts.287 
 The remaining phrases that could be classified as martial formulae are 
etymological nominatives. The first occurs in a simile that compares 
                                                
286 “The comparison between me88F “throw” and me88F “hit” is hampered by the fact that the 
former is used largely in a non-military sphere, while the later is used nearly exclusively in a 
military context” (De Boel, 131). 
287 It should be noted that non-tautological repetitions, such as !to hurl a dart and hit one"s 
target" are quite common, e.g. %d+K 8UF1' mD8%&, mC8' +K ¸;6%-%& \*.%230 (Il.16.737). 
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Idomeneus and Meriones to war and fear, Ares and Phobos, and, as 
discussed above, is best considered a literary creation: 
6[ +] oKE2) TU8%& 7MA& ®40 ;-06'-A& ;0i =60-mL& 
I1$'6%, p) 6K <-KE@". 608CT-%*C $'- $%8'4.16O*q 
                      His (Ares") son Panic, both mighty and fearless 
follows, who puts into a panic even the stalwart warrior (Il.13.299-300). 
Two other etymological nominatives occur in one passage in Iliad 4, in which, 
with the help of Athena, Menelaus is wounded, rather than killed. One involves 
a rather unique figure, grammatically, a !relative in apposition" to the main 
subject which is not an etymological figure: 
0d6L +K 0c6K aJ7*'* ^J. sF163-%& JW(.) 
2-N1'.%. "g+.W2+ ;0i +.$8E%& *6'6% Jh-ZG. 
¬* +K #$'1' sF163-. =-Z-E6. $.;-A& WP16E&q 
+.> 4]* `- sF163-%& 58O806% +0.+08D%.% 
;0i +.> Jh-Z;%& $%87+0.+C8%7 ~-O-'.16% 
4U6-Z& JK, ·* 5TE-'. Y$B9% 2-%A& I-;%& =;E*6F*, 
 %M $8')16%* Y$B#2q +.> $-A +] 'a106% ;0i 63&. 
            <;-E606%* +K Q-K WP16A& 5$D9-0u' 2-E0 TF6E&q 
0d6U;0 +K #--''* 040 ;'80.*'T]& 5G ¦6'.83&. 
She (Athena) guided it straight to where the gilded holders 
of the belt held together and the corselet fit together twofold. 
The sharp arrow fell into the well-fit belt, 
was driven through the fine wrought belt, 
            through the incredibly fine wrought corselet 
and the chain mail apron which he wore, a defense of the skin, fence 
against javelins, which defended him the most; but it drove through this. 
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            At last the arrow scratched the very tip of the man"s skin  
And at once black-clouded blood flowed from the wound (Il.4.132-40). 
Clearly this is one of the more repetitive passages we will find. It may be that 
there is some sardonicism intended. After all, Athena is helping Menelaus, but 
the result of her help is a wound in the groin. This paradox is mirrored by a 
switch in the meaning of aJ7*'* from one that brings the aim of the shooter to 
fruition, to one of deflection to a spot more favorable for the person who gets 
shot: 
¶& TC4'*%& $-%DZ;'q mD8%& +K aJ7*'* <JO*Z 
z)*0 $0-K WTJ084E*, 8'7;%y& +K 5$D-Z1'* W+E*60&. 
So speaking he made his cast, and Athena guided the spear 
to his nose, next to the eye and it pierced his white teeth (Il.5.290-91). 
The first figure in Iliad 4.132-40 finds a close echo later in the epic, but this 
time the victim, Hector"s brother Polydorus, is not so lucky, since he is hit in 
the back, and the spear pierces all the way to the front. An image in reverse of 
the description of Menelaus" armor:288 
6A* mC8' 4D11%* Q;%*6. $%+C-;Z& +)%& <2.88'y& 
*,60 $0-0S11%*6%&, ^J. sF163-%& JW(.) 
2-N1'.%. "g+.W2+ ;0i +.$8E%& *6'6% Jh-ZG 
            =*6.;-y +] +.A"W. $0-K W4T08A* #92'%& 0(24O, 
            9*yG +K #-.$K %(4hG0&, *'TD8Z +D 4.* =4T';C87u' 
                                                
288 Taking this ^J. quite literally, Edwards (ad. loc.) puzzles over the position of the W23'& 
here vs in the passage from book four, and goes so far as to speculate that either Menelaus, 
or more likely Polydorus has put his armor on backwards. Willcock attributes the discrepancy 
to carelessness in the use of formulae in one place or the other. I suggest that the proper 
place for the W23'& are in the front, and that the description of where Polydorus has been hit 
merely takes some liberty with the designation of ^J.. We might say !he was hit on the back 
right where the navel is". It does not mean that we are describing the navel as being on in the 
back. 
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;70*DZ, $-%6i % +K #80mK #*6'-0 2'-1i 8.01J'U&.  
Brilliant, swift-footed Achilles hit him with a javelin 
in the middle of the back as he darted past, where the gilded holders 
of the belt held together and the corselet fit together twofold. 
The spear-tip held its course clean through to the navel; 
and he fell to his knees with a groan. Then a dark cloud  
Enveloped him, and, slumping over, he clutched his guts towards him 
in his hands (Il.20.413-15). 
The same EN occurs in two other passages in close succession in Iliad 20, the 
second being an echo of the first. In this figure the W23'& are double 
crossbars on the gates of the makeshift wall the Achaeans have constructed 
to defend the ships along the beach. Here the irony arises from the fact that 
the holders fail to hold: 
                                  +%.%i +K #*6%1J'* JW(.) 
.dW2+ 5$Z4%.m%U, 4U0 +] ;8ZÀ& 5$0-O-'..  
            163 +] 4C8K 599y& (h*, ;0i 5-'.1C4'*%& mC8' 4D110& 
            'c +.0mC&, j*0 4O %M =T07-E6'-%* mD8%& 'aZ, 
            z3G' +K =$K =4T%6D-%7& J0.-%N&q $D1' +] 8UJ%& 'a1F 
m-.J%1N*}, 4D90 +K =4Ti $N80. 4N;%*, %d+K Q-K JW(.) 
<"W.8A#@+, 10*U+'& +] +.D6409'* Q887+.& Q88Z.  
Inside two intersected fasteners held fast (the gate), but a single bolt fit 
them together. He (Hector) came and stood quite close, set his feet 
and, pressing forward, he hit them in the middle and broke off both 
hinges. The stone fell inside with all its weight, the gates bellowed 
greatly all around, nor did the fasteners hold fast, but the timbers 
sundered this way and that (Il.12.454-61). 
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 Counting all of the figures discussed above in the most liberal manner, 
that is including examples such as the last one as two even though it is clearly 
but one echoed, and including the ad hoc phrases 0(24>& 0(24C11%71. and 
$E8'4%* $%8'4Us'.*, we reach a total of  16 out of 347289 figures that can 
even tenuously count as military formulas. The fact of the matter is that many 
of the long battle narratives in the Iliad provide the longest gaps between such 
phrases. Iliad 21, the great aristeia of Achilles, consisting of 611 lines houses 
but one EF in dialogue, and this in Poseidon"s indignant description of Apollo"s 
unrequited servitude to Laomedon as a cowherd of cows (m%?& 
m%7;%8D'1;'&, 448). The book abounds in other sorts of etymologizing and 
polyptoton, but shows marked restraint in its use of the EF. Book 17, which 
describes the fight for the corpse of Patroclus for 761 lines, has no 
etymological accusatives or datives and only two etymological nominatives, 
one in an aside about a herald Apollo assumes the form of (324-5), and one in 
a simile comparing a warrior to a stele (434-5). Book 11 starts with 615 lines of 
battle containing only one figure in dialogue: 
 s@9-'. <6-Y%& 7MY, 1y +" QG.0 +YG0. Q$%.*0· 
 $%88> +" 5* <*6.4e2%.% +/4%.& >./9*?/% >.T#%/ 
 take me alive, son of Atreus, and you will get a fit ransom; 
 for there are many stores stored in the house of Antimachus (131-2). 
In fact, the only Iliadic use of ;'.4B8.0 ;')60. is in supplications such as this 
one, inserted as short dialogues in battle narrative (cf.6.47) and meant to 
invoke pathos. In lieu of discussing all the battle narrative in which the EF fails 
to surface I refer the reader to the breakdown in the appendix. The marked 
                                                
289 This is the total number of EFs in Homer. See Appendices. 
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absence of the etymological figures from several, highly formulaic themes is 
even more impressive than the overall numbers. They do not appear when the 
narrative describes, in quick succession, individual warriors fighting and killing; 
they do not appear in any of the great duels; and they are absent from arming 
scenes. Since my primary interest is in illustrating where the figures do appear 
I will not spend a great deal of time listing the themes where they are not. I 
treat the arming scenes in greater detail in the next chapter. Here I give but 
three examples of formulaic battle narrative devoid of the EF: 
 6/* z" R+71'y& H6e-%.% 2%8F1e4'*%& me8' +%7-i 
 ;/-1Z*· · +" H6Y-%.% +.> ;-%6eT%.% $Y-Z1'* 
 0(24L 208;':Z· 6A* +] 1;/6%& x11' ;e87u', 
 +%X$Z1'* +] $'1@*, =-emZ1' +] 6'X2'" 5$" 0d6[. 
 Odysseus, angered because of his friend, hit him with his spear on the  
 temple: through the other temple the bronze spear tip pierced; darkness 
 covered his eyes and he hit the ground with a thud, armor clattering 
 around him (Il.4.501-4). 
 6/* z0 ;06" =1$:+0 +%7-i me8' ;-':F* <904Y4*F*· 
 · +" %d; #92%& #-76%, +.> $-A +] 'a106% 208;/&, 
 *'.0:-} +" 5* 9016-i +.> sF163-%& #8011'· 
 +%X$Z1'* +] $'1@*, =-emZ1' +] 6'X2'" 5$" 0d6[. 
Mighty Agamemnon hit him on his shield with the spear; but it did not 
stave off spear, the bronze pressed through and drove past his belt into 
his lower belly and he hit the ground with a thud, armor clattering 
around him (Il.5.537-40). 
  o +] 2'+:%* 4'90JX4%7 ¿T:6%7 7MA* 
 ¯F;BF* x2" Q-.16%*, o& 5* ;8'.6[ |0*%$3P 
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 %(;:0 *0.'6e01;' $%8Y11" Q*+-'11.* =*e11F*, 
 6A* me8" g$A ;8ZÁ+0 4Y1Z*· +.> +" =4$'-]& Q;-Z 
 0(24L 208;':Z $0-> *':06%* _4%* =*Y12'· (310) 
 +%X$Z1'* +] $'1@*, =-emZ1' +] 6'X2'" 5$" 0d6[. 
      ¾a0& +" 0c ¯/-;7*0 +0¤T-%*0 ¯0:*%$%& 7MA* 
 Â$$%J/f $'-.me*60 4Y1Z* ;06> 9016Y-0 6Xu'· 
 z3G' +] J@-Z;%& 9X08%*, +.> +" #*6'-0 208;A& 
 T71"· o +" 5* ;%*:}1. $'1* I8' 90)0* =9%16[. 
 Hector hit Schedius, the son of great-spirited Iphitus, far best of 
the Phocians, who had his home in glorious Panopeus and ruled over 
many men. Hector struck him beneath the middle of his collar bone, 
and clean through passed the sharp, bronze tip, coming out at the base 
of his shoulder, and he hit the ground with a thud, armor clattering 
around him. 
But Ajax in turn struck battle-wise Phorcys, son of Phaenops, square  
in the belly as he stood over Hippothous; he broke the plate of corselet, 
the bronze let the entrails through, and, falling in the dust he clutched 
the earth with his hand. (Il.17.306-315). 
One may check through every episode of this sort, of which there are a 
plethora, and find no figurae etymologicae. Another way of putting this is that 
the figures are absent from all the most gruesome scenes. Furthermore, it is 
clear that the Homeric poets could sustain long stretches of narrative without 
using the figures. Since their avoidance is systematic, rather than random, I 
conclude that the aesthetic qualities of the EF did not suit several of the more 
austere sub-categories of Homeric diction. In the case of !military formulae" 
there is little reason to believe, based on both Latin and Greek evidence, that 
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the tautological schemata were native to martial diction in real or literary 
contexts at any early stage. 
 The lack of such figures in battle narration is the single biggest factor in 
accounting for the numerical discrepancy between the Iliad and Odyssey. This 
is not to say that polyptoton of different types did not occur in battle scenes. 
Oppositional phrases featuring a verb in the active opposed to a form of the 
same verb in the passive are relatively common of in such contexts:290 
#*J0 +K ®4K %(4F9O 6' ;0i 'd2F8L $D8'* =*+-,* 
J??g+#0+ 6' ;0i J??B9A+0+, zD' +K 0j406. 90)0. 
Then at the same time there was wailing and vaunting 
of the slayers and the slain, and the sod streamed with blood (Il.8.64-5). 
H16C4'*0. ;-06'-,&,  6K #m8Z6K  6K #m08K Q88%* 
to have stood mightily and either be shot or shoot another (Il.11.110). 
There are also noun + noun oppositional phrases such as %(EJ'* %r%& 
=*6Um.%* 402D101J0. !to fight one on one, face to face" (Il.7.39-40, cf.226) 
and several descriptions of the battle line either linked together or clashing: 
T-CG0*6'& +E-7 +%7-U, 1C;%& 1C;'P $-%J'8N4*fq 
=1$i& Q-K =1$U+K #-'.+', ;E-7& ;E-7*, =*D-0 +K =*O-q  
hemming in spear with spear and shield with projecting shield; 
shield pressed on shield, helmet on helmet, and man on man (Il.13.130-
31). 
$'s%i 4]* $'s%y& x8';%* T'N9%*60& =*C9;}, 
M$$')& +K M$$30&q g$A +D 1T.1.* _-6% ;%*UZ  
                                                
290 Verbal polyptoton of this sort, emphasizing parallelism or opposition is not limited to Greek, 
cf. Vedic u3antam u3,nah ? !desiring the one who desires" (RV.3.5.7) here stressing reciprocity. 
In his presentation of polyptoton in Latin Wills includes sections on battle polyptoton (194-202) 
and amorous and fraternal polyptoton (202-6).  
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Foot-soldiers killed foot-soldiers fleeing involuntarily, 
horsemen horsemen, and the dust rose beneath them (Il.11.150-51). 
Figures of this sort find striking parallels in Sanskrit, Latin, Irish and Baltic.291 
There are also distributive figures portraying the way the battle lines were 
arranged: 
            ;-)*K Q*+-0& ;06> -`?% ;06> -$Z#$%) <9C4'4*%*, 
 k& -$Z#$@ -$Z#$@-/+ =-O9}, -`?% +] -g?2/). 
 Separate the men by tribes, by clans, Agamemnon,  
 So that clan may aid clan and tribe tribe (Il.2.362-363). 
The fact that other forms of polyptoton occur more freely in battle narrative 
further isolates the EF, and, as I have said the distinguishing factor is blatant 
circularity. In the final analysis, we must search outside of military language for 
the major provenances of our figures. 
3.2.2 Sacral formulae 
 As noted above, scholarly tradition has generally asserted that, along 
with military language, archaic sacral diction attests significant numbers of 
etymological figures. The cross-linguistic evidence for this assertion is far 
more compelling than for the existence of military formulae. In Latin, although 
Haffter questioned Hoffmann"s postulation of sacral formulae, we do find a 
number of relevant figures. Established idioms may enter into sacral diction: 
 Iunone rec.!matrona!Pisaurese! dono dedrot292  
Iunoni reg(inae) matronae Pisaurenses donum dederunt 
  Pisaurensian matrons gave a gift to queen Juno (Ernout, 75).293 
                                                
291 The best examples are cited by West (2007: 115-16). 
292 For a full discussion of the Italic idiom donum do see Euler"s eponymous monograph. 
293 Or !the Pisaurensians gave a gift to queen Juno the matron." 
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 Dis-pater Veiovis Manes, 
 Sive quo alio nomine fas est nominare 
 Father Dis, Veiovian shades, 
 Or if it be permitted to name you by another name 
This last is a formula cited by Macrobius (Sat.3.9.10, cf. Thulin, 56) as a chant 
(carmen) by which cities and armies were consecrated (devoventur) to be 
spoken only by dictators and generals. Several other figures stress sacral 
speech acts. Cato attests Te bonas preces precor !I pray you good prayers" 
(Agr. 139), which Müller sees as an old prayer formula (17). This finds a 
parallel in Umbrian, on the tables of Iguvium:  
arsie tio subocau suboco  
 dei graboue 
arsier frite tio subocau suboco 
dei graboue 
In the formulation invoke thee an invoking 
Jupiter Grabovius 
In trust of the formulation I invoke thee an invoking 
Jupiter Grabovius 
 (VI a 22-34, 8-11 as translated by Watkins, 215). 
The same section of tables also attests pihaclu pihafei !as purificatory offering 
to be purified" (27).294 Hence, just this small sampling suggests that the EF 
was quite at home in Umbrian sacral diction. Both Plautus and Cato attest vota 
vovere (Amph. 947, Agr.83) and the pseudo-etymological, perhaps originally 
                                                
294 Plautus puts piem pietatem (As.506) into the mouth of a meretrix. Whether this is a nonce 
coinage or parody of an existing formula is difficult to ascertain. 
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legal formula, praetor praeest enters into sacral settings.295 This is not the 
place to list all of the figures in Latin sacral diction, but just this sampling 
should suffice to create the impression that the sacral formulae find far more 
validation than military formulae in Italic.  
 In the Vedas there are so many etymological figures in overtly sacral 
formulations that it would be cumbersome to list them all. Clearly, fixed idioms 
may be adapted for use in invocations:  
ávoc!ma ráh2ga%, agnáye mádhumad váca'  
 We, the Rahuganas, spoke sweet speech to Agni (RV.1.78.5). 
Others seem more particularized to sacral speech: 
 agním agni+ háv.mabhi')sád, havanta ví3pátim  é 
 Agni, Agni they always invoke with invocations (RV.1.12.2) 
The verb yaj- has sacrificial syntagms in both Vedic and Avestan: 
yajñéna yajñám ayajanta dev!s !The gods sacrifice sacrifices with 
sacrifice" (RV.1.164.50=10.90.16). 
  y- n, mazi7t8m yasn8m yaz,ite !who sacrifice the greatest sacrifice 
 (Yt.1.24). 
  dar8y8mca yasn8m yaz,n- !even if he performs a long sacrifice" 
 (Yt.10.138). 
It is also clear that certain phrases arose as specialized encapsulations of 
sacral processes. Hence, !to press that which is pressed" (somam su-) always 
means !to prepare the sacrificial fluid" and one of the most basic Sanskrit 
verbs, k"- !do", when used as an EA (karma k")- could mean not simply !do a 
                                                





deed" but !perform sacrifice."296 In short, there is no avoiding the impression 
that etymological figures were a staple of Indo-Iranian sacral diction from an 
early time, and remained so in increasingly specialized collocations.  
 Numerous other Indo-European languages attest etymological figures in 
sacral formulas. Obviously I cannot provide complete lists here, but note that 
in Old Hittite one finds both an EA, DUGispantuzi […] sipanti !pour libation" 
(KUB XXIV 3 III 42 and XXX 1.2) in the ritual for the thundergod, and ispanduit 
sipanti !libates with a libation-vessel" several times in ritual contexts.297An 
inevitable comparison with DUGispantuzi sipanti is post-Homeric Greek 
1$%*+>& 1$Y*+'.* (Th.8.57.2, et al.). Among the oldest figures in Germanic 
is Old High German pluostar pluozit !sacrifice a sacrificial victim" (Grimm, 
1898:760); For Old Irish I have already listed in guide ron-gádsa !the prayer 
that I have prayed" (Fél. Epil.421). All of this leaves one with the impression 
that sacral diction had a distinct cross-linguistic propensity to incorporate and 
generate etymological figures. 
 The sacral language of Greek inscriptions buttresses this impression. 
First, there are several formulas of the semantics !make sacrifice." Here I will 
cite only J71:0& JX'1J0.: 
6>& 8B"M%) 8s."8%/ (* §8.1%[*]6. !the sacrifices shall be sacrificed at 
Helisson" (SEG 37.340, R.O.14.9, Helisson becomes a kome of 
Mantinea, early 4th cent. BC), cf. 8s@ 8s./+ 5T.[16.]0 (IG XII.v593, 
Ionic, last quarter of the 5th cent. BC, regulations limiting extravagance 
of burial rights). 
                                                
296 See Gonda (275), who lists the paronomastic combination akran karma karmak"ta' lit." the 
deed-doer does the deed", but techniacaly !the sacrificer performs the sacrifice" (T.S.1.8.3.3). 
297 See Puhvel (1984:436-7) and Neu (1970: 12 and 38) where he says “In der hethitischen 
Magie spielen bekanntlich Farbbezeichnungen eine sehr wichtige Rolle.” 
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6'Te*'.* 16'Te*f !Crown (+attribute) with a crown", or !garland with a 
garland" is a widespread formula in dedicatory inscriptions: 
;0i "#.-%+O"%/ +eT*Z& "#.-]+G !and crown him with a crown of 
laurel" (R.O.46.8 and 10 c.360 BC).  
"#.-%+O"%/... 2-71,/ "#.-]+G !crown with a golden crown" 
(R.O.51.16-18, cf. R.O.64.24, R.O.72.35, R.O.77.14, R.O.89.30 etc., 
R.O.95.i.16, ii.34, iv.62-3 etc., 98.35-6, 100.191-3, 261-3). 
"#.-%+O"%/ J088%? "#.-]+G !crown with a crown of olive" 
(R.O.89.40, 43, 332 Honors for Athenian Ephebes, R.O.94.22-3). 
Another, highly specialized phrase describes an intricate sacrificial process: 
 Y+42$% <+4,$.#%/ !what is to wrapped in skin is wrapped in skin" 
 (R.O.62.A.47 and B.8, mid 4th cent. BC religious calender of Cos). 
Given the prevalence of the EF in sacral diction in all of these Indo-European 
and specifically Greek settings we might expect to find similar collocations in 
Homeric epic, but this is hardly the case. The fact of the matter is that the 
major sacrifice scenes are completely devoid of figures:  
 0d6>- 5$': z" 'G0*6% ;0i %d8%2X60& $-%me8%*6%, 
0dY-710* 4]* $-,60 ;0i #1T0G0* ;0i #+'.-0*,   
4Z-%X& 6" 5GY604%* ;06e 6' ;*:1} 5;e87u0*  
+:$6720 $%.B10*6'&, 5$" 0d6,* +" ¦4%JY6Z10*· 
;0)' +" 5$i 12:s}& n 9Y-F*, 5$i +" 0aJ%$0 %r*%* 
8')m'· *Y%. +] $0-" 0d6A* #2%* $'4$@m%80 2'-1:*. 
0d6>- 5$'i ;06> 43-' ;eZ ;0i 1$8e92*0 $e10*6%, 
4:16788/* 6" Q-0 6880 ;0i =4T" Wm'8%)1.* #$'.-0*, 
­$6Z1e* 6' $'-.T-0+YF&, 5-X10*6/ 6' $e*60. 
0d6>- 5$'i $0X10*6% $/*%7 6'6X;%*6/ 6' +0)60, 
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+0:*7*6", %d+Y 6. J74A& 5+'X'6% +0.6A& 5¤1Z&.  
And when all had made prayer and flung down the scattering barley 
first they drew back the victim"s heads and slaughtered them and 
skinned them, and cut away the meat from the thighs and wrapped 
them in fat, making a double fold, and laid shreds of flesh upon them. 
The old man burned these on a cleft stick and poured the gleaming 
wine over, while the young men with forks in their hands stood about 
him. but when they had burned the thigh pieces and tasted the vitals,  
they cut all the remainder into pieces and spitted them 
and roasted all carefully and took off the pieces. 
Then after they had finished the work and readied the feast  
they feasted, nor was any man"s hunger denied a fair portion. 
(Il.1.458-68). 
Several observations make the lack of figures in this and similar passages 
more striking. First, many of the sacrifice passages involve praying ('G0*6%) 
and 'd2L* '2'1J0. is a moderately viable phrase in later Greek.298 Second, 
the process of skinning (#+'.-0*), cutting away the meat from the thighs and 
wrapping them in fat must have borne some similarity to the process 
encapsulated in the inscriptional formula #*+%-0 5*+Y-'60..  Instead of 
figures, we find highly specialized verbs without objects describing very 
complex processes: ¦4%JY6Z10* = “to lay slices of raw flesh on the fat 
enclosing the sacrificial joints” (Cunliffe, sv.). Also, both the primary sacrificer, 
hiereus or areter (in this case Chryses) and his assistants (mageiroi) use 
numerous tools, and, as we will soon see, when the context is appropriate 
Homeric language is quick to form etymological datives emphasizing both an 
                                                
298 Cf. D.19.130, Aeschin.3.18, Inscr. Prien.174.18 (2nd cent. BC). 
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implement and verbal activity. In another major sacrifice scene (Od.3.419-63) 
a bronze smith, Laerces, prepares a cow for sacrifice, and while the language 
in the passage flirts with figures the polyptoton is kept in separate clauses (see 
425-6 and 432-3). When Eumaius sacrifices a pig in the Odyssey he libates 
wine: 
 V z0, ;0i Q-94060 8`". J'%)1" 0('.9'*Y6}1., 
"'.M"%) +" 0aJ%$0 %r*%* R+7113P $6%8.$/-Jf 
5* 2':-'11.* #JZ;'*· n +" Is'6%  $0-> 4%:-}. 
He spoke, and sacrificed the prime pieces to the gods who live forever 
Then, having libated sparkling wine he put the cup in the hands  
Of city-sacking Odysseus and sat down with his portion. (14.446-8). 
In this context, according to my argument, Homeric narrative would never have 
portrayed Eumaius !sacrificing a sacrifice" (JX%& J?1') or !libating a libation" 
(1$%*+L* 1$Y*+'.*) of wine. When Eumaius expresses disdain for the 
suitors" failure to sacrifice, on the other hand, Homeric language shows that it 
was fully capable of exercising the option of constructing a figure of precisely 
the semantic !sacrifice a sacrifice" M-'N%71K M'-OP%* in a properly entitled 
context.299 My conclusion is that compositional blocks depicting sacrifice show 
a studied avoidance of the EF; given the widespread proliferation of the EF in 
sacral diction virtually everywhere else we look, it is likely that the poets 
eschewed existing formulas in the interests of attaining a sober and concise 
stylistic. 300 
 Sacrifice scenes in the Homeric Hymns also do not contain examples of 
the EF as I have defined it, but Hermes" sacrifice of two cows in his 
                                                
299 For discussion of M-'N%71K M'-OP%* see above (73-4). 
300 Other sacrifice scenes one may peruse in vain for figures are Il.2.402-431, 3.268-75, Od. 
3.5-9. 
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eponymous hymn includes nominal polyptoton, a fact that, in my view 
distances the EF from other concatenations of cognates: 
xT-0 +] $?- =*Y;0.' m:Z ;876%? T0:16%.%, 
6/T-0 +" g$%m-X2.0& I8.;0& m%?& I8;' JX-0s' (115) 
+%.>& Q92. $7-/&, +X*04.& +Y %M #$8'6% $%88B· 
=4T%6Y-0& +" 5$i *,60 2040i me8' T71.%@10&· 
59;8:*F* +" 5;X8.*+' +." 0(,*0& 6'6%-B10&, 
Y$RG +" Y$R2+ x$0s' 604* ;-Y0 $:%*0 +Z4[· 
­$60 +" =4T" Wm'8%)1. $'$0-4Y*0 +%7-06Y%.1., (120) 
1e-;0& n4%? ;0i *,60 9'-e14.0 ;0i 4Y80* 040 
5-94Y*%* 5* 2%8e+'11., 6> +" 0d6%? ;')6" 5$i 2@-Z&. 
z.*%y& +" 5G'6e*711' ;060167TY8f 5*i $Y6-}, 
k& #6. *?* 6> 4Y60110 $%872-/*.%. $'TX01. (h.Hom.4.114-24). 
The only figures that might fit in the sacral category in Homer are 
funereal. We find 2%L* 2')1J0. $w1.* *';N'11.* twice in reference to 
Odysseus" poured offering to the dead in the nekyuia. 301 Also of note is 
;6Y-'0 ;6'-('):s'.*. The meaning of this phrase is rather condensed and the 
standard translation !pay due funerary rites" fails to capture it fully. Since 
;6D-'0 seems to derive from ;6e%40. it refers to a practice of  honor paid by 
burning a man"s possessions with him on the pyre. *º6Y-%&, the expected 
neuter singular of ;6D-'0 never occurs, instead there is a scantily attested 
;6Y-0& !possession" or !gift".302 This idiom features two formations of 
denominative verbs: ;6'-'¤sF the older formation with neuters in –%& and 
                                                
301 Vedic phrases from the same root have a more general, sacral provenance. See 
RV.10.40.4 et al. 
302 (Il.216, 24.235, cf. in Simon. 107.9, Trag. Adesp. in Gött.Nachr.1922.27, A.R.4.1550). 
Nussbaum (70 note 63) suggests *;6'-%& > ;6Y-0& by association with the almost 
synonymous 9Y-0&. 
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;6'-:sF modelled on o-stems with –:sF.303 The morphology alters as per the 
compatibility of the verb forms with the fixed, line-end formula. The whole 
phrase epitomizes an enitre process, as does #*+%-0 5*+Y-'60., and has 
the look of a bona fide ritual formula; Note that its end line position is entirely 
fixed in Homeric verse, and that, as will be argued in the next chapter, idioms 
are more likely to occur at the end of the line, coinages at the beginning. 
5* $7-i ;O0.'* ;0i 5$i >#A$.% >#.$="%/.+ (Il.24.38). 
134C 6D %M 2'NF ;0i 5$i >#A$.% >#.$.zU0 (Od.2.222). 
134C 6D %M 2'?0. ;0i 5$i >#A$.% >#.$.zU%/ (Od.1.291). 
xT-K I60-%* JC$6%. ;0i 5$i >#A$.% >#.$="./.+ (Od.3.285). 
All of these lines are in dialogue, so, to the extent that dialogue is a more 
privileged place for the EF than narrative, even this contextually idiomatic 
phrase must be at least moderately entitled. 
3.2.3. Legal and political formulae 
 Unlike the military formulae, the traditional assertion that the EF 
proliferated in Old Latin legalese is verifiable in relevant inscriptions. 
Furthermore, this venue attests a significant number of phrases that do not 
include an attribute.304 An example of this occurs on the Twelve Tables: si 
servos furtum faxit noxiamve noxit  !If a slave commits a robbery or does harm" 
(12.12.2). Attestation of the same phrase in Livy illustrates movement of the 
legal formula into literature: ob eam rem noxam nocuerunt (9.10.9). Servitutem 
servire is an old juridical formula that finds ample expression in literature:305 It 
                                                
303 Nussbaum"s (70 note 64) examples for this analogy are GY*%& : G'*:sF and 6')2%& : 
56'.2U110*6%. The fact that all of these verbs occur in the etymological accusative 
construction could only facilitate such analogies. 
304  See Gildersleeve (p.211) “The omission of the attribute is found most often in legal 
phraseology, proverbs and the like.” 
305 See Traina (37).  
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surfaces in the Lex Cincia with additional paronomasia: Si quis a seruis 
quique pro seruis seruitutem seruierunt accipit isue duit. Quintilian asserts 
that it is an old formula: ut antiqui dixerunt, qui seruitutem seruit. (7.3.26); 
and it crops up again and again in Latin comedy and oratory: 
Quorum maiorum nemo seruitutem seruiuit (Cic.Top.6.29, cf. Pro 
 Mur.61). 
Equidem tam sum seruos quam tu, etsi ego domi liber fui, Tu usque a 
puero seruitutem seruisti in Alide (Plaut.Capt.544, cf. Capt. 391, Aul. 
592, Mil. 97, 482, 745, Trin.302, 304,).306 
One might assume the same process of adaptation for the following Ennian 
figure: 
 iudicavit inclutum iudicium inter deas tris  
 (Paris) made that famous judgment between three goddesses 
 (Scen.70). 
At times the legal and sacral tend to overlap:  
 praetor....auspicat auspicium prosperum  
 The Praetor...takes a good auspice (Naev. Carm.40). 
The figure servitutem servire provides a good paradigm for what constitutes a 
bona fide legal formula: it boasts inscriptional attestation, verification in the 
grammatical tradition, and ample use in later literature.  
                                                
306 Commenting on Trin.302 Landgraf (1881:15) says “forma insequentem et ipsam priscam 
imitata est formulam.” The passage from the Aulularia features a great deal of additional 
paronomasia, and is, in fact a quasi-proverbial rumination on what it means to !serve servitude 
as a servant": 
 nam qui ero ex sententia seruire seruos postulat 
 in erum matura, in se sera condecet capessere 
 sin dormitet, ita dormitet seruom sese ut cogitet. 
 Nam qui amanti ero seruitutem seruit, quasi ego seruio, 
 si erum uidet superare amorem, hoc serui esse officium reor, 
 retinere ad salutem, non enim quo incumbat eo impellere (589-94). 
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 Now, in the case of Homer, we should not expect to find a large number 
of political formulas, and indeed we do not; the Iliad and Odyssey are not 
political texts. Given the proverbial nature of the Works and Days we might 
expect to find more there. In fact, the general impression that one gets from 
both Hesiod and Homer is that, given the opportunity, epic diction does 
recognize the appropriateness of the EF to legal and political contexts. Some 
epic phrases in this category find verification in later inscriptions. The 
collocation m%78L* m%78'X'.*, which in Homer simply means !hold council," 
appears in Attic inscriptions so many times as to leave no doubt that this was 
a stock formula meaning !serve on the council." In Attic the council has 
become a decision making body in its own right and the figure has undergone 
a commensurate transformation to the etymological nominative, a construction 
that proliferates in Attic legalese to an astounding degree: 
 60?60 9:9*Z60., 6%y& "#[$%#@R5) 6A7& 0(]'. "#$%#@RO+#%) 
5$.4[Y8'1J0.;0i 6L]* E2B?1+ 6L* 0('i307 E2B?.s[2"%+. 
'$2"%+%R]$]a%/ +] ;0i 6/+' 6A uB[T.140 5& 6L* 0d]6L* 16B8Z* 
6A9 R$%99[%#,% 63& E2B?()] (IG ii2.12+, IG ii2.43.34-5). 
 6L* E2B?1+ 6L* 0('i E2B?.s["%+] ;0i Q88[F* <J]Z*0:F* 6A4 
m%78/4'*%* 6-/$F. ^6F. Q* 5$]:16F[*]60.. w$][a%/ +] 6A]* 
R$%99%#,% 63& m%783&  
 !and the council that is currently in office and any Athenian who wants, 
in any way they know. The scribe of the council is to inscribe" 
(R.O.58.21-3, 352/1, Athens, Delphi and the Sacred Orgas, see also 
                                                
307 Note the constant presence of 0('i in the inscriptions and in the following segment, which 
combines a paromomastic etymological nominative with the accusative expression:  
 5*Je+" 5$Y8J}1.* E2B?@-N$2), %j 6Y 4%. 0('i 
E2B?X) E2B?.s2B"/ $0-B4'*%., · JY4.& 516:· (Il.24.651-2). 
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R.O.70.43-4, 343/2 and 6,* m%78'76,* 6,* 63& %783& !the 
councillors of the council" R.O.79.11-12). 
Homer attests this expression in the singular one time supporting an attribute 
(=-:16Z*), spoken by Nestor: 
 $%88,* +" =9-%4Y*F* 6[ $':1'0. ^& ;'* =-:16Z* 
 E2B?1+ E2B?.s"n· 4e80 +] 2-' $e*60& <20.%y&  
 51J83& ;0i $7;.*3&, ^6. +BP%. 599XJ. *Z,* 
 ;0:%71.* $7-> $%88e·  
 When many are gathered together you will follow whoever counsels 
 the best counsel,  for all the Achaeans have great need of excellent and 
shrewd (counsel), since the enemy burns many fires near the ships 
(Il.9.74-7). 
The context here is rather serious: we are looking at a context-entitled idiom 
(category 2 above). The other instances of this political idiom all feature the 
noun in the plural and do not attach an attribute. They occur in dialogue and 
lend an air of authority to the speakers description of the assembly. Hesiod 
adapts the phrase to proverbial expression with variation of syntax: \ +] ;0;L 
E2B?1 6[ E2B?.g"%+#/ ;0;U16Z !But bad counsel is the worst for the one 
who counseled it" (Hes.Op.266).308  
 Another Homeric figure that finds corroboration in later inscriptions is 
the EN ;3-7G ;Z-X11'.. It ocurrs in a Chian decree fixing the boundaries of 
the district, Lophitis (5th cent. B.C.):  
6& +] >*$B>%) +.0$Y4u0*6'& 5& 6>& 2@-0& >@[$]B""N+#0+  
                                                
308 Referring specifically to this Hesiodic aphorism Gonda (233) said “in solemn and 
ceremonious speech sound repetition and the often somewhat verbose character of these 
phrases may show to full advantage.” 
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Having sent heralds to the lands let them herald (Buck Ionic inscriptions 
#4.B5). 
The structure and syntax of this inscriptional figure achieves some parallelism 
with the Homeric arrangements of the phrase: 
0d6>- o >@$g>.""/ 8.97TJE99%.1. ;D8'71' 
>@$g""./+ =9%-L* +] ;C-Z ;%4EF*60& <20.%N&q 
%{ 4]* <>Z$B""2+, 6%i +K ~9'U-%*6% 4C8K _;0  
But he (Agamemnon) ordered the clear-voiced heralds  
to herald to the assembly the long-haired Achaeans; 
they heralded them and they gathered quite quickly (Il.2.50-53). 
This is the most common arrangement (Il.2.442-444, Od.2.6-8), with the two 
elements of the figure separated in much the same way the elements in the 
Chian decree separate. Given the persistent predilection of components of the 
EF to occur in close proximity this separation is quite striking. In both the 
inscription and the Homeric expressions the authority of the heralds is 
invested by a higher political entity, the third plural imperative 
(;Z[-]711/*6F*) in the decree effectively amalgamates the action of the 
authorities and the heralds. When put into dialogue the Homeric formula also 
uses a third plural imperative: 
<88K Q9' >Z$B>.) 4]* <20.,* 208;%2.6h*F* 
80A* >@$g""2+#.) =9'.-E*6F* ;06> *30&,  
But come, heralds of the bronze-clad Achaeans 
Heralding the army assemble them along the ships (Il.2.436-437). 
Finally, A Coan sacrificial calender (mid. 4th cent. BC) also involves a third 
person imperative, this time singular:  
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 n +] [>l$]BU >l$B"",#0 H%6es'[* Z*]A& |%8.YF& Y*.0X60 k-0)0 
 H%-6e* 
Let the herald herald (order) to feast the yearly, seasonal feast of Zeus 
Polios (Buck, #108.36-7). 
Whether the similarities of the Homeric and inscriptional attestations of ;3-7G 
;Z-X11'. arose because of derivation from a common pool of political 
language, or whether the inscriptional phrases are molded on Homeric 
precedents is an interesting, but unanswerable, question. What is important for 
our purposes is that the Homeric expression, even if it was a coinage of epic 
diction, adhered to a context-dictated aeshetic which entitled it to take place 
where it does. The same processes must have entitled =9%->& =9E-'7%* 
(Il.2.788) and 5& +K =9%-L* =9D-%*6% (Il.18.245).  
 The etymological accusative 6.4L* 6:*'.* occurs three times in Iliad 3 
referring to the payment the Trojans will owe the Greeks if Paris falls to 
Menelaus in single combat. The first two occurrences are in quick succession, 
in a highly ritualized setting, spoken by Agammemnon as he lays down the 
terms of the dual over sacrificial lambs.309 I have already discussed how the 
semantically odd 6.4L* 6U*'.* shows a striving for a recognizable figure 
against more regular $%.*O* 6U*'.* (29-31 above), but note that the figures 
are not entitled until the scene moves from its sacral to its quasi-legal, treaty 
portions.  
 There is much evidence to suggest that +U;Z* +.;es'.* became a legal 
idiom in various dialects. An inscription delineating rewards for informers from 
Thasos (411-409 BC) attests 6-.Z;/1.%. ;-.*/*6F* +:;Z* +.;e10*6'& twice 
                                                
309 He cuts the lambs" head hair and holds it in his hand. (273-5). He also begins his speech 
by invoking Zeus and Helios (276-7). 
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(M.L.83.3-4 and 11-12), and in Phocian, from Stiris we find +.;e[s]'.* 6>& 
+:;0& (Buck, #56.15, 180 BC). Herodotus constructs a paradoxical 
paronomasia using the figure:310 
6%? 6A* $06Y-0 .1e4*Z* m01.8'y& º04mX1Z& 9'*/4'*%* 
6,* m01.8Z:F* 4/>%"#,0+, ^6. 5$i 2-B401. 4M>@+ !4/>2+ 
<4M>%"., 1TeG0& =$Y+'.-' 
His (Otanes") father, Sisamnes, who was one of the royal judges, King 
Cambyses slaughtered and flayed since he rendered an unjust verdict 
for a bribe (Hdt.5.25.1 and the identical phrase at 7.194.1). 
Given the probability that +U;Z* +.;es'.* was a juridical formula at this time it 
is surprising that the phrase only appears once in the Works and Days in a 
context which has the dual motivating factor of expressing disdain: 
+Z 4]* 9>- ;83-%* 5+011e4'J", Q880 6' $%88> 
-$esF* 5T/-'.& 4Y90 ;7+0:*F* m01.830& 
+F-%Te9%7&, %{ 6B*+' 4M>@+ 5JY8%71. 4/>]""%/. 
*B$.%., %d+] a101.* ^1f $8Y%* 4.17 $0*6A&  
For already had we divided our shares, but you (Perses) 
keep snatching up and taking more, fawning all over the lords,  
gift-gobblers, who want to judge cases, infants who do not 
know how much more half is then whole (Op.37-40).311 
 On the shield of Achilles we see the legalistic meaning of *');%& *'.;')* 
!dispute a case" in successive clauses: #*J0 +] +.T>2) / ¦-h-'., +N% +K 
Q*+-'& <+.=>.2+ 'j*';0 $%.*3& !a dispute arose and two men disputed over 
                                                
310 The same figure also appears in more mundane fashion in the Histories at 3.31.3 and 
6.139.2. 
311 The only other instance of the phrase in Archaic epic is in a Hesiodic fragment: 4Z+] 4M>@+ 
4/>]"@/), $-i* Q4TF 4?J%* =;%X1Z.& (338). 
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the price" (Il.18.497-8). But the same-clause upwelling of the expression 
dismisses any formal legalistic reference and is entitled by scorn in a caustic 
riposte spoken by Aeneas to Achilles that mocks it own verbosity: 
16-'$6L +] 98,11" 516i m-%6,*, $%8Y'& +" #*. 4?J%. 
$0*6%)%., 5$YF* +] $%8y& *%4A& #*J0 ;0i #*J0. 
n$$%)/* ;" ._'n"8% Y'2), 6%)/* ;" 5$0;%X10.&. 
=88> 6:  #-.+0& ;0i +.M>.% *,P* =*e9;Z 
+./>.T+ =88B8%.1.* 5*0*6:%* £& 6' 97*0);0&, 
0j 6' 2%8F1e4'*0. #-.+%& $Y-. J74%m/-%.% 
+./>.`"" =88B8}1. 4Y1Z* 5& Q97.0* (%?10. 
$/88" 56'e 6' ;0i %d;:· 2/8%& +Y 6' ;0i 6> ;'8'X'.. 
Mortals" tongues are twisted, and on them many tales  
of every sort; the field of words is vast on this side and that 
whatever utterance you utter such you could also hear; 
but what need for us to quarrel strifes and quarrels 
against each other like women who, embittered by 
some soul-wasting strife go out into the middle  
of the road and quarrel against each other, words true 
and false which anger compels them to say (Il.20.251-2). 
This passage is a nice illustration of several points. First, it shows an acute 
awareness of the prolixity of hapax figurae (*':;'0 *'.;')*) and even stock 
idioms ('a$}1J0 #$%&). It also shows how powerful contempt is as a 
motivating factor in the use of otherwise ridiculous nonce coinages. The 
existence of *');%& *'.;')* as any sort of idiom in legal or colloquial contexts 
is seriously to be doubted. 
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Unlike *');%& *'.;')*, 599NZ 5997w60. seems at least to be a variant 
of a real legal phrase. There is inscriptional attestation of the EN: 
%M +" <RRB@#%: <RRB]"80["]%[+ $]w[*] 6A 6%? 4.1J@406%[&] ;0i 6,* 
5$Y-9F* $e*6F* [=$]/[6'.1]40, '(>4 4]* m%X8Z60. #2'* n 
4.1JF1e4'q[%]& 
!the sureties must insure the whole payment of the rent and of all 
required additional work, if the lessee wishes to retain possession" 
(R.O.59.14-16 mid 4th cent. BC, Lease of sacred land Arcesine, 
Amorgus). 
Andocides (1.73) renders the figure in the accusative with an active verb and 
Plato follows suit on more than one occasion (Lg.953e and Phd.115d). Homer 
situates the figure in a quasi-legal setting in the song of Demodocus. Ares and 
Aphrodite are hanging in Hephaestus" invisible net, having just been caught in 
adultery. All the gods, especially Hermes and Apollo, are quite amused, except 
for Poseidon, who offers to ensure payment of Ares" ransom should the war 
god default. Hephaestus replies that this would not suit Poseidon"s dignity: 
 4B 4', |%1':+0%* 90.B%2', 60?60 ;Y8'7'· (350) 
+'.80: 6%. +'.8,* 9' ;0i <RRs%/ <RRB]%"8%/. 
$,& `* 59@ 1' +Y%.4. 4'6" =J0*e6%.1. J'%)1.*, 
'a ;'* v-Z& %a2%.6% 2-Y%& ;0i +'14A* =8XG0& 
Do not, Poseidon, supporter of the earth, bid me do this; 
wretched is the insurance that insures wretches  
how could I put you in bonds among the immortal gods 
if Ares should depart evading both debt and bond? (Od.8.351). 
The legal phrase, transported into this light and slightly satirical setting, is 
highly reminiscent of the movement of the pompous sacral and funereal Latin 
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figure nomen/nomine nominare into the mock-legal condiciones mereticis in 
the Asinaria. It is also amplified by further polyptoton (+'.80: +'.8,*) 
somewhat like Cicero"s ius iurandum … iurasse iuravit.  
Finally, Odysseus constructs a quasi-legal EA in the nekyuia when 
citing the reason for the anger of the shade of Ajax:  
%aZ +" ¾a0*6%& u72L p'804F*.e+0% 
*/1T.* =T'16B;'., ;'2%8F4Y*Z 'j*';0 +M>@), 
6B* 4.* 59 +M>@"% +.;0s/4'*%& $0-> *Z71i  
6'X2'1.* =4T" <2.83%&· 
The shade of Ajax, son of Telamon, alone stood far off,  
wroth at the victory which I won from him deliberating by the ships 
for the armor of Achilles (Od.11.543-546). 
In Attic legalese etymological nominatives proliferated. Virtually every 
office found a corresponding figure.  In a financial decree from 434-3 B.C.E. 
we find a nominative expression curiously similar to Latin/Oscan CENSORES 
CENSUERUNT:312 
?2R/"]"80+ +] h-[%. ?]2R/"#%: h%. 6-.e;%*60 h%:$'- *?* 6>                  
WT'8/4'*0 6%)& J'%)& =;--[.m,]&   
The assessors are to assess, the thirty who accurately (assess) the 
debts to the gods. (IG i2.91, IG i2.324.1). 
Presiders preside: $-760*':0& +'76Y[-0& $-7]60*'7/10& (IG i2.324.4, 8, 
IG i2.302.18, 304.27,); witnesses bear witness: 0-67-,* +] 6,& 
4e-67-0& (R.O. 5.3.75-6, Athenian phratry decree from Declea, 396/5 
BC). There is also ample inscriptional attestation for accusatival figures. To 
cite just a few examples we find: 2-B4060/2-B401. 2-31J0. !take 
                                                
312 Cf. Or. Vatin. c. 15. ut legati ex eius ordinis auctoritate legarentur. 
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possession of possessions" (SIG 47.23, 25,  IG i2.91.33 etc.) and  6], 
-N$2 59:9*'6% o* 6%)& |0*[0J]'[*0:%.&] 56'6e206% -,$./+ (SIG 75 430 
BC.); h%$/1]0. $/8'& -N$2+ -,$2"[/ <J]'*0[:%.& (IG i2.65.5-6). In fact, 
etymological and paronomastic figures make up the bulk of whole sections 
of inscriptions: 
&+%R$]a%/ 5* 1[6B8Z. 8.J:*Z. 6A]* R$%99%#,% 63& m%8[3& 6A* *?* 
R$%99%]#.s2+#% !the inscriber of the council, the one inscribing now is 
to inscribe on a stone stele(IG ii2.12+.). 
Hence, we can only conclude that the EF in all of its case forms was native to 
Greek legalese, and it is no surprise that Homeric language attests several 
political and legal formulas. 
3.3 Scenes and expression of everyday life 
 Although Homeric diction participates, to a degree, in the etymologically 
figurative language of later Greek legalese, we should note that the primary 
politicizing structure found in Attic, the etymological nominative, is largely 
absent from Homer in this connection. As observed above, the Iliad shows 
little tendency to construct ENs with personal subjects. It is in the Odyssey that 
these structures make their first real appearance, but they never feature, as 
subjects, upper echelon characters exercising their power. This fact separates 
Homer from later Greek. By the time of the Byzantine empire extremely ornate 
paronomasia was evidently taken quite seriously, as we are left to assume by 
the formal title of the kings themselves represented on the flag and other 
official documents as four betas, or fire steels offsetting the cross: m01.8'y& 
m01.8YF* m01.8'XF* m01.8'?1. !ruler of rulers ruling among rulers." This 
figure appears ridiculously pompous to us and, according to my argument, 
would not have been in accord with Homeric aesthetics. Archaic epic never 
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constructs ENs featuring elite males. Despite the fact that both noun and verb 
are quite common in all of these would be schemata at this early stage we do 
not find †m01.8'y& m01.8'X'., †Q*0G =*e11'. or †$%8'4.16L& $%8'4:s'.. 
Comparative evidence suggests that ENs expressing the power of high level 
officials and kings were apt to arise sua sponte in strikingly similar 
collocations. 01.8'y& m01.8YF* itself was a standard translation of the title 
of the Persian kings and echoed phrases found in Babylonian texts and Old 
Persian inscriptions, e.g. ,riy,ramna x7,ya*iya vazraka x7,ya*iya 
x7,ya*iy,n,m !Ariaramnes the great king, king of kings."313 Vedic attests 
Adhir,jo r,jasu r,jay,tai !may he rule as over-ruler among rulers" (AV.6.98.1) 
from the same root as the Plautine mockery non ego nunc parasitus sum sed 
regum rex regalior !I am not now a parasite but a rather regal ruler of rulers" 
(Capt. 825). Homeric abstinence from forming such figures for its human elite 
carries over to the gods. Zeus is persistenly the !ruler of gods and men" but 
never !†the ruler ruling gods and men." At the same time, we should temper 
this observation with Nilsson"s assertion that the depiction of the 
anthropomorphic Olympian family gave the poets an opportunity to highlight 
domestic life of the Greek nobility and family interactions otherwise absent 
from the depictions of camp life in the Iliad.314 The fact of the matter is that, in 
certain passages etymological figures proliferate in depictions of divinities in 
the Iliad. Further, the specific divinities that instigate their proliferation as 
narratees shed light on the distribution of figures among the human narratees 
of both the Iliad and Odyssey.  
                                                
313 For more attestations of the Semitic figures see Ãtech (145). 
314 See Nilsson (1923/4:368) “Die vielberufenen olympischen Szenen ersetzen 
gewissermaßen die fehlenden Schilderungen aus dem häuslichen Leben in der 
Adelsherrschaft, die weder im Lagerleben noch auf Ithaka einen Platz finden konnten wegen 
abnormen Verhältnisse.” 
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 The most striking and sudden upwelling of high profile figurae 
etymologicae in an Iliadic sequence otherwise hostile to their usage occurs in 
book 14. This book (522 lines) begins with the battle by the Achaean ships 
raging (150 + lines with no figures even in dialogue). The narrative then moves 
to the seduction of Zeus by Hera. All of the etymological figures in the book, 
except for Hera"s use of +,-0 +D 6%. +h1F in promising a bribe to Hypnos 
(238), occur in a span of 6 lines in Hera"s !make-up" scene: 
 6[ zK  9' 2-E0 ;08A* =8'.u04D*Z (+] 20U60& 
$'G04D*Z 2'-1i '?2>F92B) Y'?.U. T0'.*%y& 
;08%y& =4m-%1U%7& 5; ;-C06%& =J0*C6%.%. 
=4Ti +K Q-K =4m-E1.%* {%+5+ ;"%8K, ^* %M <JO*Z 
#G71K =1;O1010, 6UJ'. +K 5*i +0U+080 $%88Cq 
2-71'U}& +K 5*'61. ;06> 163J%& $'-%*w6%. 
CD"%#2 +] CD+n H;06A* J71C*%.& =-0-7U},  
With this (oil) she anointed her lovely skin,  
then combed her hair and braided radiant braids by hand, 
lovely and ambrosial down from her immortal head. 
Then she dressed herself in an ambrosial dress 
which Athena worked smooth and put many adornments on, 
with golden brooches she pinned it to her breast 
and sashed herself in a sash fit with one hundred tassels. (Il.14.175-
 181). 
|8%;C4%7& #$8'G', H0*A* I10JK, and sh106% +] sh*} are all high profile 
figures. Placed in quick succession they elicit added attention. Apollonius 
references this Homeric scene when he describes Aphrodite getting herself 
ready for the day: 
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  =88" n 4]* 5& 208;',*0 ;0i Q;4%*0& V-. m'mB;'., 
*B1%.% |809;63& 'd-y* 472/*, Ä #*. $e*60 
+0:+080 2e8;'7'* z.$ $7-/&· \ +" Q-0 4%X*Z  
16% +/4f +.*F6A* =*> J-/*%* Q*60 J7-eF*,  
8'7;%)1.* +" H;e6'-J' ;/40& 5$.'.4Y*Z ­4%.&   
;/14'. 2-71':} +.> ;'-;:+., 4Y88' +] 40;-%X& 
'?,U%"8%/ '?2>]92B)· 6>& +] $-%$e-%.J'* (+%?10  
#12'J'* 'a1F 6Y 1T' ;e8'., ;0i =$A J-/*%7 _-6% 
'1Y 6" 5*i ;8.14%)1.*· =6>- 4'6Y$'.60 ;0i 0d6B  
js0*'*, =uB;6%7& +] 2'-%)* =*'+B106% 20:60&.   
6%)0 +] 4'.+./F10 $-%1Y**'$'* 0M478:%.1.*·  
But he (Hephaestus) had gone early to his forge and anvils 
to a broad cavern in a floating island where with the blast of flame 
he wrought all manner of curious work; and she all alone was sitting 
within, on an inlaid seat facing the door. And her white shoulders 
on each side were covered with the mantle of her hair and she was 
 parting it with a golden comb and about to braid it into long braids; 
but when she saw the goddesses before her, she stayed and called 
 them within,and rose from her seat and placed them on couches. Then 
 she herself sat down, and with her hands gathered up the locks still 
 uncombed. And smiling, she addressed them with crafty words 
 (A.R.Arg.3.41-51).  
These being the only occurrences of !braid braids" in both Homer and 
Apollonius respectively, what we have here is a figural footnote.315 The 
                                                
315 Figural footnoting, or allusion via repetition is the central premise of Wills" excellent and 
useful book. What he has done for Latin has never been done for Greek. Since the storehouse 
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Apollonian scene is famous for its !everyday" flavor, a flavor it has in common 
with the Homeric passage.316 
 I see no satirization of Hera in these lines. If anything the schematized 
lingering upon the plaiting of braids, the fine dress and the sash has an erotic, 
tantalizing effect. The passage suggests that etymological figures were 
entitled by the desire to depict an event from the ordinary lives of the Greek 
aristocracy, a woman getting ready for a special occasion.  
In another case involving Hera, however, the inappropriateness of the 
queen of the gods engaging in everyday action features a high profile figure 
that satirizes this everday context on one level, and Hera herself on another. 
!Sweat sweat" is an EA that surfaces in various languages and contexts. The 
upwelling of the figure in Vedic occurs in an agricultural context, that is, in its 
properly entitled mode conveying the real sweat of real workers: 
k.n!reva svédam ,si#vid,n! 
the ploughman sweating sweat (RV.10.106.10).  
In other languages the same semantics are used to enhance dramatic effect: 
switzet den tôtsweiz 
 he sweats the sweat of death (Martina 231.38 MHG.). 
et n!ai je pas sué la sueur de les nuits? 
 And have I not sweat the sweat in the nights (Verlaine, Sagesse.2.4.1). 
Apuleius uses sudare sudorem for comic effect, although Celsus attests the 
syntagm in the ablative in a more matter of fact setting: 
                                                                                                                                       
of Greek figurae is so much more vast than in Latin, the collection and examination of figural 
footnotes in Greek literature represents a currently untapped line of work-intensive inquiry.   
316 Commenting on the Apollonian passage, Fraenkel notes the familiar color, 331; Hunter, 
102, ventures that “the image of Aphrodite doing her hair may be indebted to art, as well as 
the Homeric Hera:” Later in the same note he remarks: “an interest in the poetic description of 
ordinary activities is one of the many features which Hellenistic poetry shares with Euripides.” 
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vinulentum sudorem in balneo desudare 
to sweat out a wine laden sweat in the bath house (Apul.Apol.59). 
sudare... frigido sudore !to sweat with a cold sweat (Cel.2.4.5). 
Hence, it is quite possible that the parallel Homeric figure, M+-, M+-,*, could 
have been used matter of factly, to depict a real worker sweating at his labor, 
for instance. But, by putting the figure into the mouth of an indignant and 
petulant Hera as she complains to her husband about Paris" escape from his 
duel with Menelaus, Homer makes the goddess comically demean herself.    
0(*/606' º-%*:+Z $%)%* 6A* 4?J%* #'.$'&·  (25) 
$,& 5JY8'.& ®8.%* J')*0. $/*%* ~+" =6Y8'16%*, 
f4$O J" o* i4$0"% 4/9f, ;04Y6Z* +Y 4%. j$$%. 
80A* =9'.-%X1}, |-.e4f ;0;> 6%)/ 6' $0.1:*. 
I-+"· =6>- % 6%. $e*6'& 5$0.*Y%4'* J'%i Q88%.. 
Most dread son of Cronos what a word did you speak?              
How can you willingly make vain and useless my labor, 
and the sweat that I sweated in toil, my horses grew tired  
as I mustered the army, a bane for Priam and his sons? 
Do it, but all of us other gods are not in agreement (Il.4.26-27).317 
Here, M+-, J" o* j+-F10 meets all the criteria for high profile figures. The 
phonetic echo of the noun is complete in the denominative verb, the segment 
constitutes a heavily spondaic line beginning, and the figure itself occurs only 
here in epic. The proposal that Hera is rejecting consists of resolution of the 
entire Trojan war, restoration of Helen to Menelaus, and circumvention of the 
                                                
317 Pallas is similarly brought down to earth at the beginning of Callimachus five, where it is 
asserted that the goddess did not bath before washing the dust and sweat from her steeds 
(5.5-12). Bulloch, commenting on line 11, notes that Callimachus uses M+-, the !Homeric 
accusative" as opposed to Attic M+-,60. The ongoing connection with horses is interesting, 
particularly given that the Vedic figure also involves plowing, in a Hymn to the Ashvins. 
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fall of Troy. Hence, the sweat that she has sweated is meant to contrapose all 
the sorrow and blood commensurate with the continuance of war and 
destruction of the city. In short, we are not intended to join in her self-pity. The 
failure of her rhetoric is signaled by improper adaptation of tautology. In 
general terms the ostentatious figure is motivated on various levels: first, it has 
a basic context of entitlement as suggested by the comparative evidence, 
second, as we have seen so often it is uttered in anger by an indignant 
speaker, but in this case the pathos the speaker intends to elicit becomes 
ridiculous in context.   
3.3.1 tools and craftspeople, household implements and women 
 As I have noted, the scene in which Hera prepares for the seduction of 
Zeus has clear parallels with an Apollonian passage famous for its prosaic 
tone. Notice as well that the Apollonian tableau begins with Hephaestus" early 
morning departure to his anvils, a theme that recurs in both Iliad 18 and 
Odyssey 8.318 Iliad 18 progresses for four hundred lines with no remarkable 
figures. There is only one idiom, +E10* =980> +,-0 (84) and one political 
formula, =9%-L* =9D-%*6% (245). The last third of the book moves to the 
presentation of Hephaestus and forging of the shield, and etymological figures 
proliferate: there are eight in a span of just over two hundred lines, including 
three hapax etymological nominatives and one dative that occurs only one 
other time. First, in his initial conversation with Thetis, Hephaestus is 
characterized by the construction z/%& zY'*, a rather affected (5 on my scale 
as discussed above) figure emphasized by surrounding alliteration. This 
                                                
318 Hunter (102) says that in the Apollonian passage “echoes of Od. 8 arouse expectations 
that Aphrodite will be found in an embarrassing position.” Given the echo of Hera"s preparation 
for seduction, we might be meant to assume that Aphrodite is making preparations for Ares" 
arrival when Hera and Athena interrupt her. 
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occurs in conjunction with a description of several items he crafted while in the 
cave of the Nereids: 
 1. $0-" '(*e'6'& 2e8;'7%* +0:+080 $%88e,  
 $/-$0& 6' 9*04$6e& J" I8.;0& ;e87;e& 6' ;0i ^-4%7& 
5* 1$3P 980T7$[· $'$i +] \N2) ²;'0*%)% 
=T$[ 4%$4X$F* \,.+ Q1$'6%&·  
With them I worked nine years as a smith, and wrought many intricate 
things; pins that bend back, curved clasps, cups, necklaces, working 
there in the hollow of the cave, and the stream of Ocean around us 
streamed on forever with its foam and its murmur (Il.18.400-3). 
From what we know of archaic blacksmiths they were the perfect people to 
characterize with colloquial bombast:  
There was a blacksmith in every little town or komé. The forge where 
he !sat" was a meeting place for all the idlers and talkers who came 
there to exchange news. Hesiod advises the serious and industrious 
man to pass by without stopping.319  The simple equipment was the 
same as that which Hephaestus disposes of in the work-shop he has 
built on Olympus (Mireaux, 153-4). 
When we actually enter the workshop of Hephaestus his preparations involve 
two very striking figures: 
 ¶& '($* 6L* 4]* 8:$'* 0d6%?, m3 +" 5$i TX10&· 
6>& +" 5& $?- #6-'u' ;Y8'71Y 6' 5-9es'1J0.. 
-`"%/ +" 5* 2%e*%.1.* 5':;%1. $w10. <-s"0+ (470) 
$0*6%:Z* '$-Z16%* =Å64L* 5G0*.')10., 
Q88%6' 4]* 1$'X+%*6. $0-Y44'*0., Q88%6' +" 0c6', 
                                                
319 Op.493. 
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^$$F& ÆT0.16/& 6" 5JY8%. ;0i #-9%* Q*%.6%. 
208;A* +" 5* $7-i me88'* =6'.-Y0 ;011:6'-/* 6' 
;0i 2-71A* 6.43*60 ;0i Q-97-%*· 0d6>- #$'.60 (475) 
8(>.+ <+ &>928,#G 4Y90* !>92+%, 9Y*6% +] 2'.-i  
z0.163-0 ;-06'-B*, H6Y-ZT. +] 9Y*6% $7-e9-Z*. 
So he spoke, and left her there, and went to his bellows. 
He turned these toward the fire and gave them their orders for working. 
And the bellows, all twenty of them, blew on the crucibles, 
From all directions blasting forth wind to blow the flames high 
Now as he hurried to be at this place and now at another, 
wherever Hephaistos might wish them to blow, and the work went 
forward. He cast on the fire bronze, which is weariless, and tin with it,  
and valuable gold, and silver, and thereafter set upon  
the anvil-stand the great anvil, and gripped in one hand  
the ponderous hammer, while in the other he grasped the pincers 
(Il.18.468-77). 
The figure T?10. 5TX1F* occurs only here. The nominative (cf. Th.4.100.3-4: 
-s"%) 4'9e80& … <-s"0+) emphasizes the automatic nature of these 
bellows.320 We find =;4%JD6f 6.JY*0. one other time in the Odyssey, also 
with Hephaestus as the subject: (5* +" Y8.#" &>928,#G 4Y90* !>92+%, 
;/$6' +] +'14%y&, Od.8.274). Taken together they characterize the narratee 
as appropriate for deliverance of a certain amount of prolixity, and emphasize 
the technical nature of the blacksmith"s preparations. Remember that 
Hephaestus is, in general, a comical god. At the end of Iliad 1 he limpingly 
                                                
320 For more discussion see above (108-9).  
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takes on the role of a wine-server (%(*%2/'., 598),321 a role elsewhere 
characterized by the high profile figure %r*%* %(*%2%'?*6'& 5*i 2-71D%.& 
+'$C'11.* (Od.3.472), and all the other gods laugh. In Sappho, the converted 
EA ;-e6Z- 5;Y;-06" applies to Hermes when he pours wine (¦.*%2/0.1') 
for the gods (Fr.141). 
The figures describing the artisan setting up for work are reflected in the 
product of his labor. The 130-line description of the shield features four 
figures, strictly speaking, five if we count a slightly more distant polyptoton. In 
fact, the distribution of figures on the shield serves as a partial microcosm for 
the general distribution of figures in the Iliad. First, in the initial representation 
of Orion"s position in the cosmos, the standard naming formula 5$U;8Z1.* 
;08D%71.* (487) occurs in its appropriate context and regularized line 
position. Second, there is one well-established idiom emphasized by 
paronomastic amplification in the description of Ares and Athena leading the 
defenders of a besieged city out to battle:  
%{ +" a10*· V-2' +" Q-e 1T.* v-Z& ;0i |088>& <JB*Z 
Q4TF 2-71':F, 2-X1'.0 +] .i9%#% ;"8@+, 
;08 ;0i 4'9e8F 1y* 6'X2'1.*, £& 6' J'@ $'- 
=4Ti& =-.sB8F· 80%i +" g$%8:s%*'& V10*. 
They were going out, and Ares and Pallas Athena led them, 
 both gold and clothed in golden clothes 
 beautiful and tall in their armor, brilliant beyond the rest,  
 as befits gods, the men were smaller below them (Il.18.516-19). 
Ares and Athena as warrior are not deities to whom affected circularities 
normally adhere, and in this case the figure, in its normal place in the Adonic, 
                                                
321 The verbal compound is used despite the fact that he is actually pouring nectar. 
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and linked to the preceding adjectival polyptoton by repetition of the dipthong, 
!':", achieves an amplification of pure verbal strengthening justified by the text 
itself. The figure stands out from its surrounding diction just as the deities 
stand out amongst the human combatants. But there is, in addition, something 
distinctly odd about its application. The Adonic formula 'j4060 '40. etc. does 
have a !warrior" variant, e.g. 6'X2'0 I11', but nowhere else does everyday 
clothing ('j4060) overlap with armor as it seems to here. Within the oddness 
of the application of 'j4060 '40. to warriors and armor there may very well be 
a focalization of Hephaestus as blacksmith: his everyday clothes are the 
equivalent of a heroes" armor. It is as if the banal is intruding upon a martial 
context. The primary focalizee has been superimposed upon the secondary 
ones via his art. Later in the same episode 54C2%*6% 4C2Z* (533) occurs in 
its usual capacity, describing a battle scene at a distance. This may serve to 
illustrate only that contexts conducive to high profile figures tend to elicit stock 
phrases as well. 
The only truly anomalous figures on the shield occur in a description of 
a harvest.  
 ¬* +" 56:J'. 6Y4'*%& m01.8BP%*· #*J0 +" #-.J%. (550) 
4F* WG':0& +-'$e*0& 5* 2'-1i* #2%*6'&. 
4$]R9%#% +" Q880 4'6" x94%* 5$B6-.40 $)$6%* #-0s', 
Q880 +" &9%??24.#($.) 5* 588'+0*%)1. 4,2+#2. 
6-')& +" Q-" =4088%+'63-'& 5TY16010*· 0d6>- x$.1J' 
$0)+'& 4$%R9.s2+#.) 5* =9;08:+'11. TY-%*6'& (555) 
=1$'-2]& $e-'2%*· m01.8'y& +" 5* 6%)1. 1.F$ 
1;3$6-%* #2F* H16B;'. 5$" x94%7 9ZJ/17*%& ;3-.  
He made on it the precinct of a king, where the laborers 
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were reaping, with the sharp harvest hooks in their hands. 
Of the cut swathes some fell along the lines of reaping, one after 
another, while the sheaf-binders caught up others and bound them with 
ropes. There were three sheaf-binders who stood by, and behind them 
children, picking up the cut swathes and carrying them in their arms 
provided a constant supply; by them the king in silence, 
holding his staff, stood near the line of reapers, happily (Il.18.550-55). 
Note that, according to Mireaux “even in the city states where the owners took 
a direct part in the cultivation of their land, the bulk of agricultural work was 
carried out by the class of servants and laborers who made up the mass of the 
rural population” (126). Hence, the construction of !sheaf-binders binding" does 
not violate the general thesis that Homeric diction would not have attached 
such a construction to elite males, but felt free to attach them to other, more 
working class people.  The same phrase EN, =4088%+'63-'& +Y%*6%, is 
framed by a more distant repetition, +-e94060 …. +-094'X%*6'&, in turn 
framed by the presence of a m01.8'X&, who, standing in silence holding his 
scepter, neither participates in the work of his subjects, nor is characterized by 
the same verbosity as they are. The rapid movement from one level of diction 
to another is striking.  
 As if there were any doubt the EF adhered specifically to Hephaestus in 
his anthropomorphic capacity as a smith, an unnamed, presumably human 
bronze-smith makes a brief appearance in Iliad 12 in the description of 
Sarpedon"s shield; the description of his work features an etymological figure 
unparalleled in epic diction: 
     ·* Q-0 208;'y&  
801'*, #*6%1J'* +] m%':0& \]a. J04'.>& 
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2-71':}& \]E42/"/ +.Z*';Y1.* $'-i ;X;8%*  
     Which the bronze-smith  
hammered out, for him, and on the inward side had stitched ox-hides 
in close folds with golden stitches clean round the circles (Il.12.295-7). 
 Ship sailing, shipbuilding and carpentry represent other areas in which 
the EF tends to surface.  The standard formulas for setting sail in both the Iliad 
and Odyssey involve the semantically detached, and hence not too terribly 
high profile figure M16A* M16e*0.: %{ +| f"#5+ "#Z"%+#© =*C J© M16U0 8'7;> 
$D60110* !they stood up the mast and unfurled the white sails" (Il.1.480). The 
phonetic echo in the figure itself is most often amplified by further echoing in 
M16U0, the word for sail, giving such lines what Havelock called a !nursery 
rhyme" quality, or what Tsitsibakou-Vasalos has called a «hammering acoustic 
effect ... most frequently used to introduce briefly but solidly new themes.»322 
For our purposes it is important to qualify that the figure generally occurs in the 
third plural, and that it refers to the actions of the common sailor. The one 
exception is when Odysseus must set sail from Kalypso"s island alone. 
 Less frequent figures surface in descriptions of ship construction and 
carpentry. When Odysseus describes how he and his men twirled the stake 
into Polyphemus" eye he compares their drilling to that of a shipwright:  
%M 4]* 4%28A* H8/*6'& 58eP*%*, WGy* 5$" Q;-f, 
WTJ084[ 5*Y-'.10*· 59 +" 5TX$'-J'* 5-'.1J'i& 
+:*'%*, k& ^6' #.& #$B'u +/$7 *BP%* =*L$ 
#$B']+G, %M +Y #" #*'$J'* g$%11':%71.* M4e*#. 
ue4'*%. H;e#'$J', #A +] #$Y2'. 544'*]& 0(':·  
                                                
322 See Havelock (82-3), quote from Tsitsibakou-Vasalos (36). Other lines with the same 
formula + echoing in M16U0 occur at Od.9.77, 10.506 and12.402; other passages where the 
formula occurs without this echo are Il.23.852 and Od.15.289-290 = 2.424-425. 
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They seized the beam of olive, sharp at the end, and leaned on it 
into the eye, while I from above, leaning my weight on it, 
twirled it, like a man augers into a ship timber 
with an auger, and his men from underneath, grasping 
the strap on either side whirl it, and it bites resolutely deeper(Od.9.382-
6). 
Here, the repetition of the verbal action in the semantically and etymological 
related implement drives home the length of the gruesome process, as does 
the ongoing alliteration in tau, rho and 6- immediately after the figura. The 
phrase #$B'u #$B']*f, another one of those hapax figurae in which the 
phonetic echo of one element is complete within the other, has a very marked 
stylistic effect. It is entitled not only by virtue of its description of a technical 
process, but by the vengeance and spite that motivates that process. In a 
more mundane setting, Odysseus describes in great detail the construction of 
his bed out of an oak tree: 
;0i 6/6" #$'.6" =$Y;%u0 ;/4Z* 60*7TX88%7 580:Z&,  
;%-4A* +" 5; z:sZ& $-%604* =4TYG'10 208;[ 
'c ;0i 5$.1604Y*F& ;0i 5$i 16eJ4Z* aJ7*0, 
H-4)*" =1;B10&, #,#$@+% +] $e*60 #.$,#$G  
Then, I cut off the foliage from the long-leafed olive, 
and, hewing the trunk from the root, I smoothed it with an adze 
well and skillfully, and trued it to the line, thus fashioning  
the bedpost, and gimleted it all with a gimlet (Od.23.195-8). 
Here, the figure may not have quite as strong an emotive circumstance for 
entitlement as in the Cyclops passage, but Odysseus does begin this 
description in anger at his wife"s suggestion that their bed be moved, and 
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there must be a certain amount of indignation even in the minute technicalities 
of construction. He starts the dialogue by using the stock phrase in, perhaps 
mock, anger I have already discussed, but will repeat here: _ 9N*0., V 4C80 
6%?6% Y'2) J74089]& Y./'.)q !My wife, this is an extremely grievous word 
you just said" (Od.23.183). In Odyssey five 6Y-'6-0 … 6Y6-Z*'* occurs in 
successive phrases in a much more matter of fact description of the 
construction of the raft that will take Odysseus off Ogygia:  
6/T-0 +" #*'.;' #,$.#$% º087u@, +)0 J'eF*· 
#,#$@+.+ +" Q-0 $e*60 ;0i -4%1'* =88B8%.1.   
Meanwhile Kalypso, brilliant goddess, brought him gimlets 
and he gimleted all the planks and fit them together (Od.5.246-7). 
The discrepancy in the degrees of rhetorical entitlement required to motivate 
the connected tautologies !auger with an auger" and !gimlet with a gimlet" 
versus less connected repetition !she brought gimlets and he gimleted" 
underscores, once again, the difference that syntactic alleviation of the 
prolixity of the EF can make. Hesiod attests one EN connecting the action of 
woodcutters with building and ship construction: 
                     e?2#K92+ 6' #%9.T+ J0804O.0 +%?-0 
 *O.C 6' GN80 $%88C, 6C 6' Q-4'*0 *Z71i $D8%*60.  
 And the woodcutter should cut planks for building a chamber, 
 and many ship timbers, which are fit for ships (Hes.Op.807-8). 
 Moving now into the depiction of everyday events in the Homeric 
household, the first thing to notice is that the emergence of servants and their 
activities, especially servant women, created context for rather ornate figures 
in and of itself. I have already discussed in some detail the distribution of 
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mutilated forms of EAs from *&er0- (zDG0*60& #-9%* = deeds of warriors) 
against forms that achieve full phonetic echoing in the denominative verb 
(#-90 5-9Cs'1J0. = household labors of serving women).323 Another example 
is a recurring formula in the Odyssey that describes a handmaid"s 
(=4TU$%8%&) preparation of a washbasin: 
WA$+/E% +K =4TU$%8%& '$2WKG <'AW.B. TD-%710 
;08 2-71'U}, g$]- =-97-D%.% 8DmZ6%&, 
+=a%"8%/q $0-> +] G'16L* 56C*711' 6-C$'s0*.  
A maidservant brought hand-washing water for them and poured it from 
a splendid and golden pitcher, holding it above a silver basin 
for them to wash, and she pulled a polished table before them 
(Od.1.136-8 = 4.52-4, 7.172-4,10.368-9, 15.135-7, 17.91-3). 
In her eponymous Hymn, Aphrodite, who is fibbing to Anchises about being a 
mortal, explains that she knows his language because of her Trojan wet nurse, 
and highlights the activity, and perhaps the social standing, of the wet nurse 
with an EN: 
p-f>& 9>- 4'9e-f 4' #$2-5) #$,-.+, \ +] +.> $-A  
14.;-L* $0)+" =6:6088' T:8Z& $0-> 4Z6-A& H8%?10.  
For a Trojan wet nurse nursed me in the hall, who took me 
from my mother and reared me when I was a small child (h.Hom.5.114-
 15). 
Perhaps the most striking figure in this category occurs in Iliad 11. This is a 
mostly grim and serious book, 848 lines of battle scenes.  There are 4 
                                                
323 The goddess Athena, who in her martial capacity does not elicit figurae, is several times 
involved in this EA since it is she who teaches women to !work works". 
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Etymological figures in the book and only one in narrative, this when the action 
has moved from the battle to the dwelling of Nestor: 
Q88%& 4]* 4%9YF* =$%;.*B101;' 6-0$YsZ& 
$8')%* 5/*, Y16F- +" n 9Y-F* =4%9Z6i Q'.-'*. 
5* 6[ ze 1T. >s>@". 97*L 5P;7)0 J'1.* 
%a*f |-04*':f, 5$i +" 0a9'.%* >+( 67-A* 
>+*"#/ 208;':}, 5$i +" Q8T.60 8'7;> $e87*', (640) 
$.*Y4'*0. +" 5;Y8'71'*, 5$': z" £$8.11' >B>./O (Il.11.628-41). 
Another man with great effort could lift it (Nestor"s cup) from the table, 
But Nestor, aged as he was, lifted it without strain. 
In this the woman, like the immortals, mixed them a potion 
with Pramneian wine, grated goat"s-milk cheese into it 
with  a bronze grater, and scattered with her hand white barley into it 
when she got the potion ready, she told them to drink it. 
Once again, ;*3 ;*B16. meets the criteria for high profile figures. Also note 
the framing of one same phrase schema within another more distant echo. We 
have seen his framing structure (A1 B1 B2 A2) more than once now.324 It gives 
the impression of conscious fashioning along the lines of formulaic expression, 
and suggests that the construction of ornate schemata in conjunction with 
narratees of a certain status was an implied mannerism of epic composition. 
The narratee in this passage is Hekamede, the Trojan serving woman of 
Nestor. The stylistically charged figure ;*3 ;*B16., framed by the more distant 
echo ;X;Z1' ;7;'.,, underscores the fact that here we have a respite from 
the battle-narrative and an imposition of a kitchen utensil and the 
                                                
324 I refer to +-e94060 (A1) =4088%+'63-'& (B1) +Y%*6% (B2) +-094'X%*6'& (A2) and 
2D-*.m0 (A1) $-%2Ef (B1) 5$D2'7' (B2) *Uu01J0.  (A2). 
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commensurate activity of a household serving woman upon the more austere 
diction of the book as a whole. 
 Given that the proper place for a cheese grater is in the kitchen or 
dining room, it came as some surprise in the 1990"s when bronze cheese 
graters were uncovered, along with weapons, in the cremation burial sites of 
three warriors. Two articles attempting to explain the presence of these 
graters, one by David Ridgway and one by Martin West, surfaced shortly 
thereafter. Both articles tried to connect the passage from the Iliad with the 
graves at Lefkandi. Ridgway"s premise was that both the graves and Iliad 
showed that, although later evidence suggests prevalence of cheese graters 
among other kitchen utensils, at this early stage the bronze graters were 
considered battle accoutrement.325 He even goes so far as to suggest that in 
Odyssey ten when Circe mixes a potion almost identical to Hekamede"s the 
lack of cheese graters is due to lack of battle context: 
We are not told that Circe used a grater: is this simply the luck of the 
poetic draw, or would it have been out of place for her to possess a 
utensil associated in the audience"s mind with the field of battle rather 
than the kitchen? (328-9).  
The unfortunate assumption here is that Homer actually brings the bronze 
cheese grater into battle narrative, an assumption predicated on the notion 
that a book of the Iliad cannot change its tone and offer a prosaic scene in the 
midst of the war.  If high profile etymological figures such as ;*3 ;*B16. did 
                                                
325 As evidence that later graters took there proper place in the kitchen Ridgway cites 
Athenaeus, Deipnosophistae iv.169b-c where a cheese-grater (turoknestin) features in a list of 
other kitchen utensils. He also notes several appearances of cheese graters in kitchen 
contexts in Aristophanes. In the Wasps (938 ff.) a turoknestis testifies as a witness in a trial. 
Cf. Birds 1579, Lysistrata 231 and further references in Ridgeway (340). 
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act as not exactly subtle signposts for shifts from somber to not so somber and 
elevated to everyday narrative, as I have argued, then the appearance of the 
cheese grater would have let the audience know that the poet was not dealing 
with a martial implement. In effect, a problem best kept in the Lefkandi graves 
has been foisted on Homer, who would be more aptly listed with the other 
literary evidence that cheese graters were a domestic implement, used by 
domestics. The ultimate implications of the imposition of the Lefkandi find were 
realized by West, who, arguing for the primacy of the gravesites, made the 
Iliadic implement a Euboean intercalation: 
My thesis is that Nestor"s huge goblet was an older element in the 
tradition, going back to Mycenaean poetry, and that a Euboean poet of 
the ninth century was the first to fortify its content with grated cheese, 
following a custom of his own day (191). 
In the end, the bronze cheese grater might have been the property of the elite 
male whose belongings were packed for a military campaign, but the 
discussion that has surfaced regarding this passage in book 11 has neglected 
to account for the fact that the person who actually uses the implement is a 
serving woman, and the place she uses it is not on the battlefield but in the 
closest thing that the Greek warriors at Troy had to an %r;%&. 
 Through the whole scene in Nestor"s dwelling Machaon, the Achaean 
healer, has an arrow in his arm. In the beginning of book 14 Nestor describes 
how Hekamede will wash his wound: 
'(& ^ ;' 8.$9X ?2.#$X 5Å$8E;04%& §;04O+Z 
8.$9Z+n ;0i ?2g"n Q$% m-E6%* 0M406E'*60q  
until Hekamede of the fine braids warms warm washwater 
and washes off the bloody gore (Il.14.6-7). 
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Polyptoton featuring a verb and cognate adjective are relatively rare, but when 
they do occur they embrace a redundancy that makes them closer than other 
classes of repetition to the EF. Here the profile of J'-4> J'-4O*} is amplified 
by added echoing across a coordinating conjunction, 8%'6-> 8%N1}. Hence, 
in both her appearances Hekamede is characterized by prolixity. 
 The division of etymological figures among men is generally clear. They 
do not characterize elite males, but non-elite workers and craftsmen. The only 
real exception to this is Odysseus when he works as a shipbuilder or 
carpenter. The overall situation with women, however, is quite different. There 
is no indication of any reservation in highlighting the activities of women of the 
elite classes with affected figures. As we have seen, three etymological 
accusatives in rapid succession characterize Hera. Also, a number of EFs 
adhere specifically to Penelope. The consummate activity exemplifying 
Penelope"s wile is, of course, weaving. The process of her weaving is 
emphasized by another manifestation of M16A* M16e*0., semantically detached 
in much the same way as the sailing figure !set up a mast:"  
"#@"%9A+@ 4D90* f"#5+ 5*i 4'9C-%.1.* T0.*',  
setting up a great loom/web in the hall she wove (Od.2.94=24.129, cf. 
 19.139). 
In the Works and Days two figures link the weaving of a woman with the web 
spinning of a spider in a proverbial expression:  
\ +] +7F+';C6Z 63& H*+';C6Z& 4D9' =4'U*F*q 
6 9C- 6%. +t +Z9%#' ='-1.$E6Z6%& =-C2*Z& 
406%& 5; $8'U%7, ^6' a+-.& 1F-A* =4w60.q  
6 +' f"#5+ "#Z"%/#2 97*L $-%mC8%.6E 6' #-9%* (Hes.Op.776-779). 
The twelfth is far better than the eleventh 
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for on that day the gossamer-borne spider weaves its web  
in full day, and the Wise One (ant) gathers her pile; 
on that day a woman should set up her loom and set to her work. 
The recurring etymological formula !stood by the stanchion" applies mainly to 
Penelope – always in the company of =4TU$%8%., who are also !standing by" -- 
once to Nausicaa: 
 ;8:40;0 +" guZ8L* ;06'mB1'6% %% +/4%.%,   
%d; %aZ, ®40 6 9' ;0i =4T:$%8%. +X" I$%*6%. 
\ +" ^6' +L 4*Z163-0& =T:;'6% +)0 97*0.;,*, 
"#( z0 $0-> "#%895+ 6Y9'%& $X;0 $%.Z6%)%, 
Q*60 $0-'.eF* 12%4Y*Z 8.$0-> ;-B+'4*0·  
=4T:$%8%& +" Q-0 %M ;'+*L H;e6'-J' '%$,"#@  
 She descended the high staircase that was built in her palace, 
 not all alone, since two handmaids went to attend her. 
 When she, goddess among women, came near the suitors, 
 she stood by the stanchion that supported the roof with its joinery 
 holding her shining veil in front of her cheeks, to shield them, 
and a devoted attendant was stationed on either side of her (Od.1.332-
5 line 333 =16.415, 18.209, 21.64 and 8.457 of Nausicaa). 
Note that the depiction of Penelope here is not patronizing or derogatory. This 
point is enhanced by the presence of the elevated, and highly formulaic diction 
just before the figure, +)0 97*0.;,*, which has corollaries among warriors 
(+)%& <2.88'X&, +)%& R+711'X&) and goddesses (+)0 J'eF*).  
 Although generally people in Homer sit in a klismos (Is'6% +" 5* 
;8.14[, Il.24.597, Od.4.136, cf. Il.8.436, 9.200, 11.622, Od.17.90), when she 
is working with her distaff Penelope leans, or reclines, on one while she sits: 
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4B6Z- +" =*6:%* s' $0-> 160J4A* 4'9e-%.% 
>?/"9P >.>?/9A+@, 8D$6K ~8C;060 16-FT,10.  
His mother sat opposite, beside the pillar supporting 
the hall, reclining on a recliner and turning fine yarn on a distaff 
(Od.17.96-7). 
3.3.2 Herdsmen and farmers  
Philoetius the cowherd, elsewhere a recipient of a rather ornate and 
famous introductory formula (m%,* 5$.m%7;/8%& =*B-) becomes the focus of 
a high profile figure that seals the doom of the suitors when Odysseus is 
preparing his onslaught: 
1%i +Y, ¯.8%:6.' +)', JX-0& 5$.6Y88%40. 0d83&   
>?@T"%/ >?@T4/, J%,& +K 5$i +'14A* (380.. 
I bid you, noble Philoetius, to bolt the gates of the courtyard 
with the bolt, and quickly tie on the cord (Od.21.240-1).  
In a rather caustic context describing their unrequited servitude to Laomedon 
Poseidon chides Apollo, who is not generally characterized by affected 
redundancies, to remember that he slavishly worked as a cowherd in Troy by 
using a figure with only one other occurrence in epic: 
6%. 59 p-@'11. $/8.* $Y-. 6')2%& #+'.40 
'd-X 6' ;0i 4e80 ;08/*, j*" Q--Z;6%& $/8.& 'aZ· 
¯%)m' 1y +" '(8:$%+0& I8.;0& E2`) E2B>2?,.">.) 
¹+Z& 5* ;*Z4%)1. $%87$6X2%7 g8ZY11Z&. 
I built the Trojans a wall around their city, broad and quite fine, 
so that the city would be impregnable  
and, Phoebus, you cowherded the sleek cows of rolling gait 
in the foothills of wooded, many-valed Ida.(Il.21.448). 
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Note that this is one of only two figures in Iliad 21 (611 lines), a book primarily 
dedicated to the aristeia of Achilles. In the Homeric Hymn to Aphrodite the 
same figure takes on a more matter of fact tone, since it is not doubly 
motivated by angry injunction. 
 <92:1'F +" Q-0 %M 987;y* j4'-%* #4m08' J74[, 
 o& 6/6" 5* =;-%$/8%.& x-'1.* $%87$.+e;%7 ¹+Z& 
E2B>2?,.">.+ E2`) +Y40& =J0*e6%.1.* 5%.;@& 
He (Zeus) threw sweet desire for Anchises into her heart,  
who then, like the immortals in appearance, cowherded cows   
in the mountains of many-springed Ida (h.Hom.5.55). 
As I have said on several occasions, Odyssey nine bears a distinctly 
different relationship to the figura etymologica than any other book in Homer. 
In this book Odysseus, as (secondary) narrator, strives for figural creativity 
even when rendering idiomatic phrases. When he reports that he asked 
Polyphemus to give him a gift he does not settle for unremarkable +,-%* 
+:+%*0., but replaces the standard noun with +F6:*Z*, itself quite rare. In 
Odyssey nine figures that elsewhere appear with the noun in the dative 
(mY8'1.* m088')*, W8DJ-f W88Y1J0.) appear in the accusative. Also, there 
are several other figures that surface only in this book. I have already noted 
the highly effective figural hapax 6-7$C*f 6-7$w*, and would add $%6A* 
$:*'.* (354). In addition there are two phrases that fit into the agricultural 
category: 
%6' -B#.g2B"/+ 2'-1i* -B#5+ %6K =-EF1.* 
They (Cyclopes) do not plant plants by hands or plows (Od.9.108). 
=88K <+K9.B. +295+ ;C60 $U%*0 4380 
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But he (Polyphemus) was out herding his herd among the rich flocks 
(Od.9.217). 
These figures find no correspondence elsewhere in the Odyssey or Iliad, but 
similar formations occur in the Hymns. The first of these compounds the 
agricultural figure with one that looks like it is drawn from an erotic context, 
but, applied to cows is difficult to imagine to have had anything but a slightly 
comic effect. 
\4')& +" 0c6" x-'/& 6' ;0i M$$%m/6%7 $'+:%.% 
m%71i +292r) §;e'-9' +29.s"29.+ =9-0X8%.1.*. 
#*J'* ®8.& 6YG%71. m/'& 60X-%.1. 9/R.T"%/ 
9MR4@+ JZ8':0& 6' ;0i Q-1'*0&· 
We, for our part, far shooter, in the horse-nourishing foothills 
will herd the herds of roving cows where the cows, copulating  
their copulations with the bulls will bear females and males (4.492-4). 
%d+] 6-X9Z* %a1'.&, %6" `- -B#X 47-:0 -s"./) 
and you (Delos) will never bear the vintage, nor will you sprout 
numerous sprouts (3.55). 
We might also note that cows themselves merit a pseudo-etymological figure, 
m%?& m/1;'60., and that this intersects with a few other phrases from 
m/1;'.*, m@6Z- m/1;'. and m%?& m/1;'.*. 
3.4 People in the etymological nominative in the Odyssey 
 As remarked above, personal subjects of the EN in the Iliad are quite 
rare. In the Odyssey, however, several structures emerge that are illuminating 
in terms of what type of people the poet(s) felt it appropriate to characterize in 
this manner. The general, overarching observation here is that the poet of the 
Odyssey did not characterize !the best of the Achaeans" via such figures, while 
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he felt free to so depict lower echelon public servants. A nice example of this 
is $6F2A& $6F2'X'. !the beggar begs". This figure occurs twice, once in a 
proverbial expression that Odysseus imparts to Telemachus: 
'#0WP mD86'-E* 516. ;06> $6E8.* ~] ;06K =9-%y& 
+0)60 '#0W.g./+} +h1'. +D 4%. ^& ;K 5JD8}1.*.  
It is better for a beggar, in the city rather than in the fields 
to beg for food. But whoever wishes will give to me (Od.17.18-19). 
The other instance of this figure introduces Irus: 
V8J' +K 5$i '#0W5) $0*+O4.%&, ~) ;06> Q167 
'#0W.g.">I ¿JC;Z&, 4'6> +K #$-'$' 9016D-. 4C-9}  
There came now a public beggar, who used to beg in the town 
of Ithaca, notorious for his voracious gut (Od.18.1-2). 
Remember that Hesiod lists the beggar next to the potter, builder and poet 
(=%.+/&) in a list of demiurges (Op.24-5). In this line of argument I want to 
stress that it is not my conclusion that Homer is necessarily constructing these 
figures to express contempt for public workers. The construction is, at times, 
clearly a vehicle of contempt, as when Athena scorns the suitors:326 
T-Cs'7 ^$F& 9+@"#($"/+ =*0.+D1. 2')-0& 5TO1'.&, 
%{ +O 6%. 6-U'6'& 4D90-%* ;C60 ;%.-0*D%71., 
9+D9.+2/ =*6.JDZ* Q8%2%* ;0i I+*0 +.+E*6'&q  
Consider how you might get your hands on the shameless 
wooers, who now for three years have been lording it in your hall 
                                                
326 Another figure featuring a household item that scorns the suitors is  
Ç $E$%., V 4C80 +L ;-06'-ET-%*%& =*+-A& 5* .3+t 
J'8%* .3+@8(+%/ =*C8;.+'& 0d6%i 5E*6'&. (Od.4.333-4=17.123-5). 
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wooing your divine wife and offering wedding presents (Od.13.376-
8).327 
But we should temper these derogative figures with the observation that the 
poet of the Odyssey characterized the singers of song themselves with a 
nominative repetition. Both Phemius and Demodocus are so characterized on 
several occasions: 
4%?1K Q-K &2/45+ =*3;'* &./4A9.+%/ ;8D0 =*+-,*,  
The muse bid the singer to sing the famous deeds of men (Od.8.73, cf. 
8.83 = 367, 87 and 52). 
6%)1. +K &2/45) !./4. $'-.;876E&, %M +] 1.F$ 
06K =;%N%*6'&q n +K <20.,* *E16%* !./4.  
For them the glorious singer sang, and they, in silence 
sat listening; but he sang of return (Od.1.325-9, cf. Od.17.358, 385, 
518-520, 330-331, 345-346). 
That Phemius is a servant, singing for the suitors only under compulsion, is 
allegedly what saves him from slaughter. Whether the =%.+A& was a slave, or 
a demiurge occupying some higher rank in the social hierarchy, the 
proliferation of this figure does not upset the general thesis that elite males 
were not the recipients of such prolixity. Even if Demodocus and Phemius are 
viewed as free artisans they still do not rank with !the best of the Achaeans." 
The figure does, however, underscore that prolix repetitions were capable of 
expressing a certain fondness for the persona characterized, and that they 
need not be looked at en masse as pejorative. 
3.5 Contexts of eating/feasting and drinking 
                                                
327 Variations of the same formula occur with similar contempt at Od.18.275-7 and 20.287-90. 
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 All the instances of 5*i ;-Z63-. ;D-F*60. and ;-Z63-0 ;D-011'* 
have been cited. The fact that this is the only figure to surface in Lesbian lyric 
may have something to do with the alleviation of redundancy created by 
semantic detachment, and possibly the appropriateness of the figure for a 
sympotic setting. Other figures having to do with wine in Homer are less 
embedded and more verbose, as in 2d+2+ 2V+2W2.`+#.) 5*i 2-71D%.& 
+'$C'11.* !wine-pouring wine in golden cups" (Od.3.472) and 2d+2+ +] 
4'8UT-%*0 2V+=C."8. !provide sweet-hearted wine" (Il.8.506, 546). 
 Unspecified object constructions with verbs meaning !eat," as in !eat 
food" are cross-linguistically commonplace. Homeric language had a formal 
and less formal variation on this semantic. At the basic level we find figures 
from *h1ed-: 
90UZ& F6%TC9F*, %j 6K Q*J.*%* .d4%$ Y42B"/+.  
the land of the lotus-eaters, who eat flowery food (Od.9.84). 
=*D-'&, %d+D JK ®8'11. 4'4.94D*%* .d4%$ Y42B"/+q  
men, nor do they eat food mixed with salt (Od.11.123=23.270). 
§-4'U0&, *N4TZ +K 56UJ'. $C-0 $w10* <404Z+, 
Y"8./+ ;0i $U*'.*, %0 m-%6%i Q*+-'& Y42B"/+q  
Hermes, and the nymph put down all the sustenance 
to eat and drink, upon which mortal men sustain themselves (Od.5.195-
96). 
Actually a bit more common in Homer, however, is more ceremonial 
+0)60/+0:6Z* +0:*71J0. !feast a feast", often in highly ornate, alliterative lines: 
 4%U-0& +011C4'*%. 4%=+B+#I 5-.;7+D0 4%T#%.  
 After dividing portions they feasted a glorious feast (Od.3.66=20.280). 
Overall, the impression is that contexts of eating and drinking entitled select  
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figurae. 
3.6. Figures of birth and lineage  
There is little to no scholarship in this category, but in several corners of 
Indo-European, Greek, Latin and Sanskrit genealogical passages and roots 
meaning to be born and to give birth generated highly alliterative etymological 
nominatives, accusatives and ablatives. In Vedic, the root *0enh1- produced 
etymological nominatives with the agent noun *0enh1-tor: 
m, jánit, tv, jaj!na !the progenitor has engendered me" (RV.10.28.6). 
janitúr yó jaj!na !of the progenitor who engendered" (RV.4.17.12). 
The same root is coupled with the feminine agent noun with the Devi suffix: 
Jánitr. (tv,) aj.janat !the genetrix engendered you" (RV.10.134.1). 
Vedic also attests several derivatives forming etymological accusatives from 
*0enh1-. For instance the compound noun praj,m as the object of the 
causative in paronomastic amplification: 
! na' praj!m janayatu praj!patir !Praj³patir, (Lit. lord of progeny) 
engender progeny for us" (RV.10.85.43).  
Latin examples are abundant and here I list only a few out of many:  
progeniem genui (CIL12,15).328  
me...summo genere gnatum (Pl.Capt.319). 
neminem bono esse genere natum (Cic.Mur.15). 
uno partu duos pepelit simul (Pl.Am.1138). 
et nati natorum et qui nascentur ab illis (Virg.Aen.3.98). 
Repetitiveness, with or without tautology, is characteristic of presentations of  
genealogies: 
                                                
328 Cf. Gonda (1959:233), under paronomasia, who adds: “In solemn and ceremonious speech 
sound repetition and the often somewhat verbose character of these phrases may show to full 
advantage: e.g. in pompous Latin epitaphs”. 
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· #,>. |'.-:J%%* J'/T.* 4B16F-" =6e80*6%*· 
%d+" ^6' $'- 0*eZ& ;088.1TX-%7 <;-.1.@*Z&, 
· #,>. |'-130 $e*6F* =-.+':;'6%* =*+-,*· (320) 
%d+" ^6' ¯%:*.;%& ;%X-Z& 6Z8';8'.6%)%, 
· #,>. 4%. :*F* 6' ;0i =*6:J'%* 0+e40*J7*· 
%d+" ^6' $'- '4Y8Z& %d+" <8;4B*Z& 5*i ±Bm}, 
 z" -0;830 ;-06'-/T-%*0 R.M+%#2 $0)+0· 
· +] .@*71%* '4Y8Z #,>. 2e-40 m-%6%)1.*· 
She bore Peirithous, like to the gods in counsel; 
nor of fair-ankled Danae, daughter of Acrisius 
who bore Perseus, brilliant among all men; 
nor the daughter of far-famed Phoenix 
who bore me Minos and divine Rhadamanthys; 
nor of Semele, nor Alcmene in Thebes, 
and she gave birth to Hercules, son stout of spirit, 
and Semele bore Dionysus, joy of mortals (Il.14.318-25). 
The repetitiveness of genealogical language licensed etymological 
figures in the same venue. In Hesiod and Homer we find a variety of figures 
from two roots, *0enh1- and *te4- including nominatives (9'*DJ8Z / 9%*L 
9D*'6%, 6%;3'& 6D;%*) accusatives (6Y;*%* 6:;6'.*, 9E*%* 9'U*06%, 9*O6F 
9':*01J0.) and even a vocative 6Y;*%*, 6:;6F. This variety of expression is 
unique among semantic representations of the figurae, and bespeaks a 
general and widespread license. Many of these phrases occur as pure verbal 
strengthening: 
 +K Y#.>. 6-U0 #A>+% +0ST-%*. '88'-%TE*6}  
 She bore three children to sagacious Bellerophon (Il.6.196). 
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ÈÉ'UZ +] +4ZJ')10 º-E*f #A>. T0U+.40 #A>+%,  
Rea, overwhelmed by Kronos, bore brilliant children (Th.453). 
But at other times the birth-figures highlight pathos, as in Thetis" question to  
Achilles: 
6D;*%* 54E*, 6U *N 1© #6-'T%* 0(*> 6';%?10  
My child, why did I raise you, bearing you accursed (Il.1.414).  
In the prophecy scene in Iliad 2, when the mother sparrow and her young are 
eaten by a serpent, whatever pathos we feel for the bird is heightened by a 
figure: W;6h, =6>- 4O6Z- 5*C6Z V* · #A>. #A>+% (Il.2.313=327). In fact, 
there is such a strong tradition in scholarship to assert that the figura 
etymologica itself is inherently pathetic, that Wills, speaking of repetition in 
general, responded against it:  
To say that repetition gives a sad or pathetic tone to Horace"s Odes 
2.14.1 Eheu fugaces, Posthume, Posthume, would be to mistake the 
index for what it points to, since we have a contrary effect from the 
similar structure of Plautus" Trin. 1180 o pater, pater mi, salue. As an 
index, repetition emphasizes the tone which the words would have if 
unrepeated (7).329 
When it comes to the genealogical figures their emotive context is either 
neutral or pathetic. Hence, the semantics of some figures push them toward a 
certain index. 
To sum up this chapter, we have seen that the distribution of figures in 
Homer is not random, and in the process called into question some of the 
                                                
329 Wills" note on this subject is also informative: “The vague recognition of the 
appropriateness of repetition for pathos (already, e.g. Rhet. Her. 4.38, conduplicatio est cum 
ratione amplificationis aut commiserationis eiusdem unius aut plurium uerborum iteratio, or 
Macr. Sat. 4.6.23 (nascitur pathos et de repetitione) has unfortunately shaped the general 
attitude towards these figures as inherently pathetic.” 
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statements traditionally made about the figura etymologica. First, the figures 
are not generally used in serious martial contexts without some degree of 
paradox or distance. Second, they have been weeded out of sacral language 
in Homeric formulae. Third, while the Iliad and Odyssey do not abound in 
political context, the figures do surface when such contexts present 
themselves, but with the notable difference that upper echelon officials do not 
appear as the subject of cognate verbs as they do so persistently in Attic. 
Next, we have seen that a very large number of the most high profile figures 
characterize working class individuals engaged in mundane activities. We 
have also observed certain other prevalent tendencies running crosswise 
through these overall distributions. Most markedly, expressions of scorn and 
anger, both of the lighthearted and the truly caustic variety, serve to buttress 
the use of many of the most blatant repetitions.  
The overall ramifications for the study of Homeric diction and the 
rhetorical presentation of characters are significant: it is not as uniform as 
some post-Parryan scholarship has wanted to make it. Homer"s use of the 
figures reveals a subtleness that was lost on most of the scholars who have 
commented on them. In sum, there is an often clear rhetorical strategy in the 
use of the figura etymologica, especially in its more affected manifestations, 
that dictates what sort of personae the figures adhere to. This strategy is often 
pivotal in creating at times quite sudden dividing lines within the narrative 




Tautological repetitions as components of epic hexameter 
4.1 The figures as formulas: 
 This chapter is in one sense a continuation of the last. It continues the 
stylistic analysis of the figures, but acknowledges that in order to discern more 
subtle degrees of nuance, especially within the frequently attested figures, it is 
necessary to synthesize examination of context and tone with an awareness of 
metrical and syntactic norms and irregularities. In terms of making a 
contribution to formulaic theory my scope will be as limited as it can be. I make 
no pretense of having arrived at one definition of what constitutes a formula in 
archaic hexameters, or makes a given phrase or line segment formulaic, nor 
do I wish to engage the Homeric question.330 My first aim is to note the several 
ways in which the various etymological phrases under survey position 
themselves in epic hexameter. As we will see, this process leads to 
generalizations with interesting ramifications for stylistic and rhetorical 
analysis. For one, figures at the lowest end of our entitlement continuum (1) 
quite often take up end line positions, although they are frequent enough to 
also enjoy a good deal of mobility. Figures at the highest end (6), on the other 
hand, position themselves primarily at line beginnings. Furthermore, low-end 
figures typically attach an attribute and form expansive dactylic segments, 
while high-end figures do not attach attributes and frequently form thick, 
spondaic segments. Hence, to complement the stylistic analysis, we can add 
that, not only do the likes of (+attribute) +,-0 +U+F4. and (+attribute) 'j4060 
                                                
330 Those interested in oral traditions might start from Foley"s tomes dedicated to bibliography 
on the subject. A brief introduction to the nature and history of the Homeric question may be 
found in Parry (x ff.). 
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'40. represent !pure verbal strengthening and adjectival support", but that the 
idioms, comfortably placed in common verse positions, as in bd!+,-0 +U+F4. 
and bd!'j4060 '40., represent the bottom of the bottom of the stylistic 
continuum. In these cases, they simply finish off lines, in rhythmic, but 
nonetheless quite predictable and unremarkable fashion. On the other end of 
the continuum, metrical analysis enables us to add the verse position and 
scansion of such anomalies as 6')2%& 56'.2U110*6% tr! and G'U*%7& 
G'.*Us'.*, 5! to the list of other factors that make these phrases stylistically 
supercharged. Further analysis of the metrical placements of all the figures will 
reveal additional nuances within this general dichotomy, but, before we get 
ahead of ourselves, let us take a look at the metrical placements themselves. 
 As I just said, I do not mean to make any big contribution to formulaic or 
oral theory. The line positions of the figures are the same whether or not one 
sees !Homer" as the consummate oral poet masterfully culminating a long 
tradition, a little-gifted patch worker, or a group of literate recensionists 
working in Athens at the time of Peisistratus. Nevertheless, since questions of 
formularity are bound to arise from the alignment of prosodically and 
semantically similar line segments, I will begin by outlining a few of the most 
influential definitions of the (Homeric) formula and noting how the figures fit, or 
do not fit, into those definitions before analyzing the localizations of the 
individual phrases.  
  Recurring etymological figures often take up identical line positions and 
constitute !formulas" according to any and all of the definitions put forth by 
Parryan and post-Parryan scholarship. A rough division of these formulaic 
figures separates them into three groups, line ending, line beginning and line 
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internal in order of frequency. Here are but a few preliminary examples of 
each: 
Line ending: 
bd!+,-0 +U+F4.. (Od.20.342) 
bd!+,-0 +.+%?1.*q (Od.18.279) 
bd!+,-0 +.+h1'.*." (Od.24.314)331 
bd!+,-0 +.+%)6', (Od.11.357) 
bd!+,-0 +.+%?*0. (Il.24.425) 
bd!+,-%* #+F;0*q (Il.23.745) 
bd!+,-0 #+F;'*. (Hes.Th.399) 
bd!+,-%* #+F;'* (Hes.Fr.141.3). 
Line beginning: 
m%78>& m%78'N'.* 5! (Od.6.61 cf. Il.10.147=327) 
m%78>& m%78'N'. 5! (Il.10.415) 
m%78L* m%78'N1} 5! (Il.9.75). 
Line internal: 
Q88%. +K =4TK Q88}1. tr!9FW@+ <9FW2+#2 $N8}1.*q(Il.12.175). 
Q88%. +K =4TK Q88}1. tr!9FW@+ <9FW2+#2 *D'11.*, (Il.15.414). 
~+K ^11%. $0-> *Z71i tr!9FW@+ <9FW2+#2 J%1.*.(Il.15.673). 
'( 4L 5$i T-'1i 8(>. 8.F, 7!9807;,$.& <JO*Zq (Od.5.427) 
5* +D %M =1;A* Y8@>. 8.X 7!4D80*%& %a*%.% (Od.5.265) 
=88K 5$i ;0i 6[ 8(>. 8.5) 7!;0;E*, ^66U %M % 6. (Il.24.538) 
                                                
331 Here, pressure to conform to the Adonic appears to have produced a Streckform 
(+.+h1'.*). The only other time we see this long form of the future is also within a connected 
figure (+,-0 +.+h1%4'*, bd!). The forms might be the regular future, e.g. +h1F extended by 
analogy to the reduplicated present to enable configuration of the phrase in its most common 
form. There is, however, an intriguing match in the Vedic desiderative participle, díd,sata < 
*di-deh3-s-. RV.10.151.2, enticing us to at least acknowledge the possibility of a preservation. 
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5* 16OJ'11. #/8.T"/ 8.2=. 7!4D90 4]* ;8D%& 0d6 (Od.2.125). 
6%)%* Q-K ^-;%* Y8.+#2 8.2: 7!679A& QTJ.6%* +F- (Hes.Th.805) 
5* 16BJ'11.* Y8@>. 8.X 7!4'8:9Z-7* =%.+B*. (h.Hom.3.519).  
These repeated expressions clearly conform to Parry"s seminal designation of 
the Homeric formula as “a group of words which is regularly employed under 
the same metrical conditions to express a given essential idea.”332 They also 
satisfy structural definitions of the formula. For instance, Russo posited the 
line ending metrical and syntactical structure (bd!noun + verb), to which 
(bd!+,-0 +U+F4.) obviously conforms, as a formula regardless of the meaning 
of the segment.333 Gregory Nagy, analyzing the formula from a less structural 
standpoint, adduced the following definition: “the formula is a fixed phrase 
conditioned by the traditional themes of oral poetry.”334 The figures above fit 
this description according to the paradigmatic definition of !theme", or !typical 
scene" put forth by Parry and Lord.335 For example, m%78>& m%78'N'.* 
commonly introduces council scenes; bd!+,-0 +U+F4. and its metrical 
variants generally appear in contexts of guest-friendship, or xenia. Further, 
neither Kiparsky"s definition of the formulas as “ready made surface 
structures” (1976:83), nor Watkins" as “the verbal and grammatical device for 
encoding and transmitting a given theme or interaction of themes” (17) 
preclude any of the schemata listed so far. 
The formulaic patterning exhibited by the examples above, +,-%* 
+:+%*0., m%78>& m%78'N'.*, 4e2Z* 4e2'1J0., and J'A& 6:JZ1. extends to 
                                                
332 Parry (xxxii,13 and 272). 
333 See Russo (221) who counts Q89'K #JZ;'*, 4?J%* #'.$'*, and =*+-i 4e2'1J0. as 
representatives of the same end-line formula. 
334 1976:251. His assertion that “meter is diachronically generated by formula rather than vice 
versa” shows that his stance is far from structural. Construction of a phrase of a certain 
meaning, or theme creates structure, and not vice versa.   
335 Chapter 5 of The Singer of Tales deals specifically with the themes. 
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many of the more common figures. Hence, it follows that a large number of the 
figures are formulaic. The next step is to define more precisely what type of 
formula they constitute. We may begin by noting the basic distinction between 
fixed and flexible formula made by Hainsworth and discussed further by 
Kiparsky.336 Fixed formulas, like bd!J%X-.+%& =8;3&, which occurs 22 times 
always in this same position and invariably in the genitive, appear in only one 
shape, while flexible formulas can be inflected, expanded, and split by other 
words.337 The basic fact that all of the etymological figures that occur with any 
frequency conjugate would dictate, then, that they are at least slightly flexible 
formulas.  
Further examination of the metrical placements of +,-%* +:+%*0. will 
show that it, and by extension the other oft-repeated EFs, are best classed not 
just as moderately flexible, but as extremely flexible formulae. When we are 
dealing with a figure that regularly attaches an attribute/adjective, such as 
+,-%* +:+%*0., the formula is more expansive: 
5!;0i =980> +,-0 +.+%?1.*q (Od.18.279) 
5!~+K =980> +,-0 +.+h1'.*." (Od.24.314) 
5!;0i =980> +,-0 +.+%)6., (Od.11.357) 
5!;0i 5* 0U1.40 +,-0 +.+%?*0. (Il.24.425) 
5!$%6i +K Q1$'60 +,-0 +U+F4.. (Od.20.342). 
These segments are all of the same metrical shape and the essential idea 
could be defined as !give gifts of a certain quality."  The adjective + noun + 
                                                
336 Kiparsky (82) credits Hainsworth with separation of formulas into two classes: fixed and 
flexible. Hainsworth has an entire chapter on “The Flexible Formula” (110-28).  
337 The line ending phrases $/6*.0 4B6Z-, J%X-.+%& =8;3& and 0:$J7& (-7*) x8'J-%& (-%*) 
represent what Hainsworth calls !monolithic formulae" (119). Kiparsky picks out J%X-.+%& 
=8;3&, since it does not decline, as a completely fixed formula, of which he says: “there is 
little doubt that the expression was formulaic in only that shape (in other forms it was of course 
no doubt perfectly grammatical and usable, but had no formulaic status)” (82). 
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verb sequence invariably makes three line-ending feet of the same shape. We 
might then say, based on any of the definitions cited above, that +,-E* 
+U+%*0. presents an Adonic formula expandable by attachment of its third 
component in this particular order: adjective + noun + verb of this specific 
shape 4 ( (!4 ( (!4 x. It will become evident that +,-E* +U+%*0. is not the 
only phrase to attest a sizable group that fits such a uniform pattern. The 
composers would have been free to qualify these formulas in whatever way 
context called for by using the etymological figure as their basis and simply 
varying the adjective. !Give gifts" is not the best example of this potential for 
diversified qualification since the quality of the gifts is never negative; but in 
the case of 'j4060 I**71J0. we see a shift, in the final books of the Odyssey, 
from clothing described elsewhere only with positive attributes (Q4m-%60, 
20-U'*60, 2-N1'.0, ;08C, 5$O-060 and J7h+'0 ;0i 8%N1010) to clothing 
that is wretched and filthy (;0;> and 879->).338   
In the process of expansion note that phrases of very similar semantic 
content may occupy slightly different metrical segments: 
tr!$'-.11> +] +,-0 #+F;'* (Hes.Th.400, Fr.10.61) 
In a few passages, the standard adjectival attribute may be supplanted by 
information of a different sort, as in the dative recipient of the gift: 
tr!±E0*6. +] +,-%* #+F;0*q (Il.23.745) 
Whether or not these last two segments represent the same formula as those 
above begins to depend on our definition of formulae. Both are of a slightly 
different metrical structure, while this last one shows variant syntax. If one 
desired to be quite strict in rendering Parry"s  “same metrical conditions” as !in 
                                                
338 There is an irony implicit in the clothing being superficially wretched and filthy, while in fact 
these are the same ;08C 'j4060 given to Odysseus by the Phaeacians. 
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identical line positions" the objection might be raised that segments beginning 
at the penthemimeral and trochaic caesura represent different formulae, but 
both Nagy and Watkins caution against taking the Parryan phrase in this 
way.339 Stretching the notion of  “same metrical conditions” to include 
segments of equal length and cadence regardless of line position, while still 
retaining the “essential idea” corollary, would enable us to put line initial 
manifestations of +,-E* +U+%*0. in the same family of formulas as the end 
line figures, and establish the fact that the formula is mobile in addition to 
being flexible. Compare the adjective + noun + verb end line segments above 
with the following line beginnings: 
QG.0 +,-0 +U+F1. tr!(Il.9.261) 
4':8.20 +,-0 +:+F1.* tr! (h.Hom.10.2) 
Q4m-%60 +,-0 +U+%7 5!(Od.18.191) 
47-U0 +,-0 +.+%N& 5! (Il.9.699) 
Also compare lines in which figures occupy slightly different line positions 
among the 4e2Z* 4e2'1J0. and J'A& 6:JZ1. formulas: 
16Z1C4'*%. +K <9FW2+#2 9FW@+ 7!$%604%)% $0-K x2J0&,(Il.18.533) 
16Z1C4'*%. +K <9FW2+#2 9FW@+ 7!$0-> *Z71i J%1. (Od.9.54) 
J74A* 5*i 16OJ'11. 8.2: 8A"%+ bd!'j*';0 ;%N-Z& (Il.9.636) 
6A* 4]* =-UsZ8%* 8(>.+ 8.5) bd!^& $'- #TZ*' (Il.2.318) 
"40)0 TU8Z, 4C-9Z* 1' 8.2: 8A"%+, bd!%j 6' +N*0*60. (Od.23.11) 
934'*q QT0- +K =*C$7160 8.2: 8A"%+ =*J-h$%.1.*. (Od.11.274) 
%d8%4D*F*; 6> +] $340 8.2: 8A"%+ <-9'U%.1., (Od.11.555).340 
                                                
339 Nagy (1974:824) says that Parry"s “description is suitable as a working definition, provided 
that the phrase !under the same metrical conditions" is not understood !in the same position 
within the line".” Cf. Watkins (17). 
340 Only one time in Homer does J'A& 6:JZ1. fall in a significantly different position: 
%%* +L 6C2K #4'88' 8.X ;0i ;0-6'-A& =*L- 
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But expansions of some figures stretch the definition of !identical metrical 
conditions" beyond its breaking point. In the case of +,-E* +U+%*0., a few 
anomalous manifestations of the line initial sequence illustrate this. One 
breaks the line boundary and represents the sole instance where a participle 
takes the place of the adjectival attribute, by all accounts an innovative 
expression: 
4>u I*';" =88%6-:F* =2YF*, 7!;'20-.14Y*0 +" 0('i 
4O$% J'%)1. 4M40"/ tr!6%i %d-0*A* 'd-y* #2%71.*; (Il.20.298-9). 
The other is perhaps less bold: 
6%X& %M +,-%* #+F;'* #2'.*· 7! (h.Hom.5.212). 
Expansions such as these would seem to require that in order to group all of 
the instances of !give gift" in one formulaic family we need to favor thematic 
rather than structural conceptions of the formula. 
In both the line ending and line beginning segments the substantive and 
verb may be split by an adjective. In the line ending formula this split occurs 
when the verb form cannot anchor an Adonic. It shifts from the end to the 
beginning of the chain:  attribute + noun + verb >> verb + attribute + noun. The 
specific metrical length of the segment is slightly less regular in these 
instances.  
7!+E10* =980> +,-0, (Il.16.381341, 867, 18.84, 24.278, 534) 
5!#+%10* +D %M Q1$'60 +,-0, (Od.13.135) 
tr!+:+%* $'-.;088Y0 +,-0 (h.Hom.2.327) 
                                                                                                                                       
8@"A9.+%/} $-E6'-%. 9>- ='.;D0 4Z20*EF*6%. (Od.20.393-4). 
To which add: 63& +" =-'63& M+-,60 8.2: $-%$e-%.J'* Y8@>%+ (Hes.Op.288). 
341 Omitted in most manuscripts. 
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In one case, 5!+h1F +D 6%. =980> +,-0, (Od.4.589) the noun + verb 
sequence would have resulted in a cretic (†+,-0 +h1F).342  This may also 
account for another line initial segment where the noun and verb are separate:  
+,-0 +D 6%. +h1F tr!;08A* J-E*%* QTJ.6%* 0('i (Il.14.238).  
In the Hymns we find adjectives placed between noun and verb in line-
beginning phrases:  
+,-%* =907A* #+F;' tr!(h.Hom.4.442) 
+@1F 6" =980> +,-0 tr!(h.Hom.4.462). 
This last being the only member of the +,-E* +U+%*0. family, except for one 
relative expression, where the verb begins a line.  
Outside of the these patterns there remain only a few lines where the 
noun and verb and are further apart: 
4O$K+ 6%. ;0i 59h, 6D;*%* TU8', 6%?6% 4=409/, (Od.15.125) 
4O$% +K Q9K =88O8%.1. $'-.;876> 4D29.+ Q4TF, (Il.7.299) 
4O$% 4]* %d;D6K W*%16> 4/42T) <2.83P Q*0;6.q (Il.9.164). 
There is only one strictly line internal instance of +,-E* +U+%*0.: 
20U-'6Kq =6>- ;0i 4O$% 4/4D"29.+, bd!k& 6A $C-%& $'- 
(Od.13.358). 
In sum, if we count every phrase featuring (attribute) + +,-E* + 
+U+%*0. as the same !ready made surface structure" or  !verbal and 
grammatical device for encoding and transmitting a given theme or interaction 
of themes" we must also say that this !formula" is so flexible and mobile that it 
defies any all-inclusive structural classification, despite showing certain 
dominant shapes and localizations. If one were to insist on a structural 
                                                
342 Not that this is entirely fatal. Note the forms mentioned above, like +.+h1'.*, that have 
been stretched to accommodate regular positioning within the line.  
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analysis, on the other hand, it would be tempting to posit that the idiom in its 
most prevalent metrical position and classic noun + verb shape (bd!+,-0 
+U+F4.) constitutes a generative basis inherently expansive by virtue of the 
figure"s natural propensity to attach an attribute. From this basis the poets 
could move the idiom around and adapt the various forms of its conjugation to 
the end-line segment, and also to line-initial segments until the !formula" itself 
was structurally opaque. I am aware of how hazardous it has become to speak 
in the active voice of the Homeric composers !splitting" formulas and !moving" 
idioms around. Particularly in synchronic terms, it is far safer, and in most 
cases more accurate, to view the majority of mobile and flexible formulas 
merely as coexistent variations of an essential unit, the generative base of 
which, if it ever existed, is ultimately unkown to us, and may very well have 
been unknown to the poets themselves. I wish, however, to make a special 
case for the !splitting" of +,-0 +U+F4. and by extension several of the other 
cognate idioms. 
A fundamental difference between the idiomatic figurae etymologicae 
and other formulas in Homeric Dichtersprache, like ornamental epithet-name 
formulas, is that there is evidence that suggests the former"s subsistence in 
real spoken Greek at the time of Homer.343 It is quite possible that they did not 
just exist in Epic as an element of poetic verbal artifice, but had synchronic 
                                                
343 The evidence for +,-E* +U+%*0. is 1) existence of the same idiom, from the same root in 
Modern Greek; 2) extremely frequent literary and inscriptional (in widely disparate dialects) 
attestation from ancient sources up to the present day; 3) attestation in authors like 
Thucydides who do not, as a practice, use the EF, suggestive of a deeper level of 
acceptability; 4) comparative evidence suggesting either an extremely compelling typology or 
inheritance of the !give gift" syntagm: Lat. donum d,re, Ven. donom doto, Osc.-Umb. dunum 
dede(d), OIr. dán doradad, Ved. d,tra+ dad,ti, later Skt. d,nam d,-,  Aves. d,*rCm da4,iti, 
Welsh dall dawn all from *deh3-. In Germanic the expression is similarly well-attested, but from 
a different root, *ghebh- which originally meant !take" cf. Gabel !fork" lit. 'instrument for taking" 
(note that in Hittite the !give" root *deh3-. means take and that !give and !take" are but different 
aspects of the same modality)  NHG Gabe geben, Eng. gipt gyve.  
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corollaries in the actual language of the poets and their audience. There is no 
reason to believe that these corollaries wood not have acted as a basis of 
comparison for the upwellings of the same phrases in Epic. Obviously, we 
have no direct evidence from which to make assertions about spoken Greek at 
the time of Homer. In fact, the !regular" structure that I am about to reconstruct 
for +,-0 +U+F4., and by extension the EF as a general phenomenon, rests on 
literary evidence, and said literary evidence is all that is really needed to 
support the observations I will make in the course of this Chapter.  However, 
the widely disparate nature of some of the literary evidence makes an ongoing 
basis in Umgangsprache, or at least organic syntax, perhaps the most 
plausible source for the continuing regularity in the extant expressions of the 
figures.344 
In as much as scholarship on Homeric, and for that matter Indo-
European poetic language has focused primarily on diction that distinguishes 
Dichtersprache from Umgangsprache,345 it is interesting to note the possibility 
that the most frequent EFs were actually quite pedestrian. Theories of 
formulaics, geared primarily to account for the existence of different options for 
expressions like +)%& <2.88'X& and $%+e-;Z& +)%& <2.88'y&, would 
definitely not be the ones best equipped to deal with phrases that had their 
own form of expression in everyday speech, deviation from which could very 
well have been felt by listeners and heard by composers.  
                                                
344 Authors of cross-linguistic studies have primarily viewed the EF as an element of 
Dichtersprache (Schmitt, 261 ff., Euler 1982:25), but Hofmann includes a substantial section 
on the EF in Lateinische Umgangsprache (sec. 88 pgs.94-5), and Haffter, as we saw last 
chapter, makes the assumption at several junctures that the EF subsisted in everyday speech.  
345 Cf. West (2007:3) “From 1853 onwards Kuhn, Theodor Benfey, and others began to 
identify parallel poetic phrases in different branches of the Indo-European tradition, especially 
in Greek and Indic: phrases composed of words that corresponded etymologically in the 
different languages, and expressing concepts such as would not have had a place in ordinary 
everyday speech but only in an elevated formal type of discourse, in poetry or high rhetoric.”   
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The assertion of a standard basis for the EF in everyday speech, 
deviance from which results in a more marked phrase, is to some degree 
scientific: the hypothesis stands up to tests in living languages. In Present Day 
English the basic structure of the !give gift" and !sing songs" idioms is verb + 
attribute + noun, e.g. !I gave generous gifts", I sang my favorite song", any 
deviance from this pattern makes the phrase either more marked or 
unintelligible.346 For instance, !generous gifts I gave" sounds poetic and would 
not normally be encountered in everyday speech, !gifts I gave generous" is 
simply flawed syntax. In Modern Greek, perhaps a more pointed example 
because it admits a far greater degree of inflection than English, inversion of 
the components of the spoken idiom +:*F (Y*0) +@-% is permissable, but 
calls more attention to the phrase. Obviously, the reasons for these facts are 
not particular to the cognate idiom. Rather, they trace right back to the most 
basic structural norms of English and Modern Greek syntax. Keeping this in 
mind, let us attempt to reconstruct the most basic pattern for the ancient 
expression +,-0 +U+F4..  
First, evidence both outside of and within Greek suggests that the noun 
and verb lined up directly adjacent to each other, and, in the main, occurred in 
that order (noun + verb). Euler"s monograph on Old Italic d-nom d- is quite 
helpful in this regard. Here, we see that in Venetic attestations the noun and 
verb are always connected, although in this particular case it is more common 
for the verb to precede the noun (doto dono.m x7, dono.m doto x1).347 In Old 
Latin, Umbrian and Oscan we have the same connected noun-verb order that 
                                                
346 Available evidence suggests that this syntactical order goes back quite some time: cf. The 
kyng gef is men grete giftes (R. Glouc. (Rolls) 2600, 1297 CE); gyuen 5air giftes overall (Fairf. 
1340 CE). Cf. OHG Sang was gisungen (Ludw. Grimm, 760), which shows the standard word 
order in the passive, against the active in MHG singe ich minen Sanc (HMS. 2.239a).  
347 See Euler (1982:8-9), where he gives complete inscriptional citations. 
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predominates in Homer: Oscan dunum deded (Euler, 11); Umbrian dunum 
dede (Euler, 12); Old Latin donom dedi[t], dono dat, donum datum (Euler, 15-
16). This is just a sampling of possible examples, but note that outside of 
Venetic, every occurrence of the figure Euler lists has this configuration, and 
that most of them anchor their admittedly fragmentary phrases. The 
arrangement and placement of d-nom d- in the following inscriptions is thus 
typical of early Latin, and probably early Italic in general. 
C. PLACENTIUS HER F. MARTE DONU DEDE (CIL2 I.62). 
IUNONE RE MATRONA PISAVESE DONO DEDROT (CIL2 I.173). 
Plautus attests the idiom dono dare no less than 21 times. Of these, 10 
are in connected noun + verb constructions at line end, e.g.: 
quae uoluit, quae postulauit; {te} quoque {ei} dono dedi (Mil. 1205) 
hanc tibi noctem honoris caussa gratiis dono dabo (As. 194) 
venire illaec posse credo dona quae ei dono dedi (Tru. 544).348 
In four others the noun and verb, which is still at line end, are briefly 
interrupted by intervening matter, e.g. dono postilla datast (Poe. 467).349 In 
three the noun and verb are still connected, but the verb comes first (dedisse 
dono, Am. 761, cf. As. 752, Mi. 1148), 3 have verb + noun order with words in 
between (Men. 689, Mi. 120, Poe. 169), and there is one instance of 
interrupted noun + verb line internally (ea caussa equidem illam emi dono 
quam darem matri meae, Mer. 400). If we start from the supposition, as 
inscriptional evidence suggests, that d-no(m) d- was, by the time of Plautus, a 
familair idiom predominantly appearing in that order, and often closing out 
clauses and sentences, we see first that the majority distribution of Plautine 
                                                
348 The other connected end line instances of the phrase in Plautus occur at Am. 538, 790, Mi. 
Arg. I.4, St. 665, Tru. 279, 802 and 804.   
349 Cf. Am. 418 (This a questionable reading. Lindsay deletes the noun), 534 and Ci. 133.  
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dono dare corroborates this noun + verb arrangement and anchor position. 
The other arrangements and positionings of the phrase show that comedic 
!formula" also enjoyed a certain degree of flexibility and mobility.  
The instances of +,-0 +U+F4. in Archaic Greek Epic are not 
completely dissimilar to the situation in Plautus. The idiom, not including the 
relatives analyzed below, occurs 22 times in the Iliad and Odyssey, 5 times in 
Hesiod, and 4 times in the Hymns. 17 of these 31 occurrences feature noun + 
verb in the connected arrangement, in seven others only an adjectival attribute 
separates the noun and verb. Unlike Plautus, the Homeric phrases are our 
oldest evidence for the idiom in Greek, so we cannot hope to pre-establish the 
form of its expression.350 The best we can do is look at subsequent 
attestations.  The sheer number of instances of +,-0 +U+F4. in inscriptional 
and literary Greek makes a complete listing of them here impractical. I present 
only a representative sampling meant to confirm the observation that the noun 
and verb generally were either connected or composed quite close to each 
other.  
An Inscription from Lycia ends a substantial section with the line: 
=J0*e6%.1. J'%)& ;'20-.44Y*0 +,-0 +[Y+F;0&] (SEG 28.1245.17, 
beginning of the 4th cent. B.C.). The reconstructed perfect active here is, as 
will be argued in the next chapter, a Homeric impossibility, but note that the 
whole hexameter, which begins with an epic lengthening of the alpha in 
=J0*e6%.1., and contains the same perfect participle as the metrically marked 
Iliadic segment noted above (7!;'20-.14Y*0 +" 0('i 4O$% J'%)1. 4M40"/ tr!) 
ends in a plausibly reconstructed Adonic EF and is clearly striving to be 
                                                
350 Euler, (1982:23), notes the lack of the idiom in Mycenaean against do-ra-qe pe-re (+,-0 
6' TY-'.?) (PY Tn 316, 2v 2v. 5v. 8.) 
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Homeric. Admittedly, the fact that the author of this line was replicating 
Homeric diction means that the positioning of the cognate phrase is not so 
much independent evidence for the prevalence of this arrangement as it is a 
testament to the staying power of the Homeric formula itself. There is less 
derivative inscriptional evidence, however, that supports the end line 
connection of noun and verb. On a 2nd cent. BC statue of Memnon line 2 reads 
0d+B'*6. J'[ 4%71.;> 4O$% 4/42s) (Ep.Gr. 1000) to which Kaibel 
compares ;6B1'%& 5G n1:Z& u72.;> 4O$% 4/42r) (Ep.Gr. 815.4). Other 
inscriptions support the direct proximity of noun and verb, but are more 
ambiguous as to their order.351 Also note that the arrangement is by no means 
restricted to the cognate syntagm: MY-.0 63& <-6Y4.+%& +,-%* #JZ;'* 
(SEG 27.351). 
Moving now into the evidence of literary Greek, Herodotus attests +,-0 
+U+F4. in the following arrangements: +,-0 #+F;' (1.53.2), +,-0 +@1F 
(8.5.2), +,-0 +,1'.* (1.84.1), +,-%* +%J3*0. (3.42.1), +.+%) +,-%* 
(4.172.2), +.+/*6'& 6> +,-0 (3.21.1), +@1F %M +,-0 (7.8.81), +,-0 60?60 
6%. +.+%) (3.21.1), and with broadest separation +,-0 %M =*> $w* #6%& 
5+:+%7 (3.160.2). In Xenophon we find: Q880 +,-0 #+F;'* (Cyr. 8.5.17); 
+,-0 +/*6'& (An.4.7.27); +,-0 +%y& (An.7.7.8); $%88> +,-0 +/*6'& 
(Cyr.7.4.9); $%88> +] +,-0 +.0+%?*0. (Cyr.1.4.26); +@-F* * 5+:+%10* 
(Cyr. 7.2.23); +,-0 $w1. +.Y+F;'* (Cyr. 8.7.1); +,-e 9' * +.+,1.* 
(Cyr.2.1.13); +,-%* 5; m01.8YF& 5+/JZ (HG.3.1.6); +,-0 =4Y4$6F& 
                                                
351 Cf. +,-0 %d; #+F;0 %d+' +@1F (SEG 29.1130 bis. 49-50, 1st half of 2nd cent. BC) 
+,-%* #+F;'* J' (SEG 36.590.4, 181 AD), but cf. 9-eu0& 6[ +.+/*6. +,-%* (SEG 
31.696, early 5th cent. BC); with a dative intervening: %9Y0 +:+%6. 60) 97*0.;i +,-%* (CEG 
446, ca.450-30 BC, black figured cantharus); and 406-i +] +,;['] / +,-%* (Peek, #946.34-4, 
1st, 2nd cent. BCE). Much later there is also end line +F-B106% +,-%*# (SEG 43.911.10). 
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Y+:+%7 (HG.3.1.13); with verb + noun order $%88> ;0i ;08> #+F;' +,-0 
(Cyr. 8.4.26); and once across a coordinating conjunction 6' 6A #;$F40 
+Y+F;0& ;0i l-71e*6 6A +,-%* (Cyr.8.4.27). Further examples could be 
adduced ad nauseum, but they would only strengthen the impression that the 
two elements of +,-0 +U+F4. were most often directly adjacent to each other, 
that, if they were separated, it was usually not by more than one or two words, 
and that the most common order was noun verb. These facts are, of course, 
not restricted to just this, or any cognate idiom. They derive from the general 
syntax of Greek, as the arrangement of d-nom d- derives from the syntax of 
Italic. But in the case of the EF, where phonetic echoing was at issue, there 
may have been an extra incentive to keep the assonant elements close 
together.  
The strength of the generality that the nominal and verbal elements of 
+,-%* +.+/*0. were most often connected, would not mean much in this 
study if the Homeric instances of the figure in which the noun and verb are 
separated did not show a marked stylistic difference from the connected 
phrases. In fact, Homeric usage makes it quite clear that separation of +,-%* 
and +.+/*0. occurred at junctures where additional emphasis was required of 
the basic Ausdruckverstärkung.  
Very few of the Homeric uses of +,-%* +.+/*0. involve the actual 
giving of a gift in the present tense, with the act and object of giving witnessed 
first hand by the audience. The figures with the verb in the aorist simply 
mention that an item already in someone"s possession had once been a gift. 
One formula (4K"%+ =980> 4O$%) references the horses that the gods gave 
to Peleus, (Il.16.381, 867),  a team of mules the Mysians gave Priam 
(Il.24.278), the armor of Achilles stripped by Hector off the body of Patroclus 
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(Il.18.84), and the generally good lot that came out of Zeus" urn for Peleus 
(Il.24.534). The first three of these occur in narrative in explanatory, rather 
matter of fact statements. The last two are spoken by Achilles, and while there 
might be some bitterness of tone, they are nonetheless, momentary 
digressions from the main thrust of the dialogue and the giving of gifts is not 
showcased at length. Elsewhere, one end line figure refers to a mixing bowl 
the Sidonians gave to Thoas (±E0*6. +] +,-%* #+F;0*, Il.23.745). This 
bowl is the prize for the footrace, and the substitution of the dative for an 
adjectival attribute serves to very quickly lay emphasis on Thoas as a 
recipient, long ago, of this bowl as gift, but once again the whole segment is 
but a short introduction to the main action: the race itself. Next a slightly 
separated end line figure describes everything the Phaecians gave Odysseus 
(Y42"%+ +D %M Q1$'60 4O$%, Od.13.135). Even the little bit of separation 
here results in additional emphasis, since Poseidon is speaking in indignation 
that Odysseus has not only made it home, but also acquired great wealth in 
the process. The remaining Adonic figures refer to unspecified (Il.24.425, 
Od.11.357) and often fictitious (Od.18.279, 20.342, 24.314) gifts. Two figures 
involve gifts that are enumerated, but subsequently refused, as when Hera 
offers Hypnos a bribe for putting Zeus to sleep (Il.14.238), 352 and when 
Menaelaus offers Telemachos a team of horses, a chariot and a cup.  
This last case (4D"0 +D 6%. =980> 4O$%, Od.4.589), is most likely 
meant by Homer to portray Menelaus as being somewhat emphatic, the noun 
and verb are separated as in the figure put in the mouth of an indignant 
Poseidon above, and noun + verb order similarly inverted. The Horses and 
                                                
352 O$% +D 6%. 4D"0 ;08A* J-E*%* QTJ.6%* 0('i. He refuses the throne, but acquiesces 
later when she offers him the Grace Pasithea. 
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chariot, however, prove to be bombastic gifts, and are rejected by 
Telemachus, who, in figural responsion says that he would prefer something 
he can put in his storeroom: 4O$2+ +", ^66. ;Y 4%. 4Qn), ;'.4B8.%* #16F 
(Od.4.600). Note that he changes the plural +,-0 to a single +,-%*. 
Menelaus, not one to be verbally outdone, responds in even more elaborate 
terms: 
4Q$0+ +", ^11" 5* 54[ %a;f >./9*?/% >.T#%/, 
4Q"0, o ;e88.16%* ;0i 6.4ZY1606/* 516.. 
4Q"0 6%. ;-Z63-0 6'6794Y*%*·  
Of the gifts which in my house lie stored in the storeroom 
I will give the most beautiful and valuable, 
I will give you a wrought mixing bowl (Od.4.613-15). 
Menelaus may have been corrected as to the appropriateness of the gifts he 
offered, but he will not be outdone in terms of figurative expression. He has 
now separated his initial figure, which Telemachus extended from the trochaic 
to the septhemimeral caesura, all the way across a line boundary. He has also 
managed to sandwich one figure within another by putting ;'.4B8.0 ;')60., 
which in fact represents an escalation of Telemachus" more periphrastic 
;'.4B8.%* #16F, between the two elements of +@-F* … +@1F. In general 
terms, the two are engaging in an exchange of figures as they talk about an 
exchange of gifts, and the fact that Telemachus picks up on Menelaus" original 
figure may be a clue that it was more noticeable than other instances of +,-0 
+U+F4. which pass by without remark. 
In Iliad nine the gifts that Agamemnon offers Achilles are referred to by 
+,-0 +U+F4. three times. In two of these instances the arrangement of the 
figure is unremarkable. Once, Diomedes wishes that Agamemnon had never 
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offered the gifts (47-U0 4O$% 4/42g), 699). At line 261 Odysseus urges 
Achilles to relent, since Agamemnon"s gifts are suitable QG.0 4O$% 4=40"/ 
4'6088OG0*6. 2E8%.%. He subsequently enumerates the gifts, which had 
already been listed once in this book. At line 164, on the other hand, just after 
Agamemnon himself has listed the gifts, Nestor expresses his approval of 
them by means of a more remarkable arrangement of the figure:  
4O$% 4]* %d;D6K W*%16> 4/42T) <2.83P Q*0;6.q  
Gifts no longer to be scorned you are giving to lord Achilles (Il.9.164). 
An elevation of the figure here is not surprising, since the gifts that have just 
been enumerated are without parallel in Epic. In fact, it is more surprising that 
Odysseus did not refer to them later with a similarly inflated arrangement, 
rather, he says, in the regular way, simply that they are suitable. The 
!appropriateness" of Agamemnon"s gifts has been subject to opposing views. 
Many have considered his offer impeccable according to the value system of 
Epic.  But, as noted recently by B. Sammons, scholars who approach Homer 
from an anthropological perspective have questioned this view: 
Their argument is essentially that Agamemnon"s offer of splendid gifts 
in   compensation to Achilles fails precisely by being too generous, so 
that it amounts to a kind of gift attack, or “potlatch” tactic, whereby the 
offer of material compensation becomes so splendid as to publicly 
subject Achilles to Agamemnon, because excessive gifts necessarily 
belittle the recipient and aggrandize the donor (Sammons 2008:364). 
Sammons does not wholly embrace this view, nor do I. But we do not need to 
see the gifts as an intentional potlatch tactic to motivate the sensibleness of 
downplaying them as book nine progresses. Agamemnon may offer them with 
good intent, and Nestor wholeheartedly approve, but in the course of events 
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others develop different views, and a figural progression in which the gifts are 
first inflated (Nestor), then regularized (Odysseus), and finally degraded 
(Diomedes), can be made sense of if we see in the differing views of scholars, 
a plurality of assessments within the Iliad itself. 
There are only two figures within the +,-E* +.+/*0. group where the 
noun and verb are further separated than in Nestor"s comment above, and 
these constitute the only two times when the figure immediately involves a 
depiction of actual gift-giving that we witness firsthand in the present. First, In 
Iliad 7, after Hector and Ajax have battled until nightfall, Hector proposes that 
they stop fighting and exchange gifts: 
4O$% +K Q9K =88O8%.1. $'-.;876> 4D29.+ Q4TF,  
gifts!, come now, to each other, glorious ones let us both give (Il.7.299). 
Immediately thereafter the gifts are described and exchanged: 
¶& Q-0 TF*B10& +,;' G:T%& =-97-/Z8%* 
1y* ;%8'[ 6' TY-F* ;0i 5Å64B6f 6'804,*.· 
¾a0& +] sF163-0 +:+%7 T%:*.;. T0'.*/*. 
Having said that, (Hector) presented a silver-studded sword, 
with its sheath, bringing it there also with its well-cut strap. 
But Ajax presented a waist belt radiant in crimson (Il.7.303-5). 
The greatest degree of separation in the group, however, occurs in Odyssey 
15, when Helen gives Telemachus an elegant gown intended to be his future 
bride"s wedding dress. Before the actual exchange the gift itself is elaborately 
introduced:  
§8Y*Z +] $0-:1606% TF-.04%)1.*, 
#*J" #10* %M $Y$8%. $04$%:;.8%., %Ê& ;e4'* 0d6B. 
6,* I*" ='.-04Y*Z §8Y*Z TY-', +)0 97*0.;,*, 
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o& ;e88.16%& #Z* $%.;:8401.* ~+] 4Y9.16%&, 
=16L- +" & =$Y804$'*· #;'.6% +] *':06%& Q88F*. 
Helen stood by the storage chests 
where there were gowns of every intricacy, which she had made  
herself. Lifting up one of them, Helen, goddess among women, carried 
forth the one that was the most beautiful in its fine embroidery, and the 
fullest; like a star it shone, and was stored there under the others 
(Od.15.104-8). 
The diction of Helen herself, when she offers the gown to Telemachus, is no 
less elaborate:  
§8Y*Z +] $0-:1606% ;088.$e-}%& 
$Y$8%* #2%71" 5* 2'-1:*, #$%& 6" #T06" #; 6" W*/40s'· 
4O$N+ 6%. ;0i 59@, 6Y;*%* T:8', 6%?6% 4M409/, 
4*34" §8Y*Z& 2'.-,*, $%87Z-e6%7 5& 9e4%7 £-Z*, 
1 =8/2f T%-Y'.*· 6')%& +] T:8} $0-> 4Z6-i 
;')1J0. 5*i 4'9e-f. 1y +Y 4%. 20:-F* =T:;%.% 
%r;%* 5Å;6:4'*%* ;0i 1L* 5& $06-:+0 90)0*.” 
  & '($%?1" 5* 2'-1i 6:J'., n +" 5+YG06% 20:-F*. 
Helen stood close, the flush of beauty on her cheeks; 
holding the gown in her hands, she spoke these words and addressed 
him by name: “a gift to you, I also for my part, dear child, this gown, 
give, remembrance of Helen"s hands, for the time of your lovely, lovely 
wedding for your own wife to wear. May you fare well and reach  
your  fine home and fatherland.” So speaking,  
she placed it in his hands, and he quite gladly received it. (Od.123-30). 
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I have deliberately translated line 125 with disjointed syntax to underline its 
uniqueness among the idiomatic figurae, a uniqueness which, in this case, 
derives entirely from the splitting of the phrase and discombobulation of the 
standard attribute + noun + verb word order: the demonstrative pronoun has 
taken emphatic position in the final, Adonic segment by supplanting the 
cognate noun. In sum, the arrangement of the figure and formula has in every 
way been molded to lay emphasis on the handing over of this lovely present.  
Now that we have at least glimpsed the context of all the cases of 
+,-E* +U+%*0. – at least the ones not split by a relative pronoun -- a 
surprisingly precise continuum arises within the broader entitlement continuum 
I delineated in Chapter 3. In short, we can add decimal points to our system. 
At the very low end of the scale (1.0) are the metrically standard phrases that 
merely provide the additional and to some degree extraneous information that 
an item was a gift at some point in its past.353 Also down at this level are the 
several general statements about gift giving and reports of unspecified gifts 
with the noun + verb arrangement in the Adonic. Here I would also put the line 
beginning, but nonetheless standardly configured lines that first downplay, 
then denigrate the perhaps overly extravagant nature of Agamemnon"s offer to 
Achilles. Moving just a bit up the scale (say 1.2) we have phrases were the 
adjective, noun and verb have been slightly more separated. I include here 
Poseidon"s indignant complaint to Zeus, and Menelaus" overly ambitious offer 
to Telemachus. Note that I do not mean to imply that metrical placement and 
syntax are the only means by which a figure might be slightly elevated on the 
                                                
353 Here I have in mind specifically ±E0*6. +] 4O$2+ Y40>%+q and all five instances of the 
4K"%+ =980> 4O$% formula. 
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scale. For instance, I would put the description of the physical attributes that 
Athena gives Penelope at least on this level: 
Q4m-%60 4O$% 4=42B, j*0 4.* JZ10U06K <20.%U.  
She gave her immortal gifts, so the Achaeans would be in awe of her 
(Od.18.191). 
In this case the phrase has additional impact not because of its meter or 
syntax, but because of the uniqueness of the adjective Q4m-%60. This is the 
only time this particular adjective is used with the figure. Now, moving up the 
scale of stylistic impact and noun-verb separation still further (1.5) we have 
Nestor"s declaration that Agamemnon"s gifts should no longer be scorned. 
Finally, at the top end of this sub-continuum we have the two times the idiom 
actually involves an outright exchange of gifts: Hector-Ajax (1.8) and Helen-
Telemachos (1.9). Note that the structures at the low end of the sub-scale 
meet with the greatest number and most exact structural parallels outside of 
Homer.354 While those at the high end are always in the minority as far as 
parallels go. As the above analysis shows these facts hold true not just for 
Greek outside of Homer, but for Italic as well. Plato also achieves emphasis by 
sandwiching material into the space between +,-E* and +U+%*0. in an 
extended figure highlighting the etymological relationship between traitorous 
graft ($-%+:+F4.) and the type of giftgiving that amounts to extortion:  
%j 6A +:;0.%* %d; Q* $%6' $-%42T.+ I*';0 4Q$0+ $0-> =+:;F* 
=*+-,* =*%1:F& 4/429,+0+  
who would never betray justice for the gifts by unjust men sacrilegiously 
given (Lg.907a). 
                                                
354 cf. +,-%* #+F;0*, Il.23.745, +,-0 #+F;'*, Hes.Th.400, Fr.10.61, Hdt.1.53.2, Xen.Cyr. 
8.5.17 and the majority of purely structural parallels listed above. 
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For pure visual effect I include the following presentation of lines of increasing 
separation and emphasis meant to represent the gap between 1.0 and 1.9 on 
the stylistic continuum: 
QG.0 4O$% 4=40"/ 
4K"%+ =980> 4O$% 
47-U0 4O$% 4/42g) 
Q1$'60 4O$% 4=409/. 
=980> 4O$% 4/42`"/+q 
4D"0 +D 6%. =980> 4O$% 
Y42"%+ +D %M Q1$'60 4O$% 
4O$% 4]* %d;D6K W*%16> 4/42T) 
4O$% +K Q9K =88O8%.1. $'-.;876> 4D29.+ 
4O$K+ 6%. ;0i 59h, 6D;*%* TU8', 6%?6% 4=409/ 
4.1.1 The intervention of a relative between noun and verb as a process of 
expansion: 
Separation of the nominal and verbal components of an EF by a relative 
often results in different line placements. Specifically, the cognate noun and 
verb may be more widely separated, although we also see patterns 
reminiscent of the non-relative figures. The noun may come earlier in the line 
while the relative + verb makes up the Adonic as in this rather proverbial line: 
=88K ^ 9' 1.9 4O$% J',* #2%., bd!p##/ 4/42T.+  
But let him keep in silence the gifts of the gods, which they give 
(Od.18.142). 
The noun + relative + verb may comprise a line initial segment of a shape 
similar to the adjective + noun + verb sequences in Hectors unspecified and 
scorned mention of gifts Achilles will get if he spares his life. As the metrical 
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nature of this phrase is similar to other, lower-end structures (but not the 
lowest), so is the basic circumstance (scorned) of the gifts:  
4O$% #F 6%. 4D"2B"/ tr!$06L- ;0i $E6*.0 4O6Z-, (Il.22.341). 
cf. QG.0 +,-0 +U+F1. tr!(Il.9.261) 
But the relative is likely to extend this configuration, either by inclusion of the 
adjectival attribute in addition to the relative (proverbial in the description of 
Zeus" urn):  
4D$0+ 2^% 4=40"/ ;0;,*, 7!I6'-%& +] HCF*q (Il.24.528).355 
Or by inclusion of a dative recipient (a gift refused by Athena as Mentes): 
4O$2+ +K p##/ ;D 4%. 42`+%/ 7!TU8%* V6%- =*h9} (Od.1.316). 
4O$2+ +K p##/ ;D 4%. 42=@), 7!;'.4O8.%* #16Fq(Od.4.600).356 
Alternatively, the relative may bring about a caesura in the midst of the figure: 
$%4$L ;0i TU80 4O$%, tr!6C %M 4=429.+ T.8D%*6'&. (Od.8.545). 
But, for the most part, composition with a relative enables separation. This 
occurs to a degree shown also by the non-relative phrases: 
4O$% #F %M G')*%& 0;'+0U4%*. 4O>. 672O10& (Od.21.13) 
£& 6%. 4O$I =$%$D4uF, tr! 6%. '*D80%& Y40>.. (Od.17.76). 
But frequently the relatives show wider separation than the non-relatives. 
While the noun and verb of the non-relative cases of +,-E* +.+/*0. always 
occur in the same line, in a significant number of the relative phrases they 
appear in successive lines:357 
4O$% 543& $0-> *ZA& 5*'.;D4'*, p""K <2.83P 
                                                
355 Delay of the adjective (;0;,*) here must facilitate some extra emphasis. 
356 This figure has already been discussed above as a short extension of Menelaus" figure. 
357 There is one Hesiodic fragment where the figure splits over two lines without the aid of a 
relative:      
4*w6%· $8')160 +] 4O$% 4'6> G0*JA* '*Y80%*  
4*Z16B-F* <4M42B· 4e80 +" J'8' o* ;06> J74A* (Hes.Fr.204.41-2).  
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2J.sA* g$D16Z4'* 4D"./+, =9D4'* 6' 97*0);0&. (Il.19.194-5) 
4D$0+ +K p""I 5* 54[ %a;f ;'.4O8.0 ;')60., 
4D"0 o ;C88.16%* ;0i 6.4ZD1606E* 516.*q (Od.4.613-4=15.113-
14).358 
5GDT'-'* J08C4%.%, 6UJ'. +K 5*i ;C88.40 4O$%, 
51J360 2-71E* 6', #F %M ¯0UZ;'& Y40>%+q (Od.8.439-40). 
*ZÀ +K 5*i $-N4*} 5G0U*76% ;C88.40 4O$%, 
51J360 2-71E* 6', 6C %M '*D80%& Y40>.} (Od.15.206-7). 
The figure from Iliad nineteen, which involves the furthest separation of 
noun and verb within the +,-E* +.+/*0. group, occurs in a rather matter of 
fact manner when Agamemnon orders Odysseus to fetch the gifts he 
promised Achilles. It creates the impression that distant separation by means 
of an intervening relative does not necessitate the same degree of emphasis 
as a similar degree of separation among the non-relatives. The figures from 
Odyssey eight and fifteen occur in narrative and facilitate the same 
impression.  As discussed above, however, the figure from Odyssey 4 is 
spoken by Menelaus in a very affected setting, while its doublet in fifteen 
occurs at the actual giving of the mixing bowl. In short, the relative phrases are 
a much more heterogeneous group in terms of stylistic profile.  It is also quite 
difficult to apply one structural definition of the formula to the relative figures.  
The overall impression is that intervention of a relative made distancing 
of the noun and verb unremarkable in terms of both style and meter. In 
general, whether or not we want to look at all the cases of +,-E* +.+/*0. as 
a formula, set of analogous formulas, or a family of formulas is, to my mind, 
not as important as the observation that +,-E* +.+/*0. itself, and by 
                                                
358 Discussed in detail above. 
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extension all of the frequently recurring figures, constituted a useful and 
adaptable building block within the traditional diction of Epic. In the cases of 
the non-relative phrases we have seen that there was a basic structure 
primarily localized at the end of the line, but also possible at the line beginning, 
and that the disruption of this structure facilitated the stylistic agenda of 
specific passages and books. On the other hand, several of the relative 
clauses that house the cognate verb, and hence create the figure are 
thematically quite static. It would be difficult to argue that such expansions as 
tr!6C %M ¯0UZ;'& #+F;0* and bd! 6C %M ¯0UZ;'& #+F;0*, since we already 
know who gave the gifts, are not, at least to some degree, motivated by 
metrical convenience.  
It has become apparent by now that it is easiest to favor thematic 
definitions of the formula to motivate inclusion of a particular figure in one 
formulaic family. But structural definitions also have interesting and at times 
formulaically unifying implications for the figures. The line beginning 
expression (m%78>& m%78'N'.* 5!), since this phrase never attaches an 
attribute when the noun is in the plural, does not regularly expand in the same 
way as (+ attribute) figures.359 It can optionally expand with additional 
descriptive material relevant to the verbal action: 
m%78>& m%78'N%71. $0-O4'*%. bd! (Il.24.652) 
m%78>& HsE4'*%. m%78'N1%4'* bd! (Il.23.78) 
But, for the most part, it makes up a simple noun-verb pattern at the onset of 
the line. 
m%78>& m%78'N'.* 5!;0J0-> 2-%S 'j406K #2%*60. (Od.6.61) 
                                                
359 The one time the noun is in the singular it does attach an attribute and spans two lines: 
=-:16Z* / m%78L* m%78'N1} 5! (Il.9.75).  
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m%78>& m%78'N'.*, 5! T'79D4'* ~] 4C2'1J0.. (Il.10.147=327).360 
According to a structural/syntactic view, phrases such as this one, 
attributeless etymological accusatives plus denominative verbs in heavily 
spondaic line beginnings, might constitute a formula. This would enable us to 
connect, perhaps genetically, recurring set phrases with nonce coinages: 
m%78>& m%78'N%71. tr!>> 
0(24>& +K 0(24C11%71. tr!(Il.4.324) 
6')2%& 56'.2U110*6% tr!(Il.7.449) 
%r*%* %(*%2%'?*6'& tr! (Od.3.472)  
m%78>& m%78'N'.* 5!>> 
4?J%* 47J'U1JZ* 5!(Od.3.140) 
G'U*%7& G'.*Us'.*, 5!(Od.3.355).  
By lifting metrical constraints on !same formula" a bit we could assert that one 
formulaic template has asserted itself in all of the above segments. If we were 
willing to stretch this structural/syntactic model further, the next step would be 
to include in this category other once or twice occurring figures of any case in 
the first parts of lines, whether they be heavily spondaic and denominative or 
not, as based on kindred formulaic templates and compositional strategies: 
sh106% +] sh*} 5! (Il.14.181) 
+0U6Z* +0.*74D*%7& 5! (Od.7.50) 
+%UZ& +F6U*Z* 5!(Od.9.268) 
\+y $%6A* $:*F* 5!(Od.9.354). 
;8.14[ ;';8.4D*Z 5! (Od.17.97) 
J3;'* 5* =;4%JY6f5! (Il.18.476) 
                                                
360 The lone Hesiodic instance of this phrase is positionally and syntactically innovative and 
non-formulaic: \ +] ;0;L E2B?1 6[ E2B?.g"%+#/ ;0;U16Z. (Op.266). 
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5* +K #J'6K =;4%JD6f 5! (Od.8.274) 
6+K Q6} Q010& 5! (Il.8.237) 
4Z+] +:;Z* +.;e1Z.&, 5! (Hes.Fr.338)361 
xsf 5T's/4'*%& 5!(Hes.Sc.394) 
6 9C- 6%. * *O406' tr!(Hes.Op.777) 
%{ +K =9%->& =9E-'7%* tr! (Il.2.788) 
5& +K =9%-L* =9D-%*6% tr! (Il.18.245) 
TO4Z* 6U& 4%. TC1JF tr!(Od.20.100) 
 mD8'1. mC88F1. tr! (Od.16.277) 
=4Ti +] *ZA* #*0110* tr!(h.Hom.3.298) 
;8Z)10. ;8Z)+. 3.5!(Od.21.241) 
& JC*%* %(;6U16f J0*C6f 7!(Od.11.412) 
5* $'+Uf $'$E8.16% $E8.& 7!(Il.20.217) 
M+-, JK o* j+-F10 4E9f, 7! (Il.4.27).  
  mE1;%*6K Ë'8U%.% mE'& 7! (Od.12.128)362 
  V4%& ;E;;7G ;%;;Ns'. 7! (Hes.Op.486) 
^11%. +L mD8'1.* m'm8O060. bd! (Il.11.657). 
%6' T76'N%71.* 2'-1i* T76A* bd! (Od.9.108)363 
% $%JK ª* M-'N%71K M'-OP%* bd!(Od.14.94) 
Q$-Z;6%* $E8'4%* $%8'4Us'.* bd!~+] 4C2'1J0. (Il.2.121) 
                                                
361 This phrase occurs one other time in Hesiod: +F-%TC9%7&, %{ 6O*+' 4=>@+ 5JD8%71. 
4/>F""%/. (Op.39). 
362 This EN is most likely pseudo-etymological. Its other Homeric instance is a bit more spread 
out: E2">A">2+8I I8.;'& ;080i EK.) 'd-74D6F$%. (Od.12.355). In the Hymns it occurs over 
two lines: 
 #*J0 J',* 40;e-F* EN.) Q4m-%6%. 0c8.* #2'1;%* 
 E2">N9.+%/ 8'.4,*0& =;Z-01:%7& 5-06'.*%X&. (h.Hom.4.71-2). 
363 While this denominative figure occurs only once in Epic the Hymns attest a non-
denominative phrase from the same root: %d+] 6-X9Z* %a1'.&, %6" `- -B#X 47-:0 -s"./) 
(3.55). 
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=*6Um.%* $E8'4%* $%8'4Us'.* bd!~+] 4C2'1J0. (Il.3.435).364 
All of these cognate phrasal segments could be grouped under the 
same heading by virtue of their position at the beginning of the line, the fact 
that they occur only once or twice, and that they do not generally attach an 
attribute.365 If we insist on this basis that they represent the same formula we 
are straying pretty far from conventional definitions, but the observation 
remains that if composers of ancient Epic wished to coin a new etymological 
phrase, or incorporate an idiom not elsewhere part of poetic diction into 
hexameter it is very likely that they would do so at the beginning of the line, 
and would not be doing so in order to support an attribute. More often than not 
the noun would be denominative and the segment loaded with spondees.366  
It is clear that the etymological figures en masse constituted, in the 
eyes of epic composers, a tangible component helpful in the crafting of their 
verses regardless of how the figures fit into the greater framework of formulaic 
theory. If, however, we are tempted to posit, as a structural formulaic family, a 
template whereby cognate noun, optional attribute and cognate verb combine 
in any order to form a line segment, we should also observe that, while there 
are some prevalent patterns in the placements of the figures, there are also a 
significant number of anomalies and that, ultimately, no single structural model 
will apply to all of them. Rather than try to unite all of the EFs in one formulaic 
family, it should suffice to have outlined, using +,-E* +U+%*0. as a 
paradigmatic sample, the various ways one may look at the figures in terms of 
                                                
364 This might be complicated by the fact that $%8'4Us'.* ~+] 4C2'1J0. is itself a fixed 
formula (Il.x8). 
365 The obvious exception is (+attribute) $E8'4%* $%8'4Us'.*. 
366 I should make clear that this is not universally the case. For example, the Iliad twice attests 
3!2d+2+ +] 4'8UT-%*0 2V+=C."8. (8.506,546). There is also the concurrent tendency, 
discussed in more detail below, for affected/coined figures to split their noun and verb over two 
lines. 
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different definitions of the formula. Ultimately, I want to make it clear that by 
noting, for instance, that the EF often localizes in the Adonic in phrases of 
somewhat striking acoustic similarity (bd!'j4060 '60., bd!$O4060 $C12'.), I 
am neither confirming, nor denying the possibility that all of these figures 
together represent one structural !formula". At the same time, at the level of 
syntax, available evidence suggests that the EF had a usual, familiar mode of 
expression, and that deviation from that mode called additional attention to the 
phrase. 
4.2 The figures as mnemonic devices: 
It is often asserted that the schema etymologias served as a mnemonic 
device within the Homeric oral tradition:  
 “The repetition of sounds produced by means of the alliteration and 
concatenation of cognates has an immediate effect on memorization…. 
Besides mere sounds, compositional blocks such as lists, and 
catalogues within the epics, typical scenes, that is, action sequences, 
such as contests, meals, journeys, etc. similes and rings, among 
others, prompt the singer"s memory” (Tsitsibakou-Vasalos, 36). 367   
The assertion of !mnemonic devices" is not without its problems in its 
application to oral poetics, and does not apply uniformly to both the 
spontaneously composing singer and rhapsode reciting from memory. A.B. 
Lord"s study of Slavic traditions led him to adduce the following caveat in 
relation to the formulae as !necessary" compositional tools: 
For while I have stressed their usefulness and necessity in composition 
as essential considerations in studying formulas and the whole 
                                                
367 For another formulation of this idea of the !rhythmical schemata" as mnemonic devices see 
Gonda, 1959, 25.  
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formulaic style, it may well be that these characteristics belong to the 
preservation and development of that style and of the formula rather 
than to their origins (65).   
In this vein, we should keep in mind that the EF was not a necessary 
component of epic verse, but an optional, if convenient tool subject to a careful 
selection process.368 Examination of the proliferation, or absence of 
etymological figures in a few closely related compositional themes, or blocks, 
will illustrate my point. First, none of the figures ever appear in an arming 
scene, one of the primary !themes" discussed by Lord. The arming of Paris 
serves as a good example of this:369 
;*Z4)+0& 4]* $-,60 $'-i ;*B4}1.* #JZ;' 
;08e&, =-97-Y%.1.* 5$.1T7-:%.& =-0-7:0&· 
+'X6'-%* 0c J@-Z;0 $'-i 16BJ'11.* #+7*'* 
%% ;01.9*B6%.% 7;e%*%&· -4%1' +" 0d6[. 
=4Ti +" Q-" ­4%.1.* me8'6% G:T%& =-97-/Z8%* 
2e8;'%*, 0d6>- #$'.60 1e;%& 4Y90 6' 16.m0-/* 6'·  
;-06i +" 5$" (TJ:4f ;7*YZ* '67;6%* #JZ;'* 
j$$%7-.*· +'.*A* +] 8/T%& ;0JX$'-J'* #*'7'*· 
'j8'6% +" Q8;.4%* #92%&, ^ %M $08e4ZT.* =-B-'. (Il.3.330-38). 
Note that nominal polyptoton (;*Z4)+0& ;*B4}1.*), though still not abundant, 
is not wholly absent from the arming scenes.370 The absence of the EF in 
                                                
368 I limit the frame of reference here to only those etymological figures included in this study, 
the instances of noun-verb, same phrase polyptoton. Under more expansive definitions the 
statement would be far more difficult to support. See 1.1. 
369 Chapter 5 of The Singer of Tales deals specifically with the themes. For discussion of the 
Homeric arming scenes see 89 ff. 
370 Descriptions of the arming of Patroclus (Il.131-44), Agamemnon and Achilles are similarly 
devoid of the EF. º*Z4)+0& ;*B4}1.* begins all these scenes. The arming of Achilles 
features verbal polyptoton in a simile: k& +" ^6" `* 5; $/*6%.% 1Y80& *0X6}1. T0*B} / 
>%/29,+2/2 $7-/&, 6/ 6' >%M.#%/ gu/J" x-'1T.. (Il.19.375-6). 
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arming scenes most likely falls in line with the overarching observation that the 
figures were eschewed in deference to the extra-sober tone of battle narrative. 
In scenes where a Homeric character puts on everyday clothes, on the other 
hand, 'j4060 I**71J0. is nearly ubiquitous, and when Hera dresses for the 
seduction of Zeus ornate and studied etymological figures emerge in quick 
succession.371 Another highly formulaic !theme" in which the EF is 
conspicuously absent is that of sacrifice. This absence is made more 
remarkable by the fact that sacrificial contexts were such a rich environment 
for the EF both in later Greek and in other Indo-European traditions.372  
Other themes consistently feature one or more etymological figures 
and, in fact, some of the more lengthy, repeated segments amalgamate 
multiple repetitions. The council theme generally commences with a 
separated, paronomastic figure portraying the processes of summoning and 
gathering:373 
0d6>- o >@$g>.""/ 8.97TJE99%.1. ;D8'71' 
>@$g""./+ &R2$1+ +] ;C-Z ;%4EF*60& <20.%N&q 
%{ 4]* <>Z$B""2+, 6%i +K cR.=$2+#2 4C8K _;0 (Il.2.50-53). 374 
This three line !formula" repeats with little variation, in introductory passages, 
at Il.2.442-444 and Od.2.6-8. Iliad 2.442-444 repeats a less paronomastic but 
still separated imperatival figure a few lines before: 
                                                
371 This passage and its figures, $8%;e4%7& #$8'G', H0*A* I10J" and s@106% +] s@*} are 
cited in full and discussed above (204-5). 
372 For full discussion of this point, examples of typical Homeric sacrifice scenes, and 
comparison with other Indo-European sacral diction see (185 ff).  
373 For perception of ;3-7G ;Z-X11'. as a !separated" figure and commparision with 
separated structures in Sanskrit see Gonda. Parallels for the separation of ;3-7G and 
;Z-X11'. in Greek inscriptions, a syntactic fact that must have been influential in its 
deployment in hexameter, see above (161-2). 
374 Cf. Tsitsibakou-Vasalos (36) speaking of the EF: “This technique is marked by a 
hammering acoustic effect and is most frequently used for its capacity to introduce briefly but 
solidly new themes, whose expeditious movement and succession it mediates.”  
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<88K Q9' >Z$B>.) 4]* <20.,* 208;%2.6h*F* 
80A* >@$g""2+#.) =9'.-E*6F* ;06> *30&, (Il.2.436-437).375 
The interlocking figure in the three line formula, =9%-L* ~9'U-%*6%, although 
its two components occur across coordinating conjunctions, is still 
compositionally significant. Elsewhere, several figures from *h2ger- introduce 
the assembly theme with or without further repetition and/or paronomasia. 
They depict the movement of people to the assembly or place of assembly, of 
their own accord or summoned:  
5& +K &R2$1+ &RA$2+#2 tr!$C-%& +E-$%.% 4D+'1J0..  
They assembled into the assembly place before thinking of dinner 
(Il.18.245) 
=88" Q9'6', $-i* ;')*%* b9@RB$M"%"8%/ <20.%y& 
'(& &R2$*+·  
But come now, before he calls an assembly of the Achaeans, 
into the place of assembly (Od.16.376-6). 
In one instance, a figure from  *h2ger- functions in a manner similar to 
recurring m%78>& m%78'N'.*, that is as a general description of the assembly-
proceedings:  
%{ +K &R2$X) &RK$.B2+ tr!5$i |-.C4%.% JN-}1.  
$e*6'& b9@R.$,.) ~4]* *Y%. ~+] 9Y-%*6'& 
!But they were holding councils (counseling councils) at the gates of 
Priam all assembled together both young and old (Il.2.788).  
                                                
375 The other occurrence of ;3-7G ;Z-X11'. this time not introducing a council, nonetheless 
shows the same separation, not to mention additional etymologizing in 9D-%*6. 9O-01;': 
>Z$B>/ Ë$76U+}, ^& %M $0-> $06-i 9D-%*6. 
>@$g""0+ 9O-01;' TU80 T-'1i 4O+'0 '(+h&q (Il.17.322-5). 
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Also of significance here is the tight-knit polyptoton ostensibly across a 
coordinating conjunction in %{ +" 5$'i %c* 9'-J'* n4Z9'-Y'& 6' 9Y*%*6% 
(Il.1.57, et al.). Taken together the three figures, ;3-7G ;Z-X11'., =9%-L* 
=9Y(.)-'1J0./ =9%-'X'.* /n4Z97-:101J0. and m%78>& m%78'N'.* represent 
a pliable stock of phrases the poet(s) used to transition into or briefly describe 
council scenes.  
Scenes in which people wash themselves, or servants wash them, are 
also packed with polyptoton and apt to include etymological figures. Note the 
interlocking figures in this oft-repeated segment: 
WA$+/E% +K =4TU$%8%& '$2WKG <'AW.B. TD-%710 
;08 2-71'U}, g$]- =-97-D%.% 8DmZ6%&, 
+=a%"8%/q $0-> +] G'16L* 56C*711' 6-C$'s0*.  
(Od.1.136-8=4.52-4, 7.172-4,10.368-9, 15.135-7, 17.91-3). 
For but one example of polyptoton across a coordinating conjunction note the 
following line: 
%{ +" =$'?B9%M+2+#2 ;0i '(& ®80 ?s9%#% me88%* (Il.1.314).  
 Examination of just these few !themes" shows that the poets were perfectly 
capable of composing with or without the aid of etymological figures, and that 
they did not rely on them as a mnemonic device. This is not to say that the 
figures were not convenient and useful for the purposes of composition within 
the themes they developed in, nor to say that they did not aid in memory at 
some point in the epic tradition. The absence of figures in some compositional 
themes, set against their frequency in others, suggests that distinct themes 
developed independently of each other according to an underlying aesthetic. 
This notion coincides with Lord"s general view of the theme based on the 
practices of Slavic singers: 
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Although the themes lead naturally from one to another to form a song 
which exists as a whole in the singer"s mind with Aristotelian beginning, 
middle, and end, the units within this whole, the themes, have a semi-
independent life of their own (Lord 1960:94).   
The context-determined, selective occurrence of the EF in well-developed 
compositional blocks shows that, while it is not completely incorrect to say that 
the figures were utilized as mnemonic devices, it is also important to note that 
they were not a crutch without which the composer of epic would stumble. 
4.3 Deployment of particular figures in epic hexameter: 
In this section I have been divided between two ways of organizing the 
material. The first involves simply observing how each figure in isolation 
positions itself in the hexameter. The second entails making some attempt to 
organize the phrases in a way that emphasizes the most prominent positions 
of the EF en masse. Rather than choosing between these two manners of 
organization I have tried to combine them.  For instance, when I discuss a 
figure that most markedly localizes as an Adonic I include the rest of the 
attestations of that particular idiom in the same discussion. Hence, anyone 
interested in observing the behavior of one phrase needs search no further 
than a particular section.  On the other hand, I have made some attempt to 
group figures that localize near the end of the line together, and to make 
further sub-groupings along the lines of more specific end line segments. 
Although it might be more impressive in terms of stressing that, for instance, a 
large number of figures comprise Adonics to see them all in a row, it would 
have been confusing to have several different discussions of an idiom simply 
because it occurs in different line positions. Also, the figures that are not 
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particularly localized, although there are only a few, would have been 
scattered all over the chapter.  
4.3.1 Adonics ($340 $e12'.*, 'j4060 I**71J0., 'r+0- #+4'*0.):376 
 The most common place to find a noun and verb in an etymological 
figure in Homer is at or near the end of the line. In many cases the cognate 
noun and verb, in that order, comprise an Adonic, but segments of longer 
length also occur in significant numbers. For non-attribute figures the space 
from diaeresis to line end is often all that is needed. Note the impressive 
localization of pseudo-etymological $340 $e12'.*:  
#-2'1JK, =88K =$C*'7J'* 5$K =9-%? bd!'Z9%#% 'F"W./+ (Od.1.190) 
+%)'*, 5$'i +L +ZJ> TU8F* Q$% bd!'Z9%#% 'F"W./)." (Od.8.411) 
Jw11%*, 5$'i +L +ZJ> TU8F* Q$% bd!'Z9%#% 'F"W0." (Od.7.152) 
=88K ^ 9K 5$i 12'+UZ& $%87+D14%7 bd!'Z9%#% 'F"W0+ (Od.5.33) 
#*J'* +L *?* +'?-% 6E+K j;'6% bd!'Z9%#% 'F"W0+, (Od.17.524) 
#*J'* +L *?* +'?-% 6E+K j;F bd!'Z9%#% 'F"W0+." (Od.17.444) 
 8A&  5$i 93& =89O1'6' bd!'(9% '%8K+#.).K (Od.12.27)  
4Z+D 6. 4'11Z9N& 9' ;0;A* ;0i bd!'(9% 'F8n"/, (Od.7.195). 
This figure occurs only twice elsewhere. Once in the second person 
plural, when the verb form cannot end the line: +O4f #*. p-hF*, ^J. 
$C12'6' $O406K <20.%U, (Od.4.330), and the only Iliadic manifestation: 0d6%? 
$O406K #$012%* 5* 0(*1.* *';C+'11.*, (Il.5.886). These are also the only 
times, within the figure, that the final alpha of $O4060 elides. It is clear from 
juxtapositions like bd!$O4060 $C12F* and bd!$340 $CJ}1. that the 
alternation between singular and plural, pain and pains, depends more on the 
metrical shape of the following verb than any contextual or semantic 
                                                
376 For +,-%* +:+%*0. in Adonics see above. 
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distinction. All ten instances of the phrase are in dialogue. The Adonic 
segments make general reference either to the sufferings of Odysseus (x6), 
Odysseus and his men (x1), or Laertes (x1). Perhaps most interesting is that 
the two times that they refer specifically to the miseries of the Greeks at Troy 
are the only two metrically anomalous figures. Note that the sole Iliadic 
upwelling, $O406K #$012%*, would fit at line end. 
In a whole host of phrases the line-anchoring figure/Adonic, expands 
via attachment of an adjective or other attribute-type element or elements. I 
have already noted such a tendency in +,-E* +U+%*0.. Another striking 
example of this is bd!'j4060 '40.:  
3!6> +] 879-> $'-i 2-%S .i9%#% ;"#2. (Od.17.338, Od.17.203, 
24.157) 
3!;0i 6%)0 $'-i 2-%À .i9%#% ;"#2} (Il.23.67) 
3!280)*C* 6' 2.6,*C 6' .i9%#% ;"".+/ ;""./ (Od.10.542, 14.320, 
Od.15.338) 
5!;0;> +] 2-%À .i9%#% .^9%/ (Od.19.72, Od.23.115) 
5!;0;> +] 2-%À .i9%#% .^#%/q (Od.11.191) 
5!$'-i +K Q4m-%60 .i9%#% ;""%+/ ;""2+/ ;"".q. (Od.24.59, 
h.Hom.6.6, Il.16.670, 680) 
5!;0i Q4m-%60 .i9%#% ;"".+, (Od.7.265) 
5!20-U'*60 +] .i9%#% ;"".q (Il.5.905)  
5!2-N1'.0 +] .i9%#% ;"8@+, (Il.18.517) 
'($D 4%. n$$%)K 2nd foot tr!Q110 $'-i 2-%À .i9%#% ;"#2, (Od.19.218). 
The present participle of '40., 'M4Y*%&, does not occur with 'j4060 as its 
object. Instead, we continually find periphrasis with #2'.* always in the Adonic 
this time with elision of the noun"s final alpha.  
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 ;0J0-> 2-%S 'j406K #2%*60 (Od.6.61) 
 *'/$8760 'j406" #2%*6'& (Od.6.64) 
 ;0;> 2-%À 'j406" #2%*60 (Od.14.506, 23.95, 24.156) 
 ;08> $'-i 2-%À 'j406" #2%*6. (Od.16.210) 
Less frequently 'j4060 I**71J0. appears in line initial segments, particularly 
when the verb is aorist. The noun + verb sequence maintains the same 
metrical shape, with the exception that the final syllable of the verb now scans 
short (attribute optional): 
=4Ti +] .i9%#% ;""% tr!;0i ­4%10 ;0-6'-A* ^-;%* (Od.4.253). 
=4Ti +] .i9%#% ;""%8K tr!® %M $E-' $0-JD*%& =+4O&, (Od.6.228). 
=4Ti +] .i9%#% ;""%+ 5$O-060, bd!J0?40 (+D1J0.. (Od.8.366). 
879-> +] .i9%#% ;"". $'-i 2-%S, bd!4O H 17mh6Z& (Od.16.457). 
When the verb appears as =4T.Y**74. the root final and ending initial sigmas 
of the aorist and future simplify. Otherwise the form would have contained a 
cretic and been unusable. ¡j4060 =4T.Y**71J0. is mainly line initial:  
.i9%#F 6K =4T.A"%"% tr!J7h+'0 ;0i 8%N1010. (Od.5.264) 
.i9%#% +K =4T.A"%/9/ tr!$%1U* JK g$%+O4060 +%UZ*. (Od.18.361) 
.i9%#F 6K =4T.A"0q 5!$D4uF +D 6%. %c-%* x$.1J'*, (Od.5.167) 
But the compound also appears the only time the figure spans two lines: 
0d6>- 54] 280)*C* 6' 2.6,*C 6' .i9%#I 5;'U*Z 
;08> 4C8K =4T.A"%"%, $%1i* +K g$%+O4060 +%?10 (Od.15.368-369). 
The aorist middle participial figure also appears line initially: 
.i9%#% {""F9.+2), 5!$'-i +] GUT%& WGy JD6K ­4f, (Od.2.3, 4.308, 
20.125) 
.i9%#% {""%9,+@ 5!6Z8079Y0 +)0 '8B*Z (h.Hom.32.8).  
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In cases where the figure splits across the better part of a line the verb begins 
the line and the noun makes up the fifth foot. Most of the Homeric instances of 
this boil down to one formula in which the figure frames more specific items of 
clothing, cloak and tunic: 
;""0 4.* 280)*C* 6' 2.6,*C 6', .i9%#% ;08C, (Od.16.79, 17.550, 
21.339) 
;""%/ 4' 280)*C* 6' 2.6,*C 6', .i9%#% ;08Cq (Od.14.154) 
;""%) 4' 280)*C* 6' 2.6,*C 6' .i9%#% $D4u0. (Od.14.396) 
{""%9,+@ +" 'c $e*60 $'-i 2-%À .i9%#% ;08> (h.Hom.5.64).  
The Hymns attest the only instance of the idiom that features a verbal formant 
with the innovated present stem in –74. in a position not exactly paralleled in 
Homer: 
*B+74%*, 0d6L +] 2-%À ;++B#2 .i9%#% ;08e (h.Hom.5.171). 
In terms of emphasis in context 'j4060 '40. is far more uniform than +,-E* 
+U+%*0.. It appears quite frequently in narrative as a simple description of a 
person having gotten dressed, separation of noun and verb is quite rare, but, 
occurring in only one rather pedestrian formula, does not upset this general 
usage. The only figures in the group that are amplified do so by inclusion of 
additional polyptoton, as in the depiction of Ares and Athena on the shield, or 
by inclusion of loaded adjectives, as in the ironic descriptions of Odysseus" 
sordid clothes. 
 The line placement displayed by bd!$O4060 $C12'.* and bd!'j4060 
'40. also adheres to bd!'r+0- #+4'*0.: 
90UZ& F6%TC9F*, 5!%j 6K Q*J.*%* .d4%$ Y42B"/+. (Od.9.84). 
=*D-'&, %d+D JK ®8'11. 4'4.94D*%* .d4%$ Y42B"/+q 
(Od.11.123=23.270). 
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+Z-A* 4]* s@%71. ;0i Q4m-%6%* 'r+0- #+%71. (h.Hom.5.260). 
The other figures from *h1ed- span two lines. In one the noun and verb 
connect across the line barrier: 
8N10& 5G W2DF*, $0-> +K =4m-E1.%* mC8'* .d4%$ 
Y49.+%/q =4Ti +] $%11i $D+0& #m08' 2-71'U0& (Il.13.35-6). 
Here, since the infinitive could not fit into an Adonic, and would have formed a 
cretic without correption of the final syllable, an adjustment was necessary. A 
final figure from *h1ed- has three elements. The first two, 5+F+O* and #1J'.* 
connect across the line barrier in a way reminiscent of the arrangement just 
above, but the figure then expands into a relative clause featuring the more 
recognizable verbal cognate. 
§-4'U0&, *N4TZ +K 56UJ'. $C-0 $w10* <404Z+, 
Y"8./+ ;0i $U*'.*, 2^% m-%6%i Q*+-'& Y42B"/+} (Od.5.195-196). 
4.3.2 Figures from the septhemimeral caesura (;'.4O8.0 ;')60., ;6Y-'0 
;6'-('):s'.*, et al.):  
Other than the instances of +,-%* +:+%*0. noted above (e.g. 7!+E10* 
=980> +,-0), only two figures of any recurrence localize in this position. 
Neither one ever attaches an adjectival attribute, but each expands by other 
means.  
$%88> +K 5* =T*'.%? $06-A& 7!>./9Z?/% >.T#%/ (Il.6.47)  
$%88> +K 5* <*6.4C2%.% +E4%.&7!>./9Z?/% >.T#%/ (Il.11-132) 
+h-F* +K ^11K 5* 54[ %a;f 7!>./9Z?/% >.T#%/, (Od.4.614=15.113) 
=88K ^6' +O zK j;0*%* ^J. 7!>./9Z?/% >.T#2, (Od.15.101).     
The one alternate pattern for this figure adds a genitive at the end of the line, 
pushing the cognate phrase to the penthemimeral caesura: 
5!>./9Z?/% >.T#2 Q*0;6%& (Od.14.326, 19.295, 21.9).  
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If the noun is in the singular, ;'.4B8.%* ;')60./2')6% being unmetrical, we find 
instead forms of '(4:: 
7!;'.4B8.%* #16F (Il.23.618, Od.4.600) 
6.43'*, 4e80 ;08/*, ^ 6%. ;'.4B8.%* #160. (Od.1.312). 
In the case of the relatively fixed, line ending formula ;6Y-'0 
;6'-('):s'.* verbal morphology adapts to metrical conditions. The verb takes 
the oldest traceable shape of denominatives from neuters in –%&, -'%& when 
metrically possible:377 
134C 6D %M 2'NF 5!;0i 5$i >#A$.% >#.$.zU0 (Od.2.222) 
134C 6D %M 2'?0. 5!;0i 5$i >#A$.% >#.$.zU%/ (Od.1.291).  
But when the composer wished to use a form of the verb with a disyllabic 
ending the old formant –'Ps'/%- was untenable, and we find a newer formant in 
–:sF (alternate forms of the aorist optative 3rd plural):  
5* $7-i ;O0.'* 5!;0i 5$i >#A$.% >#.$="%/.+. (Il.24.38) 
xT-K I60-%* JC$6%. 5!;0i 5$i >#A$.% >#.$="./.+. (Od.3.285). 
I do not mean to assert that the innovative forms in –:sF arose specifically for 
the purposes of this etymological formula. While the idea is intriguing, the Iliad 
attests the futures ;6'-., (18.334) and ;6'-.%?1. (11.455, 22.336) without 
the cognate noun, and to impose a relative chronology on these forms would 
be problematic at best. It is possible that the innovative forms were already 
viable at the time of the composition of Iliad 24 and Odyssey 3, and were 
simply selected because they made the line-ending phrase usable. It is also 
possible that the innovative forms where innovated for use in the etymological 
formula, then used independently elsewhere. 
                                                
377 For the relative chronology of denominatives from nouns in –%&, -'%& see Nussbaum (70 
note 63). 
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A few figures that only occur once also fill the post-penthemimeral slot:  
¯%)m' 1y +K '(8U$%+0& I8.;0& 7!E2`) E2B>2?A.">.) (Il.21.448). 
59;8.+A* Hs%4Y*} $7;.*%y& 7!J]$2B) J%$MC./. (h.Hom.23.3). 
4.3.3 Figures from the trochaic caesura (5$:;8Z1.* ;08')*, =*0:6.%* 
0(6.e01J0., WTJ084%)1. xu'1J0., #$%& '($')*, W8DJ-f (=$)%88Y1J0.): 
           Four out of the five times we find 5$:;8Z1.* ;08')* in Homer, as well 
as the only Hesiodic instance occur in this position:  
^* 6' ;N*K ²-UF*%& tr!<'=>?@"/+ >%?A2B"/. (Il.22.29).  
<167C*0G, o* p-,'& tr!<'=>?@"/+ >%?A2B"/+} (Il.22.506). 
v-;6%* JK, ·* ;0i Q40G0* tr!<'=>?@"/+ >%?A2B"/+, (Od.5.273, 
Il.18.487).   
p%y& +] $06L- p.63*0& tr!<'=>?@"/+ >%?A.">. (Hes.Th.207).  
The one exception spans successive lines: 
+U%7 <-ZPJE%7, 6A* <'=>?@"/+ ;%-7*O6Z* 
Q*+-'& >=>?@">2+ ;088UsF*%U 6' 97*0);'& (Il.7.138-139). 
The conjugation of =*0U6.%* 0(6.C01J0. (present infinitive, 2nd and 3rd sg. 
optative) invariably fills this slot: 
¸;6%- 5$'U 6%. J74A& tr!&+%=#/2+ %V#/F%"8%/, (Il.13.775).  
"%d; Q* 4.* *?*, 6D;*%*, tr!&+%=#/2+ %V#/KG2. (Od.20.135). 
+'.*A& =*O-q 6C20 ;'* ;0i tr!&+%=#/2+ %V#/KG#2. (Il.11.654). 
When the verb form is future WTJ084%)1. xu'1J0. fits in this position: 
'( +D ;' *%16O1F ;0i <"Ka29%/ J-8%?92T"/ (Il.5.212). 
'( 9C- 1K 0M-O1'. ;0i <"Ka.#%/ J-8%?92T"/+ (Il.24.206). 
In the perfect the phrase connects two lines: 'a $%7 x$F$0& / 
WTJ084%)1. 6'%)1.* (Od.3.93-4=4.323-4). In a very contrived line with another 
polyptotonic figure !ensure sureties" takes this position: 
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 +'.80U 6%. +'.8,* 9' ;0i <RRg%/ <RRBF%"8%/. (Od.8.351). 
 The most common EF that takes up the space from the trochaic caesura 
to line end, this time with the addition of an attribute, is #$%& '($')*. When 
used in the etymological expression with the augmented, uncontracted aorist 
indicative, the noun #$%&, always in the singular, localizes without exception in 
this position, although the strength or existence of said caesura is debatable in 
some cases.378 This leads to a sequence of the following pattern: (!– ( ( ! – ( 
( ! – x with the possible substitution of a spondee in the 4th, but not in the 5th 
foot, before the verb.379  Note that in all of these cases the word"s second 
syllable is long by position, hence, for purposes of the inner metric, shaped ( –
, and that this is the most common position for words of this shape.380 In 
several instances the phrase  makes up a clearly demarcated hemistich from 
trochaic caesura to line end:  
   +C;-70 +K #;m08' J'-4C, tr!Y'2) +K W8%T7+*A* Y./'.+q   
(Od.19.362). 
            0-$Z+* .A& 7ME&, tr!Y'2) +K W8%T7+*A* Y./'. (Il.5.683) 
            2'-1U 6' 174$806C9Z1'*, tr!Y'2) +K W8%T7+*A* Y./'.+ (Il.23.102) 
            %d+D 6U $F $0-> 4%)-0* tr!Y'2) *Z;'-+]& Y./'.) (Od.14.509).   
The same pattern, #$%& + adjective (or prepositional phrase) + #'.$'(&) also 
occurs in lines admitting different segmentation, invariably involving a pause 
early in the line. In the majority of cases this pausa is post-vocative:  
                                                
378 The only possible !exception" involves a compounded form of the verb and disjointed 
syntax: 6%)& +K <9D8'F& 9.#A./'.+, Y'2) $C*6'11. $.T0N1;F*q (Od.22.131, 247). 
379 This pattern coincides with one of the more common !noun-epithet formulae of gods and 
heroes in the nominative case". See Parry, 1971 p. 39 column 3: $%8X680& +)%& R+711'7& 
etc. 
380 O"neil (140). For definition of !inner metric" see ibid (1 note 2). 
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          _ 9N*0. !V 4C80 6%?6% Y'2) 7!*Z4'-6]& Y./'.) (Il.3.204)381  
          _ 9N*0., !V 4C80 6%?6% Y'2) 7!J74089]& Y./'.) (Od.23.183) 
          ¡40.K, !V 4C80 6%?6% Y'2) 7!J74089]& Y./'.) (Od.16.69) 
          Ì-. J'> 3!4C80 6%?6% Y'2) 7!;06> 4%)-0* Y./'.) (Il.15.206) 
          0%+C40, 3!4C80 6%?6% Y'2) 7!;06> 4%)-0* Y./'.) (Od.8.141) 
          ;3-7G, !o& +L $-,6%& Y'2) 1 4Z6-i Y./'.+ (Od.16.469) 
          8U11%4K, !5$'i ;0i 6%?6% Y'2) ;06> 4%)-0* Y./'. (Od.21.278)  
          ;0i +h-f, 3!5$'i % 6. Y'2) ;06> 4%)-0* Y./'.+ (Od.8.397). 
While all of the attestations of #$%& '($')* in which the verb is of the 
shape ( u x, fit this pattern, when the verb takes on a different shape the 
elements of the idiom switch position and its placement varies. In most of 
these instances the verb immediately precedes the noun or noun + adjective 
phrase and the phrase gravitates toward the middle of the line often before the 
diaeresis, but also in other positions.  
;0i +] 6E+K ~*h9'%* .V'.T+ Y'2) bd!0a ;K 5JD8Z6' (Il.7.394) 
51J8A* +© %6D 6U $F .d'%) Y'2) bd!%6© 56D8'110&qq (Il.1.108) 
$-ET-F* 6D68Z;0& .V'.T+ Y'2) bd!^66. *%O1}&. (Il.1.543) 
xT-0 ;0J'sE4'*%& ._'n Y'2) bd!~+K 5$0;%N1} (Od.19.98) 
xT-C 6U %M ._'0 $7;.*A* Y'2), bd!£& ;'* <2.88'y& (Il.24.75) 
%d+D 6U 4%. .d'.) $7;.*A* Y'2), bd!% 6D ;'* 0('i (Il.24.744)  
;0i +] 6E+K .V'A9.+%/ $7;.*A* Y'2), bd!0a ;K 5JD8F1. (Il.7.375) 
6%?6K Q-0 +'N606%* .d'.+ Y'2), ^6' %M 987;y& $*%& (Od.23.342) 
W2JO10& +K Q-0 .d'.+ Y'2) 6K #T06K #; 6K W*E40s'*q (Od.21.248) 
'd2E4'*%& +K Q-0 .d'.+, Y'2) 6K #T06K #; 6K W*E40s'* (Od.7.330) 
                                                
381 Whether or not there was truly a pause at the septhemimeral point here is, in my opinion, 
difficult to say, and for all we know may have varied from singer to singer and recitation to 
recitation. 
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$0.+i +D ;'* ._'2/9/ Y'2), 6E ;' ;D-+.%* 'aZ, (Od.18.166) 
n$$%)E* ;K ._'n"8% Y'2), 6%)E* ;K 5$0;%N10.&. (Il.20.250) 
In one case the verb and noun are more widely separated: 
.V'.T+ ~+K 5$0;%?10. 54A* Y'2), bd!k& 5-D'.*%* (Od.24.262). 
In one anomalous expression the noun precedes the verb: 
xT-0 Y'2) ._'09/ tr! (Od.22.392). 
Here the present subjunctive 1st sg. 'a$F4., a Homeric hapax beside the 
regular form, 'a$F, looks very much like a stretch-form. In fact, when 
compared to another phrase the whole line beginning, xT-0 #$%& 'a$F4. 
looks like an extension because of the line"s semantic equivalence with a more 
frequent and regular set of lines: 
xT-K 'a$F 3!6C 4' J74A& 5*i 16OJ'11. ;'8'N'.  
so that I might say what the heart in my chest bids me (Il.7.68, 349, 
369, 8.6, 19.102, Od.7.187, et al. + a host of similar expressions).382 
xT-0 #$%& 'a$F4. tr!6E 4%. ;060JN4.E* 516.* 
so that I might speak the speech that is in my heart (Od.22.392). 
The four times #$%& '($')* occurs across a relative the verb phrase fills a 
fixed slot and the noun placement varies slightly: 
;O+'1.*. =88K Q9' *?* G7*U'. Y'2), bd!^66. ;'* ._'0q (Od.19.378) 
;-3*%* *?* ;0i 54%i +'.8 Y'2), bd!^66. ;'* ._'0} (Od.20.115) 
% 6%. =$Em8Z6%* Y'2) #11'60. bd!^66U ;'* ._'0} (Il.2.361)  
'r4. 4D*, %d+K ®8.%* Y'2) #11'60. bd!^66U ;'* ._'n (Il.24.92). 
Here the relative phrase, aside from adding emphasis, helps to fill out the 
line.383 The Hesiodic occurrences of the syntagm fit none of the Homeric 
patterns. 
                                                
382 Cf. Hes.fr.75.14. 
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zZ:+.%* 9>- Y'2) .V'.T+· “m/' +A& ;0i Q40G0* (Op.453) 
 6. Y'2) .V'v+ =$%JX4.%* ~] ;0i #-G0& (Op.710) 
M4'-/'*] 60 9[e]4%*, ;0i 6%?6K<'2) .d'2+ =$e*6'& (Fr.211.6).384 
The prevalence of the connected arrangement in the attestations of this 
idiom supports the general claim that the separation of the elements of an EF 
was remarkable. They also buttress the impression that inversion of adjective 
+ noun + verb word order was not particularly anomalous. In Plato k& #$%& 
'($')* is standard, but on occasion one may find k& '($')* #$%& (Lg.967c). 
 The phrase W8DJ-f =$%88Y1J0., although not that frequent, 
nonetheless occupies the space from trochaic caesura to line end regardless 
of the case of the noun:  
$'7JE4'JK, 2. I;016%& tr!&'D?.#% 879-[ J?A8$G (Od.3.87) 
0d6%? 9C- ;' ;0i Q44'& tr!&'0?K9.8K 0($y* L?.8$2+ (Od.9.303). 
With the simplex verb, W8DJ-f W88Y1J0. occurs only once in a very different 
position:  
VD 6.& H?.#I J?A8$G =+'7;D.  bd!& 5$i *ZA& (Od.4.489) 
This is positionally closer to & 8F+2+ %(;6U16f 8%+F#Gq 7!$'-i +K Q88%. 
H60)-%. (Od.11.412). 
4.3.4 Figures from the penthemimeral caesura: 
The only phrase found in this position with any regularity is 5!4%=+B+#I 
5-.;7+D0 4%T#%. (Il.24.802, Od.3.66=20.280, Od.13.26). Against this recurring 
phrase there are two line initial segments (noted above) and one that spreads 
across two lines: 
                                                                                                                                       
383 Cf. Hainsworth (1964:158): “the relative clause, which is sometimes replaced by a different 
kind of subordinate clause, is usually an explanation of the epithet and often uses the figura 
etymologica.” 
384 The figure does not occur in the Homeric Hymns. 
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pZ8D402%& 6'4D*'0 *D4'60. ;0i 4%T#%) 5U10& 
4%=+B#%/, ¢& 5$D%.;' +.;01$E8%* Q*+-K =8'9N*'.*q (Od.11.185-186). 
The phrases starting at the penthemimeral caesura all occur in narrative in 
simple descriptions of people feasting. Interestingly, the two line initial figures, 
and the figure split over two lines with enjambment of the verb, are all in 
dialogue. 
4.4 Line initial figures: 
In addition to the impressive number of hapax or near hapax line initial 
figures listed above there are a few more frequently attested phrases that 
localize at the beginning of lines. When it means !set up the mast of a ship" 
M16A* M16e*0. takes up the space to the penthemimeral caesura; it a flexible 
formula since the number of the noun and morphology of the verb may vary, 
but it is not mobile: 
%{ +| f"#5+ "#Z"%+#© 5!=*C J© M16U0 8'7;> $D60110*,  (Il.1.480) 
f"#5+ +K Y"#@".+ 5!*ZA& ;70*%$-Í-%.% (Il.23.852) 
f"#2r) "#@"F9.+2/  5!=*C JK M16U0 8'N;K 5-N10*6'& (Od.9.77)  
f"#5+ "#@"F9.+2/ 5!=*C JK M16U0 8'N;K 5-N10*6'&. (Od.12.402) 
f"#5+ +] "#Z"%), 5!=*C JK M16U0 8'7;> $'6C110& (Od.10.506). 
The only exception occurs when the phrase attaches an attribute: 
f"#5+ +K '(8C6.*%* ;%U8Z& #*6%1J' 4'1E+4Z& 
"#("%+ ='U-0*6'& (Od.15.289-290=2.424-425). 
|0-> 160J4A* M16e*0. appears on five different occasions in equivalent 
lines, also taking up the space from line onset to penthemimeral caesura: 
"#( z0 $0-> "#%895+ 5!6D9'%& $N;0 $%.Z6%)%, (Od.1.333=8.457, 
16.415, 18.209, 21.64).  
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When M16A* M16e*0. means !set up a loom" both attribute and non-attribute 
versions end at the trochaic caesura: 
"#@"%9A+@ 4D90* f"#5+ tr!5*i 4'9C-%.1.* T0.*', (Od.2.94=24.129) 
"#@"%9A+n 4D90* f"#K+, tr!5*i 4'9C-%.1.* gT0U*'.*, (Od.19.139) 
6 +' f"#5+ "#Z"%/#2 tr!97*L $-%mC8%.6E 6' #-9%*. (Hes.Op.779).  
It is interesting that the mobility of the formula coincides with it semantic 
diversity. When the M16A* is a mast the phrase stops at the penthemimeral 
caesura, only when it is a loom is there expansion to the trochaic caesura. 
 The various combinations of #-9%* and #-90 with 5-9es'1J0., #-+'.* 
and zYs'.* are not uniformly deployed, but the #-+'.* and zYs'.* figures are 
predominantly line beginning: 
Y$4./+ Y$R% mU0.0 tr!;0;%--0TU}1. *E%.%q (Od.2.236). 
%{ 4D90 Y$R2+ Y$.U%+ tr!=601J08U}1. ;0;1., (Od.24.458) 
\AU%+#%) 4D90 Y$R2+, tr!^ ;' p-h'11. 4'8O1}. (Il.10.282) 
· 4D90 Y$R2+ Y$.U.+ tr!=.+-'U}1. *E%.% (Od.11.272) 
Y$42B"% 4D90 Y$R2+, 5!o 1 ;'T08 =*04CG'.&q (Od.19.92) 
Y$R% +K Y$.UI ^10 TZ4i 4'8Z1D4'* <-9'U%.1. (Il.10.51). 
In the only Homeric anomolies the verb and noun phrase split: 
6L* +K V 6%. \AU%/ J'A& ­-%-'* Y$R2+ ='.;D&q (Od.23.222) 
J7*E*6F* Q47+.&q JZ'?*6% +] 4D-4'-0 Y$R% 
^11K Q*+-'& \AU%+#.) #m0* ;%U80& 5$i *30&. (Il.10.524-25). 
Hesiod connects the phrase across lines:  
TC1;' +] 6.60U*%*60& =601J08U} 4D90 \AU%/ 
Y$R2+, 6%)% +K #$'.60 6U1.* 4'6E$.1J'* #1'1J0.. (Hes.Th.209-210). 
In the denominative phrases, on the other hand, the verb is line final except in 
one case: 
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+4f0U, 6>& 4D* 6K Y$R% +.+CG04'* <$RFC."8%/, (Od.22.422) 
Iu'0., #*JC ;'* Y$R% ='.;D0 <$RFC2/2 (Il.24.733) 
+" Y$4./+, ;0i Y$R2+ 5$" Y$RG <$R]C."8%/ (Hes.Op.382) 
Y$R% +K <JZ*0UZ +D+0' ;876> <$RFC."8%/. (Od.20.72) 
=*Y-%& ~+] 97*0.;/&, j*0 1T:1.* <$R]C09%/  
$-/T-F* 2^% 97*0.;A& =TB8.;%& Y$R% 6Y67;60.· (h.Hom.2.139-
140). 
The position of the verb in these lines, far from being a surprise, is in fact 
nearly obligatory for words of an inner metrical structure of spondee + 
spondee. According to Oneil"s tables (23, page 147) words of this shape occur 
overwhelmingly in position 12: Iliad  96.5%, Odyssey 96.3% and Hesiod 
90.2%. The one exceptional placement in Hesiod features a form of the 
denominative with a different inner metric: 
%d+" 5$.4'6-B1F· <$R]C.B, *B$.' |Y-1Z, 
Y$R% 6e 6" =*J-@$%.1. J'%i +.'6';4B-0*6% (Op.397-8). 
Above we saw how the Homeric nicknaming formula, 5$:;8Z1.* ;08')* 
localizes at the end of lines. In Homeric figures that mean !call to, or summon 
by name," on the other hand, either with simply ;8O+Z* or 5G%*%40;8O+Z*, 
the nominal elements hover around the beginning of lines:  
<U2+29%>?Z4@+ J+29FC0+ bd!Q*+-0 I;016%* (Il.22.415) 
>?Z4@+ '(& =9%-L* >/>?Z">./+ bd!Q*+-0 I;016%*, (Il.9.11) 
guE1K ='.-%4D*F*q 54] +] TJD99%*6% >%?.`+#.) 
<U2+29%>?Z4@+, 5!6E6' 9K 1606%*, =2*N4'*%. ;3- (Od.12.249-250) 
5; +K J+29%>?Z4@* 0*0,* J+K9%C.) =-U16%7&, (Od.4.278). 
The same cannot be said for similar phrases in Hesiod:  
;0: %M 6%?6" J+N9@+ L+29 #44'*0., %*';0 *X4TZ (Hes.Fr.235.2) 
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¡m%.0* +] m%/& 4.* <'Q+B92+ +N9%". 'X& (Hes.Fr.296). 
4.5 Line internal figures 
 Aside from J'A& 6:JZ1. and 4e2Z* 4e2'1J0. the most numerically 
impressive localization of a figure line internally involves the unaugmented 
forms of '($')* #$%&, etc. already discussed. Otherwise, only a few seldom 
found figures are exclusively line internal. The locatival dative 5*i T-'1i 
T-%*')*/T-es'1J0. is interesting because even though its two manifestations 
have quite different verbal formants the phrase itself nonetheless occupies the 
same line position: 
xT-K Q88Z* 3!-$FC0+#%/ <+: -$.": bd!436.* =4'U*F (Il.9.423) 
%d; x$.+0 3! -$2+A2+#.) <+: -$.":+ bd!%d+K 58'Z6N*. (Od.14.82). 
The prepositional EA from the same root positions itself a bit differently, 
although the noun is still right before the diaeresis: 
-$FC."8%/ +L #$'.60 ;06> -$A+% bd!;0i ;06> J74A* (Od.1.294). 
A few other figures that occur only once in Homeric language take line internal 
position, often, but not always, before the diaeresis:  
5*+7;DF&, 3!CD./) +K =90JA* E=2+q bd!0d6>- 59h 9' (Od.15.491) 
o& ;0i *?* $E*6%*+' E%?v+ EA?2) bd!909' *30 (Od.9.495)385 
p-f>& 9>- 4'9e-f 4' #$2-5) #$,-.+, bd!\ +] +.> $-A 
 (h.Hom.5.114) 
;0i 4D* %M N;.%. 5!#A9.+2) #F92+ bd!#G%2%* Q88F* (Il.6.194) 
V *N 6U 6%. p-,'& 5!#A9.+2) #F92+ bd!#G%2%* Q88F* (Il.20.184) 
'-%4'*, =88K <+K9.B. +295+ 7!;C60 $U%*0 4380 (Od.9.217) 
m088D4'*, e?2#K92+ 6' #%9.T+ 7!J0804O.0 +%?-0 (Hes.Op.807) 
=4TK 0d6[ +] 2%L* 2')1J0. 7!$w1.* *';N'11.*, (Od.10.518, 11.26) 
                                                
385 '8W& m088')* is hapax in the accusative. The datives deploy line initially. 
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In some cases the EF is line internal but together with its attribute the phrase 
ends the line: 
5* +K Q-0 4D11} 8D;6%, tr!Wg"/+ +K <'.W.g%#2 TN88F*. (Od.5.487) 
$'G04D*Z 2'-1i 5!'?2>F92B) Y'?.U. T0'.*%y& (Il.14.176).  
4.6 Analysis of less frequent, or less localized figures: 
 There are a few well-attested figures without a clear preference for a 
particular position in the line. º-Z63-0 ;.-*w1J0. looks like it might localize a 
bit in the Odyssey. We have four line internal occurrences in roughly the same 
place (noun in the elliptical accusative):  
6%? n 9D-F* 3!>$@#($% >.$F""%#2, bd!$%88> +K <JO*} (Od.3.393) 
6%)1.* +] 3!>$@#($% >.$F""%#2 bd!%N8.%& -F&, (Od.18.423)   
"|%*6E*%', 3!>$@#($% >.$%""F9.+2) 4DJ7 *')4%* (Od.7.179, 
13.50).  
against only one line ending placement: 
6%)& +K n 9D-F* 58J%?1.* =*> >$@#($% >A$%"".+ (Od.3.390). 
But if we include the locatival phrases in this formulaic family the picture 
becomes more muddled:  
<-9'UF* %{ Q-.16%. 5*i >$@#($/ >A$0+#%/. (Il.4.260) 
\ +] 6-U6Z >$@#($/ 4'8UT-%*0 %r*%* <>=$+% (Od.10.356). 
>$@#($"/+ >.$K0+#2q tr!;N$'880 +] *')4' 17mh6Z&. (Od.20.253) 
The Homeric instances of 6Y;*%* 6:;6'.* do not present a terribly 
uniform metrical grouping, but if we combine them with the figures from the 
Hymns and Hesiod certain patterns do emerge. First, only three (two of these 
in a repeated line) of the seven occurrences in Homer make up the end of 
lines, but if we add data from the Hymns the line end segment starts to look 
more like a tendency: 
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W;6h, =6>- 4O6Z- 5*C6Z V* · #A>. #A>+%q (Il.2.313=327) 
1%i +K Q8%2E* 6' TU8Z* 1$D1J0. ;0i #A>+% #.>A"8%/q (Od.22.324) 
+%)'* ;%7-.+:%7& Q*+-0& ;0i #,>+% #.>,"8%/ (h.Hom.2.136) 
;%7-.+:Z* Q8%2%*, 1%i +" =980> #,>+% #.>.T"8%/. (h.Hom.5.126-7).  
Further, if we assume a flexible formula that adapts to its verb form, as in the 
case of +,-%* +:+%*0. which predominantly formed an Adonic when the verb 
shape fit at the end of the line, but shifted otherwise (=980> +,-0 +.+%?1.*# 
but +E10* =980> +,-0) the one Homeric instance of \ +] |N8%7 m01U8'7', 
tr!#A>.+ +D %M =980> #A>+%, (Od.11.285) also looks more like a trend in light 
of data from elsewhere in Epic: 
20)-' 4e;0.-" _ Z6%), tr!5$'i #,>.) =980> #,>+% (h.Hom.3.14) 
0d6%;01.9*B6Z*, 5! %M #,>. ;e88.40 #,>+% (h.Hom.31.5) 
· +K g$%;7104D*Z 5!#A>.#2 ;-06'-ET-%*0 #A>+%. (Hes.Th.308) 
ÈÉ'UZ +] +4ZJ')10 º-E*f 7!#A>. T0U+.40 #A>+%, (Hes.Th.453) 
tr!#],>2+#N 6' ;X+.40 #,>+% (Hes.Fr.10(a).30) 386  
We also see movement of this !formula" to the front of the line (once again 
keeping in mind +@1F 6K =980> +,-0 tr!and +,-0 +D 6%. +h1F 5!): 
#AU./) =980> #A>+%, tr!5$'i %d; =$%Th8.%. 'd*0i (Od.11.249) 
[#,U./) =980> #,>]+%, tr!'$'i %d; =$%T@[8.%. 'd*0. (Hes.Fr.31.2) 
 +K Y#.>. 6-U0 #A>+% tr!+0ST-%*. '88'-%TE*6} (Il.6.196). 
We are then left with a few more problematic/less structurally formulaic  
placements: 
;%7-U+.%*, 6[ #A>+% #A>n T.8E6Z6. 4.9')10, (Od.19.266). 
#=>#2B"/+ +] 97*0);'& 5%.;E60 #A>+% 9%*'?1.*q (Hes.Op.235). 
£-Z. 5* '(0-.*3., ^6' 6" Q6-.2%& %-'1. #M>#./ 
                                                
386 One cannot know where to put ..... ..... .....]. Î*' =980> #,>+% #[.>- (Hes.Fr.31.4). 
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9]0:[Z]& 5* ;'7J4,*. 6-:6F. #6'P 6-:0 #,>+%. (Hes.Fr.204.129-30). 
Non-relative instances of =%.+A& =':+'. do recur several times in a 
fixed phrase with $'-.;876E& that takes up the space before the diaeresis: 
6%)1. +K &2/45) !./4. $'-.;876E&, bd!%M +] 1.F$ (Od.1.325-9) 
60?6K Q-K &2/45) !./4. $'-.;876E&q bd!0d6>- R+711'y& 
(Od.8.83=367,521. 
To which we might compare 4%?1K Q-K =%.+A* =*3;'* ='.+D4'*0. bd!;8D0 
=*+-,*, (Od.8.73). But other upwellings of the phrase, both relative and non-
relative, show considerable variation in their prosodic deployment. On several 
occasions the figure at least remains in the same line: 
V 6%. ^6' 8OG'.'* tr!&.=40+ J')%& &2/4K), (Od.8.87)387 
1J.' +K %& &2/45) tr!5*i 4'9C-%.1.* !./4.+q (Od.17.358)  
 ;0i JD1$.* &2/4K+, tr!p ;'* 6D-$}1.* &.=40+; (Od.17.385).388 
But quite a few times it spans two lines: 
p'-$.C+Z& +K #6K &2/45) =8N1;0*' ;3-0 4D80.*0*, 
¯O4.%&, p) zK ./4. 4'6> 4*Z163-1.* =*C9;}. (Od.22.330-331) 
0d6[ 6%. 4'6E$.1JK Q2%& #11'60., 'a ;'* &2/45+ 
$DT*}&, p) 6' J'%)1. ;0i =*J-h$%.1.* &.=40. (Od.22.345-346)  
|Z*'./*· 1] +" &2/45) #2F* T/-4.990 8:9'.0* 
\+7'$L& $-,6/* 6' ;0i 1606%* 0(]* &.M4./. (h.Hom.21.3-4).  
j8ZJ" '(-0T.,60 97*0.40*Y&· %M +Y 1" &2/42: 
                                                
387 Note that J')%& =%.+E& is itself formulaic in this position, on occasion in the accusative 
(Od. X2), but especially in the nominative (X8).  
388 Hainsworth postulated that in the case of JD1$.* =%.+E* “It falls in the 2nd and 3rd feet, 
and the shift from the normal position at the verse-end has caused the poet to hesitate 
between J')%* =%.+/* and JY1$.* =%.+~*” (1968, 121). This observation throws into greater 
relief the absence of typologically prevalent !sing a song" in favor of !the singer sings" in the 
Odyssey. It may support speculation that !sing a song" was simply not a Greek idiom and may 
have even been awkward or outlandish. 
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429.+ =-2/4'*%. 8B9%*6Y& 6", %d+Y $} #16.  
1')" 5$.8ZJ%4Y*f M'-3& 4'4*31J0. &2/4(). (h.Hom.1.17-9)  
k& +K ^6K &2/45+ =*L- $%6.+D-;'60., p) 6' J',* ¥G  
&.=4./ +'+0& #$'K M4'-E'*60 m-%6%)1., 
6%? +K Q4%6%* 4'4C01.* =;%7D4'*, n$$E6K &.=4n} (Od.17.518-520). 
As I have indicated with the bold print in these last two passages the aural 
tone struck by the figure reverberates with paronomasia in a third line. The 
!songbird sings" phrase has its own configuration in successive lines: 
k& +K ^6' |0*+0-D%7 ;%N-Z, 28F-ZÀ& &@4D+, 
;08A* &.=4n"/+ #0-%& *D%* M1604D*%.%, (Od.19.518-19). 
The most frequent ED in Homer and Hesiod, +'14[ +')* shows little to 
no patterning in its line location. Thrice it forms an end line segment:  
$0)+'& <8F3%&, 5!4("%+ ;-06'-[ 5*i 4."9P} (Il.5.386)389 
ºE66f 6K ~+] ÏN}, 5!4(".+ ;-06'-[ 5*i 4."9P (Hes.Th.618) 
1y* +] $E+0& 2')-C& 6' tr!4A2+ J74089DP 4."9P (Od.22.189). 
Twice it begins lines: 
$8'U%1U 4K 5* 4."92T"/ 4A2+ 7!4w88E* 6' $U's%* (Od.12.196) 
4."9P 5* =-908Df 4A4.#2, 7!;-06D-K Q89'0 $C12F* (Od.15.232). 
Three times its components split over the greater parts of one line: 
~D 4' 4Z"%+#.) 8U$'6K 0d6EJ. *Z8DP 4."9P, (Il.10.443) 
$D4u0* ;0i 4."92T"/+ 5* =-908D%.1.* Y4@"%+ (Hes.Th.718) 
'r*0., ;0i 4."92T) #J'8%* 4.T+ =-908Y%.1. (h.Hom.7.12-3)390 
Twice it occurs across the line-boundary: 
%r%* #4K ~*h9'. x$K =;%7D4'*q =88C 4' 4."9P 
                                                
389 Again with paronomastic reverberation in the next line: 208;Df +K 5* ;'-C4f 4A4.#2 
6-.1;0U+';0 43*0&. 
390 Echoed in the next line 6A* +" %d; a120*' 4."9], 8X9%. +" =$A 6Z8/1" #$.$6%*. 
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4Z"%#I 5* =-908Df, xT-K #4$'+%* 0d6EJ. 4U4*F (Od.12.160-161) 
58J* 5G'U$}, n +K WP1C4'*%& >%#%4Z"n 
4."9P 5* =-908Df, g4)* +K 5$.T-C11'6K x8'J-%*. (Od.15.443-444). 
And twice it splits more widely in separate lines: 
4(". +K =87;6%$D+}1. |-%4ZJD0 $%.;.8Em%78%* 
4."92T) =-908D%.1. 4D1%* +.> ;U%*K 58C110&q (Hes.Th.521-2)391 
1y* +] $/+0& 2')-e& 6' 4,./ 98,11e* 6' */%* 6'  
4."92T) =T-e16%.1., T.8') +Y H 408J0;A& $*%& (Hes.Fr.239.4-5). 
 In the strictly Iliadic EN W2'y& (17*) #2'. the noun is always line-final 
and the verb closely follows in the next line. When the W23'& are !belt buckles" 
the cognate noun and verb sandwich an attribute in a once-repeated segment: 
tr!^J. sF163-%& JW(.) / 2-N1'.%. "g+.W2+ (Il.4.132-3, 20.414-15). 
When they are !gate hinges" the noun and verb connect across the line 
boundary twice in one narrative sequence, but the verbs are of different 
configuration. The first phrase has two attributes, so the segment is longer, the 
second merely negates the first, but has a more elaborate, dual verb form: 
+.;8U+0& guZ8C&q 5!+%.%i +K #*6%1J'* JW(.) 
.dW2+ 5$Z4%.m%U, 5!4U0 +] ;8ZÀ& 5$0-O-'.. (Il.12.454-5) 
m-.J%1N*}, 4D90 +K =4Ti $N80. 4N;%*, bd!%d+K Q-K JW(.) 
<"W.8A#@+, 3!10*U+'& +] +.D6409'* Q887+.& Q88Z (Il.12.460-61). 
While !pay a penalty" in one guise takes only one end-line position, 
=$'6U*76% $%.*O*# at Il.16.398 and =$'6U106% $%.*L*# Od.23.312, its more 
                                                
391 Here +31' is immediately echoed in =87;6%$D4n"/ so that by the time we get to +'14%)& 
we are at the third part of the aural schema that frames and mingles alliteration in 
=87;6%'D+}1. S-%4ZJD0 '%.;.8Em%78%*. In other words, the interwoven figures and 
assonance are as cunning and intricate ($%.;:8%&) as Prometheus" council, and as tightly 
interlocking as the chains that bind him.  
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affected semantic equivalent, 6.4L* 6:*'.* or =$%6:*'.* repeats in Iliad 3 with 
no regularity in the verse position. 
#/91+ +K <-9'U%.& &'2#/+A9.+ bd!* 6.*K #%.;'*, (Il.3.286) 
¡( +K `* 54%i #/91+ |-U04%& |-.C4%.E 6' $0)+'& 
#=+./+ %d; 5JD8F1.* <8'GC*+-%.% $'1E*6%&, (Il.3.288-9) 
#;+%6', ;0i #/91+ &'2#/+A9.+ bd!* 6.*K #%.;'*, (Il.3.459). 
There are numerous figures, generally ones in which the noun and verb 
are separated by a relative, that always occur spaced apart in successive 
lines, though many of these only appear once anyway. The majority either are 
denominatives or look like denominatives. We see this configuration with verbs 
in –'F. The most common is =$'.8L* =$'.8')* (always in the plural, always 
with an intervening relative):392 
¿+%4'*'? º-Z6,* m%78ZTE-' $%? 6%. &'./?%:  
%a2%*60., 6>& p-F1i* &'.=?.2+ 7'& <20.,*´ (Il.13.219-20) 
7-4.+E*'& 4O 6U& 4%. &'./?F0+ 8'80JD1JF, 
¢& 5$i *Z71i J%1.* &'./?.T#. p-h'11. (Il.16.200-201) 
8OJ'6K &'./?F0+, 6>& =*6.JDf R+713P 
$-,6%* <'@'.=?@"., .A& +K 5G'U-'6% m%78O* (Od.13.126-127) 
Others are found only once or twice: 
o* $'-i ;3-. -=?./ 'N& 6K 0(9U%2%& ;0i <$E88F* 
$0*6%UZ* -/?K#@#I} %d+K j;'6% 9O-0%& %d+E* (Od.15.245-6) 
b6F 0.e+%& 7MA* Q*0G <-M?@".+ <$/88F*  
$0*6%:} -/?N#@#/, 2e-.* +" 5$YJZ;' º-%*:F*. (h.Hom.4.574-5)  
=88> 6U  #-.+0& ;0i +.=>.% *,P* =*C9;Z 
                                                
392 Whether derivational direction here is deverbal or denominative is ultimately unknown. Cf. 
Chantraine (1999) under =$'.8YF: “Dérivation inverse de D"EFGHI; il semble moins probable 
que D"EFGHI soit un dénominatif de D"EFGJ.” 
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+./>.T+ =88O8%.1.* 5*0*6U%* £& 6' 97*0);0&, (Il.20.251-2) 
6[ +] oKE2) TU8%& 7MA& ®40 ;-06'-A& ;0i =60-mL& 
I1$'6%, p) 6K <-KE@". 608CT-%*C $'- $%8'4.16O*q (Il.13.299-
300)393 
Some in –0F, -0%40.: 
Q88Z& 4]* ?DE@) 6' ;0i 0a12'%& %d; 5$.+'7')& 
·* 54] ?0EZ"%"8. ;0;0i ;N*'&, %d+D 6. J74[q (Il.13.622-23). 
*E1T.* =T'16O;'., ;'2%8F4D*Z 'j*';0 +=>@), 
#Z+ 4.* 59 +=>@"% +.;0sE4'*%& $0-> *Z71i (Od.11.544-545) 
%a*f |-04*'Uf, 5$i +K 0a9'.%* >+( 67-A* 
>+Z"#/ 208;'U}, 5$i +K Q8T.60 8'7;> $C87*', (Il.11.639-40) 
"Ç $E$%., V 4C80 +L ;-06'-ET-%*%& =*+-A& 5* .3+t 
J'8%* .3+@8(+%/ =*C8;.+'& 0d6%i 5E*6'&. (Od.4.333-4=17.123-5) 
+U*'%*, k& ^6' 6.& #$B'P +E-7 *O.%* =*L- 
#$B'F+G, %M +D 6K #*'-J'* g$%11'U%71.* M4C*6. (Od.9.384-5) 
-.sF and -'7F 
'#0WP mD86'-E* 516. ;06> $6E8.* ~] ;06K =9-%y& 
+0)60 '#0W.g./+} +h1'. +D 4%. ^& ;K 5JD8}1.*. (Od.17.18-19) 
V8J' +K 5$i '#0W5) $0*+O4.%&, ~) ;06> Q167 
'#0W.g.">I ¿JC;Z&, 4'6> +K #$-'$' 9016D-. 4C-9} (Od.18.1-2) 
'r1. +] -2$9MC0+ Z6%?& 5-.;7+Y%& 7MA& 
-N$9/RR/ 980T7- $-A& |7J $'6-B'110* (h.Hom.3.182-3) 
-Z9@ +' %6.& $C4$0* =$E88760., + 6.*0 $%88%i 
80%i -@9=U0"/q J'E& *N 6U& 516. ;0i 0d6O. (Hes.Op.763-4)394 
                                                
393 Here, of course, the inherited form is causative. 
394 I put this figure here, rather than with Homeric TO4Z* 6U& 4%. TC1JF tr! because both its 
denominative formation and its deployment in the hexameter mark it off as distinct. 
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  $E16%* +L #6%& 516U*, ^6' U.=+/""%) 5;')*%* 
  1A* U.T+2+ +N16Z*%*, 54A* $0)+K, 'a $%6K #Z* 9' (Od.24.288-9). 
Others include the meteorological nominatives et alia: 
0c6.& +K 54$*N*JZ, $'-i +] '+2/1 %-D0% 
sh9-'. <'/'+.=2B"% ;0;,& ;';0TZE60 J74E* (Il.5.697-8) 
5* 1$3P 980T7-[q $'-i +] \K2) ²;'0*%)% 
=T-[ 4%-4N-F* \A.+ Q1$'6%&q %d+D 6.& Q88%& (Il.18.402-3) 
4U6-Z& JK, ·* 5TE-'. Y$B9% 2-%A& I-;%& =;E*6F*, 
 %M $8')16%* Y$B#2} +.> $-A +] 'a106% ;0i 63&. (Il.4.137-8) 
$>- +] C0"#1$ ;')6% $0*0U%8%&,  zK n 9'-0.A& 
CD++B8I ^6K 5& $E8'4%* TJ.1O*%-0 JF-O11%.6% (Il.10.77-8) 
=88" £& 6' "#*?@ 4Y*'. #4$'+%*,  6" 5$i 6X4mf 
=*Y-%& {"#*>n 6'J*Z/6%& ~] 97*0.;/& (Il.17.434-5, cf. 13.437-8). 
801'*, #*6%1J'* +] m%':0& \]a. J04'.>& 
2-71':}& \]E42/"/ +.Z*';Y1.* $'-i ;X;8%* (Il.12.296-7) 
The Homeric figure 4*Z16L- 4*w60., splits up over three and even four lines, 
always with an intervening relative 
T-Cs'7 ^$F& 9+@"#($"/+ =*0.+D1. 2')-0& 5TO1'.&, 
%{ +O 6%. 6-U'6'& 4D90-%* ;C60 ;%.-0*D%71., 
9+D9.+2/ =*6.JDZ* Q8%2%* ;0i I+*0 +.+E*6'&q (Od.13.376-8) 
9+@"#Z$0+ %d2 +' +U;Z 6A $C-%.J' 6D67;6%q 
%j 6K =90JO* 6' 97*0);0 ;0i =T*'.%)% JN906-0 
9+@"#.g./+ 5JD8F1. ;0i =88O8%.& 5-U1F1.* (Od.18.275-7) 
V* +D 6.& 5* 9+@"#($"/+ =*L- =J'4U16.0 '(+h&, 
º6O1.$$%& +K x*%4K #1;', C4} +K 5*i %(;U0 *0)'*q 
o& +O 6%. ;6'C6'11. $'$%.J& J'1$'1U%.1. 
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9+F">.#I R+7113%& +L* %(2%4D*%.% +C40-60. (Od.20.287-90). 
All of these phrases are stylistically quite high profile, and it is difficult to avoid 
the impression that their often delayed phonetic echo, and/or expansion 
across line boundaries, increased the impact they had in context, despite the 
fact that the relative made the distance between noun and verb plausible. The 
two deployments of G')*%* G'*:s'.* present a paradigmatic example of the 
two modes of constructing highly affected EFs: Heavily sponadaic line onset 
(G'U*%7& G'.*Us'.*, 5!) and line-crossing ^6' U.=+/""%) 5;')*%* / 1A* U.T+2+ 
+N16Z*%*. 
As I remarked in reference to #$%&, bd!^66. ;'* 'a$F, and could also 
have noted when discussing such arrangements as 4O6Z- 5*C6Z V* bd!· 
6D;' 6D;*0, or +,-0 J',* #2%., bd! ^66. +.+%)'* the verb housing segment 
of a relative EF often looks very much like a line filling device. In a few cases 
this is the most frequent arrangement. When v6Z is the goddess we find the 
relative cognate phrase following in the same position with the verb either 
active or passive and the relative nominative or dative: 
$-D1m0 .A& J79C6Z- j#@, 7!k $C*60& &l#%/ (Il.19.90) 
0c6.& 58'N1'1J0. j#@+, 7!k $C*60& &l#%/ (Il.19.129) 
%d +7*C4Z* 8'80JD1JI j#@) 7!m $-,6%* &F"8@+ (Il.19.136). 
In studies on Homeric etymologizing the relative phrase is said to exist mainly 
for that purpose, but we should also add the desire to personify to the 
equation. The only time !blindness" occurs unpersonified as an instrumental 
dative the phrase is line initial: 
 6+K !#n !%"%) ;0U 4.* 4D90 ;?+%& =$ZN-0&´ (Il.8.237).  
Figures involving 9:9*%40. generally show no localization. In one case we see 
the standard noun + verb order in a connected phrase: 
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 $0U+F* 5* 4'9C-%.1. tr!R2+1 RA+.#2 ;-'.E*6F* (Il.24.540)  
But two other instances of schemata from 9:9*%40. show wider degrees of 
separation: 
 6,* %M ªG <RA+2+#2 5*i 4'9C-%.1. R.+A8?@ (Il.5.270 
 M4'-E'*60 RK+2+ $'-i $C*6F* bd-0*.h*F*, 
 R.=+%#2, 0(9.E2%.% .A& T.8E6Z6. 4.9')10. (Hes.Th.919-920) 
Three others show this propensity to expand into a relative clause. Either on 
the same or successive lines:  
0d6%;01.R+Z#0, #D 4%. 4U0 R.=+%#2 4O6Z-. (Il.3.238). 
1%)& 6' ;01.R+*#2/) %j 6%. n4/J'* R.R]%"/+· (h.Hom.5.131-5). 
R]-679:Z* 0.16[-]7[9%*]:Z* 6' R.+,8?@+  
           p) 6' |%1'.]+eF*%& 5-.1J[']*Y%& R,+.8 7M/& (Hes.Fr.150.26-7). 
The lack of metrical uniformity in the figures of birth and lineage from 0enh1- 
mirrors the variety of their nominal components, and gives added weight to the 
impression that these expressions were molded on and licensed by more 
general proclivities for repetitious language in genealogical language.  
The two occurrences of 6%;'y& 6:;6'. are similarly ununiform: 
<-O6Z +K x*%4K 516i* 5$h*74%*, 5; +] #2>Z0+ 
6,* 0d6,* 2i $'- #A>2+ <8;U*%%* m01.830. (Od.7.54-55) 
=88K 5$i $w1. 6UJ'*60., 5$'U ;' #A>0"/, #2>(.). (Od.8.554). 
We see one instance each of the line expanding relative and successive line 
arrangement with Q99'8%& =99'U8'.:  
;0i 6E6K Q-K !RR.?2+ ;0*, ~) &RR.=?./. 97*0.;U. (Od.15.458). 
¸;6%-%&q %d 9C- %j 6.& 56O674%& !RR.?2) 58J* 
RR./?I ^66U zC %M $E1.& #;6%J. 4U4*' $78CF*, (Il.22.438-9).  
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4.7 Minimal patterns: 
By now we have come quite far from the regularity and localization that 
characterized many of the oft-recurring staples of Homeric language like 
'j4060 I**71J0., +,-%* +:+%*0. or J'A& 6:JZ1.. In order to return to the 
impression that the etymological figures show a great deal of regularity in their 
placement within hexameters, we will need to compile the information that has 
been laid out in this chapter into a cohesive whole. But before we proceed to 
analysis of major patterns, note that there are some minimal patterns that 
emerge if we line up isolated occurrences of various phrases. Sometimes one 
element of a figure begins a line while the other member either finishes it or 
occurs in a segment that finishes it. One might point to hints of this line-
framing pattern in the major idioms and compare the positions of some less 
frequent or hapax phrases:   
 4O$K+ 6%. ;0i 59h, 6D;*%* TU8', 6%?6% 4=409/, (Od.15.125) 
;""0 4.* 280)*C* 6' 2.6,*C 6', .i9%#% ;08C, (Od.16.79, 17.550, 
21.339) 
;""%/ 4' 280)*C* 6' 2.6,*C 6', .i9%#% ;08Cq (Od.14.154) 
;""%) 4' 280)*C* 6' 2.6,*C 6' .i9%#% $D4u0. (Od.14.396) 
H1104Y*Z +" 'c $e*60 $'-i 2-%À 'j4060 ;08> (h.Hom.5.64) 
 .d42) =;.+*%6D-Z 4D9'JE& 6K '(1C*60 V4A"8%/} (Od.5.217) 
 .d4K) 6' 4D9'JE& 6' =4'U*%*0 J3;'* V4A"8%/ (Od.24.374)395 
 -`"%/ +K 5* 2%C*%.1.* 5'U;%1. $w10. <-g"0+ (Il.18.470) 
 '.'?ZR0+ =9%-3J'* ='.;D11. '?@Rt"/+. (Il.2.264) 
 "#%892: +K =-9N-'%. 5* 208;Df ;"#%"%+ %d+[ (Od.7.89) 
                                                
395 The two other appearances of this figure fit divergent patterns: 
 .d42) % 6. V4Q+, 5!=88" Q88F* 4?J%* =;%XF*. (Hes.Fr.199.32-3). 
 %d 6E6' 9K +K R+713%& =9011C4'JK bd!.d42) V4K+#.) (Il.3.224). 
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 2'?K, J491 +K \+')0 =$A ;-Z63-%& J4D4./ (Od.9.210-11). 
The other instance of W+4L xs' in the Odyssey features noun and verb at the 
end of successive lines: 
$?- 4]* 5$K 5120-ET.* 4D90 ;0U'6%, 6Z8E1' +K J491 
;D+-%7 6K 'd;'C6%.% JN%7 6K =*> *31%* J4D4./ (Od.5.59-60). 
This is another pattern not entirely without parallel among more frequent 
figures:  
5GDT'-'* J08C4%.%, 6UJ'. +K 5*i ;C88.40 4O$%, 
51J360 2-71E* 6', 6C %M ¯0UZ;'& Y40>%+q (Od.8.439-40). 
*ZÀ +K 5*i $-N4*} 5G0U*76% ;C88.40 4O$%, 
51J360 2-71E* 6', 6C %M '*D80%& Y40>.} (Od.15.206-7). 
0d6[ 6%. 4'6E$.1JK Q2%& #11'60., 'a ;'* &2/45+ 
$DT*}&, p) 6' J'%)1. ;0i =*J-h$%.1.* &.=40. (Od.22.345-346)  
£-Z. 5* '(0-.*3., ^6' 6" Q6-.2%& %-'1. #M>#./ 
9]0:[Z]& 5* ;'7J4,*. 6-:6F. #6'P 6-:0 #,>+%. (Hes.Fr.204.129-30) 
§-4'U0&, *N4TZ +K 56UJ'. $C-0 $w10* <404Z+, 
 Y"8./+ ;0i $U*'.*, 2^% m-%6%i Q*+-'& Y42B"/+} (Od.5.195-196). 
We might imagine that the delayed echo in this arrangement had an acoustic 
effect not unlike rhyme in English verse, as in the heroic couplets of Alexander 
Pope, or the sonnets of Robert Frost.396 A similarly delayed echo may occur in 
successive line beginnings, but less frequently than at line end: 
                                                
396 Compare Pope"s opening of the epistle, Essay On Man: 
 Awake, my St. John! Leave all meaner things 
 To low ambition, and the pride of kings. 
And the first quatrain of Frost"s Into My Own: 
 One of my wishes is that those dark trees, 
 So old and firm they scarcely show the breeze, 
 Were not, as +twere, the merest mask of gloom, 
 But stretched away unto the edge of doom. 
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4D$0+ +K p""I 5* 54[ %a;f ;'.4O8.0 ;')60., 
 4D"0 o ;C88.16%* ;0i 6.4ZD1606E* 516.*q (Od.4.613-4=15.113-14) 
4(". +K =87;6%$D+}1. |-%4ZJD0 $%.;.8Em%78%* 
4."92T) =-908D%.1. 4D1%* +.> ;U%*K 58C110&q (Hes.Th.521-2) 
>Z$B>/ Ë$76U+}, ^& %M $0-> $06-i 9D-%*6. 
 >@$g""0+ 9O-01;' TU80 T-'1i 4O+'0 '(+h&q (Il.17.322-5). 
In some cases already cited (=%.+%i#... =%.+3&#, #4*Z16O-F*… 
#4*Z16'N'.*) the line ending and line beginning acoustic hammers fall over 
three lines. It is, of course, very rare that Homeric syntax sustains a same-
phrase figure over such a prosodic space without a coordinating conjunction. 
Hence, within all of our figures the echo over three lines only occurs in the 
cases of 4*Z16L- 4*w60. and, with paronomastic and polyptotonic extension 
into a third line, ;3-7G ;Z-X11'. and =%.+%i =':+'.. But if we wanted to open 
up a very large can of worms such arrangments could be compared to a 
myriad of other syntactically more loosely connected echoes, e.g: 
;')*%& +" % $%6' $e4$0* =6e1J08%* Q*+-0 <Q$R./· 
=88" n 4]* g4Y6'-%& J74A& ;0i ='.;Y0 Y$R% 
T0:*'60., %d+Y 6:& 516. 2e-.& 4'6/$.1J" .3.$R,0+(Od.4.693-5). 
Another minimal pattern, perhaps barely perceptible in the flurry of 
figures, but nonetheless worth commenting on briefly, features a connected 
noun-verb phrase right across the line boundary. A sizable group of these may 
be excerpted from above: zDG0. / #-9%*, x$F$0& / WTJ084%)1., =%.+%i / 
Ð+%4'*, +'14[ / +O106K, W23'& / 'r2%*, 'r+0- / #+4'*0.. Two figures only 
appear in this position: 
#*J'* ®8.& 6YG%71. m/'& 60X-%.1. 9/R.T"%/ 
9MR4@+ JZ8':0& 6' ;0i Q-1'*0&· %d+Y 6: 1' 2-L (h.Hom.4.493-4) 
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aTJ.4%* '8C*.$$%*. o +K xT-0 4]* '(8U$%+0& E2`) 
EK">I 5* |'-;h6} +ZSF* =$A *E1T.* 5E*6F* (Il.15.547-8). 
4.8 Major patterns: 
At this point we have seen the prosodic placement of virtually all the 
figures and are in a position to make some general observations.397 First, the 
oft-recurring idioms of poetic diction constitute formulaic building blocks with a 
primary structure attribute + noun + verb + in connected phrases. 
Rearrangement of the order of the elements is generally less remarkable than 
separation of the unit. The accusatival figures of this type tend to gravitate 
toward the Adonic segment to which they are either perfectly suited 
(bd!'j4060 '40., bd!+,-0 +U+F4., bd!'r+0- #+4'*0.), suited with some 
variation (bd!$O4060 $C12'.* vs. bd!$340 $CJ}1. etc.), or morphologically 
adapted to fill this slot (bd!+,-0 +.+h1'.*). Aberrations from this norm often 
involve parts of the conjugation of the figure that would not fit in the Adonic, 
either because the verb form simply will not fit there (7!+E10* =980> +,-0), 
or because the noun + verb sequence would not have fit there (†bd! #$%& 
'($')*, #$%& #'.$'*).398 Expanding our survey further into the line than the 
diaeresis, we can include within this class of figures in which the connected 
noun + verb constitute the entirety of an end line segment to several other 
expressions either with syntactic variation (7!;'.4O8.0 ;')60., 7!;'.4B8.%* 
#16F, tr!5$U;8Z1.* ;08D%71., tr!5$U;8Z1.* ;08D'1;'), or morphological 
variation (5!;0i 5$i ;6D-'0 ;6'-'SGF vs. 5!;0i 5$i ;6D-'0 ;6'-U10.'*, 
tr!=*0U6.%* 0(6.C01J0. vs. tr!=*0U6.%* 0(6.Ef%).  
                                                
397 I have omitted a few that fit no pattern and only occur once, e.g. %d 9C- 6.& +K2+ Q88%& 
=4'U*%*0 6%?+' +2Z"./ (Il.9.104); Q880 +" &9%??24.#($.) 5* 588'+0*%)1. 4,2+#2 
(Il.18.553). 
398 I assume the presence of the initial di-gamma for the purposes of versification of these 
forms. 
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 However, although we might call the various end line positions 
something of a norm for many of the most frequently attested idioms, it is 
important to note that several recurring figures that do not conform to this norm 
nonetheless show their own particular pattern of localization. This localization 
may be line initial, as in all of the semantically varied and detached figures 
from  *steh2-: M16A* +K #16Z1'* 5! !he set up the mast", 163 z0 $0-> 
160J4A* 5! !she stood by the stanchion" and 16Z104D*Z 4D90* M16A* tr! 
!setting up a loom". The localization may also be line internal (J3;' J'C, 7!, 
tr!4C2Z* 54C2%*6%). 
The predominantly end line localization of recurring phrases contrasts 
sharply with the placement of infrequent schemata. As the lists above show 
the majority of these take up line beginning positions. Only one line beginning 
denominative expression occurs with any frequency (m%78>& m%78'N'.* 5! 
X5), but attributeless noun phrase + denominative verb at the onset of lines 
appears to be a somewhat productive structural formulaic template. In as 
much as this template is for the most part heavily spondaic it must have put a 
great deal of emphasis on the innovated expression.  The highly affected 
context of Odyssey 9 shows these principles at work by converting the most 
frequent EA, +,-%* +.+/*0. into an attributeless, spondaic and innovative 
line beginning phrase featuring unidiomatic +F6:*Z*: 
             'a 6. $E-%.& U./+Z/2+ ~] ;0i Q88F& 
 42=@) 40#=+@+,  6' U.=+0+ JD4.& 516U*. 
=88K 0(+')%, TD-.16', J'%N&q f>A#%/ +D 6%U '(4'*, 
'y& +K 5$.6.4O6F- f>.#F0+ 6' U.=+0+ 6', 
U.=+/2), o& U.=+2/"/+ ®4K 0(+%U%.1.* W$Z+').  
           If you might provide us some entertainment, or otherwise 
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present us a present, which is the right of guests. 
But respect the gods, good man, for we are suppliants to you 
and Zeus is avenger of suppliants and guests  
Zeus of guests, who walks with revered guests (Od.9.267-271). 
The polyptoton in this passage constitutes a veritable flood of repetition. Note 
also that +%UZ& +F6U*Z* inverts the semi-usual noun + verb word order of 
idiomatic figures, and strips the figure of its nearly ubiquitous attribute by 
supplanting it with an adverb. Couple this with the fact that Odyssey 9 
engages wordplay more than other books of Homer and we can see that this 
context called for a figure of substantially higher profile than a low profile stock 
phrase in predictable position like bd!+,-0 +U+F4., or even a split formula like 
Helen"s demonstrative 4O$N+ 6%. ;0i 59@, 6Y;*%* T:8', 6%?6% 4M409/. 
Remember that Odysseus is reporting this dialogue to the Phaeacians (the 
secondary narrator reporting his own speech) presumably with some residual 
ire, and that the !present" he eventually is granted by Polyphemos is, 
maliciously enough, that he will be eaten last.  
 To bring forth but one more of many possible examples, observe the 
placement of the bombastic and almost incomprehensibly tautological 6')2%& 
56'.2U110*6% tr! (Il.7.449) used by Poseidon to express indignation, against 
the phrase in narrative that it echoes, bd!6')2%& #+'.40* at 436. This 
sequence presents a striking display of a normal and unremarkable 
expression in the Adonic moved to the front of the line and expressed 
figuratively to achieve rhetorical emphasis. 
In the end, the careful analysis of the deployment of the EF in Homeric 
hexameters, particularly the juxtaposition of predominantly end line idioms and 
innovative phrases at the onset of lines, has unearthed several nuances of 
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Homeric compositional technique. The fact that irregular figures gravitate 
toward the onset of lines has metrical corollaries not just in the hexameter of 
Greek Epic, but in almost every meter in every language one can think. In 
Homeric poetry various factors served to make dactyls more desirable than 
spondees later in the line. In addition to the well-known prevalence of dactyls, 
in the 5th foot, there was also a predilection not to compose spondees at the 
end of the 4th foot before a diaeresis (Hermann"s bridge). But, while there may 
have been metrical motivations for coining the spondaic denominative figures 
at the beginning of lines, there is no reason to believe that this did conform to 
the poets" aesthetic preference. Rather, this position would likely have 
showcased the figure and put a premium on ingenuity.  
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Chapter 5 
5. Aversion to the perfect tenses and conversion to passive:399 
 This chapter starts from two observations: first, that Homeric Greek is 
the most faithful preserver of the original naktostative400 aspect of the PIE 
perfect, and second, that, -- out of 295 occurrences involving every other tense 
-- the accusative + verb figura etymologica does not co-occur with inherited 
perfect or pluperfect verb forms in Homer, Hesiod or the Hymns. The first 
observation is prevalent enough among Indo-Europeanists to be considered 
communis opinio,401 the second has emerged from the new statistical analysis 
in the tables A5.1-3 presented in the Appendix. Here, I operate under the 
assumption that the accomplished state denoted by the perfect originally 
adhered only to grammatical subjects, and that the so-called resultative402 
perfect, whereby stativity could be transferred to grammatical objects, was, for 
the most part, a post-Homeric development.403 Based partly on this 
                                                
399 A shortened version of this chapter entitled “Restrictions on the Use of the Figura 
Etymologica in Ancient Greek Epic” has already been published in Proceedings of the 19th 
Annual UCLA Indo-European Conference, Journal of Indo-European Monograph Series, No. 
54, 113-36. I thank the organizers of and participants in that conference, as well as the editors 
of the Journal, for useful feedback regarding the ultimate form and content of the article and 
chapter. 
400 For prior use of the convenient term !naktostative" see GotÑ, 169 who defines it as 
Erreichter Zustand, accomplished, or achieved stativity. 
401 “The IE perfect (whence the perfect active of Greek and Indo-Iranian) originally denoted the 
state resulting from the accomplishment of an action, or process. This value is still faithfully 
preserved in Homeric Greek” (Jasonoff, 14) cf. Chantraine (1927: 8), Lyonnet, 40, et al. 
402 The term !resultative" has some unfortunate overlaps in current linguistic terminology. 
Kiparsky"s definition of  !resultative" perfects in English does not preclude the subject being the 
primary focus of naktostativity. For instance he interprets “the convict has escaped now” as a 
resultative perfect. Nevertheless, I have chosen, for the most part, to retain the term 
!resultative" because of it prevalence in the classical literature on the topic. If I slip on occasion 
and speak of an !objective", rather than a resultative perfect I ask forgiveness for the 
equivocation.  
403 Schmidt, (5), Kümmel (65) et al. For beginnings of the resultative perfect in Homer see 
Lyonnet"s article. For a general discussion of the resultative perfect and its proliferation in Attic 
see Chantraine (1927: 118 ff.). In 1903 Brugmann asserted that PIE possessed two types of 
perfects, one expressing only the state of the subject, the other capable of transferring that 
state onto an object. For the latter he cited Vedic soma+ su#uma, Homeric perfect participle 
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assumption, and partly on what evidence is available to us within the Epic 
figurae, I propose that, at the earliest stage, an etymological argument could 
only take the subject-slot in conjunction with the perfect or pluperfect. Such 
arguments might combine with either passive or intransitive verbs, but in terms 
of conversion of an accusative construction behind both lies the fact that they 
could not have achieved their state by their own agency.  
Recent discussions of the cognate object (CO) have classified the 
construction in two, juxtaposed manners.  Majority opinion among post-
Chomskyan linguists casts the CO noun phrase as an adjunct predicate, 
modifying verbal action like any other adverb or adverbial phrase and not 
governed, as most objects are, by reception of a J-role. 404 In this scenario the 
CO is an object in name only. Diane Massam, on the other hand, asserted that 
the CO functions as a special sort of object governed by verbs via what she 
called a !patient J-role".405 Since it is demonstrable in Homeric Greek that the 
perfect could take either adverbial/adjectival complements or external objects, 
but could never occur with a CO, I find both conclusions problematic. If the CO 
was truly an adjunct, and Homer attests syntactic combinations such as, 
$%88> #%-9', it would be difficult to motivate a restriction against forming a 
phrase like †$%88> #-90 #%-9'.406 On the other hand, if external objects 
could freely take J-roles from verbs in the perfect, as in 6'J*w1.*, 6.4L* 
                                                                                                                                       
$'$8Z9@& and plupefect indicative m'm8B;'. (§ 738 and § 746). By the time of the Vedas, 
however, it is clear that the Indo-Iranian perfect had undergone several innovations that made 
it a less accurate indicator of the original properties of the PIE perfect than Homeric Greek. 
Thus, there is nothing that militates against seeing the objective stativity exemplified by 
phrases such as soma+ su#uma as representing an independent, post-PIE development. 
404 Jones, Moltmann, Zubizarreta, Humphries et al. 
405 This is basically a quick synopsis of the articles discussed already in the Introduction above 
(12 ff.). 
406 The dagger, here and hereafter, indicates the impossibility of the phrase at the time of 
Homer. 
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8'8/9201. !the dead, those who have acheived honor" (Od.11.304), but 
Homer seems to be at pains not to say 6.4L* 6'6.431J0.,407 what point is 
there in not making a categorical distinction between the principles of 
government binding cognate versus non-cognate objects to verbs?  
5.1.0 Incidentalism: 
 Before proceeding to the main analyses I would like to address a 
natural and perhaps inevitable question: is it possible that the CO"s failure to 
occur with the perfect tenses is mere coincidence? Various facts point to the 
lack of intersection not being due to chance. I have included a compilation of 
Schlacter"s meticulous count of tenses in Homer (table A6.3) to show that we 
cannot simply cite the rarity of the perfect tenses against aorist, or present 
forms to account for the gap; the future is far less frequent than the perfect and 
pluperfect, and yet readily incorporates the etymological accusative (EA). 
Further, it would be an extra coincidence that, of the six Greek tenses, the two 
that share the same essential properties both lack expression with the EA. We 
would be compelled to admit coincidence if, for instance, the pluperfect and 
future attested no EAs but the perfect did. Another argument against 
coincidence is the traceable mechanism for perfect expression I have already 
mentioned: conversion into the nominative as subject of a passive or 
intransitive verb: 
accusative + active verb in any non-perfect tense (do a deed) >> 
nominative + verb in a !passive" perfect tense (a deed has been done) 
or >> nominative + verb in the intransitive perfect (a stele has 
stood/stands). 
                                                
407 For a description of the pains he took to avoid 6.4L* 6'6.431J0. see below (99-101). 
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 But perhaps the most convincing argument for postulating a 
grammatical restriction, rather than attributing the gap to coincidence, is that 
the morphological and semantic characteristics of the perfect tenses and the 
fundamental properties of the figura etymologica would have made combining 
the two an enticing proposition for the epic poets. Alliteration and assonance 
are driving forces behind formation of etymological figures, while the perfect, 
because of its reduplication, comes ready-made with its own phonetic echo. 
Also, the perfect is traditionally described as an intensive category, and the 
stylistic bottom-line of etymological figures is that they represent an emphatic 
form of repetition, or ausdruckverstärkung.  Intersections of the perfect with 
nominative and dative figurae etymologicae demonstrate that the epic poets 
were aware of this situation and took advantage of it. Note the extension of 
alliteration and assonance in the following phrases (these are but two of many 
possible examples): 
>?/"9P >.>?/9A+@, ?D$6K ~?C>060 16-FT,10.  
!reclined against a recliner, spinning fine threads" (Od.17.97) 
J491 4K \4')0 =$A ;-Z63-%& J4D4./  
!the sweet aroma from the bowl was aromatic" (Od.9.210). 
In Classical Greek, after the “resultative” perfect helped to authorize use with 
every type of object, we see the confluence of phonetic echoing and intensivity 
often utilized to good effect within the accusative figures: 
,* %c* %d 47-:0. 4]* 5$i 47-:0.& \4)* 9'9/*01. 
$/8'.& 5* 6%X6f 6[ 2-/*f, ;06> 6A* 0d6A* +] 6%? $8BJ%7& 
8/9%* %d; 58e66%7& 5TJ0-4Y*0.; '.'2?/#.B9,+%/ +" 0c 'e10& 
'2?/#.M%) '%88e;.& H;01602%?; 
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Surely, then, thousands upon thousands of cities have come into 
existence in this span of time, and an equally great number, certainly no 
less, have met destruction? Have they not governed themselves in turn 
by every form of government everywhere? (Pl.Lg.676c). 
Note that the repetitiveness of $'$%8.6'74Y*0. $%8.6':0& is mirrored by the 
preceding polyptoton in 47-:0. 4]* 5$i 47-:0.&; both emphatic questions 
have verbs in the perfect (9'9/*01. and $'$%8.6'74Y*0.), and, taken 
together with its subject, the figure actually constitutes an extended 
paronomastic construction: $/8'.& $%8.6':0& $'$%8.6'74Y*0.. The passage 
and schema are both highly affected and suggestive of conscious fashioning 
for rhetorical emphasis.  
 One last reason to see the lack of EAs with the perfect in Archaic Epic 
as not simply coincidental is that the repetition of sound and sense generally 
endemic to etymological figures marks them out as a specific set, and makes it 
more plausible that a grammatical restriction would apply, within the syntax of 
a particular case, to the entire group. The fact that all of the accusatival figures 
produced a phonetic echo, and that the vast majority were completely 
tautological, seems to have taken precedent over the grammatical 
heterogeneity of the category in the application of the restriction against use 
with perfect.  We would then postulate that a numerically overwhelming group 
of EAs, consisting both of those featuring internal objects and perhaps those 
with effected, or result-type objects, were syntactically incompatible with the 
perfect tenses, while the smaller group of phrases that incorporate external 
objects, since the perfect could occur with other external arguments, were 
analogically included in the restriction. In other words, I regard internal and 
effected constructions like #-9%* 5-9es'1J0./ #-+'.*/zYs'.* and 6Y;*%* 
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6:;6'.* as genuinely incompatible with the perfect tenses, while phrases in 
which semantic detachment has produced an external object, such as 'r+%& 
(+')* are not genuinely incompatible. We could motivate the lack of 
occurrence of 'r+%& with any forms within the perfect paradigm of  
%+0/'(+Y*0. along the same lines as the internal constructions if it meant 
merely !see a sight", or !see that which is seen." Since, however, the phrase 
must mean !look upon someone"s physical appearance," with the syntagm 
having achieved some degree of externality, and since there is no good 
reason to believe that there would have been a restriction against forming a 
figure with the meaning !to have come to know one"s appearance" (†'r+%& 
'(+Y*0.), we are left to postulate either an analogical extension of the perfect-
restriction to external object phrases, or admit a certain amount of 
incidentalism.  Admission of some element of chance does not invalidate the 
general theory. In fact, in reference to some figures, like 163 z0 $0-> 
160J4A* !stood by the stanchion", since the prepositional phrase is locatival, 
and the perfect and pluperfect both occur with the locatival dative, it may be 
entirely coincidental that the poets never began a line H16B;'. z0 $0-> 
160J4A*.  
5.1.1 Intersections of verbal roots attesting both EAs and perfect tenses: 
 Whatever the reason for the lack of co-occurrence of the EA with the 
perfect tenses, it is not because there is no overlap between verbs appearing 
in the two categories. The following roots generate both: 
*deh3- +,-%* +:+%*0. / pf. +Y+%60.408  
*steh2- M16A*  M16e*0. (163 $0-> 160J4A*) /  pf. I16Z;', plupf. 
H16Z;'.  
                                                
408 This perfect is a Homeric hapax at Il.5.428: % 6%. 6D;*%* 54A* +D+%60. $%8'4OP0 #-90.   
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*&er0-  #-9%* 5-9es'1J0./#-+'.*/zYs'.* / pf. #%-90&, plupf.'F-9'.  
 *k&endh- $340 $e12'.* / pf. $Y$%*J0, plupf. 5$'$%*J'. 
 *kleh1- 5$:;8Z1.*/;8B+Z* ;08')* /  pf. ;Y;8Z40., plupf. ;';8B06% 
 *te4- 6Y;*%* 6:;6'.* / pf. 6Y6%;0 (6'6%;7:Z&  Hes.Op.591) 
*h1ed- 'r+0-/5+F+L* #+4'*0./#1J'.* / pf.pass. 5+B+%60., 5+B+060.. 
*0he&- 2X1.*/2%L* 2')1J0. / pf. ;Y2760., plupf. ;Y276% 
 *k&e*- 6.4L*/ $%.*L* 6:*'.* / pf. 6'6:4Z60. 
 *&eid- 'r+%& (+')* / pf. %r+0, plupf. Ò+'0 
 *temh1- 6Y4'*%& 6Y4*'.* / pf.pass. 6'64Z4Y*%* 
 *h2ger- 5& =9%-L* =9Y(.)-'1J0. / plupf. =9Z9Y-06% 
 *bhu- T76A* TX'.*/ T76'X'.* /  pf. $'TX;01. $'T701. plupf.$'T7;'. 
 *g&elh2-  mD8%& m088')* / pf. mYm8Z0.,  plupf. mYm8'6% 
 *0enh1- 9*O6F 9':*01J0. / pf. 9Y9%*', plupf. 9Y9%*'. 
 *me*4- 4:9+Z* 4')G0. (Hymns) / pf. 4Y4.940., plupf. 54Y4.;6% 
 *d&eH- Q+76%* +?*0. (Hymns) / pf. +Y+7;' 
5.2. Conversion to perfect tenses in Archaic Greek Epic:  
5.2.1 Possible conversions to passive within the Homeric schemata: 
 As outlined above, Homeric and post-Homeric evidence 
suggests that, in order to render an accusatival figure in the perfect or 
pluperfect the noun would be put into the nominative and the verb changed to 
passive or intransitive. In the Archaic Epics, however, the passive construction 
has not yet become the regular correspondent of the active, and we are left 
with only a few possible conversions.409 In his list of etymological figures 
                                                
409 Gonda, in order to account for the relative paucity of passive constructions in the Rig Veda 
versus later Sanskrit literature, asserts that “the passive was not yet the regular correspondent 
of the active construction” (1959:281). The fact that the Rig Veda does show some full 
conversions (vácah ? vac- > vácas ucyate !speech has been spoken" (RV.1.114.6)), while 
Homer shows none, puts the Greek structures at a more undeveloped, or more pristine phase. 
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featuring verb mit akkusativ (156-7), Fehling lists two constructions that are 
intriguing in this connection:  $'$E8.16% $E8.& and 6.4L* 6'6.431J0.. The 
only possible assumption behind listing the first of these figures with the 
accusatives is that it represents a conversion from an active construction, that 
is *$%8.* $%8.s'.* >> $'$E8.16% $E8.&.  The problem with this assumption is 
that the active phrase itself never occurs. Further, the passive figure only pops 
up once in Homer: 
C-+0*%* 0c $-,6%* 6D;'6% *'T'8Z9'-D60 'N&, 
;6U11' +] 0-+0*UZ*, 5''i % 'F ¹8.%& M-L 
5* ''+Uf '.'K?/"#2 'K?/) 4'-E'F* =*J-h'F* 
Cloud-gathering Zeus sired Dardanus first, 
and he founded Dardania, since not yet had mighty Ilium, 
city of mortal men been built in the plain (Il.20.215-17). 
The linking alliteration before and after the figura in this passage, as well as 
the continuance of repetitive phraseology started by the stress on the 
eponymy of Dardania, are suggestive of nonce coinage, not modeling on a 
never-attested *$%8.* $%8.s'.*. The active of the denominative verb, $%8.s'.* 
only occurs one time in the Homer, as 6')2%&... 6A...$%8:1104'* (Il.7.449-53), 
again with reference to Troy. It also surfaces once in an inscription from 
Philae: 
;0i $e6-Z& 987;'-3& |6%8'40.+%&, * 5$/8.11'*  
F6B-, sc. 6L* $/8.*, $e6-Z*?  
And from the sweet homeland Ptolemai, which Soter founded, 
(Ep.Gr.982).  
The perfect passive, on the other hand, is more common, and is the only form 
occurring in a cognate construction after Homer. In Hesiod we find F+@*Z 
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$'$/8.160. (Fr.240.5), while Herodotus attests $%8.s'.* 4 times in the 
etymological figure, noun in the nominative and verb in the perfect passive 
always specifying the name of the city, as the Homeric figure referred to the 
city, Troy, and generally with further alliteration outside of the schema: 
%7+)*%. +Y, #J*%& 5A* 4Y90 ;0i '%88/*, 9807;/* 6' 'w* 
(127-,& 516. ;0i '7--/*. SN?/) +] 5* 0d6%)1. '.'N?/"#%/ 
G78:*Z, %*%40 +] 6 '/8. 516i Ï'8F*/&·  
The Budini, a tribe both great and numerous, all have eyes extremely 
bright and reddish. A wooden settlement among them has been settled, 
and the name of this settlement is Gelonus (Hdt.4.108.1)  
 6,* 512e6Z '.'N?/"#%/ '-A& H1'Y-Z& 'N?/) 6 %*%4e 516. 
 '104m-:Z 
Furthest from them a settlement towards sunset has been settled, its 
name is Mesambria (Hdt.7.108.2).410 
Given that all of the above schemata occur with the noun in the nominative, it 
seems probable that Homeric $'$E8.16% $E8.& represents an expression 
coined in the passive and presenting no active counterpart, and that its 
Herodotean equivalent $'$/8.160. $/8.& simply followed this precedent. 
Nevertheless, the logic of the phrase follows the general principles of the 
perfect tenses as expressing only the subject state; it may not demonstrate a 
conversion, but still suggests a predilection for nominative + perfect instead of 
accusative + perfect, for !the city had (was in the state of having) been built", 
rather than !they had (were in the state of having) built the city".   
                                                
410 The other two passages are $%604A* l%e1$Z*, 5/*60 ;0i 6%?6%* *Z71.$Y-Z6%*, 5$" Ä 
%?10 'N?/) '.'N?/"#%/. (5.52.6) and e8Z 6' 04%J-Z.;:Z '.'N?/"#%/ 'N?/) ;0i @*Z 
(7.59.2). 
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 The other EA listed by Fehling with a verb in the perfect, 6.4L* 
6'6.431J0., if we were to take the verb as a middle governing the accusative, 
would appear to violate the restriction. The actual attestation, however, is 
considerably more enigmatic: 
6%?6% +K 59 $-ET-F* +D2%40., 20U-'. +D 4%. V6%-, 
£& 4'7 ='i 4D4*Z10. 5*ZD%&, %d+D 1' 8OJF, 
#/9() ) 6D 4K #%.;' #.#/9("8%/ 4'6K <20.%)&  
I (Nestor) accept this from you gratefully, and my heart is happy 
that you have remembered me and my kindness, that I am not forgotten 
for the honour that should be my honour among the Achaeans 
(Il.23.647-9).411 
As discussed at length above (99-101) the accusative of price is standard in 
similar idioms. Further, explaining the selection of the genitive case for the 
relative here as motivated by either attraction to the antecedent, or genitive of 
price is implausible, and does not explain the change from accusative of price 
in closely related phrases. In sum, it is quite likely that the genitive is masking 
a violation of the restriction.    
The fact that the verb 6.4w* !honor" pushes for innovative expression in 
the perfect is not a phenomenon isolated to Epic.  Indeed, both Wackernagel 
and Chantraine saw in Pindar"s use of 6.4w* the earliest attestation of the 
“resultative” perfect: 
   a16' 4e* 
¾a0*6%& =8;e*, T%:*.%* 6>* Wu: 
5* *7;6i 604* $'-i Ä T019e*f 4%4T>* #2'. 
$0:+'11.* §88e*F* ^1%. p-%:0*+" #m0*. 
                                                
411 As translated by Lattimore, Chicago, 1951.  
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=88" Ó4Z-/& 6%. #.#M9%>.+ +." =*J-@$F*, ^& 0d6%? 
$w10* W-J@10.& =-'6>* ;06> zem+%* #T-01'* 
J'1$'1:F* 5$YF* 8%.$%)& =JX-'.*.   
    Indeed you know 
the prowess of Ajax, which, slicing bloody around his sword 
late in the night, he holds out as a reproach 
to the sons of the Hellenes who went to Troy. 
But Homer has done him honor among men, 
who, setting straight all his valor, by his wand of  
divine words, told of it to delight men to come. (I.4.37). 
McKay, who is quite a bit more sceptical regarding early attestations of the 
“resultative” perfect, interprets 6'6:40;'* as emphasizing not the state of 
honor bestowed by Homer on Ajax, but the state of honor Homer acheived by 
honoring Ajax. He comes to the conclusion that “Ajax is in fact incidental to the 
power of Homer. The state expressed by 6'6:40;'* is that of the subject, not 
the object” (10). In general, McKay goes to great lengths to discount the early 
examples of “resultative” perfects adduced by Chantraine, even resorting, at 
one point (8), to postulating scribal error to account for inscriptional 
=*06YJZ;'*, commonly cited as the earliest (320 BC) inscriptional evidence 
of the resultative perfect.412 In the end, many of McKay"s readings seem more 
metaphorical than grammatical. In the Pindaric passage it is difficult not to 
agree with Wackernagel and Chantraine and admit that, at least on the basic 
level of syntax, Ajax is the recipient of honor. We would then conclude, 
combining the Homeric and Pindaric passages, that the semantics of 6.4w* 
                                                
412 IG.2.2 pp. 302 ff.). Cf. Wackernagel, 8, Chantraine, 6. 
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made it a particularly good candidate for innovative usage in the perfect 
transferring stativity to the object, and, in reference to the Homeric phrase, 
perhaps incorporating the etymological object into the subject state of the 
verb.  
5.2.2 Conversion to nominative with intransitive verbs within figurae:  
 In this category there is one case where we can actually witness the 
transformation within Archaic Epic: we have seen that active figures from 
*0enh1-, while not terribly common, are represented in more than one 
formulation: 
0d6%;01.R+Z#0, #D 4%. 4U0 R.=+%#2 4O6Z-  
My (Helen"s) brothers whom one mother bore (Il.3.238) 
M4'-E'*60 RK+2+ $'-i $C*6F* bd-0*.h*F*, 
R.=+%#2, 0(9.E2%.% .A& T.8E6Z6. 4.9')10  
She (Leto) bore a brood more lovely than all other the children of 
Ouranos, having mingled in love with aegis-bearing Zeus (Hes.Th.919-
920).413 
Compare especially Il.3.238 to the following appearance of the nominative 
figure linked to an intransitive form of 9M9*%40.:  
1%)& 6' ;01.R+*#2/) %j 6%. n4/J'* R.R]%"/+·  
And to your brothers, who are born from the same womb 
 (h.Hom.5.135). 
Another case involves the root *steh2-. While Homer does not attest the 
EA 16B8Z* M16e*0., in Attic inscriptions it is standard: 
                                                
413 Cf. ±Om} 5* H$60$N8f +.+74C%*' R.=+%#2 $0)+', / %d ;0JK n4> T-%*D%*6'q 
;01.R+Z#0 9' 4]* 16Z*q (Hes.Sc.49-50). 
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;0i #16Z1' 6L* 16B8Z* !and he set up the stele" (R.O.5.1.3, Athenian 
phratry decree from Declea, 396/5 BC, cf. R.O.20.24-5, 29.9, 
R.O.37.84, R.O.44.43, R.O.89.35, 90.36).  
We might juxtapose this standard phrase with a few passages from the Iliad: 
=88K £& 6' "#Z?@ 4D*'. #4$'+%*,  6K 5$i 6N4mf 
=*D-%& {"#Z>n 6'J*ZE6%& ~] 97*0.;E&  
But they (the horses of Patroclus) remained fixed like a stele which at 
the tomb of a dead man or woman has stationed itself (Il.17.434-5). 
The appearance of the intransitive here, given the prevalence of the active 
phrase in inscriptions, suggests a conversion conducive to expression with the 
perfect: 16B8Z* M16e*0. >> 16O8Z H16O;}. The passage above and the one 
below are closely modeled on each other, putting the noun and verb in the 
perfect in the same slots, but to very different effect: 
=88K £& 6' "#Z?@+  +D*+-'%* gu.$D6Z8%* 
=6-D40& {"#%K#% "#(82) 4D1%* %601' +%7-i 
But as he (Alcathous) stood fixed, like a stele or a high-leafed tree, 
he (Idomeneus) wounded him with a spear in the middle of his chest 
(Il.13.437-8). 
The fact that both these standing stele occur in similes likened, in one case to 
horses, in another to a warrior may in part make up for the fact that, since 
stele do not stand themselves up, the phrase may have sounded a bit odd. 
The stylistically marked nature of the figures, combined with the inscriptional 
evidence for the normal formulation taking the shape of an accusatival 
construction tempt one to take 16O8Z H16O;} as a poetically charged 
conversion of a set phrase 16B8Z* M16e*0.. 
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5.2.3 Conversions outside of the schemata: 
A few expressions, followed along semantic, rather than etymological 
lines, provide additional evidence for conversion to subject + perfect and 
pluperfect. The frequent phrase #$%& '($')* !speak speech" is, of course, 
defective, with only the reduplicated aorist forming an etymological accusative. 
Expressions with the equivalent semantic !speak speech", however, do occur 
with pluperfect, medio-passive forms of #.-F: 
 % $F $w* 'j-Z6% #$%&, ^6'  
!not yet had the whole speech been spoken, when" (Il.10.540,   
Od.16.11).  
 Also the syntagm !work work", which appears in various, more or less 
mutilated forms (#-9%*/#-90 + 5-9es'1J0./#-+'.*/zYs'.*), corresponds in 
meaning to a phrase in which the noun is coupled with the perfect medio-
passive form of 6'X2F:  
 a+F4K ^*6.*K#-90 6Y6u;60.  
 !let me see what deeds have been done" (Il.22.450, cf. 24.354). 
The verb 6'X2F is quite commonly used as an auxiliary to the the 
etymological verb in the figurae from Homer to Classical Greek.414  In the 
Homeric Hymn to Demeter the perfect option appears in a relative phrase 
governed by a cognate main verb: 
j*0 1T:1.* <$R]C09%/  
$-/T-F* 2^% 97*0.;A& =TB8.;%& Y$R% 6Y67;60.· 
So that I (Demeter) might labor for them 
propitiously, whatever labors of an elderly woman are done (139-140). 
                                                
414 It heads Lobeck"s general list of verbs functioning as auxiliaries to the figura etymologica in 
Greek as a whole: 6'X2'.*, $%.')*, 6'8')*, Q9'.*, #2'.* and 2-31J0. (509). 
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Another verb commonly used as an auxiliary to the etymological option in the 
figures, 6'8')* attests perfect and pluperfect forms with #-9%* as subject: 
  4Y90 #-9%* g$'-T.e8F& 6'6Y8'160. 
  !A heinous act has been committed outrageously" (Od.16.346).  
  6'6D8'16% +] #-9%*  
  The deed has been accomplished (Il.7.465, 19.242, Od.22.479). 
5.2.4 Post-Homeric conversions and the beginning of a transformation: 
It would be ideal to be able to track the interaction of the perfect and 
pluperfect with the cognate object in the time between Homer and Attic, 
unfortunately, the figura etymologica went mainly underground, or at least fails 
to occur with any frequency in extant texts, for a substantial period after 
Archaic Epic. The little bit of evidence we do have from Archilochus and 
Lesbian poetry, however, shows no deviance from the Homeric state of affairs. 
In fact, it suggests that interactions between cognate objects and perfect 
tenses were the same in Greek of the seventh century B.C.E. Archilochus (Fl. 
648, -solar eclipse-) attests a Greek coinage that shows patterning similar to 
$'$E8.16% $E8.&: 
 5* +%-i 4Y* 4%. 9lC% 9.9%R9,+@ 
 !In my spear is my kneaded barley-bread" (Fr.2). 415 
 Alcaeus (b. 620 B.C.E.) attests the somewhat common Homeric figure 
;-Z63-0 ;.-*w1J0. !mix a bowl" with the present imperative and the noun in 
the accusative:  
 <+ +] >,$+%#. 6 4'8.e+'%& x66. 6e2.160 >$]#@$%  
mix a bowl of honey-sweet (wine) as quickly as possible (Alc.367). 
                                                
415 cf. Hdt.1.200, 4es0* 40Ge4'*%& for attestation of the same figure as an EA. 
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Sappho (b. 612 BC), on the other hand, renders the same idiom in the 
pluperfect by bringing the noun into the nominative: 
 ;3 +" =4m-%1:0& 4]*  
>$]#@$ <>,>$%# 
-40.& +" #8F* x8$.* JY%.1" ¦.*%2/0.1'   
There a bowl of ambrosia had been mixed, and Hermes, taking the jug, 
poured wine for the gods (Fr.141). 
Even if we admit that the resultative perfect was a possibility for Pindar, since 
he almost never uses the figura etymologica, he does not help us much. 
 The next author whose use of the perfect with the EF is at all instructive 
is Aeschylus.  It is clear that by his time the Attic dialect was developing a 
slightly different attitude toward combining the CO and perfect. Still, in most 
cases we do find the old-style Homeric conversion into the passive with the 
perfect. Aeschylus uses 2%L*/ 2N1.* 2')1J0. in the middle and active with the 
present infinitive and present and aorist participle:      
+'X6'-%* +] 2-L 2%>& 
93. 6' ;0i TJ.6%)& 2Y01J0.  
Second, you must pour 
libations to the earth and the dead (Pers.219-20).   
6: T, 2Y%710 6e1+' ;Z+':%7& 2%e&; 
What do I say while pouring these funereal libations (Aesch.Ch.87). 
6e+" <>W,%"%, 9e$%6%* Ws"/+,  
16':2F 
after pouring this, a libation drunk by earth do I go? (Aesch.Ch.97-68). 
The one time he renders the phrase in the perfect he puts the CO in the 
nominative in a genitival noun clause:  
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 j'6' +e;-7 ;0*02]& W8/4'*%* 
W8%4Y*F. +'1$/60. 
$-A& z'?40 6/+' ;'+*,* ;0;,* 6" 
=$/6-%$%*, Q9%& =$'X2'6%*  
;'274Y*F* 2%w*. 
Shed an echoing tear lost for the lost lord, 
against this flood of cares and evils unstoppable, abominable curse 
of the libations that have been poured (Aesch.Ch.152-6). 
Another Aeschylean phrase that follows the method hinted at in Homer 
involves the more common syntagm, #-9%* 5-9es'1J0.: 
6%.9e- 1T.* #-9%* 516i* 5G'.-9014Y*%* 
4Y9.16%* 
For indeed a most heinous deed has been done by him (Pers.759-60). 
The following expression, cited by Chantraine (125) as an early use of the 
resultative/objective perfect, on the other hand, admits adjectival/adverbial 
attachment with the perfect middle in a manner not inconsistent with Homeric 
usage: 
· $%88e 9" 5* +/4%.1.* 'a-90160. ;0;e, 
She has perpetrated many evils in the house (A.Fr.311). 
Taking 'a-90160. as a resultative perfect in this passage is problematic. 
Remember that, according to Chantraine, the Homeric perfect, outside of a 
few innovative cases like mYm8Z;0, which has an older counterpart in 
mYm8Z40., expressed only the state of the subject.416 How are we to 
differentiate, then, between the perfect in the Aeschylean phrase above and 
                                                
416 L!aspect du parfait grec dans les plus anciens textes est donc bien défini. Il signifie 
essentiellment l!état du sujet. Il n!y a dans tous les poèmes homériques qu!un exemple sûr du 
parfait résultatif et il est manifestiment récent. (1927, 16 cf.121). 
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the series of Homeric line-ending expressions combining an active perfect 
from *&er0- with substantive adjective/adverbials? 
 ¸;6F- |-.04:+Z&, ;0i +L ;0;> $%88> #%-9' 
Hector son of Priam, and in fact he has done many evils (Il.8.356)417 
;C6J0*K n4,& ^ 6K ='-9A& =*L- ^ 6' $%88> 5%-9h&  
He dies alike, both the lazy man and he who has worked much 
(Il.9.320) 
This last line constitutes a famous example of naktostativity with present 
temporal reference since $%88> 5%-9h& is basically equated with an adjective 
(='-9/&). 
Ç $E$%. V +L 47-UK R+711'y& 51J8> #%-9' … 
*?* +] 6/+' 4Y9KQ-.16%* 5* <-9':%.1.* #-'G'* 
Well now, surely Odysseus has done countless excellent things 
but now he did this thing far the best among the Argives (Il.2.272 and 
74). 
These lines are often used to show the difference between the present perfect 
and aorist.  
Also compare the following passage from the Odyssey: 
6%84O'.& 4%. J74E&, 5$'i ;0;> $%88> $D$%*J0   
My heart is enduring, since I have suffered many evils (Od.17.284). 
According to Chantraine the accusatives in such combinations do not 
constitute any sort of objectification of subjective stativity: 
Dans une formule comme celle de $ 284 K#KL "%GGL "M"%&*#, 
l!accusatif ne fait que définir et circonscrire l!idée verbale, il n!ajoute pas 
la notion d!une réalisation (6). 
                                                
417 The segment ;0i +L ;0;> $%88> #%-9' repeats at Il.5.175 and 16.424. 
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Indeed, it may be better to view all of the neuter substantives in these phrases, 
including those in Aeschylus, as modifiers of the verbal action and the subject 
state, rather than objects to which the stativity denoted by the perfect has 
been transferred. It is true that, when the adjectives are twofold, as in ;0;> 
$%88> 'a-90160. or ;0;> $%88> $D$%*J0, there is more of a tendency to 
interpret the adjectives as substantives incorporated into the subject state; but 
it is not clear if this tendency is fundamentally an interpretation of syntax, or 
simply a means of circumventing translational difficulties.  Ancient Greek may 
have been perfectly able to say !I have (am in the state of having) suffered 
much badly," or !she has (is in the state of having) done much evilly", even 
though such translations appear awkward to us. Citing Iliad 2.272 (47-UK 
R+711'y& 51J8> #%-9'), Mckay noticed the possible conflation, problematic 
though it is, of present and past temporal reference: 
If the theory that the development of a resultative perfect led to the 
aoristic use of the perfect is unsatisfactory, what kind of change, if any, 
did take place? I suggest that it was along the lines of an increasingly 
conscious implication of the past and present time relationship in the 
essential state of the perfect. Odysseus is a man of many 
achievements, and being such a man has now excelled himself. Past 
action is certainly implied, but we cannot be certain that Homer 
intended 47-:0 to imply repeated action and so give some prominence 
to the past actions themselves (11-12). 
I would counter that in the two lines #%-9' and #-'G'*, 47-:0 and 6/+' 
contrast emphatically, and actually may serve to distance the temporal 
references of the perfect and aorist.   
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Turning back to Aeschylus, elsewhere in his plays we find combinations 
of the EA with perfects that would have been foreign to Homer. For example, 
the first utterance we hear from Agamemnon as he is being butchered in his 
bath shows a curious combination of passivity in the perfect incorporating the 
cognate object:  
¾9. ­4%. ','?@R9%/ ;0.-:0* '?@R1+ #1F. 
l%. 1)90· 6:& $8Z9L* =76') ;0.-:F& %d6014Y*%&; 
¾9. ­4%. 4e8" 0cJ.& +'76Y-0* $'$8Z94Y*%&.  
l%. #27$R2+ .V$R]"8%/ +%;') 4%. m01.8YF& %(4@9401.* 
Ag.  Alack! I am struck deep a fatal blow 
Cho. Silence, who shouts !a blow", fatally wounded  
Ag.  Alack! Struck again a second one 
Cho. The deed is done, as it seems to me by the cries of the king 
(1343-46). 
The repetition in the schema $Y$8Z940. $8Z9L* plays out in the two 
stichomythic lines that follow. This is obviously a climactic moment in the play, 
and an excellent place for innovative and even slightly off-kilter syntax and 
anakoluthon. Almost as if to signal a return to normalcy within the construction 
of perfect schemata, the Chorus begins its speech with the expectable, 
passive conversion of an idiomatic figure, 6%c-9%* '(-9e1J0..  
The phrase $Y$8Z940. $8Z9L* has a semantic corollary in Iliad: 
 $'$8O9F* =9%-3J'* ='.;D11. $8Z91.*  
Having beaten (Thersites) from the place of assembly with shameful 
beatings (2.264) 
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The perfect participle $'$8Z9@& is a variant reading here for the reduplicated 
aorist $'$8O9F*.418 If we read $'$8Z9@&, and follow the interpretation of 
Fehling, who listed $8Z9 (+ attribute) $8B11'.* with the internal datives, we 
would then have a unique combination in Archaic Epic of an internal argument 
with the perfect. It may be no coincidence that $'$8Z9@& has often been 
singled out, along with m'm8B;'., as an early instance of the 
resultative/objective perfect, and that both mean hit, or beat.419 However,  it is 
also possible to construe $8Z91.* in the Homeric phrase as instrumental, 
and, since cognate instrumental/dative adjuncts do occur with the perfect, the 
phrase might not be so remarkable. On the other hand, if Chantraine is correct 
in interpreting perfect forms such as $'$8Z9@&, $'$8Z97)0, m'm8B;'., and 
;';%$@& as relatively recent formations analogical to similar aorists,420 we 
might postulate a change in the relationship of the perfect tenses to the CO by 
proximation with the aorist, the tense that attests by far the greatest number of 
etymological accusatives in Epic (See Appendix A5.1 and 3).  We should also 
note that all of these possible resultative perfects mean essentially the same 
thing !have hit", and that, as Chantraine asserted, passives such as 
m'm8O060. etc. might have facilitated evolution of the active. At any rate, the 
attachment of the cognate object, $8Z9L* to perfect passive $Y$8Z940. would 
appear to operate somewhere between a resultative perfect and conversion to 
passive.  That is, somewhere between !I have struck a blow" and !a blow has 
been struck." Whether it represents a bold coinage and anakoluthon or not, it 
indicates a significant movement toward compatability of the perfect and 
                                                
418 The participle appears twice. At Il. 2.264 the standard reading has become $'$8B9F* 
based on Scholia . At Il.22.497 editors prefer $'$8Z9@&. 
419 see Lyonnet  (41 ff.). 
420 See 1927:15-16 and 121. 
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etymological object either as an intentional half-violation of the perfect 
restriction, or as a sign that Greek syntax at that time was moving toward free 
use of the cognate accusative and perfect. 
  Depending on one"s beliefs as to the authenticity of the Prometheus 
Bound, either Aeschylus, or some later and lesser tragedian attests the 
Homeric phrase $340 $e12'.*421 in a fully active construction with the perfect: 
|-:    %d; #2F 1/T.14" ^6F.  
63& *?* '0-%X1Z& 'Z4%*3& ='08809,. 
l%: 'Y'%*J0& 0(;]& '34"· ='%1-08'i& --'*,* 
'80*w.  
PR:   I don"t have a clever scheme by which 
I might escape this suffering here now. 
Cho: You have suffered shameful suffering; you are lead astray 
by wandering of wits (470-3). 
Since available data suggests that such a combination would not have been 
permissible at the time of Archaic Epic, it must be admitted, because of 
$8Z9L* $Y$8Z940., that by the time of the Agamemnon (458 B.C.E.) some 
sort of transformation in the way the CO related to the perfect either had 
occurred, or was occurring, and that, because of 'Y'%*J0& '340, by the time 
of the Prometheus Bound (after 457) a substantial change had taken place. 
Also note that the adjective that the CO construction supports, ='.;B&, is the 
same as the possibly innovative phrase in Homer ($'$8O9F&/* ='.;D11. 
$8Z91.*) itself almost uncannily reminiscent of $Y$8Z940. $8Z9L*. This 
                                                
421 Remember that this is a (pseudo)-etymological schemata, since there is no plausible way 
to derive $340 from *k&endh-. It appears once in the Iliad, with the imperfect, and ten times in 
the Odyssey, 8 times with the present and 2 with the aorist. Its inclusion in the restriction does 
not need to be motivated by etymology, since it is clearly an internal object, and the restriction 
seems to have applied to all internal objects. 
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suggests that both shame and honor were concepts capable of attaching 
themselves as states to individuals, and hence pushing against the restriction 
against CO expression with the perfect. In general terms, Aeschylus appears 
to be making further inroads along lines already established by Homer. 
5.3.1 The aftermath of a transformation and free occurrence of the perfect with 
cognate objects: 
The combination $Y$%*J0& $340 looks forward to Herodotus, who 
attests numerous etymological accusatives with the perfect, and several 
resultative perfects:422 
R6e*Z& +] n 16-06Z9A& (+* 'eJ%& 4Y90 SY-10& '''%*J/60&  
The general, Otanes, after seeing the Persians suffering great suffering 
(Hdt.3.147.1). 
n +] m%78'71e4'*%& 0(12-,&, 'a %M \ 6X2Z 5$:1$%.6%, .$@9% 
.$@>., 11%* +] %d+Y* %M ;0;,& m'm%X8'760.. 
But the one who has planned shamefully, if luck favors him, has found 
his windfall, but nonetheless has he planned evilly (7.10.82). 
One oft-cited example of a perfect stressing the state of the object in 
Herodotus has, once again to do with honor:  
 m01.8'y& H;e16f 6.4L* 5+'+@;'' 
 The king had given honor to each (8.67.2). 
But we also find many similar phrases in the passive, showing the persistence 
of the older method of conversion: 
 8Y9%71. ;0: 1T. 6.4>& Q880& +'+/1J0. 
 They say also that other honors have been granted to them (4.35.2). 
                                                
422 Chantraine"s lengthy list of !resultative" perfects in Attic includes several examples from 
Herodotus (124- ff.) and Kiel gives the category its own section (29-41). 
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By the time we get to Plato, Xenophon and Aristotle the rules governing 
perfect usage with cognate objects have changed substantially and we see 
unmitigated combination of the two:  
6,* $%8.6,* n$/1%. 6Y8%& #2%.'* 6%? m:%7, ;06> 1@4060  ;06> 
u72>& Y$R% <U./$R%"9,+2/ ;08> ;0i 5$:$%*0 ;0i 6%)& */4%.& 
'd$'.J')& 9'9%*/6'&, 59;F4:F* 0d6%y& 6792e*'.* $-Y$%* `* 'aZ.  
As many citizens as might attain the goal of life, have by their bodies 
and souls done good and laborious deeds, and have been compliant to 
the laws, these shall be considered as suitable to attain praise 
(Pl.Lg.801e). 
This is perhaps the most important Platonic example because #-9%* 
5-9es'1J0. / #-+'.* / zYs'.* is a prominent idiom in Archaic Epic (x15), 
which, as we have seen, shows both passivation in conjunction with the 
perfect and frequent use of adverbs, sometime in multiples (;0;> $%88>), with 
#%-9' etc. Elsewhere Plato attests the perfect with cognate objects that are 
either non-existent in Homer (4Z20*>& 4Z20*e%40.), or very rare (m:%* 
s@'.*, Od. X1): 
(6Y2*0.) +:;0. ;0i 16e1'.& 8'9/4'*0., 8/9%.& #-9%.& 6' 
9.9@W%+@9,+%/ $e10& 9@W%+X) '(& 6A ;0;%7-9')* 
!(Arts) being called lawsuits and factions, by words and deeds having 
devised every device for wrong doing" (Pl.Lg.679e). 
^*6.*0 6-/$%* *?* 6' s ;0i ^*6.*0 6A* $0-'8Z87J/60 EM2+ 
E.EM0>.+ 
How he lives now and what life gone by he has lived. (Pl.La.188a). 
Xenophon is also free to construct cogante objects with the perfect: 
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Ô-0 5**%')6', Q*+-'&, ^6. n *?* =9@* 516.* %d 4/*%* $'-i 63& 
6B4'-%* +M>@), =88> ;0i $'-i 63& $-/1J'* ·* +.+/>*>%#. ;0i $'-i 
$e1Z& 'd+0.4%*:0&; 
I am sure you remember, men, that this present battle is not only for 
today"s victory, but also for the one before which you have won and for 
your happiness (X.Cyr.7.1.10). 
It is interesting to compare Xenophon"s use of the perfect here to the same 
schema"s one occurrence in the Odyssey, where there is a marked movement 
from perfects to aorist: 
*E1T.* =T'16O;'., ;'2%8F4D*Z 'j*';0 +=>@), 
6O* 4.* 59 +=>@"% +.;0sE4'*%& $0-> *Z71i  
He (the shade of Ajax) stood far of, angered because of the victory, 
which I won pleading my case by the ships. (Od.11.544-545). 
Finally, Aristotle combines an analogue to the Homeric figure $E8'4%* 
$%8'4Us'.* with the –;0 perfect: 
8Y9F +" %%* $,& `* +7*0:4'J0 174m%78'X'.* <JZ*0:%.& '( 
$%8'4Z6Y%*  4L $%8'4Z6Y%*, 4L #2%*6'& 6:& \ +X*04.& 0d6,*, 
$/6'-%* *076.;L  $'s.;L  Q4TF, ;0i 06Z $/1Z, ;0i $-/1%+%. 
6:*'&  T:8%. ;0i 52J-%:, 'r60 6:*0& '2?,92B) '.'2?.9*>%"/ ;0i 
$,&, ;0i 6880 6> 6%.0?60 
But, I say, how would we be able to counsel the Athenians as to 
whether they should go to war or not go to war, not knowing their 
strength, whether it is naval or infantry or both, how great it is, and what 
their sources of revenue are, their friends and enemies, and what"s 
more what wars they have waged, and how and everything like that 
(Arist.Rh1396a11).  
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These passages leave little doubt that in Classical Attic use of the perfect and 
cognate object was categorically different than the use, or lack thereof in 
Archaic Epic. Further, if we exclude the Prometheus, we can further state that 
Aeschylus, although $8Z9L* $Y$8Z940. represents a momentary, and 
perhaps innovative exception, largely preserves the conversional mode of 
nominative + perfect. This pinpoints the alleviation of the restriction to 
sometime not too long after 460 B.C.E. 
 Since there is no reason to believe that the cognate object 
construction changed in any way, we must seek motivation for lifting the 
restriction with the active perfect and pluperfect within the transformation of 
those tenses that scholars have generally defined along two, perhaps 
complementary, lines: 1) the potential to denote the state of the object and 2) 
proximation to the aorist. In fact, all of the grammarians who have examined 
the evolution of the Greek perfect see the transference from only subject 
stativity to potential object stativity as a neccessary step in the tense"s 
proximation to the aorist. Even Mckay, who is the most skeptical when it 
comes to analyzing perfects as resultative/objective, does not argue against 
the change altogether; rather, he places it much later than Wackernagel and 
Chantraine, and consequently argues that its emergence took place within a 
shorter time period (17).  
If we start with the perfect denoting the state of the subject, and later 
find it denoting the state of the object, we must allow that a great 
change has taken place, a change detrimental to the perfect aspect, for 
aspect, whether it denotes process, action or state, is naturally more 
concerned with the subject than the object. It is arguable that the 
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development of transitive perfects produced a change in the balance of 
the inner meaning of the perfect (McKay, 9). 
 In the conclusion of his article McKay suggests that we may want to 
push the dates for a fundamental change in the perfect all the way to the 
second century A.D. (17). This is a major shift from Chantraine, who traces the 
rise of the resultative/objective perfect from Pindar.  Both characterize the shift 
as happening along two integrally related fronts: proximation to the aorist and 
objectification of stativity. Chantraine points out that the rise in –;0 perfects, 
most likely analogous to –;0 aorists, roughly corresponds to the advent of 
resultative perfects (121). Now, since the aorist is the tense used most 
frequently with the EA in Archaic Epic, any change that made the perfect more 
aoristic would also have facilitated combination with the cognate object. On 
the other hand, whenever the perfect came to the point where it could denote 
the object-state, it most likely would also have been capable of incorporating a 
CO into the subject state. In other words, both changes, taken separately or in 
conjunction, would have opened the perfect tenses to compostion with the EA. 
But, in as much as the movement from ;0;> $%88> #%-9' and ;0;> $%88> 
'a-90160. to ;08> #-90 5G'.-9014Y*%. appears to be more subtle than the 
creation of a morphologically innovative paradigm (5+'+@;'' etc.), there is 
not much reason to assume, outside of the innovative semantics of verbs of 
striking ($'$8Z9@&, $'$8Z97)0, m'm8B;'., and ;';%$@&) and honoring 
(Pindaric 6'6:40;'*) perhaps mirrored by equally innovative internal 
combinations with the perfect (Homeric varia lectio $'$8O9F(&) $8Z91.*, 
Aeschylean $8Z9L* $Y$8Z940. and Homeric 6.43& &/* #%.;' 6'6.431J0.), 
that the rise of the resultative perfect preceded the possibility of combining a 
perfect with a cognate object. Still, though it may not be necessary to put one 
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before the other, we should note that many of the confluences cited from Attic 
prose do involve EAs and –;0 perfects (m:%* m'm:F;'*, $%8Y4%7& 
$'$%8'4B;01., *:;Z& ·* *'*.;B;06'). For all we know, the perfect and CO 
may have been used together first, and this may have facilitated the rise of 
objectification, or the two may have arisen together in a symbiotic relationship. 
Whatever the relative chronology of perfect use with the CO and rise of the 
objective/resultative usage, we must also factor in the observation that, at 
some point, the perfect seems to have acquired aoristic tendencies. However, 
the data presented here regarding the shift in availabiltiy of the CO 
construction with the perfect strongly favors Chantraine"s temporal location of 
the rise of the resultative perfect to Pindar, and argues strongly, perhaps even 
conclusively against McKay"s attempt to view the phenomenon as having 
happened centuries later. 
5.3.2 The perfect aorist; straining against the constraint: 
 As discussed at some length above (117 ff.) in one manifestation of 
#$%& '($')*, a varia lectio we do not find the regular, thematic, reduplicated 
aorist, but rather a newly made !first" aorist. Here Agamemnon delivers a thinly 
veiled threat to Calchas:  
51J8A* +© %6D 6U $F .d'%) Y'2) %6© 56D8'110&  
But nothing excellent have you said, nor ever accomplished (Il.1.108). 
Translations are, of course, not conclusive, but it is interesting as a preliminary 
remark to note that Lattimore renders this phrase in the present perfect, and 
that other translators follow suit.423 The !first" aorist of '($')* occurs elsewhere 
in Homer twice, as a variant reading at Il.24.379, *0i +L 60?6C 9' $C*60 
9D-%* ;06> 4%)-0* #'.$'&/#'.$0& and at Od.3.427, 'a$06' +K 
                                                
423 Cf. Murray-Wyatt, and more loosely, Fagles and Lombardo.   
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'a1F/+4f1.*. In these last two phrases the reference is straightforwardly 
aoristic. By contrast, in Agamemnon"s curse, where the aorist ending in -0& 
occurs with the cognate noun, it appears to have the force of a present 
perfect.  
In fact, there are numerous passages in which % $F is used with the 
perfect and pluperfect amplifying either stativity, or the present perfect:  
 %d 9C- $F 6DJ*Z;'* 5$i 2J%*i +)%& R-D16Z&.  
 For brilliant Orestes has not yet died/ is not yet dead upon earth 
 (Od.11.461).424  
 =88K % $F 6%.E*+' 6%1E*+D 6' 80A* x$F$0  
 But I have never seen such a host as this one (Il.2.799). 
Later in Iliad 1 Hera uses a phrase reminiscent of Agamemnon"s castigation of 
Chalchas when she pesters Zeus about his visit with Thetis: 
                                                      %d+D 6U $h 4%. 
 $-ET-F* 6D68Z;0& .V'.T+ Y'2) ^66. *%O1}& 
 Never yet once have you willingly suffered to speak 
 a word you thought (Il.1.542-3). 
By comparison with %d+D 6U $h ... 6D68Z;0& !'($')* #$%& !the earlier 
phrase, %6D 6U $F !'r$0& #$%& !seems very much like a present perfect. 
Note also that –0&, outside of the paradigm of the sigmatic aorist, would have 
been more familiar as a perfect ending. In the end, the two passages taken 
together give the impression of maneuvering around the restriction against 
perfect usage within the confines of an oft-attested idiom. They also hint at 
movement of the aorist into the sphere of the perfect.   
                                                
424 This is Berrettoni"s example, he also refers to Od.1.196, a virtual repetition with Odysseus 
for Orestes, and points out that #6. 0(': may also be used with the perfect.  
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5.4. Defining and motivating the incompatibility: 
 I hope to have established by now that the relationship of cognate 
objects to the perfect tenses was substantially different in Archaic Epic than in 
Classical Attic, and that this difference most likely arose via a proximation of 
the perfect to the aorist commensurate with the development of resultative 
perfects. What remains is to take a closer look at Homeric usage itself in order 
to set the CO restricton off against other types of complements and adjuncts 
possible with verbs in the perfect. Next, I will move toward delineating the 
reasons why syntactical constructions like !I have suffered sufferings" , or !I 
have done deeds" were non-sequiturs at a time when the perfect tenses could 
only reference the state of the subject. 
5.4.1 Adjectives as adverbial modifiers 
 For most adjectives Homeric language lacked an overt adverbial 
marker, preferring instead the neuter singular or plural.425 Cognate 
expressions in which the noun supports an adjectival attribute often alternate 
with neuter singular and plural adverbials with very little difference in meaning. 
Compare the following segments: 
tr!Y'2) *Z4'-6]& Y./'.) (Il.3.204) 
tr!J'> *Z4'-6D0 'r$'*, (Od.5.300). 
tr!^$F& *Z4'-6D0 'a$} (Od.3.19). 
tr!1y +" %d *Z4'-6]& #'.$'& (h.Hom.5.186). 
A small number of etymological accusatives commonly appear in grammars 
and lexica as adverbs or absolutes. These occur mostly in Homer with 
reference to names and nicknames, as in %*%40;8B+Z*, 5$:;8Z1.*, 
                                                
425 Cf. Monro (129) “This construction (neuter as adverbial) is very common in Homer, and 
may almost be said to be the usual Homeric mode of forming an Adverb. It has been already 
observed that Adverbs in –F& are comparatively rare in Homer.” 
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5G%*%40;8O+Z*, but we must also include 4:9+Z* from one of the Hymns. In 
Homer %*%40;8B+Z* and 5$:;8Z1.* are only used as etymological 
accusatives to the verbs W*%4es'.* and ;08')*, while in the Homeric Hymn to 
Mercury we find 4.9')10./4:9+Z*. All of the passages need not be cited here 
but note the extreme alliteration in the following two lines: 
+U%7 <-ZPJE%7, 6A* 5$U>8Z1.* >%-7*O6Z* 
Q*+-'& >U>8Z1;%* >088UsF*%U 6' 97*0)>'&  
of brilliant Areithous, whom men and fair-belted 
women call (by) the nickname, mace-man (Il.7.138-139). 
It should not escape our notice that the classification of each of these 
accusatives as adverbial is most likely a convenience of translation, rather 
than a reflection of their underlying syntax.  They are simply internal 
accusatives we have no translational equivalent for.426 The possibility that, if 
there had been no restriction, the poets might have combined forms of the 
middle perfect ;Y;8Z40. or pluperfect ;';8B06% etc. with one or all of these 
accusatives is suggested by the occurrence of verbal polyptoton in ;Y;8'JK 
n4%;8B10& !had called calling (them) together" (Il.20.3685) and buttressed by 
the fact that the perfect does occur, with alliteration, in naming formulas not 
completely dissimilar to 5$:;8Z1.* ;08')*: >0i %*'>0 1L $0-e>%.6.& / 
>Y>8Z40. and for this reason I am called your wife" (Il.4.60-1 = 18.366); >0i 
<8Z1:%7 #*J0 >%8@*Z / >Y>8Z60. !and the place is called the hill of 
Alesium"(Il.11.757-8);  6' ;060)67G / ;Y;8Z60. !and this (helmet) is called the 
skullcap" (Il.10.258-9).427 If 5$:;8Z1.* had truly been an adverb, there would 
                                                
426 Note that nomen in Latin nomen nominare is not classed as an adverb, but as an internal 
acusative. 
427 For more examples see Il.2.260, 3.138, 14.268, Od.6.244, all stressing the state of the 
subject. 
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have been no reason not to add it to such expressions. On the other hand, if 
the cognate accusative had been permissable with the perfect †5$:;8Z1.* 
;Y;8Z40. !I am called the name" would have been permissible along the same 
lines as Aeschylean $8Z9L* $Y$8Z940. !I am struck a blow". Obviously, 
arguing that the lack of any variant of †5$:;8Z1.* ;Y;8Z40. provides evidence 
for a restriction against use with the perfect is an argument ex silentio, and 
hence cannot be conclusive. I merely wish to add this observation to an ever-
increasing list of “coincidences” that facilitate the impression that the empty 
spots in the tense/etymological accusative columns of the table of tenses finds 
corroborating gaps elsewhere in Homeric usage. 
Turning back now to the discussion of adverbial modification, it became 
evident above that neuter adjectives can and often do combine with the 
perfect, and in some cases verbs that attest substantial numbers of EAs also 
admit adverbial complements.  I invite comparison of the following passages to 
further illustrate this point: 
Y$R% +K Y$.UI ^10 TZ4i 4'8Z1D4'* <-9'U%.1.  
deeds he did which I say will be a source of sorrow for the Argives 
(Il.10.51). 
8eP*%* I11% 2.6,*0 ;0;,* I*'2" ^110 #%-90&. 
You will put on a stone cloak for the evils you have done (Il.3.57).428 
Since I have included relatives in the etymological phrases counted in the 
tables, I assume that even across a relative the noun #-90 could not have 
combined with cognate perfects. Rather, we would find a passive construction 
like the one cited above: 5-9esF40. %0 #-90 6Y67;60.. Juxtaposition of the 
                                                
428 For further uses of ^110 and %0 with #%-90& cf. Il.21.399 and 22.347. 
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following line-endings is of some interest in terms of adverbial versus nominal 
arguments in formulas: 
#-90 ='.;D0 5-9Cs%.% (Il.24.733) 
;0;> $%88> #%-9' (Il.8.356) 
;0;> $%88> $D$%*J0 (Od.17.284). 
;0;A* ;0i $340 $CJ}1., (Od.7.195). 
Importantly, Homer is not adverse to etymologizing #-90 and pluperfect forms 
of #-+F, he just never put them together in the same clause: as discussed in 
the preceding chapter 5@-9'., #-90 and 'd'-9YF* occur in successive line 
endings at Od.4.693-5. 
So, the only conclusion that available evidence presents is that, in 
Archaic Greek, the cognate objects were treated differently than adverbial 
adjectives. As I said at the outset of this chapter this runs against the grain of 
most modern linguists" categorization of the CO in English, who follow Jones 
in grouping the construction with various other adjunct predicates. Of course, 
we could always argue that Jones" observations apply only to English, but in 
as much as he cites Arabic and German, and includes an analysis of overt 
case languages like Latin, the fact that the most preservative group of cognate 
objects in Indo-European languages, that is those in Homer, behave like 
arguments and not adjuncts may problematize his theory. We would then lean 
toward the conclusion of Massam, who asserted that the CO constituted a 
thematic object.  
5.4.2 The perfect with adjunctive cases, etymological datives: 
Any restriction against use of the perfect and pluperfect with the 
etymological accusative ought also apply to the internal dative formed, 
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according to scholarly tradition, on the model of the accusative.429 Therefore it 
should come as no surprise that the internal dative does not occur with the 
perfect tenses except for in the one problematic example we have already 
examined, $'$8O9F* $8Z91.*, where the participle either is, or has been 
remodeled, to look like a reduplicated aorist. Of specific interest here are two 
semantically similar figures J0*e6f J*1;'.* and W8DJ-f W88Y1J0., this 
last with an accusative parallel x8'J-%* =$/88Y1J0., all meaning !die a 
death", and all occuring as support for an adjectival attribute. One reason this 
particular group is worthy of mention in this context is that these idioms, along 
with their complement m:%* s@'.* !live a (good etc.) life", are the Homeric 
semantic equivalents to modern English, German and even Latin idioms which 
form the core of the !cognate object" debate.430 Also, although the phrases do 
not make up a numerically impressive group in Homer, there is evidence for 
their existence as idioms in later/wider Greek, and impressive corespondence 
in other languages, Indo-European and non-Indo-European as well.431 Thus, 
!die death" and !live life", despite their spotty occurrence in Homer, were 
possibly influential idioms and, according to modern linguistic analysis, !true 
cognate objects". As such they would have resisted passivization and would 
not have been available for use in the perfect or pluperfect in any form. 
 Add to this observation the fact that the perfects of x88740. and 
J*B1;F, x8F80 !I have perished/ am done for" and 6YJ*Z;0 !I am dead" are 
both classic examples of the original IE +naktostativ! perfect as preserved in 
                                                
429 Or at least in a manner highly reminiscent of the EA; cf. Fehling (158) who lists this 
category under the heading “Dative nach Art des inneren Objekts”. 
430 !Die a death" is, in fact the only idiom used by every single scholar engaged in the 
discussion, including Jones, Zubizarreta, Moltmann and Massam.  
431 See the discussion in the Introduction, pages (20 ff.) above. 
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Homer.432 The various forms of 6YJ*Z;0, quite numerous in both the Iliad and 
Odyssey, are occasionally modified by temporal adverbs, 0d6U;0 6'J*0UZ*, 
+Z 6DJ*Z;', occasionally by prepositional phrases, ;06> 
$C4$0*/6'J*C4'*, but never a neuter adjective that looks like the alternate to 
a nominal construction as in #$%& *Z4'-6]& #'.$'& and *Z4'-6]& #'.$'&.  
In contrast to the internal dative other uses of the etymological dative, 
some instrumental, some locative, occur with the perfect a number of times. 
These cases, since their relationship to the verb was more oblique/adjunctive, 
were not in danger of being construed as entering into the accomplished state 
of the subject, and, just as they could be readily passivized with no case 
change, could be brought unchanged into use with the perfect and pluperfect. 
The idiom !to see with/in one"s eyes", for instance, inflects in various 
tenses, including the perfect, in a series of phrases of differing etymological / 
non-etymological relationships but identical semantic value (cognate 
combinations in bold):433 
Fut:  <"Ka29%/ J-8%?92T"/ (Il.5.212, 24.206). 
Pres: WTJ084%)1.* n-,40. (Il.13.99 et al.). 
Impf: WTJ084%)1.* n-,*6% (Od.15.452). 
Aor:  WTJ084%)1.* a+F40. (Il.1.587 et al.). 
Perf.  L'0'%)/J-8%?92T"/ (Od.3.93-4, 4.323-4).434 
Note that with an instrumental dative conversion to medio-passive perfect 
does not entail any change in the case of the cognate dative: mD8'1. mC88F1. 
!they hit with missiles" (Od.16.277), >> ^11%. +L mD8'1.* m'm8O060. !as 
                                                
432 For use of these forms as Paradebiespielen see e.g. Chantraine, 4, Jasanoff, 14.  
433 The idioms in the aorist occasionally occur with the preposition 5*, whether this means that 
the phrase should always be construed as locatival, or may be instrumental when used 
without 5* is open for question. 
434 To this we might add another, very similar perfect expression, WTJ084%)1.* +'+%-;&. 
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many as have been struck with missiles" (Il.11.657). The locatival dative also 
admits use in the medio-passive perfect without change in the case of the 
cognate adjunct: 4' +'14[/+O106K 5* =-908Df !they fettered me in a painful 
fetter" (Od.12.160-161) >> +'14[ 5* =-908Df +D+'6% !he (Melampus) had 
been fettered in painful fetters" (Od.15.232). I have already cited ;8.14[ 
;';8.4D*Z.  Hence, it is clear that the dative, as an adjunct case, enjoyed 
unrestricted use with the perfect. The number of etymological datives (61) and 
uses with the perfect tenses (6) is not out of proportion to Schlacter"s overall 
count of perfects and pluperfects against present and aorist.  This throws into 
greater relief the fact that the EA, attested about four times as much, never 
coincides with perfect tenses.  
If we consider the proportional breakdown of etymological nominative, 
accusative and dative with the Homeric tenses, none of the proportions are 
surprising except for perhaps the relative paucity of ENs in the perfect and 
pluperfect (Appendix A5.1 and 2): 3 in 75, or 1 in 25, when the overall ratio of 
perfect and pluperfects against other tenses is 1 in 13 is not exactly what we 
would expect from the subject case in conjunction with the tense that 
expressed the subject state. However, this proportional discrepancy can be 
mostly dismissed by noticing that the five most commons ENs, pseudo-
etymological J'A& 6:JZ1., =%.+A&/ =Z+h* =':+'., ;'.4O8.0 ;')60., ;3-7G 
;Z-X11'. and W2'y& #2'. feature verbs that have no perfect or pluperfect. In 
fact, if we count only the ENs with verbs that have a perfect tense we get a 
ratio of about 1 in 3, which is actually quite high. Hence, the ratio of ENs from 
verbs that have perfects contrasts sharply with the ratio of EAs from verbs with 
perfects listed above (258-9).   
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5.4.3 Stativity and the cognate object: 
 In the article to which I have already referred several times Diane 
Massam  (175) noted that, in English at least, stativity and the CO are not 
compatible: 
Stative verbs, at both stage and predicate level… are also 
disallowed in CO constructions. These verbs do not have the actor role 
necessary for CO constructions since it is only actors which can be 
subjects of the derived causative affecting verbs, and perhaps because 
it is only events (and not states) which may be in a MEANS clause  
The impossible constructions she cites here are: 
a. *Lancelot was happy a happy(ness). 
b. *Guinevere was tall a tall(ness). 
c. *The lamp stood a stand(ing) (in the corner).  
¾ fundamental point in her argument is that verbs in CO constructions !cause" 
or bring into existence a verbal noun, and thus require an agent that is capable 
of producing a concretization of their own action. This why abstract, or 
inanimate nouns are primarily possible with the perfect as cognate subjects, 
but only with the additional oddity that the abstract is personified, or, if you will, 
agentified. Further, in the internal constructions, the terminus of the verbal 
action necessitates the end of the existence of the verbal noun. If we recall 
Chantraine"s assertion about adjectival adjuncts -- that they may modify verbal 
action without being joined with it -- we must assume that the etymological 
accusative could not modify the subject state without joining with it. Further, in 
order to make sense of the restriction, we must postulate factors that blocked 
the CO from entering into the subject state. Recognition that external objects 
occur with the perfect tenses without entering into a co-existent state with the 
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subject may lead us in the right direction. The restriction subsists in the fact 
that the internal object operates in a liminal area between adverbial 
modification of the perfected state and the government of external objects by 
transitive perfects.  It must both modify and be governed. As a modifier it need 
not enter into the subject state, but, as both modifier and grammatical object 
created and sustained by the verbal action, it would have had to join that state. 
But, lest we think the problem solved solely by referencing stativity, note that 
in several instances one of the most frequent etymological objects in Homer 
actually does combine with stative verb forms. 
5.4.4 *&esm%-ta &es-: 
The only verb that generates an EA in any stative construction in 
Homer is *&es- !wear". According to Chantraine (1999: 350) based on the 
accentuation of the participle 'M4Y*%&, the finite forms '60. and I16% were 
synchronically perfects and pluperfects. Historically, however, they are stative 
presents and imperfects (Narten, 238-9). The stative syntagm always occurs 
in the Adonic, seven times in the Odyssey, once in the Iliad: 
V ^6. +L z7$EF, 5!;0;> +] 2-%À bd!.i9%#% .^9%/ (Od.19.72, cf. 
23.115, Od.11.191). 
1;Z$6E4'*%&q 3!6> +] 879-> $'-i 2-%S bd!.i9%#% ;"#2 (Od.17.338, 
cf. Od.17.203=24.157, Od.19.218, Il.23.67). 
The meaning and ablaut of the present tense forms in Hittite, and Indo-Iranian 
that correspond to '40., etc. point to an original PIE present denoting not the 
process of getting dressed, but the state of being dressed. The stative 
syntagm 'j4060 '40. !I have clothed myself (in) clothing" = !I am dressed", 
finds correspondence in Vedic: vástr,%y árjuna vás,n, !clothed (in) white 
clothing" (RV.3.39.2, cf.1.152.1 et al). It is quite possible that the Homeric 
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phrase represents an EA composed before reinterpretation of '40. etc. as 
perfect. At any rate, none of the forms would have looked like reduplicated 
perfects, and the conclusion we might draw from the presence of the syntagm 
is that there was no categorical restriction against present statives attaching a 
CO. We should, however, note that another recurring syntagm in the Adonic 
with a stative present in Homer behaved more like the perfect in relation to the 
CO by featuring the inanimate, cognate noun as subject: ;'.4O8.0 ;')60. 
(Il.6.47, 11.132, Od.4.614=15.113), ;'.4O8.0 ;')6% (Od.14.326, 15.101, 
19.295, 21.9) and ;'.4B8.0 … #;6Z6%, (Hes.Fr.200.4-6). The syntax of the 
nouns meaning !clothing" in all of the languages attesting cognate accusatives 
from *&es- are problematic enough to have generated a voluminous 
bibliography. I need not go into all the complexities of the phrases here, since, 
being a stative present, it does not explicitly violate the restriction I am 
primarily concerned with.  
In the end, if we are inclined to give full force to the present stative CO 
construction *&esm%-ta &es-, then we are compelled to seek motivation for the 
restriction by referencing not just stativity, but accomplished or naktostativity. If 
stativity itself is not terribly conducive to expression with the CO, we would 
then assume, given one recurring stative idiom and no naktostative idioms, 
that the perfect was categorically incompatible with the internal, etymological 
accusative because of the former"s existence as a derived morphological 
category designated specifically to denote naktostativity. It seems that an 
object which owed both its inception and continuing existence to the action of 
its cognate verb, could not both be involved through the duration of the verbal 
process until its achievement and, at the end of that process, join the subject 
in an ongoing state. In general terms of categorizing cognate objects, I am 
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afraid that I have left the constructions in more nebulous territory than both 
constituents within the modern linguistic debate have been willing to. Given the 
Homeric data, however, I see little plausibility in equating the EA either with 
adverbial adjuncts, or thematic objects/full-fledged J-role receptors.   
The realization that the etymological accusative admits no co-occurrence 
with the perfect should lead to a re-assessment of the relationship between 
objects and the perfect tenses in our earliest Greek sources. As yet, I have 
found no evidence that would lead me to believe that any sort of internal object, 
cognate or non-cognate could become the argument of a verb in a perfect 
tense. If this turns out to be true -- upon an investigation of all the perfects in 
Archaic Epic et al.--435 then we can situate the core of the restriction against 
use with the EA, which as we know by now actually encompasses the entire 
spectrum of objects from internal to external, squarely within the core group of 
both internal and etymological objects. Granted, the internal ED does not 
represent a numerically impressive group, but if internality was at the core of 
the restriction then lack of such expressive and formulaically attractive 
combinations as †6DJ*Z;'* J0*e6f and †x8F8'* W8DJ-f makes sense. In 
the case of J*1;F the fact that the perfect is the most prevalent form of the 
verb in Homer makes this observation more pertinent.436 Indeed, the potential 
resonance of these and a host of other possible formulas with the accusative 
(†$O4060 $%88> $D$%*J0 etc.) represent an opportunity that the poets would 
not have missed out on but for a very compelling syntactic restriction, an 
opportunity that Attic tragedians and prose writers capitalized on as soon as, 
perhaps even slightly before, the inception of the grammatical possibility.   
                                                
435 This is part of one of my upcoming projects: “Grammatical Internality and the Perfect 
Tenses in Ancient Greek.” 
436 See Napoli"s table (143). 
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APPENDICES 
A1. Etymological figures with same-phrase substantives and verbs in Homer: 
A1.1 Etymological nominatives: 
                
Idiom Iliad Odyssey Total 
J'A& 6:JZ1. 3 10 13 
=%.+A&/ =Z+h* =':+'. 0 8 8 
;'.4O8.0 ;')60. 2 6 8 
;3-7G ;Z-X11'. 4 1 5 
W2'y& #2'. 4 0 4 
m%?& m/1;'60. 0 3 3 
9%*L/ 9'*DJ8Z 
9:9*'60. 
2 0 2 
W+4L xs'. 0 2 2 
160J4A&/ 16O8Z  
j16Z1. 
1 1 2 
z/%& zY'. 1 0 1 
$6F2A& $6F2'X'. 0 1 1 
W.*%2/%& 2Y'. 0 1 1 
Q99'8%& =99'U8'. 1 0 1 
6%;'y& 6:;6'. 0 1 1 
$*%.L $*Y'. 1 0 1 
T?10 T71   1 0 1 
n4Z9'-Y'& =9/-'7%* 1 0 1 
599NZ 5997w60. 0 1 1 
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$E8.& $%8:s'60. 1 0 1 
m@6Z- m/1;'. 0 1 1 
\*:%2%& (\*:") #2'. 1 0 1 
=4088%+'6L- +') 1 0 1 
total  24 36 60 
 
A1.1.1 Relative etymological nominatives: 
 
Idiom Iliad Odyssey Total 
=%.+A& =':+'. 0 4 4 
$6F2A& $6F2'X'. 0 1 1 
Q99'8%& =99'U8'. 0 1 1 
m%78ZT/-%& m%78'X'. 1 0 1 
6%;'y& 6:;6'. 0 1 1 
4*Z16L- 4*w60. 0 3 3 
v6Z =w60. 2 0 2 
#-740 zX'60. 1 0 1 
¯/m%& T%m')* 1 0 1 
Total 5 10 15 
combined total 29 46 75 
A1.2 Etymological vocatives: 
 
Idiom Iliad Odyssey Total 
6Y;*%*, 6:;6F 1 0 1 
=$6%'$Y&, #'.$'&q 1 0 1 
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40-6%'$Y&, #'.$'&q 1 0 1 
A1.3 Etymological accusatives: 
 
Idiom Iliad Odyssey Total 
'j4060/H0*A* I**71J0. 6 28 34 
#$%& '($')* 11 15 26 
+,-%*/+F6:*Z* +:+%*0. 14 10 24 
 
M16A*/160J4A*  M16e*0. 2 13 15 
#-9%* 5-9es'1J0./#-+'.*/zYs'.* 3 7 10 
 
†$340 $e12'.* 1 10 11 
5$:;8Z1.*/;8B+Z* ;08')* 5 2 7 
6Y;*%* 6:;6'.* 3 4 7 
m%78L* m%78'X'.* 6 1 7 
+0)60/+0:6Z* +0:*71J0. 1 5 6 
4e2Z* 4e2'1J0. 4 1 5 
;-Z63-0 ;.-*w1J0. 0 5 5 
;6Y-'0 ;6'-('):s'.* 1 3 4 
'r+0-/5+F+L* #+4'*0./#1J'.* 0 4 4 
=*0:6.%* 0(6.e01J0. 2 1 3 
2X1.*/2%L* 2')1J0. 0 3 3 
6.4L* 6:*'.* 3 0 3 
%r*%* %(*:s'1J0./%(*%2%'X'.* 1 2 3 
'r+%& (+')* 1 2 3 
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†(5;)%*%40;8B+Z* W*%4es'.* 1 1 2 
$/8'4%* $%8'4:s'.* 2 0 2 
G')*%* G'*:s'.* 0 2 2 
6Y4'*%& 6Y4*'.* 2 0 2 
=9%-L* 
=9Y(.)-'1J0./=9%-'X'.*/n4Z97-:s'1J0. 
2 1 3 
x8'J-%* =$/88Y1J0. 0 1 1 
0(24L* 0(24es'.* 1 0 1 
M'-BP%* M'-'X1'.* 0 1 1 
*/%* *%310. 1 0 1 
T76A* T76'X'.* 0 1 1 
*%4A* *%4'X'.* 0 1 1 
*');%& *'.;Y)* 1 0 1 
4?J%* 47J')1J0. 0 1 1 
6')2%& 6'.2Us'.* 1 0 1 
$8/;04%* $8Y;'.* 1 0 1 
T.8/6Z60 T.8')* 0 1 1 
m:%* s@'.* 0 1 1 
TO4Z* Te1J0. 0 1 1 
$%6A* $:*'.* 0 1 1 
m%?& m%7;%8')* 1 0 1 
m%?& m/1;'.* 1 0 1 
mD8%& m088')* 0 1 1 
;06> T-Y*0 T-es'1J0. 0 1 1 
Total 78 131 213 
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A1.3.1 Relative etymological accusatives: 
 
Idiom Iliad Odyssey Total 
#$%& '($')* 2 3 5 
+,-%* +:+%*0. 3 11 14 
#-9%* zYs'.* 1 0 1 
=$'.8L* =$'.8')* 2 1 3 
-9*O6F 9':*01J0. 1 0 1 
M+-, M+-,* 1 0 1 
*:;Z* *.;w* 0 1 1 
8@mZ* 8Fmw1J0. 1 0 1 
total 11 14 25 
Combined total 89 143 232 
A1.4 Etymological genitives: 
              
Idiom Iliad Odyssey Total 
9%X*F* 9%7*es%40. 1 0 1 
A1.4.1 Relative etymological genitive: 
 
6.43& 6'6.431J0. 1 0 1 
A1.5 Etymological datives: 
 
Idiom Iliad Odyssey Total 
(5*)437 +'14[ +')* 2 5 7 
                                                
437 Parentheses indicate that the figure occurs both with and without the preposition, in this 
case 5*.   
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$-%2/f 2')1J0. 0 6 (1) 6 
2Y-*.m. *Uu01J0. 0 6(1) 6 
WTJ084%)1. xu'1J0. 2 3 5 
(5*) ;-Z63-. ;.-*w1J0. 1 2 3 
5*i T-'1i 
T-%*')*/T-es'1J0. 
2 1 3 
mY8'1.* m088')* 1 1 2 
$6'-X9'11. 
$%6/$Y6'1J0. 
1 1 2 
5* 'd* 'd*ZJ3*0. 0 2(1) 2 
$%4$%)1. $D4$'.* 2 0 2 
$8Z9 $8B11'.* 1 0 1 
;*O16. ;*3*  1 0 1 
J0*e6f J*1;'.* 0 1 1 
s@*} s@**71J0.438 1 0 1 
Q6} =e10. 1 0 1 
W8DJ-f W88Y1J0. 0 1 1 
=;4%JD6f 6.JY*0. 0 1 1 
;8.14[ ;8.*Y1J0. 0 1 1 
;8Z)+. ;8Z)10. 0 1 1 
6'-D6-f 6'6-3*0. 0 1 1 
6-7$C*f 6-7$w* 0 1 1 
TF* TF*')* 0 1 1 
zCm+%.1. zeu'.* 1 0 1 
                                                
438 The vulgate reading, s@*Z* would make this an etymological accusative, but the relative 
below seems to support the dative.  
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total 16 34 50 
A1.5.1Relative etymological datives: 
 
Idiom Iliad Odyssey Total 
sF163-. s@**71J0. 1 0 1 
Q6} =e10. 1 0 1 
Combined total 18 33 51 
Overall combined total 140 224 364 
A2. Etymological figures with same-phrase substantives and verbs in Hesiod: 
A2.1 Etymological nominatives: 
 
Idiom Theogony Works 
and 
Days 
Shield Fragments Total 
J'A& 6:JZ1. 1 1 0 0 2 
;E;;7G ;%;;Ns'. 0 1 0 0 1 
g8%6/4%& 
6'4*')* 
0 1 0 0 1 
9'*DJ8Z 
9:9*'60.439 
0 0 0 1 1 





                                                
439  This is the only relative etymological nominative in Hesiod. 
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A2.2 Etymological accusatives: 
 
Idiom Theogony Works 
and 
Days 
 Shield Fragments Total 
#$%& '($')* 0 2 0 1 3 
+,-%* +:+%*0. 1 1 0 5 6 
#-9%* 
5-9es%40./zYs'.* 
1 2 0 0 3 
6Y;*%* 6:;6'.* 2 1 0 4 7 
M16A* M16e*0. 0 1 0 0 1 
5$:;8Z1.* ;08')* 1 0 0 0 1 
m%78L* m%78'X'.* 0 1 0 0 1 
5$@*74%*/x*%40  
W*%40:*F/W*%4es'.* 
0 0 0 2 2 
TO4Z* Te1J0.440 0 1 0 0 1 
9E*%* 9':*01J0. 1 0 0 0 1 
+U;Z* +.;es'.* 0 1 0 1 2 
*340 *')* 0 1 0 0 1 
6')2%& 6'.2Us'.* 0 0 0 1 1 
'r+%& (+')* 0 0 0 1 1 
total 6 11 0 15 32 
 
 
                                                
440 Relative. 
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A2.3 Etymological datives: 
 
Idiom Theogony Works 
and 
Days 
The Shield Fragments Total 
+'14[ +')* 3 0 0 1 4 
(=)+h6} +:+%*0. 0 2(1) 0 0 2(1) 
xsf 5TYs'1J0. 0 0 1 0 1 
W*/401.* 
W*%4es'.* 
0 0 0 1 1 
totals 3 2 1 2 8 
Overall combined 
total 
10 16 1 18 45 
A3 Etymological figures with same-phrase substantives and verbs in the 
Homeric Hymns: 













J'A& 6:JZ1.441 0 0 2 0 0 2 
=%.+A& =':+'. 1442 0 1 0 0 2 
W+4L xs'. 0 1 0 0 0 1 
m/'& m/1;*60. 0 0 0 1 0 1 
                                                
441 For this !etymology" cf. Hdt.2.52, but Pl.Cra.397d. derives it from J')*. J'A& < *dhh1sos, 
cognate with Latin festus and f,num < *fasnom is difficult to derive from the same root as 
6:JZ1., *dheh1. 




0 0 0 0 1 1 
6-%TA& 
6-YT'. 
0 0 0 0 1 1 
Q+%6%& +:+F1. 0 0 0 1 0 1 
total 1 1 3 2 2 9 
 













Ï0.B%2' #2F* 1444 0 0 0 0 1 
$%.;.8%4360 
4Z6:1'0. 
0 0 1 0 0 1 













'j4060 I**71J0. 1445 0 0 0 3 4 
+,-%* +:+%*0. 0 1 0 2 2 5 
#-9%* 
5-9es'1J0. 
0 1 0 0 0 1 
6Y;*%* 6:;6'.* 1446 1 1 0 1 4 
                                                
443 Relative. 
444 #22 to Poseidon. 
445 #32 to Selene. 
446 #31 to Helios subject is Calliope. 
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'r+0- #+4'*0. 0 0 0 0 1 1 
*%4A* *%4'X'.* 0 0 0 1 0 1 
'r+%& (+')* 0 0 1 0 0 1 
m%?& m%7;%8')* 0 0 0 0 1 1 
T76A* TX'.* 0 0 1 0 0 1 
4:9+Z* 4')G0. 0 0 0 1 0 1 
We-%7& W0-:s'.* 1447 0 0 0 0 1 
*ZA* *0:'.* 0 0 1 0 0 1 
Q+76%* +?*0. 0 0 1 0 0 1 
total 3 3 5 4 8 23 













+'14[ +')* 1448 0 0 0 0 1 
¯.8/6Z6. T.8')* 0 0 0 1 0 1 
T/-4.99. 
T%-4:s'.* 
0 0 1 0 0 1 
total 1 0 1 1 0 3 
Overall 
combined total 






                                                
447 #23 to Zeus. 
448 #7 to Dionysus. 
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A4. Book by book count of etymological phrases: 
Iliad: (Total: 122/15,693 = 1/128.631) 
1.   4/611   = 1/152.75.  13. 6/837   = 1/139.5    
2.   11/877 = 1/79.727  14. 4/522   = 1/130.5 
3.   8/461   = 1/57.625  15. 4/746   = 1/186.5 
4.   5/544   = 1/108.8  16. 7/867   = 1/123.857 
5.   7/909   = 1/129.857  17. 2/761   = 1/380.5 
6.   3/529   = 1/176.333  18. 7/617   = 1/88.142 
7.   5/482   = 1/96.4   19. 4/424   = 1/106 
8.   4/565   = 1/141.25  20. 7/503   = 1/71.857 
9.   9/713   = 1/79.222  21. 1/611   = 1/611 
10. 8/579   = 1/72.375  22. 6/515   = 85.833 
11. 4/848   = 1/212   23. 7/897   = 1/128.142 
12. 3/471   = 1/157   24. 14/804 = 1/57.428 
Odyssey: (Total: 227/12,110 = 1/53.584) 
1.  8/444    = 1/55.5   13. 6/440   = 1/73.333  
2.  8/434    = 1/54.25  14. 8/533   = 1/66.625 
3.  10/497  = 1/49.7   15. 15/557 = 1/37.133 
4.  15/847  = 1/56.466  16. 6/481   = 1/80.166 
5.  10/493    = 1/49.3  17. 14/606 = 1/43.285 
6.  2/331    = 1/165.5  18. 10/428 = 1/42.8 
7.  11/347  = 1/31.545  19. 11/604 = 1/54.909 
8.  14/586  = 1/41.857  20. 11/394 = 1/39.4 
9.  12/566  = 1/47.166  21. 8/434   = 1/54.25 
10. 6/574   = 1/95.666  22. 8/501   = 1/62.625 
11. 13/640 = 1/49.23  23. 7/372   = 1/53.142 
12. 7/453   = 1/64.714  24. 7/548   = 1/78.285 
Iliad Breakdowns:    
Battle narrative proper = 13/4339, 1/333.77 Battle dialogue = 12/1923, 
1/160.25 
Duels = 0/215, arming scenes = 0/162 duel dialogue = 2/110 
Total battle narrative = 13/4716, 1/362.77 total battle dialogue = 14/2033, 
1/145.214 
Total battle scenes = 27/6749, 1/249.96. 
Iliad without battle scenes = 95/8944 = 1/94.147 
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A5.1 Table of Tense Usage with Etymological Phrases (Homer): 
            Fut.      Pres.       Impfct.       Aor.         Perf.          Plperf.        Total 
EN 1 28 18 21 3 1 75 
EA 18 70449 26 124 0 0 238 
ED 2 8 6 31 5 1 53 
EG 0 1 0 0 1 0 2 
EF 21 107 50 175 11 7 364  
 
A5.2 Table of Tense Usage with Etymological Phrases (Hesiod, Hymns):450 
            Fut.      Pres.       Impfct.       Aor.        Perf.         Plperf.           Total 
EN 1 5 1 6 1 0 14 
EA 3 12 5 35 0 0 55 
ED 0 4 0 5 0 0 9 
EF 4 21 6 46 1 0 78  
 
A6 Alphabetical index of line numbers in which the etymological figures occur: 
Homer 
Etymological nominative: 
Q99'8%& =99'U8'.: Il.22.438-9, Od.15.458.   
=%.+A&/ =Z+h* =':+'.: Od.1.325-9, 8.73, 8.83=367, 521, 8.87, 17.358, 
17.385, 17.518-19, 19.518-19, 22.330-331, 22.345-346. 
v6Z =w60.: Il.19.90-91, 128-30. 
m%?&  m/1;'.: Od.12.128, 12.355. 
m@6F- m/1;'.: Od.14.102 
9%*L / 9'*DJ8Z 9:9*'60.: Il.5.269-70, 24.539-40. 
599NZ 5997w60.: Od.8.351. 
                                                
449 3 of these presents and 5 of the imperfects, all from *!es- !wear" are historically presents, 
but reanalyzed at some point in Greek as perfects and pluperfects. 
450 The count from Hesiod includes the fragments. In this case a few of the figures are to be 
bracketed. 
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#-740 zX'60.: Il.4.137-8. 
\*:%2%& (\*:") #2'.:  Il.8.119-21 
J'A& 6:JZ1.: Il.2.318-19, 9.636, 24.538, Od.2.125, 5.265, 5.427, 11.274, 
11.555, 15.234, 18.158=21.1, 20.393-4, 23.11. 
;'.4O8.0 ;')60.: Il.6.47, 11-132, Od.4.614=15.113, 14.326, 15.101, 19.295, 
21.9. 
;3-7G ;Z-X11'.: Il.2.50-52, 2.436-437, 2.442-444, 17.322-5, Od.2.6-8. 
4*Z16L- 4*w60.: Od.13.376-8, 18.275-7, 20.287-90. 
W+4L xs': Od.5.59-60, 9.210. 
W.*%2/%& 2Y'.: Od.9.10. 
n4Z9'-Y'& =9/-'7%*: Il.2.788-789. 
W2'y& #2'.: Il.4.132-3, 12.454-5, 460-61, 20.414-15. 
$*%.L $*Y'.: Il.5.697-8. 
$E8.& $%8:s'60.: Il.20.217. 
$6F2A& $6F2'X'.: Od.17.18-19, 18.1-2. 
z/%& zY'.: Il.18.402-3 
160J4A& I16Z: Od.7.89-90. 
16O8Z H16O;}: Il.17.434-5.  
6%;'y& 6:;6'.: Od.7.54-55, 8.553-554.  
¯/m%& T%m'): Il.13.299-300 
T?10 T71: Il.18.470.  
Etymololgical vocative 
6Y;*%*, 6:;6F: Il.1.414. 
=$6%'$Y&, #'.$'&q Il.8.209. 
40-6%'$Y&, #'.$'&q Il.13.824. 
Etymological accusative:  
=9%-L* =9Y(.)-'1J0.: Il.18.245. 
=9%-L* =9%-'X'.*: Il.2.788. 
0(24L* 0(24es'.*: Il.4.324. 
=*0:6.%* 0(6.e01J0.: Il.11.654, 13.775, Od.20.135.  
=$'.8L* =$'.8')*: Il.13.219-20, 16.200-201, Od.13.126-127. 
mD8%& m088')*: Od.9.495. 
m:%* s@'.*: Od.15.491. 
m%78L* m%78'X'.*: Il.9.75, 10.147=327, 10.415, 23.78, 24.652, Od.6.61. 
m%?& m%7;%8')*: Il.21.448. 
m%?& m/1;'.*: Il.15.547-8. 
-9*O6F 9':*01J0.: Il.3.238. 
+0)60 +0:*71J0.: Il.24.802, Od.3.66=20.280, 13.26. 
+0:6Z* +0:*71J0.: Od.7.50, 11.185-186. 
+,-%* +.+/*0.: Il. 7.299, 9.164, 261, 699, 14.238, 16.381=867, 18.84, 
19.194-5, 20.299, 22.341, 23.745, 24.278, 425, 528, 534, Od.1.316, 4.589, 
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600, 613-4=15.113-14, 8.439-40, 545, 11.357, 13.135, 358, 15.125, 15.206-7, 
17.76, 18.142, 191, 279, 20.342, 21.13, 24.314. 
+F6:*Z* +.+/*0.: Od.9.268. 
H0*A* I**71J0.: Il.14.178. 
5+F+L* #1J'.*: Od.5.195-196. 
'r+0- #+4'*0.: Il.13.35-6, Od.9.84, Od.11.123=23.270. 
'r+%& (+')*: Il.3.224, Od.5.217, 24.374. 
'j4060 I**71J0.: Il.5.905, 16.670, 680, 18.517, 23.67. Od. 2.3, 4.253, 308, 
5.167, 264, 6.228, 7.265, 8.366, 10.542, 11.191, 14.154, 320, 396, 15.338, 
368-369, 16.79, 457 17.203, 338, 550, 18.361, 19.72, 218, 20.125, 21.339, 
23.115, 24.59, 24.157, 21.339    
5$:;8Z1.* ;08')*: Il.7.138-139, 18.487, 22.29, 506. Od.5.273. 
#$%& '($')*: Il.1.108, 543, 2.361, 3.204, 5.683, 7.375, 394, 15.206, 20.115, 
250, 23.102, 24.75, 92, 744. Od.4.204-5, 8.141, 397, 14.509, 16.69, 469, 
18.166, 19.98, 362, 378, 20.115, 21.278, 22.131=247, 392, 23.183, 342, 
24.262. 
#-9%* 5-9es'1J0.: Il.24.733, Od.20.72, 22.422. 
#-9%* #-+'.*: Od.2.236, 19.92. 
#-9%* zYs'.*: Il.10.51, 282, 524-25. Od.11.272, 23.222, 24.458.  
M+-, M+-,*: Il.4.27. 
M'-BP%* M'-'X1'.*: Od.14.94. 
M16A* M16e*0.: Il.1.480, 23.852. Od.2.94=24.129, 9.77, 10.506, 12.402, 
15.289-290=2.424-425, 19.139. 
;8B+Z* ;08')*: Il.9.11. 
;-Z63-0 ;.-*w1J0.: Od.3.390, 393, Od.7.179, 13.50, 18.423. 
;6Y-'0 ;6'-('):s'.*: Il.24.38, Od.1.291, 2.222, 3.285. 
8@mZ* 8Fmw1J0.: Il.13.622-23. 
4e2Z* 4e2'1J0.: Il.12.175, 15.414, 15.673, 18.533, Od.9.54, 
4?J%* 47J')1J0.: Od.3.140 
*');%& *'.;Y)*: Il.20.251-2. 
*:;Z* *.;w*: Od.11.544-545. 
*%4A* *%4'X'.*: Od.9.217. 
*/%* *%310.: Il.9.104. 
G')*%* G'*:s'.*: Od.3.355, 7.190, 24.288-9. 
%r*%* %(*:s'1J0.: Il.8.506, 546. 
%r*%* %(*%2%'X'.*: Od.3.472. 
x8'J-%* =$/88Y1J0.: Od.9.303. 
(5;)%*%40;8B+Z* W*%4es'.*: Il.22.415. Od. 4.278, 12.249-250. 
$340 $e12'.*: Il.5.886. Od.1.49, 190, 4.330, 5.33, 7.152, 195, 8.411, 12.27, 
17.444, 524. 
$8/;04%* $8Y;'.*: Il.14.176. 
$%.*O* 6:*'.*: Il.16.398, Od.23.312. 
$/8'4%* $%8'4:s'.*: Il.2.121, 3.435. 
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$%6A* $:*'.*: Od.9.354. 
160J4A* M16e*0.: Od.1.333=8.457, 16.415, 18.209, 21.64. 
6')2%& 6'.2Us'.*: Il.7.449. 
6Y4'*%& 6Y4*'.*: Il.6.194, 20.184. 
6Y;*%* 6:;6'.*: Il.2.313=327, 6.196, Od.11.249, 285, 19.266, 22.324  
6.4L* 6:*'.*: Il.3.286, 288-9, 459. 
TO4Z* Te1J0.: Od.20.100. 
T.8/6Z60 T.8')*: Od.15.245-6. 
;06> T-Y*0 T-es'1J0.: Od.1.294. 
T76A* T76'X'.*: Od.9.108. 
2%L* 2')1J0.: Od.10.518, 11.26, 
2X1.* 2')1J0.: Od.5.487. 
Etymological genitive:           
9%X*F* 9%7*es%40.: Il.22.345, 
6.43& 6'6.431J0.: Il.23.649. 
Etymological dative: 
=;4%JD6f 6.JY*0.: Od.8.274. 
Q6} =e10.: Il.8.237,  
mY8'1.* m088')*: Il.11.657, Od.16.277. 
+'14[ +')*: Il.5.386-7, 10.443, Od.12.160-161, 12.196, 15.232, 443-444, 
22.189. 
'd* 'd*ZJ3*0.: Od.4.333-4=17.123-5. 
s@*} s@**71J0.: Il.14.181. 
sF163-. s@**71J0.: Il.10.77-8. 
J0*e6f J*1;'.*: Od.11.412. 
;8Z)+. ;8Z)10.: Od.17.97. 
;8.14[ ;8.*Y1J0.: Od.17.97. 
;*O16. ;*3*: Il.11.639-40. 
;-Z63-. ;.-*w1J0.: Il.4.260, Od.10.356, 20.253. 
W8DJ-f W88Y1J0.: Od.3.87, 4.489. 
WTJ084%)1. xu'1J0.: Il.5.212, 24.206, Od.3.93-4 = 4.323-4. 
$%4$%)1. $D4$'.*: Il.16.671-2= Il.16.681-2. 
$8Z9 $8B11'.*: Il.2.264. 
$-%2/f 2')1J0.: Od.1.136-8=4.52-4, 7.172-4,10.368-9, 15.135-7, 17.91-3. 
$6'-X9'11. $%6/$Y6'1J0.: Il.2.462, Od.2.148-9. 
zCm+%.1. zeu'.*: Il.12.297. 
6'-D6-f 6'6-3*0.: Od.23.198. 
6-7$C*f 6-7$w*: Od.9.384-5. 
T-'1i T-%*')*/T-es'1J0.: Il.9.421-3, Od.14.81-2. 
TF* TF*')*: Od.19.545. 




9'*DJ8Z 9:9*'60.: Fr.150.26-7 
J'A& 6:JZ1.: Th.805, Op.288. 
;E;;7G ;%;;Ns'.: Op.486.  
g8%6/4%& 6'4*')*: Op.807 
Etymological accusative 
m%78L* m%78'X'.*: Op.266. 
9E*%* 9':*01J0.: Th.919-920. 
+U;Z* +.;es'.*: Op.39, Fr.338. 
+,-%* +:+%*0.: Th.399, Op.82, Fr.10.61, 141.3, 204.41-2, 204.54. 
'r+%& (+')*: Fr.199.33. 
5$:;8Z1.* ;08')*: Th.207. 
#$%& '($')*: Op.453, Op.710, Fr.211.6. 
5$@*74%* W*%4es'.*: .Fr.296. 
#-9%* 5-9es%40.: Op.382, 397-398. 
#-9%* zYs'.*: Th.209-210. 
M16A* M16e*0.: Op.779.  
*340 *')*: Op.777. 
x*%40  W*%40:*F: Fr.235.2. 
6')2%& 6'.2Us'.*: Fr.182. 
6Y;*%* 6:;6'.*: Th.308, 453, Op.235, Fr.10(a).30, 31.2, 31.4, 204.129-30. 
TO4Z* Te1J0.: Op.763-4. 
Etymlogical Dative 
+'14[ +')*: Th.521-2, 617-8, 717-8, Fr.239.4-5. 
(=)+h6} +:+%*0.: Op.355. 
xsf 5TYs'1J0.: Sc.394. 
W*/401.* W*%4es'.*: Fr.15. 
Homeric Hymns 
Etymological nominative 
Q+%6%& +:+F1.: 4.573 
=%.+A& =':+'.: 1.17-8, 21.3-4. 
m/'& m/1;*60.: 4.71-2. 
-9*B6%. 9:9*'60.: 5.135. 
J'A& 6:JZ1.: 3.137, 519. 
W+4L xs'.: 2.13. 
6-%TA& 6-YT'.: 5.114. 
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Etymological vocative 
Ï0.B%2' #2F*: 22.6-7. 
$%.;.8%4360 4Z6:1'0.: 3.322. 
Etymological accusative 
Q+76%* +?*0.: .3.443. 
m%?& m%7;%8')*: 5.55 
+,-%* +:+%*0.: 2.327, 4.442, 462, 5.212, 10.2, 
'r+0- #+4'*0.: 5.260. 
'r+%& (+')*: 3.198. 
'j4060 I**71J0.: 5.64, 171-2, .6.6, 32.8. 
#-9%* 5-9es'1J0.: 2.139-140.  
4:9+Z* 4')G0.: 4.493-4.  
*ZA* *0:'.*: 3.298. 
*%4A* *%4'X'.*: 4.492. 
We-%7& W0-:s'.*: 23.3 
6Y;*%* 6:;6'.*: 2.136, 3.14, 5.127, 31.5. 
T76A* TX'.*: 3.55.  
Etymological dative 
+'14[ +')*: 7.12. 
T.8/6Z6. T.8')*: 4.574-5. 
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